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Preface I 
M y goals in writing this book are to describe my understanding of 

why the trades in Figure P.I offer great risk-reward ratios, and to 

present ways to profit from setups like these in both stocks and 

futures trading. The most important message that I can deliver is to focus 

on the absolute best trades, avoid the absolute worst setups, and work on 

increasing the number of shares that you are trading. I freely recognize 

that every one of my reasons behind each setup is just my opinion and my 

reasoning about why a trade works might be completely wrong. However, 

that is irrelevant. What is important is that reading price action is a very 

effective way to trade, and I have thought a lot about why certain things 

happen the way that they do. I am comfortable with my explanations, and 

they give me confidence when I place a trade, but they are irrelevant to 

!tMO 

",00 

FIGURE P. 1 AAPL, Daily Chart through June  1 0, 2008 (Th is chart with trend l ines 
added is a lso i n  the final chapter, a long with the explanations behind each trade. )  
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my placing trades, so it is not important to me that they are right. Just as 
I can reverse my opinion about the direction of the market in an instant, I 

. can also reverse my opinion about why a particular pattern works if I come 
across a reason that is more logical or if I discover a flaw in my logic. I am 
providing the opinions because they appear to make sense, and they may 
help readers become more comfortable trading certain setups and because 
they may be intellectually stimulating, but they are not needed for any price 
action trades. 

The book is a comprehensive guide to understanding price action and 
is directed toward sophisticated traders and market professionals. How
ever, the concepts are useful to traders at all levels. It uses many of the 
standard techniques described by Edwards and Magee and many others, 
but will focus more on individual bars to demonstrate how the informa
tion they provide can significantly enhance the risk-reward ratio of trading. 
Most books point out three or four trades on a chart, which implies that ev
erything else on the chart is incomprehensible, meaningless, or risky. I be
lieve that there is something to be learned from every tick that takes place 
during the day and that there are far more great trades on every chart than 
just the few obvious ones, but to see them, you have to understand price 
action, and you cannot dismiss any bars as unimportant. I learned from 
performing thousands of operations through a microscope that some of 
the most important things can be very small. 

I read charts bar by bar and look for any information that each bar is 
telling me. They are all important. At the end of every bar, most traders ask 
themselves, "What just took place?" With most bars, they conclude that it is 
just too confusing to understand and choose to wait for a pattern that they 
recognize. It is as if they believe that the bar did not exist, or they dismiss 
it as just institutional program activity that is not tradable by an individual 
trader. They do not feel as though they are part of the market at these times, 
but these times constitute the vast majority of the day. Yet, if they look at 
the volume, all of those bars that they are ignoring have as much volume 
as the bars they are using for the bases for their trades. Clearly, a lot of 
trading is taking place, but they don't understand how that can be, and 
essentially they pretend that it does not exist. But that is denying reality. 
There is always trading taking place, and as a trader you owe it to yourself 
to understand why it's taking place and to figure out a way to make money 
off it. Learning what the market is telling you is very time consuming and 
difficult, but it gives you the foundation that you need to be a successful 
trader. 

Unlike most books on candle charts where the majority of readers 
feel compelled to memorize patterns, this book will provide a rationale for 
why particular patterns are reliable setups for traders. Some of the terms 
used have specific meaning to market technicians but different meanings 
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to traders and I am writing this entirely from a trader's perspective. I ;;un 
certain tp.at many traders already understand everything in this book, but 
likely wouldn't describe price action in the same way that I do. There are no 
secrets among successful traders, and they all know common setups, and 
many have their own names for each one. All of them are buying and sell
ing pretty much at the same time, catching the same swings, and each has 
his own reasons for getting into a trade. Many trade price action intuitively 
without ever feeling a need to articulate why a certain setup works. I hope 
that they enjoy reading my understanding of and perspective on price ac
tion and that this gives them some insights that will improve their already 
successful trading. 

The goal for most traders is to maximize trading profits through a style 
that is compatible with their personalities. Without that compatibility, I 
believe that it is virtually impossible to trade profitably long term. Many 
traders wonder how long it will take them to be successful and are will
ing to lose money for some period of time, even a few years. However, it 
took me over 10 years to be able to trade successfully. Each of us has many 
considerations and distractions, so the time will vary, but a trader has to 
work though most obstacles before becoming consistently profitable. I had 
several major problems that had to be corrected, including raising three 
wonderful daughters who always filled my mind with thoughts of them and 
what I needed to be doing as their father. That was solved as they got older 
and more independent. Then it took me a long time to accept many per
sonality traits as real and unchangeable (or at least I concluded that I was 
unwilling to change them). And finally there was the issue of confidence. I 
have always been confident to the point of arrogant in so many things that 
those who know me would be surprised that this was difficult for me. How
ever, deep inside I believed that I really would never come up with a con
sistently profitable approach that I would enjoy employing for many years. 
Instead, I bought many systems, wrote and tested countless indicators and 
systems, read many books and magazines, went to seminars, hired tutors, 
joined chat rooms, and talked with people who presented themselves as 
successful traders, but I never saw their account statements and suspect 
that most could teach but few if any could trade. Usually in trading, those 
who know don't talk, and those who talk don't know. 

This was all extremely helpful because it showed all of the things that 
I needed to avoid before becoming successful. Any nontrader who looks 
at a chart will invariably conclude that trading has to be extremely easy, 
and that is part of the appeal. At the end of the day, anyone can look at any 
chart and see very clear entry and exit points. However, it is much more 
difficult to do in real time. There is a natural tendency to want to buy the 
exact low and never have the trade come back. If it does, a novice will take 
the loss to avoid a bigger loss, resulting in a series of losing trades that will 
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ultimately bust his account. Using wide stops solves that to some extent, 
but invariably a trader will soon hit a few big losses that will put him into 
the red and make him too scared to continue using that approach. 

Why do so many business schools continue to recommend Edwards 
and Magee when their book is essentially simplistic, largely using trend
lines, breakouts, and pullbacks as the basis for trading? They do so be
cause the system works, and it always has, and it always will. Now that 
just about all traders have computers with access to intraday data, many 
of those techniques can be adapted to day trading. Also, candle charts give 
additional information about who is controlling the market, which results 
in a more timely entry with smaller risk. Edwards and Magee's focus is on 
the overall trend. I use those same basic techniques but pay much closer 
attention to the individual bars on the chart to improve the risk-reward 
ratio, and I devote considerable attention to intraday charts. 

It seemed obvious to me that if one could simply read the charts well 
enough to be able to enter at the exact times that the move would take 
off and not come back, then that trader would have a huge advantage. He 
would have a high winning percentage and the few losses would be small. 
I decided that this would be my starting point, and what I discovered was 
that nothing had to be added. In fact, any additions are distractions that re
sult in lower profitability. This sounds so obvious and easy that it is difficult 
for most people to believe. 

I am a day trader who relies entirely on price action on the intra
day Emini S&P 500 Futures (the "Emini") charts, and I believe that read
ing price action well is an invaluable skill for all traders. Beginners often 
instead have a deep-seated belief that something more is required, that 
maybe some complex mathematical formula that very few use would give 
them just the edge that they need. Goldman Sachs is so rich and sophis
ticated that they must have a supercomputer and high-powered software 
that gives them an advantage that insures that all the individual traders are 
doomed to failure. They start looking at all kinds of indicators and playing 
with the inputs to customize the indicators to make them just right. Every 
indicator works some of the time, but for me, they obfuscate instead of elu
cidate. In fact, without even looking at a chart, you can place a buy order 
and have a 50 percent chance of being right! 

I am not dismissing indicators and systems out of ignorance of their 
subtleties. I have spent over 10,000 hours writing and testing indicators 
and systems over the years, and that probably is far more experience than 
most. This extensive experience with indicators and systems was an essen
tial part of my becoming a successful trader. Indicators work well for many 
traders, but the best success comes once a trader finds an approach that 
is compatible with his personality. My single biggest problem with indica
tors and systems is that I never fully trusted them. At every setup, I saw 
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exceptions that needed to be tested. I always wanted every last penny out 
of the market and was never satisfied with a return from a system if I could 
incorporate a new twist that would make it better. I am simply too control
ling, compulsive, restless, observant, and untrusting to make money long 
term off indicators or automated systems, but I am at the extreme in many 
ways, and most people don't have these same issues. 

Many traders, especially beginners, are drawn to indicators, hoping 
that an indicator will show them when to enter a trade. What they don't 
realize is that the vast majority of indicators are based on simple price ac
tion, and when I am placing trades, I simply cannot think fast enough to 
process what several indicators might be telling me. Also, oscillators tend 
to make traders look for reversals and focus less on price charts. These 
can be effective tools on most days when the market has two or three re
versals lasting an hour or more. The problem comes when the market is 
trending strongly. If you focus too much on your indicators, you will see 
that they are forming divergences all day long, and you may find yourself 
repeatedly entering Countertrend and losing money. By the time you come 
to accept that the market is trending, you will not have enough time left 
in the day to recoup your losses. Instead, if you were simply looking at a 
bar or candle chart, you would see that the market is clearly trending, and 
you would not be tempted by indicators to look for trend reversals. The 
most common successful reversals first break a trendline with strong mo
mentum and then pullback to test the extreme, and if a trader focuses too 
much on divergences, she will often overlook this fundamental fact. A di
vergence in the absence of a Countertrend momentum surge that breaks a 
trendline is a losing strategy. Wait for the trendline break, and then see if 
the test of the old extreme reverses or if the old trend resumes. You do not 
need an indicator to tell you that a strong reversal here is a high-probability 
trade, at least for a scalp, and there will almost certainly be a divergence, 
so why complicate your thinking by adding the indicator to your calculus? 

Some pundits recommend a combination of time frames, indicators, 
wave counting, and Fibonacci retracements and extensions, but when it 
comes time to place the trade, they will only do it if there is a good price 
action setup. Also, when they see a good price action setup, they start look
ing for indicators that show divergences or different time frames for mov
ing average tests or wave counts or Fibonacci setups to confirm what is 
in front of them. In reality, they are price action traders who are trading 
exclusively off price action on only one chart but don't feel comfortable 
admitting it. They are complicating their trading to the point that they cer
tainly are missing many, many trades because their overanalysis takes too 
much time to place their orders, and they are forced to wait for the next 
setup. The logic just isn't there for making the simple so complicated. Ob
viously adding any information can lead to better decision making, and 
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many people may be able to process lots of inputs when deciding whether 

to place a trade. Ignoring data because of a simplistic ideology alone is 

foolish. The goal is to make money, and a trader should do everything he 

can to maximize his profits. I simply cannot process multiple indicators 

and time frames well in the time needed to place my orders accurately, 

and I find that carefully reading a single chart is far more profitable for me. 

Also, if I rely on indicators, I find that I get lazy in my price action reading 

and often miss the obvious. Price action is far more important than any 

other information, and if you sacrifice some of what it is telling you to gain 

information from something else, you are likely making a bad decision. 

There are countless ways to make money trading stocks and Erninis, 

but all require movement (well, except for shorting options). If you learn 

to read the charts, you will catch a great number of these profitable trades 

every day without ever knowing why some institution started the trend and 

without ever knowing what any indicator is showing. You don't need their 

software or analysts because they will show you what they are doing. All 

you have to do is piggy-back onto their trades, and you will make a profit. 

Price action will tell you what they are doing and allow you an early entry 

with a tight stop. 

I have found that I consistently make far more money by minimizing 

what I have to consider when placing a trade. All I need is a single chart on 

my laptop computer with no indicators except a 20-bar exponential moving 

average, which does not require too much analysis and clarifies many good 

setups each day. I sometimes trade even without the moving average, but it 

provides enough setups that it is usually worth having on the chart. Volume 

on I-minute charts is also sometimes minimally useful when looking for a 

sign that a trend reversal might be imminent, but I never look at it because I 

trade mostly offt
,
he 5-minute chart (rarely I will take an early 5-minute With 

Trend entry off the I-minute chart). An unusually large I-minute volume 

spike often comes near the end of a bear trend, and the next new swing 

low or two often provide profitable long scalps. However, this is simply an 

observation; it is far too unreliable to be a part of your trading and should 

be ignored. Volume spikes also sometimes occur on daily charts when a 

sell off is overdone. 

Even traders who base their trades on a collection of indicators 

routinely look at price action when placing their entries and exits. Who 

wouldn't feel better about buying a divergence if there was also a strong 

reversal bar at the low? However, charts provide far more information 

about who is in control of the market than most traders realize. Almost 

every bar offers important clues as to where the market is going, and a 

trader who dismisses any activity as noise is passing up many profitable 

trades each day, 

As a trader, I see everything in shades of gray and am constantly think

ing in terms of probabilities, If a pattern is setting up and it is not perfect 
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but it is reasonably similar to a reliable setup, it will likely behave similarly 
as well. Close is usually close enough. If something resembles a textbook 
setup, the trade will likely unfold similarly to the trade from the textbook 
setup. This is the art of trading, and it takes years to become good at trad
ing in the gray zone. Everyone wants concrete, clear rules, or indicators, 
and chat rooms, newsletters, hotlines, or tutors that will tell them when 
exactly to get in to minimize risk and maximize profit, but none of it works 
in the long run. You have to take responsibility for your decisions, but you 
first have to learn how to make them, and that means that you have to get 
used to operating in the gray fog. Nothing is ever as clear as black and 
white, and I have been doing this long enough to appreciate that anything, 
no matter how unlikely, can and will happen. It's like quantum physics. Ev
ery conceivable event has a probability, and so do events that you have yet 
to consider. It is not emotional, and the reasons why something happens 
are irrelevant. Watching to see if the Feds cut rates today is a waste of time 
because there is both a bullish and bearish interpretation of anything that 
they do. What is key is to see what the market does, not what the Fed does. 
Never watch the news during the trading day. If you want to know what 
a news event means, the chart in front of you will tell you. If a pundit on 
CNBC announces that a report was bearish and the market goes up, are 
you going to look to short? Only look at the chart, and it will tell you what 
you need to know. The chart is what will give you money or take money 
from you, so it is the only thing that you should ever consider when trad
ing. If you are on the floor, you can't even trust what your best friend is 
doing. He might be offering a lot of orange juice calls but secretly having 
a broker looking to buy 10 times as many below the market. Your friend 
is just trying to create a panic to drive the market down so he can load up 
through a surrogate at a much better price. 

There is one other problem with the news. Invariably when the mar
ket makes a huge move, the reporters will find some confident, convincing 
expert who predicted it and interview him, leading the viewers to believe 
that this pundit has an uncanny ability to predict the market, despite the 
untold reality that this same pundit has been wrong in his last 10 predic
tions. The pundit then makes some future prediction, and the naive viewer 
will attach significance to it and let it affect his trading. What the viewer 
may not realize is that some pundits are bullish 100 percent of the time and 
others are bearish 100 percent of the time, and still others just swing for 
the fences all of the time and make outrageous predictions. The reporter 
just rushes to the one who is consistent with the day's news, which is to
tally useless to a trader. In fact it is destructive because it can influence his 
trading and make him question and deviate from his own methods. So, if 
you really must watch TV during the trading day, I recommend cartoons 
or foreign language shows, so there will be no chance that the show will 
influence your trading. 
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Friends and colleagues freely offer opinions for you to ignore. Occa
sionally traders will tell me that they have a great setup and want to dis
cuss it with me. I invariably get them angry at me when I tell them that I 
am not interested. They immediately perceive me as selfish, stubborn, and 
close-minded, and when it comes to trading, I am all of that and probably 
much more. The skills that make you money are generally seen as flaws to 
the lay person. Why do I no longer read books or articles about trading, or 
talk to other traders about their ideas? As I said, the chart tells me all that 
I need to know, and any other information is a distraction. Several people 
have been offended by my attitude, but I think it in part comes from me 
turning down what they are presenting as something helpful to me when 
in reality they are making an offering, hoping that I will reciprocate with 
some tutoring. They become frustrated and angry when I tell them that I 
don't want to hear about anyone else's trading techniques. I tell them that I 
haven't even mastered my own and probably never will, but I am confident 
that I will make far more money perfecting what I already know than trying 
to incorporate non-price action approaches into my trading. I ask them if 
James Galway offered a beautiful flute to Yo Yo Mah and insisted that Yo 
Yo start learning the flute because Galway makes so much money by play
ing his flute, should Mah accept the offer? Clearly not. Mah should continue 
to become better and better at the cello and by doing so he will make far 
more money than if he also started playing the flute. I am no Galway or 
Mah, but the concept is the same. Price action is the only instrument that 
I want to play and I strongly believe that I will make far more money by 
mastering it than by incorporating ideas from other successful traders. 

Yesterday, Costco's earnings were up 32 percent on the quarter and 
above analysts' expectations. It gapped up on the open, tested the gap on 
the first bar and then ran up over a dollar in twenty minutes. (See Fig
ure P.2.) It then drifted down to test yesterday's close. It had two rallies 
that broke bear trendlines, and both failed. This created a Double Top 
(Bars 2 and 3) Bear Flag or Triple Top (Bars 1, 2, and 3) and the market 
then plunged three dollars, below the prior day's low. If you were unaware 
of the report, you would have shorted at the failed bear trendline breaks 
at Bars 2 and 3 and you would have sold more on the Breakout Pullback 
at Bar 4. You would have reversed to long on the Bar 5 big reversal bar, 
which was the second attempt to reverse the breakout below yesterday's 
low and a climactic reversal of the breakout of the bottom of the steep bear 
trend channel line. Alternatively, you could have bought the open because 
of the bullish report, and then worried about why the stock was collapsing 
instead of soaring the way that TV analysts predicted, and you likely would 
have sold out your long on the second plunge down to Bar 5. 

Any trend that covers a lot of points in very few bars, meaning that 
there is some combination of large bars and bars with very little overlap, 
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FIGURE P.2 Shou l d  You Buy Based on a G reat Earn ings Report or Short Based on 
Price Action? 

will eventually have a pullback. These trends have such strong momentum 
that the odds favor a test of the trend's extreme after the pullback and usu
ally the extreme will be exceeded, as long as the pullback does not become 
a new trend and extend beyond the start of the prior trend. In general, the 
odds that a pullback will get back to the prior trend's extreme fall substan
tially if the pullback retraces 75 percent or more. For a pullback in a bear, 
at that point, a trader is better to think of the pullback as a new bull trend 
rather than a pullback in an old bear. Bar 6 was about a 70 percent pull
back and then the market tested the climactic bear low on the open of the 
next day. 

The only thing that is as it seems is the chart. If you cannot figure out 
what it is telling you, do not trade. Wait for clarity. It will always come. 
But once it is there, you must place the trade and assume the risk and 
follow your plan. Do not dial down to a I-minute chart and tighten your 
stop because you will lose. The problem with the I-minute chart is that 
it tempts you by offering lots of entries. However, you will not be able 
to take them all and you will instead cherry-pick, which will lead to the 
death of your account; you will invariably pick too many bad cherries. The 
best trades often happen too fast for you to place your orders and that 
means you will be choosing among the less desirable trades and will lose 
more often. When you enter on a 5-minute chart, your trade is based on 
your analysis of the 5-minute chart without any idea of what the I-minute 
looks like. You must therefore rely on your 5-minute stops and targets, and 
just accept the reality that the I-minute chart will move against you and 
hit a I-minute stop frequently. If you watch the I-minute chart, you will 
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not be devoting your full attention to the 5-minute chart and I will take 
your money from your account and put it in my account. If you want to 
compete, you must minimize all distractions and all inputs other than what 
is on the chart in front of you, and trust that if you do, you will make a 
lot of money. It will seem unreal but it is very real. Never question it. Just 
keep things simple and follow your simple rules. It is extremely difficult 
to consistently do something simple, but in my opinion, it is the best way 
to trade. Ultimately, as a trader understands price action better and better, 
trading becomes much less stressful and actually pretty boring, but much 
more profitable. 

Although I never gamble because the odds are against me and I never 
want to bet against math, there are some similarities with gambling, espe
cially in the minds of those who don't trade. For example, some traders use 
simple game theory and increase the size of a trade after one or more losing 
trades. Blackjack card counters are very similar to trading range traders. 
The card counter is trying to determine when the math has gone too far in 
one direction. In particular, he wants to know then the remaining cards in 
the deck are likely overweighed with face cards. When his count indicates 
that this is likely, he places a trade (bet) based on the probability that a dis
proportionate number of face cards will be coming up, increasing his odds 
of winning. A trading range trader is looking for times when he thinks the 
market has gone too far in one direction and then he places his trade in the 
opposite direction (a fade). 

One unfortunate reality is that there are aspects of trading that are very 
similar to gambling-the most important one is that many losing games win 
often enough to make you believe that you will be able to find a way to win 
at them in the long run. You are fighting relentless, unstoppable math and 
you will go broke trying to beat it. The most obvious example is trading off 
the I-minute chart. Since it looks the same as the 5-minute and since you 
can make many winning trades day trading it, it is logical to conclude that 
you can use it as your primary chart. However, too many of the best trades 
happen too fast to catch and you will find yourself left with the second-tier 
trades. Over time, you will either go broke or make substantially less than 
you would off the 5-minute chart. 

One unfortunate comparison is from non-traders who assume that all 
day traders, and all market traders for that matter, are addicted gamblers 
and therefore have a mental illness. I suspect that many are in that they are 
doing it more for excitement than for profit and are willing to make low 
probability bets and lose large sums of money because of the huge rush 
they feel when they occasionally win. However, most successful traders 
are essentially investors, just like an investor who buys commercial real 
estate or a small business. The only real differences from any other type of 
investing are that the time frame is shorter and the leverage is greater. 
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One final point about gambling. Monte Carlo techniques work well in 
theory but not in practice because of the conflict between math and emo
tion. If you double (or even triple) your position size and reverse at each 
loss, you will theoretically make money. Although four losers in a row is 
rare on the 5-minute Emini chart (especially if you avoid trading in small 
sideways trading ranges in the middle of the day's range), they will happen, 
and so will six, seven, or more, even though I can't remember ever seeing 
that. In any case, if you are comfortable trading ten contracts and you de
cide to double and reverse with each loser, but begin with one contract, 
four consecutive losers would require sixteen contracts and it is unlikely 
that you would place a trade that is larger than your comfort zone following 
four losers. Also, if you like trading ten contracts, you will not be satisfied 
with the profit from trading one contract, which is what you would end up 
trading most of the time. 

Lay people are also concerned about the risk of crashes and because 
of that risk, they again associate trading with gambling. Crashes are very 
rare on daily charts (but common on intraday charts). They are afraid of 
their inability to function effectively during extremely emotional events. 
Although the term "crash" is generally reserved for daily charts and applied 
to bear markets of about 20 percent or more happening in a short time 
frame, like in 1927 and 1987, it is more useful to think of it as just a simple 
and common chart pattern because that removes the emotion and helps a 
trader follow his rules. If you remove the time and price axes from a chart 
and focus simply on the price action, there are market movements that 
occur on intraday charts that are indistinguishable from the patterns in a 
classic crash. If you can get passed the emotion, you can make money off 
crashes because with all charts, they display tradable price action. 

Figure P.3 (from TradeStation) shows how markets can crash in any 
timeframe. The one on the left is a daily chart of GE during the 1987 crash, 
the middle is a 5-minute chart of COST after a very strong earnings re
port, and the one on the right is a I-minute Emini chart. Although the term 
"crash" is used almost exclusively to refer to a 20 percent or more selloff 
over a short time on a daily chart and was widely used only twice in past 
hundred years, a price action trader looks for shape and the same crash 
pattern is common on intraday charts. Since crashes are so common intra
day, there is no need to apply the term because from a trading perspective, 
they are just a bear swing with tradable price action. 

Most traders only consider price action when trading divergences and 
trend pullbacks. They like to see a strong close on a large reversal bar, but 
in reality this is a fairly rare occurrence. The most useful tools for under
standing price action are trendlines and trend channel lines, prior highs and 
lows, breakouts and failed breakouts, the size of bodies and tails on can
dles, and relationships between the current bar to the prior several bars. In 
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FIGURE ".3 Market Crashes Look the Same on Al l  Timeframes 

particular, how the open, high, low, and close of the current bar compare 
to the action of the prior several bars tells a lot about what will happen 
next. Most of the observations in this book are directly related to placing 
trades, but a few have to do with simple curious price action tendencies 
without sufficient dependability to be the basis for a trade. 

I personally rely mainly on candle charts for Emini trading and bar 
charts for stock trading, but most signals are also visible on any type of 
chart and many are even evident on simple line charts. I will focus pri
marily on 5-minute candle charts to illustrate basic principles but will also 
thoroughly discuss daily and weekly charts as well. Additionally, I place in
traday swing trades on several stocks each day and make occasional option 
purchases based on daily charts, and will discuss how using price action 
alone can be the basis for this type of trading. 

Most of the charts in the book demonstrate many different concepts 
and I indicated key price action observations on most. Because of this, 
almost any chart could be on any page, but I placed them in the sec
tion where I thought they best illustrated a point. Many charts reference 
setups that are described later in the book, but when they are clear exam
ples of important setups, I point them out, which should be helpful on a sec
ond read through the book. Also, almost every pattern that you see during 
the day can be placed into several categories in this book. Don't waste 
time deciding if a reversal is unfolding as a Double Bottom Pullback or a 
Spike and Trading Range low or a simple Higher Low. You are a trader, 
not a file clerk. When you see a reversal pattern, just take the trade and 
don't labor over which name most accurately applies. Also, not all chap
ters are created equal. Some are essential to your success whereas others 
are included for completeness. If you are a beginner, focus on Chapter 15 
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because it describes the best trades, and then refer back to the appropri
ate earlier chapters to learn more. Don't spend a lot of time on concepts 
like Magnets and Measured Moves, because that is not where the money 
is. They are included simply because they demonstrate aspects of price 
action, but do not offer reliable trading patterns. 

Since I trade in California, all of the charts are in Pacific Standard Time. 
All of the charts were created with TradeStation. 
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Price Action 

F or a trader, the fundamental issue that confronts him repeatedly 
throughout the day is the decision of whether the market is trending 
or not trending. If it is trending, he assumes that the trend will 

continue, and he will look to enter in the direction of the trend ("With 
Trend"). If it is not trending, he will look to enter in the opposite direction 
of the most recent move ("fade" or "Countertrend"). A trend can be as 
short as a single bar (on a smaller time frame, there can be a strong trend 
contained within that bar) or, on a 5-minute chart, it can last a day or 
more. How does he make this decision? By reading the price action on the 
chart in front of him. 

The most useful definition of price action for a trader is also the sim
plest: it is any change in price on any chart type or time frame. The smallest 
unit of change is the tick, which has a different value for each market. Inci
dentally, a tick has two meanings. It is the smallest unit of change in price 
that a market can make, and it is also every trade that takes place (so if 
you buy, your order will appear on the Time and Sales table, and your fill, 
no matter how large or small, is one tick). Since price is changing with 
every tick (trade) during the day, each price change becomes an example 
of price action. There is no universally accepted definition of price action, 
and since you need to always try to be aware of even the seemingly least 
significant piece of information that the market is offering, you must have 
a very broad definition. You cannot dismiss anything because very often 
something that initially appears minor leads to a great trade. The broadest 
definition includes any representation of price movement during the course 
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of trading. This includes any financial instrument, on any type of chart, in 
any time frame. 

The definition alone does not tell you anything about placing a trade 
because every bar is a potential signal both for a short and a long trade. 
There are traders out there who will be looking to short the next tick, be
lieving that the market won't go one tick higher, and others who will buy it 
believing that the market will likely not go one tick lower. One side will be 
right, and the other will be wrong. If the buyers are wrong and the market 
goes one tick lower and then another and then another, they will begin to 
entertain the prospect that their belief is wrong. At some point, they will 
have to sell their position at a loss, making them new sellers and no longer 
buyers, and this will drive the market down further. Sellers will continue to 
enter the market, either as new shorts or as longs forced to liquidate, until 
some point when more buyers come in. These buyers will be a combination 
of new buyers, profit-taking shorts, and new shorts who now have a loss 
and will have to buy to cover their positions. The market will continue up 
until the process reverses once again. 

Everything is relative, and everything can change into the exact oppo
site in an instant, even without any movement in price. It might be that 
you suddenly see a trendline seven ticks above the high of the current bar 
and instead of looking to short, you now are looking to buy for a test of the 
trendline. Trading through the rearview mirror is a sure way to lose money. 
You have to keep looking ahead, not worrying about the mistakes you just 
made. They have absolutely no bearing on the next tick, so you must ignore 
them and just keep reassessing the price action and not your profit and loss 
(P&L) on the day. 

Each tick changes the price action of every time frame chart from a 
tick chart or I-minute chart through a monthly chart, and on all charts, 
whether the chart is based on time, volume, the number of ticks, point and 
figure, or anything else. Obviously, a single tick move is usually meaning
less on a monthly chart (unless, for example, it is a one tick breakout of 
some chart point that immediately reverses), but it becomes increasingly 
more useful on smaller time frame charts. This is obviously true because if 
the average bar today on a I-minute Emini chart is three ticks tall, then a 
one tick move is 33 percent of the size of the average bar, and that can 
represent a significant move. 

The most useful aspect of price action is watching what happens after 
the market moves beyond (breaks out beyond) prior bars or trendlines on 
the chart. For example, if the market goes above a significant prior high and 
each subsequent bar forms a low that is above the prior bar's low and a high 
that is above the prior bar's high, then this price action indicates that the 
market will likely be higher on some subsequent bar, even if it pulls back 
for a few bars near term. On the other hand, if the market breaks out to the 
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upside, and then the next bar is a small inside bar (its high is not higher 
than that of the large breakout bar), and then the following bar has a low 
that is below this small bar, the odds of a failed breakout and a reversal 
back down increase considerably. 

Over time, fundamentals control the price of a stock, and that price 
is set by institutional traders (like mutual funds, banks, brokerage houses, 
insurance companies, pension funds, hedge funds, and so on), who are by 
far the biggest volume players. Price action is the movement that takes 
place along the way as institutions probe for value. When they feel that 
the price is too high, they will exit or even short, and when they feel it 
is too low (a good value), they will go long or take profits on their shorts. 
Although conspiracy theorists will never believe it, institutions do not have 
secret meetings to vote on what the price should be in an attempt to steal 
money from unsuspecting, well-intentioned individual traders. Their voting 
is essentially independent and secret, and comes in the form of their buying 
and selling, but the results are displayed on price charts. In the short run, 
an institution can manipulate the price of a stock, especially if it is thinly 
traded. However, they would make relatively much less money doing that 
compared to what they could make in other forms of trading, making the 
concern of manipulation of negligible importance, especially in stocks and 
markets where huge volume is traded, like the Eminis, major stocks, debt 
instruments, and currencies. 

Why does price move up one tick? It is because there is more volume 
being bid at the current price than being offered, and a number of those 
buyers are willing to pay even more than the current price if necessary. 
This is sometimes described as the market having more buyers than sellers, 
or as the buyers being in control, or as buying pressure. Once all of those 
buy orders that can possibly be filled are filled at the current price (the 
last price traded), the remaining buyers will have to decide whether they 
are willing to buy at one tick higher. If they are, they will continue to bid 
at the higher price. This higher price will make all market participants re
evaluate their perspective on the market. If there continues to be more 
volume being bid than offered, price will continue to move up since there 
are an insufficient number of contracts being offered by sellers at the last 
price to fill the requests to buy by buyers. At some point, buyers will start 
offering some of their contracts as they take partial profits. Also, sellers 
will perceive the current price as a good value for a short and offer to sell 
more than buyers want to buy. Once there are more contracts being offered 
by sellers (either buyers who are looking to cover some or all of their long 
contracts or by new sellers who are attempting to short), all of the buy 
orders will be filled at the current price, but some sellers will be unable 
to find enough buyers. The bid will move down a tick. If there are sellers 
willing to sell at this lower price, this will become the new last price. 
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Since most markets are driven by institutional orders, it is reasonable 
to wonder whether the institutions are basing their entries on price action, 
or whether their actions are causing the price action. The reality is that in
stitutions are not all watching AAPL or SPY tick by tick and then starting 
a buy program when they see a two-legged pullback on a I-minute chart. 
They have a huge number of orders to be filled during the day and are 
working to fill them at the best price. Price action is just one of many con
siderations, and some firms will rely more on it, and others will rely on it 
less or not at all. Many firms have mathematical models and programs that 
determine when and how much to buy and sell, and all firms continue to 
receive new orders from clients all day long. 

The price action that traders see during the day is the result of insti
tutional activity and much less the cause of the activity. When a profitable 
setup unfolds, there will be a confluence of unknowable influences taking 
place during the trade that results in the trade being profitable or a loser. 
The setup is the actual first phase of a move that is already underway and 
a price action entry lets a trader just jump onto the wave early on. As more 
price action unfolds, more traders will enter in the direction of the move, 
generating momentum on the charts, causing additional traders to enter. 
Traders, including institutions, place their bids and offers for every imag
inable reason, and the reasons are largely irrelevant. However, one reason 
that is relevant, because it is evident to smart price action traders, is to 
benefit from trapped traders. If you know that protective stops are located 
at one tick below a bar and will result in losses to traders who just bought, 
then you should get short on a stop at that same price to make a profit off 
the trapped traders as they are forced out. 

Since institutional activity controls the move and their volume is so 
huge and they place most of their trades with the intention of holding them 
for hours to months, most will not be looking to scalp and instead they will 
defend their original entry. If Vanguard or Fidelity have to buy stock for 
one of their mutual funds, their clients will want the fund to own stock at 
the end of the day. Clients do not buy mutual funds with the expectation 
that the funds will day trade and end up in all cash by the close. The funds 
have to own stock, which means they have to buy and hold, not buy and 
scalp. For example, after their initial buy, they will likely have much more 
to buy and will use any small pullback to add on. If there is none, they will 
continue to buy as the market rises. 

Some beginner traders wonder who is buying as the market is go
ing straight up and also wonder why anyone would buy at the market 
instead of waiting for a pullback. The answer is simple. It is institutions 
working to fill all of their orders at the best possible price, and they will 
buy in many pieces as the market continues up. A lot of this trading is 
being done by institutional computer programs, and it will end after the 
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programs are complete. If a trade fails, it is far more likely the result of 
the trader misreading the price action than it is of an institution changing 
its mind or taking a couple ticks of profit within minutes of initiating a 
program. 

The only importance of realizing that institutions are responsible for 
price action is that it makes placing trades based on price action more 
reliable. Most institutions are not going to be day trading in and out, making 
the market reverse after every one of your entries. Your price action entry 
is just a piggyback trade on their activity, but, unlike them, you are scalping 
all or part of your trade. 

There are some firms that day trade substantial volume. However, for 
their trades to be profitable the market has to move many ticks in their 
direction, and a price action trader will see the earliest parts of the move, 
allowing her to get in early and be confident that the odds of a successful 
scalp are high. That firm cannot have the market go 15 ticks against them if 
they are trying to scalp 4 or 8 ticks. As such, they will enter only when they 
feel that the risk of an adverse move is small. If you read their activity on 
the charts, you should likewise be confident in your trade, but always have 
a stop in the market in case your read is wrong. 

Also, since often the entry bar extreme is tested to the tick and the 
stops are not run, there must be institutional size volume protecting the 
stops, and they are doing so based on price action. In the 5-minute Emini, 
there are certain price action events that change the perspective of smart 
traders. For example, if a High 2 long pullback fails, smart traders will as
sume that the market will likely have two more legs down. If you are an 
institutional trader and you bought that High 2, you do not want it to fail, 
and you will buy more all the way down to one tick above that key protec
tive stop price. That institution is using price action to support their long. 

The big legs are essentially unstoppable, but the small price action is 
fine-tuned by some institutional traders who are watching every tick. Some
times when there is a 5-tick long failure setting up and the price just keeps 
hitting 5 ticks but not 6 where you can scalp 4 ticks out of your long, there 
will suddenly be a trade of 250 Emini contracts, and the price does not tick 
down. In general, anything over 100 contracts should be considered insti
tutional in today's Emini market. Even if it is just a large individual trader, 
he likely has the insight of an institution, and since he is trading institu
tional volume, he is indistinguishable from an institution. Since the price 
is still hanging at 5 ticks, almost certainly that 250 lot order was an insti
tutional buy. This is because if institutions were selling in a market filled 
with nervous longs, the market would fall quickly. When the institutions 
start buying when the market is up 5 ticks, they expect it to go more than 
just 1 tick higher and usually within a minute or so the price will surge 
through 6 ticks and swing up for at least many more. The institutions were 
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buying at the high, which means that they think the market will go higher 
and they will likely buy more as it goes up. Also, since 4-tick scalps work 
so often, it is likely that there is institutional scalping that exerts a great 
influence over most scalps during the day. 

Traders pay close attention to the seconds before key time frames 
close, especially 3-, 5-, 15-, and 60-minute bars. This is also true on key 
volumes for volume bar charts. For example, if many traders follow the 
10,000 shares per bar chart for the Ten Year Note futures contract, then 
when the bar is about to close (it closes on the first trade of any size that 
results in at least 10,000 shares traded since the start of the bar, so the bar is 
rarely ever exactly 10,000 shares), there may be a flurry of activity to influ
ence the final appearance of the bar. One side might want to demonstrate 
a willingness to make the bar appear more bullish or bearish. In simplest 
terms, a strong bull trend bar means that the bulls owned the bar. It is very 
common in strong trends for a reversal bar to totally reverse its appear
ance in the final few seconds before a 5-minute bar closes. For example, 
in a strong bear, there might be a High 2 long setting up with a very strong 
bull reversal bar. Then, with 5 seconds remaining before the bar closes, the 
price plummets, and the bar closes on its low, trapping lots of front running 
longs who expected a bull trend reversal bar. When trading Countertrend 
against a strong trend, it is imperative to wait for the signal bar to close 
before you place your order, and then only enter on a stop at 1 tick beyond 
the bar in the direction of your trade (if you are buying, buy at 1 tick above 
the high of the prior bar on a stop). 

What is the best way to learn how to read price action? It is to print 
out charts and then look for every profitable trade. If you are a scalper 
looking for 50 cents in AAPL or $2 in GOOG on the 5-minute chart, then 
find every move during the day where that amount of profit was possible. 
After several weeks, you will begin to see a few patterns that would allow 
you to make those trades while risking about the same amount. If the risk 
is the same as the reward, you have to win much more than 50 percent 
of the time to make the trade worthwhile. However, lots of patterns have 
a 70 percent or better success rate, and many trades allow you to move 
up your stop from below the signal bar extreme to below the entry bar ex
treme while waiting for your profit target to be reached, reducing your risk. 
Also, you should be trying to enter trades that have a good chance of run
ning well past your profit target, and you should therefore only take partial 
profits. In fact, initially you should only focus on those entries. Move your 
stop to breakeven and then let the remainder run. You will likely have at 
least a couple of trades each week that run .to four or more times your 
initial target before setting up a reverse entry pattern. 

Fibonacci retracements and extensions are a part of price action, 
but since most are just approximations and most fail, do not use 
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them for trading. If one is good, it will be associated with a chart pat
tern that is reliable and tradable on its own, independent of the Fibonacci 
measurement or any indicators. Elliott Wave Theory is also a type of price 
action analysis, but for most traders it is not tradable. The waves are usu
ally not clear until many, many bars after the ideal entry point, and with 
so many opposite interpretations at every instant, it requires far too much 
thought and uncertainty for most a�tive day traders. 

Should you be concerned that making the information in this book 
available will create lots of great price action traders, all doing the same 
thing at the same time, thereby removing the late entrants needed to 
drive the market to your price target? No, because the institutions control 
the market, and they already have the smartest traders in the world, and 
those traders already know everything in this book, at least intuitively. The 
reason that the patterns that we all see unfold as they do is because that 
is the appearance that occurs in an efficient market with countless traders 
placing orders for thousands of different reasons, but with the controlling 
volume being traded based on sound logic. That is just what it looks like, 
and it has forever. The same patterns unfold on all time frames in all mar
kets around the world and it would simply be impossible for all of it to be 
manipulated instantaneously on so many different levels. 

If everyone suddenly became a price action scalper, the smaller pat
terns might change a little for a while, but over time, the efficient market 
will win out, and the votes by all traders will get distilled into standard price 
action patterns because that is the inescapable result of countless people 
behaving logically. Also, the reality is that it is very difficult to trade, and 
although basing trades on price action is a sound approach, it is still very 
difficult to do real time. There just won't be enough traders doing it well 
enough, all at the same time, to have any significant influence over time 
on the patterns. Just look at Edwards and Magee. The best traders in the 
world have been using those ideas for decades and they continue to work, 
again for the same reason . . .  charts look they way they do because that is 
the unchangeable fingerprint of an efficient market filled with a huge num
ber of smart people using a huge number of approaches and time frames, 
all trying to make the most money that they can. 

TREND BARS AN D D O J I  BARS 

The market is either trending on the chart in front of you, or it is not. When 
it is not, it is in some kind of trading range, which is composed of trends 
on smaller time frames. On the level of an individual bar, it is either a trend 
bar or a trading range bar. Either the bulls or bears are in control of the 
bar, or they are largely in equilibrium (a one bar trading range). 
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For a trader, it is most useful to think of all bars as being either trend 
bars or nontrend (trading range) bars. Since the latter is an awkward term 
and most are similar to dojis, it is simpler to refer to all nontrend bars as 
dojis (doji bars) (see Figure 1 . 1). If the body appears tiny or nonexistent 
on the chart, the bar is a doji, and neither the bulls nor bears controlled 
the bar, and the bar is essentially a one bar trading range. On a 5-minute 
Emini chart, a doji body is only a tick or two large. However, on a daily 
or weekly Google chart, the body can be 100 ticks ($1) or more and still 
have the same significance as a perfect doji, and therefore it makes sense 
to refer to it as a doji. The determination is relative and subjective, and it 
depends on the market and the time frame. 

If there is a body, then the close trended away from the open, and the 
bar is a trend bar. Obviously, if the bar is large and the body is small, there 
was not much trending strength. Also, within the bar (as seen on a smaller 
time frame), there may have been several swings of largely sideways move
ment, but this is irrelevant because you should focus on only one chart. 
Larger bodies in general indicate more strength, but an extremely large 
body after a protracted move or a breakout can represent an exhaustive 
end of a trend, and no trade should be taken until more price action un
folds. A series of strong trend bars is the sign of a healthy trend and will 
usually be followed by a further extreme, even if a pullback immediately 
ensues. 

An ideal trend bar is one with a moderate-size body, indicating that the 
market trended away from the open of the bar by the time the bar closed. 
The minimum is a close above the open in a bull trend bar, indicated by a 
white candle body in this book. The bulls can demonstrate stronger control 
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FIGURE 1 . 1  Examples of Doj i s  
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by having the body be about the size or larger than that of the median body 
size over the past 5 or 10 bars. Additional signs of strength include the open 
being on or near the low, the close on or near the high, the close at or above 
the closes and highs of several prior bars, the high above the high of one or 
more prior bars, and the tails being small. If the bar is very large, it might 
represent exhaustion or a one bar false breakout that is trapping new bulls, 
only to reverse down in the next bar or two. The opposite is true for bear 
trend bars. 

Everything is relative and subject to constant reassessment even to 
the point of totally changing your opinion about the direction of the mar
ket. Yes, every bar is either a trend bar or a doji bar, and a doji bar means 
that the bulls and bears are in balance. However, sometimes a series of 
dojis can mean that a trend is in effect. For example, if there is a se
ries of dojis, each with a higher close and most with a high above the 
high of the prior bar and a low above the low of the prior bar, the mar
ket is displaying trending closes, highs, and lows, so a trend is in effect 
(see Figure 1 .2). 

For trading purposes, it is useful to think of all bars are either trend 
bars or dojis (or nontrend bars, shown in Figure 1 . 1  with a "D"), and the 
labeling is loose. One bar with a small body could be a doji in one area 
of price action but a small trend bar in another. The only purpose for the 
distinction is to help you quickly assess whether one side is in control of the 
bar or if bulls and bears are at a stalemate. Several of the bars in Figure 1 . 1  
could arguably be thought of  as both trend bars and dojis. 

The 5-minute chart on the right of Figure 1.2 had four dojis in a row, 
starting at Bar 1, each With Trending closes, highs and lows. The 15-minute 
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chart on the left of Figure 1.2 shows that they created a bull reversal bar 
at what was then a new swing low and a bear trend channel line overshoot 
(not drawn). Individual dojis mean that neither the bulls nor the bears are 
controlling the market, but trending dojis indicate a trend. 

Bar 4 was a doji, which is a one-bar trading range, but it still can be a 
good setup bar, depending on context. Here, it was a Failed Final Flag (an 
ii flag) and an EMA Gap Bar short setup, and therefore a reliable signal. 

Just like dojis don't always mean the market is trendless, a trend bar 
does not always mean that the market is trending. Bar 1 in Figure 1.3 is a 
strong bull trend bar that broke out of a line of dojis. However, there was 
no follow through. The next bar extended one tick above the trend bar and 
then closed on its low. The longs exited at one tick below this bear pause 
bar and new shorts sold there as well, viewing this as a failed bull breakout. 
No one was interested in buying without more bullish price action, and 
this caused the market to drop. The bulls tried to protect the low of the 
bull breakout bar by forming a small bull trend bar (Bar 2 was a setup for 
a Breakout Pullback long but it was never triggered), but the market fell 
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though its low, and these new early bulls exited again there, and more new 
shorts came in. At this point, after the bulls failed in two attempts, they 
would not be willing to buy without substantial price action in their favor, 
and both they and the bears would be looking for at least two legs down. 

BAR BAS I C S :  S IGNAL BAR S ,  ENTRY 
BARS,  SETU PS,  AN D CAND L E  PATTERNS 

Traders look for setups all day long. A setup is a chart pattern composed of 
one or more bars that leads a trader to believe that an order can be placed 
that has a good chance of resulting in a profitable trade. In practice, every 
bar on the chart is a setup because the next bar always can be the start 
of a strong move in either direction. If the trade is in the direction of the 
recent or prevailing trend, it is a "With Trend," and if it is in the opposite 
direction, it is a Countertrend setup. For example, if the recent trend is up 
and you buy, the setup was a With Trend setup. If instead you shorted, the 
setup that you used as the basis for your trade was a Countertrend setup, 
and your short was a Countertrend trade. 

A signal bar is always labeled in hindsight, after the bar has closed and 
after a trade is entered. As soon as your entry order is filled, the prior bar 
becomes a signal bar instead of just a setup bar, and the current bar is 
the entry bar. A beginner trader should only enter when the signal bar is 
also a trend bar in the direction of his trade. For example, if he is shorting, 
he should restrict himself to signal bars that are bear trend bars, because 
then the market has already demonstrated selling pressure, and the odds of 
follow-through are higher than if the signal bar had a close above its open. 
Similarly, when a beginner is looking to buy, he should only buy when the 
signal bar has a close above its open. 

Almost every bar is a potential signal bar, but the majority never lead to 
an entry, and therefore do not become signal bars. As a day trader, you will 
place many orders that never get filled. It is usually best to enter on a stop 
at one tick above or below the prior bar, and if the stop is not hit, cancel the 
order and look for a new location for an order. For stocks, it is often better 
to place the entry stop at a couple of ticks beyond the potential signal bar 
because one tick traps are common, where the market breaks out by only 
one tick and then reverses, trapping all of the traders who just entered 
on stops. 

If the entry stop order is hit, you based the trade in part on the prior 
bar, so that bar is called the signal bar (it gave you a signal that you needed 
to place an order). Often a bar can be a setup bar in both directions, and you 
will place entry stops beyond both extremes and will enter in the direction 
of either bar breakout. 
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Much has been written about candle patterns, and it feels as if their 
unusual Japanese names must mean that they have some mystical power 
and that they are derived from special ancient wisdom. This is just what 
novice traders are looking for . . .  the power of the gods telling them what 
to do, instead of relying on their own hard work. For a trader, the single 
most important issue is determining whether the market is trending or in 
a trading range. When it comes to analyzing an individual bar, the issue is 
also whether it is trending or not. If either the bulls or bears are in control, 
the candle has a body and is a trend bar. If they are in a state of equilibrium 
and the body is small or nonexistent, it is a doji. Many candle traders use 
the term "wick" to refer to the lines that usually extend above and below 
the bodies, presumably to be consistent with the concept of candles. Oth
ers call them "shadows." Since all of us are constantly looking for reversal 
bars and reversal bars look more like tadpoles or small fish, a "tail" is a 
more accurate descriptive term. 

You should only think of bars in terms of price action and not a col
lection of meaningless and misleading candle names (misleading to the ex
tent that they convey imagery of a mystical power). Each bar or candle 
is only important in relation to price action, and the vast majority of can
dle patterns are not helpful most of the time because they occur in price 
action where they have no high-probability predictive value. Therefore, it 
will complicate your trading by giving you too much to think about, and 
they take your mind off the trend. 

Figure 1.4 shows a break above the bear trendline and then a two
legged selloff to a Lower Low below yesterday's low. The first leg was 
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completed by the iii ending at Bar 2. Bar 3 was a strong bull reversal bar 
that reversed both yesterday's low and a test of the bear trendline, setting 
up a possible long. A buy stop at one tick above this bar would have been 
filled, and then Bar 3 becomes a signal bar (instead of just a setup bar), and 
the bar in which the trade was entered becomes the entry bar. 

Bar 4 is an entry bar off of an ii setup for a second leg up. 
Bar 5 is an entry bar off of an inside bar Breakout Pullback (the market 

barely broke above the Bar 2 iii). The bodies of the two pause bars are each 
inside bodies, so this setup effectively was the same as an ii pattern. Bars 
4 and 5 are also High 1 longs. 

S I GNAL BARS:  REVE RSAL BARS 

The market can trend up or down after any bar, and therefore every bar is 
-a setup bar. A setup bar becomes a signal bar only if a trade is entered on 
the next bar (the entry bar). A setup bar in and of itself is not a reason to 
enter a trade. It has to be viewed in relation to the bars before it, and it can 
only lead to a trade if it is part of a continuation or reversal pattern. 

Since it is always wisest to be trading with the trend, a trade is most 
likely to succeed if the signal bar is a strong trend bar in the direction of the 
trade. Even though you are entering after only a one-bar trend, you're ex
pecting more trending in your direction. Waiting to enter on a stop beyond 
the signal bar requires the market to be going even more in your direction, 
increasing your odds of success. However, a trend bar that is in the oppo
site direction can also be a reasonable signai bar, depending on other price 
action on the chart. In general, signal bars that are doji bars or trend bars in 
the opposite direction of your trade have a greater chance of failure since 
the side of the market that you need to be in control has not yet asserted 
itself. It is always better to get into a market after the correct side (bulls or 
bears) have taken control of at least the signal bar. That trend bar will give 
traders much more confidence to enter, use looser stops, and trade more 
volume, all of which increase the chances that their scalper's target will be 
reached. However, a doji bar can be an excellent signal bar, depending on 
context. 

The best known signal bar is the reversal bar, and the best bull reversal 
bars have more than one of the following: 

• An open near or below the close of the prior bar and a close above the 
open and above the prior bar's close 

• A lower tail that is about one-third to one-half the height of the bar and 
a small or nonexistent upper tail 

• Not much overlap with the prior bar or bars 
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The best bear reversal bars have: 

• An open near or above the close of the prior bar and a close below the 
open and below the prior bar's close 

• An upper tail that is about one-third to one-half the height of the bar 
and a small or nonexistent lower tail 

• Not much overlap with the prior bar or bars 

Reversal bars can have characteristics that indicate strength. The most 
familiar bull reversal bar has a bull body (it closes well above its open) and 
a moderate tail at the bottom. This indicates that the market traded down 
and then rallied into the close of the bar, showing that the bulls won the 
bar and were aggressive right up to the final tick. A reversal bar alone is 
not enough of a reason to take a trade. It has to be viewed in the context of 
the prior price action. 

When considering a Countertrend tnlde in a strong trend, you must 
wait for a trendline to be broken and then a strong reversal bar to form on 
the test of the extreme, or else the chances of a profitable trade are too 
small. Also, do not enter on a I-minute reversal bar since the majority of 
them fail and become With Trend setups. The loss might be small, but if you 
lose four ticks on five trades, you will never get back to being profitable on 
the day (you will bleed to death from a thousand paper cuts). 

Why is that test of the extreme important? For example, at the end of a 
bear market, buyers took control and the market rallied. When the market 
comes back down to the area of that final low, it is testing to see whether 
the buyers will again aggressively come in around that price or if they will 
be overwhelmed by sellers who are trying again to push prices below that 
earlier low. If the sellers fail on this second attempt to drive the market 
down, it will likely go up, at least for a while. Whenever the market tries to 
do something twice and fails, it usually then tries the opposite. This is why 
double tops and bottoms work and why traders will not develop conviction 
in a reversal until the old trend extreme was tested. 

If a reversal bar largely overlaps one or more of the prior bars or if the 
tail extends beyond the prior bars by only a couple of ticks, it might just be 
part of a trading range. If so, there is nothing to reverse because the market 
is sideways and not trending. In this case, it should not be used as a signal 
bar, and it even might tum into a setup in the opposite direction if enough 
traders are trapped. Even if the bar has the shape of a perfect bull reversal 
bar, since no bears were trapped, there will likely be no follow-through 
buying, and a new long will spend several bars hoping that the market will 
come back to his entry price so he can get out at breakeven. This is pent-up 
selling pressure. 
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If the body is tiny so that the bar is a doji, but the bar is large, it should 
not be used as a basis for a trade. A large doji is basically a one bar trading 
range, and it is not wise to buy at the top of a trading range in a bear or sell 
the low of a trading range in a bull. It is better to wait for a second signal. 

If a bull reversal bar has a large tail at the top or a bear reversal bar has 
a large tail at the bottom, the Countertrend traders lost conviction going 
into the close of the bar, and the Countertrend trade should only be taken 
if the body looks reasonably strong and the price action is supportive (like 
a second entry). 

If the reversal bar is much smaller than the last several bars, especially 
if it has a small body, it lacks Countertrend strength and is a riskier signal 
bar. However, if the bar has a strong body and is in the right context, the 
risk of the trade is small (one tick beyond the other side of the small bar). 

In a strong trend, it is common to see a reversal bar forming and then 
seconds before the bar closes, the reversal fails. For example, in a bear, 
you could see a strong bull reversal bar with a big down tail, a last price 
(the bar hasn't closed yet) well above its open and above the close of the 
prior bar, and the low of the bar overshooting a bear trend channel line, 
but then in the final few seconds before the bar closes, the price collapses 
and the bar closes on its low. Instead of a bull reversal bar off the trend 
channel line overshoot, the market formed a strong bear trend bar, and all 
of the traders who entered early in anticipation of a strong bull reversal 
are now trapped and will help drive the market down further as they are 
forced to cover at a loss. 

A big bull reversal bar with a small body also has to be considered 
in the context of the prior price action. The large lower tail indicates that 
the selling was rejected and the buyers controlled the bar. However, if the 
bar overlaps the prior bar or bats excessively, then it might just represent 
a trading range on a smaller time frame, and the close at the top of the 
bar might simply be a close near the top of the range, destined to be fol
lowed by more selling as the I-minute bulls take profit. In this situation, 
you need additional price action before entering a Countertrend trade. You 
don't want to be buying at the top of a flag in a bear or selling at the bottom 
of a bull flag. 

In Figure 1 .5, Reversal Bar 1 largely overlaps the four prior bars, indi
cating a two-sided market so there was nothing to reverse. This is not a 
long setUp bar. 

Reversal Bar 2 is an excellent bear signal bar because it reverses the 
breakout of Reversal Bar 1 (there are trapped longs here off that bull rever
sal bar breakout) and it also reverses a breakout above the bear trendline 
down from the high of the day. The trapped longs will be forced to reverse 
to sellers as they exit. 
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FIGURE 1 .5 Reversal Bars in Sideways Markets Must Be Analyzed in Context 

When the market is in a trading range in a downswing, it is forming a 
bear flag. Smart traders will look to sell near the high, and they would only 
buy near the low if the setup was strong. As trite as the saying is, "Buy low, 
sell high" remains one of the best guiding principles for traders. 

Reversal bars with big tails and small bodies must be evaluated in the 
context of the prior price action. Reversal Bar 1 in Figure 1.6 was a break
out below a prior major swing low in a very oversold market (it reversed 
up from a breakout below the steep trend channel line of the prior eight 
bars). Profit takers would want to cover their shorts and wait for the ex
cess to be worked off with time and price before they would be eager to 
sell again. It was a doji bar and therefore a possible bear flag, and traders 
need a second signal before going long. Two bars later, the market broke 
below a small bar (a one bar bear flag) but this bear breakout failed on the 
next bar, trapping shorts and giving longs the second signal that th�w need 
for at least a scalp up. 
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FIGURE 1 .6 Reversal Bars with Small  Bodies Must Be Analyzed in Context 

Reversal Bar 2 overlapped about 50 percent ofthe prior bar and several 
of the bars before it, and it did not spike below a prior low. It likely just 
represents a trading range on the I-minute chart, and no trades should be 
taken until more price action unfolds. 

Although a classic reversal bar is one of the most reliable signal bars, 
most reversals occur in their absence. There are many other bar patterns 
that yield reliable signals. In almost all cases, the signal bar is stronger 
if it is a trend bar in the direction of your trade. For example, if you are 
looking to buy a possible bear reversal, the odds of a successful trade are 
significantly increased if the signal bar has a close well above its open. 

S I GNAL BARS :  OTH E R  TYPES 

Remember, a signal bar is a setup bar that led to an entry. However, not all 
trades are worth taking, and just because a stop was triggered and turned 
the prior bar into a signal bar, that does not make the trade worthwhile 
(for example, many signals in Barb Wire are best avoided). All signal bars 
are meaningless in the absence of price action that indicates that a reversal 
(trend reversal or reversal at the end of a pullback) is likely. 
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Besides a classic reversal bar, other common signal bars (some are two 
bar patterns) include: 

Small Bars 
• Inside bar 
• ii or iii pattern (two or three increasingly smaller inside bars in a row) 
• Small bar near the high or low of a big bar (trend bar or outside bar) 

or trading range (especially if there is a body in the direction of your 
trade indicating that your side has taken control) 

Note that doji bars are rarely good signal bars because they are one bar 
trading ranges, and when the market is in a trading range, you should not 
be looking to buy above the high or go short below the low. They can be 
decent signal bars if they occur near the high or low of a trading range day, 
or if they are a With Trend setup in a strong trend. In a trading range, it can 
be fine to sell below a doji if the doji is at the high of the range, especially if 
it is a second entry. The bigger trading range trumps the tiny trading range 
represented by the doji bar, so selling below the doji bar is also selling at 
the top of a large trading range, which is usually a good trade. 

Other Types of Signal Bars 
• Outside bar (see next section) 
• Double Bottom Twin: consecutive bars in a strong bear with identical 

lows and preferably small or nonexistent bottom tails (a type of bear 
flag) 

• Double Top Twin: consecutive bars in a strong bull with identical highs 
and preferably small or nonexistent top tails (a type of bull flag) 

• Opposite Twins: Up Down Twin Top and Down Up Twin Bottom (con
secutive trend bars in opposite directions with small tails and nearly 
identical highs and lows) 

• Reversal bar failure (for instance, buy above a bear reversal bar in a 
strong bull) 

• Shaved bar (no tail at one or both of its extremes) in a strong trend 
• Exhaustion Bar (huge trend bar) 

There are many types of small bars and many different situations in 
which they occur, and all represent a lack of enthusiasm from both the 
bulls and bears. Each has to be evaluated in context. A small bar is a much 
better setup if it has a body in the direction of your trade (a small reversal 
bar), indicating that your side owns the bar. If the small bar has no body, 
it is usually better to wait for a second entry, since the probability of a 
successful trade is much less and the chance of a whipsaw is too great. 
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An inside bar does not have to be totally inside (high below the prior 
bar's high and a low above the prior bar's low). One or both of its extremes 
can be identical to that of the prior bar. In general, it forms a more reliable 
signal when it is a small bar and when its close is in the direction of the 
trade you want to take (it is always better to have bull setup bars when you 
are looking to buy and bear bars when you are looking to sell). 

When an inside bar occurs after a big trend breakout bar, it could be 
simply a pause by the trend traders or a loss of conviction that will lead 
to a reversal (failed breakout). A reversal is more likely when the small 
bar is an inside bar and if it is a trend bar in the opposite direction of the 
large breakout bar. A With �rend inside bar increases the chance that the 
breakout move will continue, especially if the market had been trending in 
that direction earlier in the day (for example, if this might be the start of 
the second leg that you were expecting). 

Small inside bars after breakout trend bars are somewhat emotional 
because a trader will consider entering in either direction on a stop and 
will have to process a lot of information quickly. For example, if there is 
a bull breakout during a down day, he will often place an order to buy at 
one tick above the high of the inside bar and a second order to sell at one 
tick below its low. Once one order is filled, the other order becomes the 
protective stop. If he was filled on a breakout failure (that is, on the sell 
order), he should consider doubling the size of the buy stop order, in case 
the failed breakout becomes a Breakout Pullback (a failed failure is usually 
a reliable trade). On the other hand, if he was first filled on the buy (With 
Trend) order, he usually should not reverse on his protective stop, but he 
might if the day had been a bear trend day. Once there has been a second or 
third bar without a failure, a failure that then occurs has a higher chance of 
simply setting up a Breakout Pullback entry rather than a tradable failure. 
In general, good traders make quick subjective decisions based on many 
subtle factors, and if the process feels too confusing or emotional, it is 
better to not place an order, especially complicated orders like a pair of 
breakout orders or an order to reverse. A trader cannot invest too much 
emotion in a confusing trade because he will likely be less ready to take a 
clear trade that may soon follow. 

An inside bar after a swing move might mark the end of the swing, es
pecially if its close is against the trend and other factors are in play, like a 
trendline, trend channel line overshoot, a High or Low 2, or a new swing 
high in a trading range. Also, any small bar, whether or not it is an inside 
bar, near an extreme of any large bar (trend bar, doji, or outside bar) can 
set up a reversal, especially if the small bar is a small reversal bar. In gen
eral, traders should be looking to buy low and sell high. In a trading range 
(a trading range day or a trading range in a trend day), the only small bar 
entries should be fades at the extremes. For example, if a small bar is a 
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swing high or follows a bear trendline test or bull trend channel line over
shoot and reversal, only look for a short entry. If it is a swing low, only look 
for a buy. 

In a trend (even one during a trading range day), a small bar can setup 
an entry in either direction. For example, if there is a strong bull move 
and no prior bull trendline break, an inside bar near the high of a large 
bull trend bar or a small bar that extends above the high of the trend bar 
should only be viewed as a buy setup. If it is an inside bar, especially if it 
is a bull trend bar, it is a great long setup. If it is simply a small bar that 
extends above the high of the bull trend bar, it might be a safe long setup 
if the trend is strong enough. In general, it would be better to wait for a 
pullback, unless the small bar was a bear reversal bar, in which case it 
could trap bears, and it might make sense to buy on a stop at one tick above 
its high. 

An ii pattern is an inside bar that follows a larger inside bar. It is two in 
a row with the second being inside the first and of the same size or smaller 
(an iii is even stronger, with three in a row). After a protracted move, es
pecially if there has been a trendline break, a With Trend breakout from 
an ii pattern is often just a scalp and has a good chance of reversing be
fore or after the profit target is reached (a Failed Final Flag). However, a 
Countertrend breakout (or a reversal from a Failed Final Flag) often leads 
to a large reversal. The pattern often develops in a final flag because it fi
nally indicates balance between the bulls and the bears; the strength of the 
weaker side has caught up to that of the stronger side, at least temporar
ily. As such, if the With Trend side takes control, the odds are high that 
the Countertrend side will try to take it back after the With Trend break
out. The stop on an ii pattern is beyond the opposite side of both bars (not 
just the second bar, which technically is the signal bar), but sometimes you 
can use a smaller stop (beyond the second of the two bars instead of be
yond both bars) if the bars are relatively large. After the entry bar closes, 
tighten the stop, and consider reversing at one tick beyond the entry bar. 
Keep looking to reverse on any failure in the next several bars since fail
ures are common soon after ii breakouts, especially if the pattern forms in 
the middle of the day's range. 

A 5-minute ii pattern is often a I-minute Double Bottomtrop Pullback, 
which is a reversal pattern and might explain why a small ii can lead to a 
large Countertrend move. 

When there is a strong bull, there will sometimes be two consecutive 
bars with identical highs, and usually with small tails at the tops of the 
two bars. This is a Double Top Twin buy setup and is a Double Top on the 
I-minute chart. Place a stop to go long at one tick above the high of the bars 
because you will be buying a failed Double Top, and there will be protective 
stops there from traders who shorted it, adding fuel to the move. Likewise, 
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in a strong bear, look to short on a stop at one tick below a Double Bottom 
Twin sell setup. 

Up Down and a Down Up Twins setups go by several names, and each 
is an overlapping pair of trend bars with opposite directions and bodies 
of about the same size (Opposite Twins). In an Up Down setup, the first 
bar is a bull trend bar, and the second is a bear trend bar, and this com
bination is a sell setup if the market is not in a trading range. A Down Up 
Twin is a bear trend bar and then a bull trend bar and forms a buy setup. 
They are each basically a two bar reversal pattern and they correspond to a 
10-minute reversal bar Gust imagine how the two 5-minute bars would look 
when combined into a single l O-minute bar). 

When a trend bar in a strong trend has a shaved body (no tail) at one or 
both ends, it indicates that the market is one-sided and strong. However, 
a shaved top on a 5-minute bull trend bar in a runaway bull is stronger 
than a shaved bottom, because the extreme strength is right into the close 
of the bar, and it is more likely to continue than strength that occurred 
five minutes earlier. Therefore, a shaved top is a good setup for a long, 
but it is often impossible to place a buy stop order because the next bar 
will already be above the high before you can place your order. If the bar 
has a one tick tail at its high or a shaved bottom, it is still strong, but in 
general, that alone would not be reason enough to buy above its high. Also, 
the bar has to be analyzed in context. If the bar is in a trading range, it 
would be foolish to buy above its high because trading ranges tend to test 
the extremes repeatedly, and you should not be buying near the high when 
the odds of the bar being a test are greater than the odds of the bar being a 
successful breakout. 

Similarly, a bear trend bar with a shaved bottom in a runaway bear is a 
setup to short at one tick below its low. 

. 

Not all small bars are good fade setups. There is one particular situa
tion where they should not be used as signal bars, and that is when the bar 
is a small doji (small, relative to the recent bars), especially if there is no 
body, it is near the EMA and occurring approximately between 9 A . M .  and 
11 :00 A . M .  PST in a Barb Wire pattern. These have a very high failure rate 
and always require more price action before placing a trade. 

Although most large trend bars that are With Trend in a trend are 
strong, if a bar is unusually large, it often represents a climactic exhaus
tion. For example, in a bull, it often means that the last buyers bought. If 
there are no more buyers, the market will go down. Any standard reversal 
setup can serve as a signal bar, but a second entry with a strong reversal 
bar is always the safest setup when trading Countertrend. 

Big trend bars on breakouts often fail on the next bar, trapping traders 
into the wrong side of the market. This is especially common on quiet trad
ing range days. 
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FIGURE 1 .7 A Smal l  Bar Can Be a With Trend or Cou ntertrend Setup 

In a trend, a small bar on a pullback is only a With Trend setup. In 
Figure 1 .7, Bars 1 ,  2, 4, and 6 were small bars in pullbacks, and the only 
trade they offer is a short on a stop at one tick below the low. Even though 
they are mostly doji bars, they are With Trend and therefore reasonable 
shorts. 

A small bar can also setup a Countertrend trade in a trend if it occurs 
at a swing low and there are other reasons for trading Countertrend, like 
a prior trendline break. Bar 3 was a swing low, a reversal up from a Low 2 
short, and the second leg down of a second leg down, making it a High 4 
long setup. Bar 5 was a High 2 after a strong move up to Bar 4 (it broke a 
trendline), making a second leg up likely. It was also at the low of a trading 
range. 

The only time that you would sell a small bar at a low is in a bear. Bar 
8 is not particularly small, but it was an inside bar, which functions like a 
small bar, and it was a bear trend bar, making it a safe short at the low of 
the day. It was also a Breakout Pullback short setup and a Microtrendline 
(Low 1) short. 

In Figure 1 .8, Bar 1 is a failed bear reversal bar long setup in GS. The 
small bear reversal bar formed after the large bull trend bar broke out of 
a trading range on a bull trend day (most bars are above the rising EMA). 
Early shorts entered on the reversal bar before it triggered a short signal 
(the next bar did not trade one tick below its low), and these overly eager 

. shorts were now trapped. There was likely a I-minute reversal pattern that 
trapped shorts into one of the many small losing I-minute Countertrend 
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FIGURE 1 .8 Fai led Reversal Bars Are Often Setu ps i n  the Opposite D i rection 

trades that occur all day long in strong trends and just eat away at your 
account, small piece by small piece. They would exit at one tick above the 
bear reversal bar, which is where and why smart traders went long. A re
versal bar alone is not enough reason to enter, even if it is in an area where 
a reversal might reasonably take place. Here, it appeared to be setting up a 
failed trading range breakout but the short entry below the bar was never 
triggered, and it therefore set up an entry in the opposite direction. 

In Figure 1 .9, Bar 3 is a huge trend bar that collapsed below the low of 
the open and through a bear trend channel line and was followed by a bull 
inside bar with a shaved top, meaning that buyers were aggressively buying 
it right into its close. This is a great setup for at least a two-legged rally. It 
was also the bottom of a Spike and Channel Bear Trend, and the reversal 
should test the Bar 2 start of the channel, which is did. 

The failed Bar 4 reversal bar was a great long entry on the Bar 5 out
side bar in this strong bull (a failed Low 2 top in a strong bull). The Low 
2 trapped naive traders who sold under the reversal bar, but they failed 
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FIGURE 1 .9 Strong Trend Bars Can Ind icate the End of a Trend (Exhaustion, 
Capitu lation) 

to wait for a prior demonstration of bearish strength. You cannot sell in a 
strong bull if there has not been a prior bull trendline break. 

Note that none of the dojis before and after Bar 1 are good signal bars 
because they are in the middle of the day's range and next to a fiat EMA. 

In Figure 1. 10, POT gapped below yesterday's low and reversed up 
beyond the EMA. The market yesterday broke a few bear trend lines, 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 0 Cou ntertre nd Trades Need a Prior Trend l ine  Break 
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indicating that there was a reasonable chance for a tradable long, if there 
is a good buy setup and a good signal bar. �oth are needed. 

Bar 3 was a clear long, reversing up from below yesterday's low with 
a strong bull reversal bar. The rally up from Bar 2 broke the bear trendline 
of the prior hour or so (the line is not shown). 

The Bar 4 EMA Gap Bar short was followed by a possible High 2 long 
at Bar 6, except that there was no signal bar. Bar 5 was a bear trend bar 
and not a bull signal bar, which is needed when you are buying in a bear 
trend. The trendline from Bars 4 to 6 allowed for the creation of the trend 
channel line attached to the Bar 5 low. 

Bar 7 took out the high of the prior bar but that bar had a bear close. A 
pullback after a probe below a trend channel line is not reason enough to 
buy. You need a bull signal bar. 

Bar 8 was a small bull inside bar after a larger bull inside bar, and that 
bar followed a second probe below the trend channel line. This might also 
be a Higher Low test of the Bar 3 low of the bear trend. The rally to Bar 
4 broke all bear trendlines, so you should be looking to buy a test of the 
Bar 3 low, and the Bar 8 ii bull inside bar was a great long setup. 

An aggressive trader could have bought the Double Bottom Pullback 
reversal in GS above the Bar 5 ii in Figure 1 . 1 1 ,  but there was not yet a 
trendline break in the small bear down from Bar 4. 

There was a second entry above the Bar 6 ii setup. This flag drifted far 
enough to break a small trendline down from Bar 4, plus it was a second 
entry . 
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Bar 7 set up a third entry on the failed failure (the market failed on the 
upside breakout and this failed on the downside on the next bar), which 
is a very reliable Breakout Pullback long setup and a Microtrendline High 
1 buy. 

Double Bottom Pullbacks have a pullback that typically extends more 
than 50 percent and often almost the entire way to the Double Bottom. 
This Double Bottom was exact to the tick. The Higher Low often forms a 
rounded bottom, and traditional stock traders would describe it as an area 
of accumulation. The name is irrelevant; what is important is that the mar
ket failed to put in a Lower Low on this second attempt down (Bar 3 was 
the first), so if it can't go down, the bears will step aside, and the market will 
probe up (in search of sellers willing to sell at a higher price). Instead of 
finding sellers, the market found buyers willing to buy at the higher price. 

FIGURE 1 . 1 2  Fai led F inal Flag Buy Setup 
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The Bar 2 signal bar in Figure 1 . 12  was a tiny bar (11  cents in a $185 
stock), but if you look at a line chart of the closes, the small Higher Low 
was clear at point 2. The High 2 from two bars earlier did not have a good 
prior trendline break, so it was not an ideal Lower Low, Failed Final Flag 
long entry. Bar 2 is a second entry and a small Higher Low, which is a good 
setup with minimal risk. Also, it is almost an ii pattern, and close is close 
enough in trading. 

The High 1 at Bar 1 was not a good entry since there was no bull trend 
bar, which is needed to reverse a strong bear. Also, it followed five bear 
bodies so there was not yet any up momentum prior to the setup, and this 
is always needed when looking to buy a bear. 

On the 5-minute chart on the right of Figure 1 . 13, there were two ii 
patterns (the first is an iii). As you can see from the I-minute chart on 
the left, the first one was a Double Bottom Pullback buy pattern, and the 
second waS a failed Low 2. 

In both cases, the bull trend bar at the end of the ii was a great setup 
for a long entry. Even though small bars have less directional significance, 
it is always better to have the final one being a trend bar in the direction of 
your intended entry. 

In Figure 1 . 14, Bar 1 was a Double Bottom Twin setup (consecutive 
bars with identical lows, in a strong bear). Sell at one tick below its low . 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 3  An ii Buy Setu p  Is Often a Double Bottom Pu l lback on a Smal ler  
Time frame 
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You could also sell below the two bar Breakout Pullback setup on the next 
bar, giving you an earlier entry. This was also a Microtrendline Low 1 short. 

Bar 2 was another example. 
Bar 3 was a Double Top Twin setup for a long trade, and it was also a 

Microtrendline long (a High 1). 
LEH had a Down Up Twin Bar reversal on a test of the bear trend 

channel line in Figure 1 . 15. The selloff was climactic because it was 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 5  Up Down Twin Buy Setup 
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unsustainable behavior. Sixteen of the prior 17 bars all had a high that was 
below the high of the bar before. A climax is usually followed by a two
legged correction that lasts for many bars (at least an hour on a 5-minute 
chart). 

In Figure 1 . 16, Bar 4 was an Up Down Twin Bar reversal on a break 
above yesterday's high and a bull trend channel line, and after the breakout 
of a small flag (Bar 3). 

Bar 1 was not a good Down Up Twin buy setup because there was too 
much down momentum in the prior two bear trend bars on their break
out from the Lower High. It was followed by another Down Up Twin buy 
setup (back to back happens occasionally), but four overlapping bars is 
a bear flag and you cannot buy at the top of a trading range in a bear. 
These patterns are only Countertrend signals if there is a reason to expect a 
reversal; the first pause after a strong breakout is a breakout pullback, and 
it is usually followed by more trending. 

Bar 2 was a good short because there were trapped bulls who bought 
above the back to back Down Up Twin reversals, and because it ended a 
two-legged pullback to the EMA in a bear (the two up legs were the two 
bull trend bars separated by a bear trend bar in the bear flag). 

Bar 2 resembles the second bar of an Up Down Twin sell setup, but its 
close and low were too far below the low of the prior bar; besides, traders 
were already short before the close of the bar, based on the bear M2S (Low 
2 Short at the Moving Average). 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 6  Up Down Twin Se l l  Setup 
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A bar with no tail at either end in the middle of a strong trend is a 
sign of strength, and traders should enter With Trend on its breakout. In 
Figure 1 . 17, Bar 1 had no tail at both its high and low, indicating severe 
selling pressure (they sold it from start to finish), so it was likely that there 
would be more selling to come. Traders have to be fast in placing their sell 
stop orders because the market is moving fast. 

Bar 2 had a shaved top in a bear, but since the market was not in free 
fall at this point, that was not the reason for a short. However, it was a 
short entry based on taking out the low of a small inside bar in a bear (a 
Low 1). 

Bar 3 was a bull trend bar with a shaved top and bottom, but it was not 
in a bull trend, and therefore it does not function as a buy setup. However, 
there was still a buy on the next bar because it was a High 2, and a Down Up 
Twin reversal at a Lower Low, which was also a failed breakout of a trading 
range. The first EMA pullback broke the bear trend line so the move down 
to Bar 3 was a two-legged Lower Low, which is usually good for at least a 
scalp. 

Bars 4 and 5 were not shaved bar sell setups because they were not in 
a free fall bear. 

AAPL demonstrates many common signal bars on this 5-minute chart 
(Figure 1 . 18). Bar 1 is a doji with a tiny body and was the third overlapping 
bar (Barb Wire). It would be foolish to buy above its high because you 
would be buying the top of a bear flag (Barb Wire below the EMA), despite 
the tempting doji bar that will make many candle worshipers enter into a 
bad long trade. 
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FIGURE I .  I S  A Variety of Good Setups 

Bar 2 was a good reversal bar with a long tail that went far below the 
low of the prior bar and reversed up, and it had a decent-size bull body. The 
tail at the top showed some wealmess, but this was erased by the trend bars 
that followed it. It was a High 2 long Opening Reversal at a new swing low 
and a trend channel line breakout (not shown, but it could be drawn across 
the lows of the prior three bars). 

Bar 3 was an outside up bar and a Microtrendline long after a pause 
bar that followed the breakout to a new high of the day. Outside bars in 
new trends often trap traders out of great trades because they happen so 
quickly. Many traders don't have enough time to reverse their perspec
tive fast enough from bearish to bullish, and then they have to chase the 
market up. 

Bar 4 was a bear doji at a new high, but the up momentum is so strong 
and the reversal bar was so weak that a short could be considered only on 
a second entry. 

Bar 5 was a bull outside up bar that tested the EMA and the breakout 
from the opening range, and it was the First Pullback in a strong up move 
and a High 1 long. Bar 6 was a relatively small bear reversal bar and a 
second entry short after taking out the Bar 4 swing high and yesterday's 
high. It was also the second leg up from the Bar 5 First Pullback and from 
the Bar 2 low, and second legs are often reversals. Also, it was a Low ·4 
and a Wedge shaped, Three Pushes Up from the Bar 3 low that started the 
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bull breakout above the opening range. With this many factors operating, a 
trader should expect at least two legs down. 

Bar 7 was an ii short at a time when you were expecting two legs down 
and more of a test of the EMA than what happened on the prior test at Bar 
5. It was a small piece of Barb Wire, but the risk was small. The bar after 
the small entry bar extended above the entry bar but not above either of 
the ii bars where the protective stop would be. Normally you would tighten 
the protective stop after the entry bar closes, but when the entry bar is 
small and it only ran for a few cents, you should give it more room and risk 
to beyond the high of the ii bars. This is Barb Wire, and it is prone to run 
stops, so if you are going to take the short, you have to give it a little room. 
The ii breakout reverses back up a couple bars later, which is expected 
when an ii is in the middle of the day's range. Also, the market completed 
its goals of two legs down and a penetration of the EMA. The traders who 
went long on the High 2 above Bar 7 were immediately trapped by the large 
outside down bar, and astute traders would go short below the Bar 7 low. 
The new longs who were trapped and panicked would sell out their losing 
longs below Bar 7, creating a high probability short. 

Bar 8 was a Lower High second entry short after two legs up and a 
trendline break (the pullback from Bar 6). This is a possible trend reversal 
and you have to take it seriously. Even though it is a doji, which is a one 
bar trading range and you should not be shorting below a trading range, it 
is at the top of a large trading range, and it is a second entry. Also, back-to
back dojis and three sideways bars in a row at a possible turning point is 
similar to an ii pattern (two bars with small bodies), and therefore become 
an acceptable short setup. 

Bar 9 was a Down Up Twin Bar reversal (which, if you think about it, 
is a reversal bar on a 10-minute chart), after a new swing low and test of 
the Bar 5 low (an attempt to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag). It is also a 
second leg down from the Bar 6 high. 

Bar 10 is a Breakout Pullback and a Double Bottom Twin short, which 
is a pair of consecutive bars with the same low in a strong bear. 

Bar 1 1  is a bull reversal bar after a third push down, but the prior bar 
was a big doji, and Bar 1 1  had a large bear tail and small body, and it largely 
overlapped the two prior bars. This is not a strong reversal but does show 
some sign of bullish strength. The odds of a trading range are greater than 
the odds of a significant reversal. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 . 19 is a break below a bull reversal bar (failed reversal 
bar) in a strong bear and is a great short because the early bulls who bought 
will be trapped and forced to sell at one or more ticks below its low. 

A doji is a one bar trading range, and selling below a small bar at the 
top of a trading range is always a good trade, especially in a strong bear, as 
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FIGURE 1 . 1 9  A Reversal Bar Can Be a with Trend Setup I nstead of a Cou ntertrend 
Setup 

was the case with Bars 2 and 3, both of which followed large dojis. Bar 3 
was also a Low 2 in a bear. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 .20 is a Down Up Twin buy reversal after taking out 
the low of the open, and it was a: Higher Low. 

Bar 2 is a small bear reversal bar at the high of a large bull trend bar, 
and it tested the EMA. It failed to reverse the market and set up a buy at 
one tick above its high for a second leg up (it marked the end of the one 
bar first leg). 

Bar 3 was an bear inside bar after a break of a bull trend channel line 
and yesterday's high, setting up a short of the Wedge. 

Bar 4 was a doji bar after two other dojis, and a bar with a tiny body 
is not a good setup bar when the lows, highs, and closes are trending up. 
The needed second entry setup carne two bars later, completing the Lower 

. High that followed a trendline break. 
Bar 5 is a one tick failed breakout of the top of an ii, setting up a Failed 

Final Flag, which was reversed by the Bar 6 reversal bar. This also reversed 
a breakout to a new low of the day, and formed a Double Bottom Bull Flag 
with Bar 1, and it was a Five Tick Failed Breakout. 
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Bar 7 was a doji bar that set up a M2B (a High 2 above the EMA) and 
a Higher Low long after the bull leg from Bar 6. Even though it had a small 
body, it was a second entry and was With Trend. 

Bar 8 was an inside bear trend bar that was the end of the second leg 
up and a test of the high of the day. It also was after a trend channel line 
breakout. However, the momentum up from Bar 7 was strong, so it is better 
to wait for a second entry, which came with the Bar 10 outside down bar 
and failed bull reversal bar. The move up from Bar 7 was strong so many 
longs bought the small (especially compared to the two bear trend bars that 
came before it) bull reversal bar (Bar 9 was a High 1), but were immediately 
trapped by the Bar 10 outside bar down. The bears seized control of the 
market, so there should be two legs down from here. An outside bar that 
traps traders usually leads to two more legs. 

Bar 1 1  was technically a High 3, but should be expected to behave like 
a High 2, since the Bar 10 outside bar bull trap should be considered the 
start of the downswing (not the Bar 6 actual swing high). 

Bar 1 1  was a bull inside bar (ioi) and the second attempt to reverse the 
breakout below Bar 7, and it reversed the trendline break. It was an EMA 
Gap 2 Bar on a nontrend day and a High 2 after the Bar 10 bear outside bar 
that trapped longs. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 .21 was a big bull trend bar, but there was so much 
momentum leading up to it that only a second entry short (Bar 2) could be 
considered. 
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Bar 3 was a bear trend bar, but the next two bars were small doji bars 
so there was no long setup. Small dojis are rarely ever good Countertrend 
entry bars, and it is almost always better to wait for another setup. 

Bar 5 was a good bull reversal bar after a bear trend bar in a bear 
and also Three Pushes Down from the rally following the Bar 4 low (there 
was also a trend channel line breakout and reversal, from the line that 
could be drawn starting at Bar 4). This was an acceptable long scalp. Bar 
6 was a large bear trend bar with a big bottom tail after a collapse at the 
end of the bear. It was also an overshoot of several bear trend channel 
lines (not shown). With four large bear trend bars in a row, only a second 
entry long can be considered, which came on the Bar 7 outside up bar. 
The Bar 7 low was a small Higher Low, which is the start of the second 
leg up. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1.22 was a relatively small bar after a big bear trend bar 
broke out of a large flag (a failed breakout setup), and it was an exact test 
of the earlier low. On a trading range day with Bar 1 setting up these two 
reversals, it was a reasonable long setup. 

Bar 2 followed a large bull trend bar breakout of a Tight Trading Range 
and formed a Higher High (nine bars earlier). It was a bear reversal bar 
that setup a failed breakout short that led to a strong bear into the close 
(the market closed 30 points lower, but this is not shown because it would 
shrink this bull trend bar to the point of looking unremarkable instead of 
how it appeared in real time). 
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If the high of the current bar is above the high of the previous bar and the 
low is below the low of the previous bar, then the current bar is an outside 
bar. Outside bars are complicated to read, and there are many subtleties 
in their analysis. The increased size of the bar means that bulls and bears 
are willing to be more aggressive, but if the close is near the middle, it 
is essentially a one bar long trading range. At other times, they can act as 
reversal bars or trend bars. Traders must pay attention to the context in 
which they occur. 

Traditional technical analysis teaches that outside bars are setup bars 
for a breakout in either direction, and you should put an entry stop above 
and below. Once filled, double the size of the unfilled stop and make 
it a reversal order. However, it is almost always unwise to enter on a 
breakout of a 5-minute outside bar, especially if the outside bar is large 
(a breakout of a I-minute outside bar is often a good trade) because of 
the greater risk that the distant stop entails. If for some rare reason you did 
enter on the breakout of an outside bar and the protective stop is too large, 
consider using a money stop (like two points in the Emini) or trading fewer 
contracts. Since an outside bar is a one bar trading range and it is better to 
not buy at the top of a sideways market or sell below it, it is almost always 
imprudent to enter on a breakout of the bar. 

Sometimes you have to enter on an outside bar (not on its breakout) 
because you know that traders are trapped. This is especially true after a 
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strong move. If an outside bar occurs as the second entry in a strong re
versal from a trendline break or trend channel line overshoot, it can be 
an excellent entry bar. For example, if the market just sold off below a 
swing low for the second time and reversed up from a trend channel line 
overshoot, you are likely looking to buy, and you keep moving a buy stop 
order to one tick above the prior bar's high until you get filled. Sometimes 
the fill will be on an outside up bar. This is usually a good reversal trade, 
and it is due to strong buyers and not just anxious trading range traders 
getting in and then quickly getting out in a panic once they realized 
that they made the mistake of buying near the high of an outside bar in 
a trading range. 

If an outside bar is in the middle of a trading range, it is meaningless 
and should not be used to generate trades, unless it is followed by a small 
bar near the high or low of the outside bar, setting up a fade. An outside 
bar in a trading range just reaffirms what everyone already knows . . .  that 
both sides are balanced and both will sell near the top of the range and buy 
near the bottom, expecting a move toward the opposite end of the outside 
bar. If the market instead breaks out in the other direction, just let it go and 
look to fade a failed breakout of the outside bar, which commonly happens 
within a few bars. Otherwise, just wait for a pullback (a failed failure of the 
breakout becomes a Breakout Pullback). 

If the bar after the outside bar is an inside bar, then this is an ioi pattern 
(inside-outside-inside) and can be a setup for an entry in the direction of 
the breakout of the inside bar. However, only take the entry if there is a 
reason to believe that the market could move far enough to hit your profit 
target. For example, if the ioi is at a new swing high, a downside breakout 
could be a good short since it is likely a second entry (the low of the outside 
bar will probably be the first entry). If it is in Barb Wire, especially if the 
inside bar is large and in the center of the outside bar, it is usually better to 
wait for a stronger setup. 

When a With Trend outside bar occurs in the first leg of a trend reversal 
and the prior trend was strong, it functions like a strong trend bar and not 
a trading range type of bar. It usually leads to two legs after the outside 
bar because the outside bar is an attempted With Trend entry that failed. 
Everyone suddenly agrees about the new direction, and therefore the move 
will have so much momentum and extend so far that it will likely get tested 
after a pullback, creating a second leg. The outside bar will act as the start 
of the trend rather than the actual old trend extreme. For example, if the 
beginning of the bar triggers a Low 1 (or Low 2) short in a bear rally, but 
by the end of the bar, the bar has become an outside up bar that ran the 
protective stops on . the shorts and then closed on its high, this bar will 
have formed a Higher Low in the new bull. This failure puts everyone in 
agreement that the new trend is strong, and once everyone agrees, the first 
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leg up will likely require a test in the form of a second leg up. This failure, 
and not the actual bear low, is the start of the up leg, so there should be 
two legs up from here. This will appear as three legs up on the chart, but 
functionally, it is two legs up from the outside bar low, which is the point 
where it became clear that the bulls seized control. 

Why is the move often strong? The Low 1 enticed the old bears to short. 
Then the entry bar will quickly reverse to an outside bar up, trapping the 
bears in and trapping the bulls out. Invariably, the market will trend up 
hard for many more bars as everyone realizes that the market has reversed 
and they are trying to figure out how to position themselves. The bears are 
hoping for a dip so they can exit with a smaller loss and the bulls want the 
same dip so they can buy more with limited risk. When everyone wants the 
same thing, it will not happen because both sides will start buying even two 
or three tick pullbacks, preventing a two to three bar pullback from devel
oping until the trend has gone very far. A smart price action trader will be 
aware of this possibility at the outset, and if she is looking for a two-legged 
extended up move, she will watch the first Low 1 and Low 2 carefully and 
anticipate its failure. She will place her entry orders just above the high of 
the prior bar, even if it means entering on an outside bar up (especially if it 
is the entry bar for the shorts). 

The single most important thing to remember about outside bars is 
that whenever a trader is uncertain about what to do, the best decision is 
to wait for more price action to develop. 

A strong trend that goes sideways midday often has a second leg later 
in the day. This is a Trend Resumption move in Figure 1 .23. Note that out
side bar breakouts in a strong trend usually result in a two-legged move. 
Bar 1 is an outside bar, and smart traders would hav,e orders to go short 
at one tick below its low because the enthusiastic longs will exit there and 
not look to buy until more support develops. 

Bar 2 was the second leg down (the first leg was the High 1 outside bar 
two bars earlier). After a two-legged move from a breakout, the market will 
usually try to correct. 

Bar 5 was an outside down bar but the market was basically sideways 
with lots of overlapping bars, so it is not a reliable setup for a breakout 
entry. The inside bar that followed it (ioi) was too large to use as a breakout 
signal, because you would be either selling at the bottom of a trading range 
or buying at the top, and you only want to buy low or sell high. 

Outside bars are tricky because both .the bulls and bears were in con
trol at some point during the bar, so the movement over the next few bars 
can have further reversals. Bar 1 in Figure 1 .24 is an outside bar that formed 
an inside-outside-inside (ioi) pattern. The Bar 2 breakout of the inside bar 
following Bar 1 failed, which is common. Bar 2 would have been a terrible 
long because the inside setup bar was too large and it would have forced 
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the trader to buy near the high of the range. A small failure bar is a great 
entry because the risk is small. The short down from Bar 2 broke below the 
outside bar, triggering longs to exit and resulting in two small legs down to 
Bar 4. This was also a failure of the reversal up from the bear trend channel 
line. 

Bar 4 is almost an outside up bar, and in trading if something is almost 
a reliable pattern, it will likely yield the reliable result. Bar 4 was the second 
bull bar in the second leg, and the second attempt to reverse the low of the 
day, and so it was a great setup for a long. 

Bar 5 is an outside bar followed by a small inside bar near its high. 
Again, this yields a great short with minimal risk. Once the market ran the 
stops below the outside bar, traders would expect two legs down, because 
bulls were trapped into longs on the strong bull trend outside bar. This 
time, the two legs formed dojis (Bars 8 and 9) and a small Double Bottom, 
which was not the down momentum that traders were expecting. This loss 
of down momentum was followed by the Bar 10 Double Bottom Pullback 
long and a failed Low 2 short, so there are trapped shorts. Bar 9 was also a 
High 2 long on the pullback from the bull up from Bar 4, forming a Higher 
Low on the day after a protracted rally following the break of the bear 
trendline. This High 2 is reason enough to buy. 

In Figure 1.25 Bar 2 was an outside bar up that trapped traders who 
shorted the Low 1. 

The next bar was a bear reversal bar at the high of the outside bar, set
ting up a great short fade. Even on days like this with a sideways open, the 
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moves on the open are usually good enough to provide at least a scalper's 
profit. Trading the upside breakout of the Bar 1 bear trend bar by the out
side bar on a big gap down opening is a good bet, since the market will 
try to close the gap and now you also have trapped bears. The odds of 
success were increased by the Bar 2 entry bar breaking below the inside 
before breaking above. That downside move trapped more shorts since 
it was the second attempt down (the first bar of the day was the first 
attempt). 

The Bar 4 outside bar was part of Barb Wire, and the next bar was not 
a small bar that could be faded. In fact, it was an even larger outside bar, 
trapping both the longs and shorts who entered on the Bar 4 outside bar as 
it broke above and below its prior bar. 

The bar after Bar 5 was a great setup. It was a small bar near the low 
of the outside bar, making it a low risk long. It was also a High 2 and a 
Higher Low. 

Bar 6 was a bear reversal bar and a Low 2 bar near the high of an 
outside bar and a good short. 

Bar 7 broke to a swing high and reversed down as an outside bar. The 
next bar was a small bar near the low, but there was no reversal above its 
high, and so there was no long entry. The two bars before Bar 8 also tried 
to trigger the long, but they too failed to hit the entry stop above that small 
inside bar that followed Bar 7. Even though this is Barb Wire, it is a possible 
short after so many failed attempts to hit the buy stops. Also, a down move 
would create a second leg down from the Bar 7 high, and this was a great 
day for second legs. Bar 8 was also something of a Microtrendline short. 

The selloff to Bar 3 in Figure 1 .26 broke a major trendline, alerting 
traders to short a test of the Bar 2 high. Bar 3 was an outside bar that was 
a reversal bar and an entry bar. 

Bar 4 was a large bull trend bar (climactic) that formed a Higher High, 
and it was followed by a strong bear inside bar that was the signal for the 
short. Traders were expecting two legs down from such a strong setup. AB 
such, smart traders will be watching for the formation of a High 1 and then 
a High 2 and readying themselves to short more if these long setups fail and 
trap the bulls. 

Bar 5 was a short setup for a failed High 1, and Bar 6 was a great bull 
trap. It was a failed High 2 and the long entry bar reversed into an outside 
bar down, trapping longs in and bears out. This outside bar acted like a bear 
trend bar and not just an outside bar. Because it is an outside bar, the entry 
bar and its failure happen within a minute or two of each other, not giving 
traders enough time to process the information. Within a bar or two, they 
realize that the market, in fact, has become a bear trend and the longs are 
hoping for a two- or three-bar pullback to exit with a smaller loss and the 
bears are hoping for the same rally to allow for a short entry with a smaller 
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risk. What happens is that both sides start selling every two- or three-tick 
pullback, so a two- or three-bar rally does not come until the market has 
gone a long way. 

Note that the High 2 long was a terrible setup because five of the six 
prior bars were bear bars and the other bar was a doji. A High 2 alone is 
not a setup, especially after a climax top and possible major reversal down. 
There first has to be earlier strength, usually in the form of a High 1 leg that 
breaks a trendline or at least an earlier strong bull trend bar. 

T H E  I M PO RTAN�E O F  THE �LOSE 
O F  T H E  BAR 

A bar usually assumes something similar to  its final appearance seconds to 
a minute or more before the bar closes. If you enter before the bar closes, 
you might occasionally make a tick or so more on your trade. However, 
once or twice every day, the signal that you thought was going to happen 
does not and you will lose about eight ticks. That means that you need 
about eight early entries to work as planned for every one that does not, 
and that simply won't happen. You can enter early With Trend in a strong 
trend, and you will likely be fine. However, when there is a strong trend, 
you have so much confidence in the signal that there is no downside to 
waiting for the bar to close and then enteriilg on a stop beyond the bar. You 
cannot be deciding on every bar if an early entry is appropriate because 
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you have too many other important decisions to make. If you add that to 
your list of things to think about, you will likely end up missing many good 
trades every day and forgo far more in missed opportunities than you could 
gain on an occasional early entry. 

This holds true for all time frames. For example, look at a daily chart, 
and you will see many bars that opened near the low but dosed in the mid
dle. Each one of those bars was a strong bull trend bar with a last price 
on the high at some point during the day. If you bought under the assump
tion that the bar was going to dose on its high and bought near the high and 
instead it dosed in the middle, you would realize your mistake. You are car
rying home a trade that you never would have entered at the end of the day. 

There are two common problems that regularly occur on the 5-minute 
chart. The most costly is when you try to pick a bottom in a strong trend. 
Typically you will see a Lower Low after a trendline break, and traders will 
be hoping for a strong reversal bar, especially if there is also a bear trend 
channel line overshoot. The bar sets up nicely and is a strong bull reversal 
bar by the third minute or so. The price is hanging near the high of the bar 
for a couple of minutes, attracting more and more Countertrend traders 
who want to get in early so that their stop will be smaller (their stop will be 
below the bar), but then with five seconds remaining before the bar doses, 
the price collapses, and the bar doses on its low. All of those early longs 
who were trying to risk a tick or two less end up losing two points or more. 
These longs let themselves get trapped into a bad trade. 

The other common problem is getting trapped out of a good trade. For 
example, if you just bought and your trade has had three to five ticks of 
open profit but the market just can't hit six, allowing you to scalp out with 
four ticks of profit, you start to become nervous. You look at the 3- or 
5-minute chart with about 10 seconds before its bar doses, and it is a strong 
bear reversal bar. You then move your protective stop up to one tick below 
that bar, and just before the bar doses the market drops and hits your 
stop only to pop up several ticks in the final two seconds of the bar. Then, 
within the first 30 seconds of the next bar, the market quickly goes up to 6 
ticks where smart traders took partial profits while you are sitting on the 
sidelines. Good entry, good plan, bad discipline. You just let yourself get 
trapped out of a good trade. If you had followed your plan and relied on 
your initial stop until the entry bar dosed, you would have secured your 
profit. 

There is one other point about bar doses. Pay very dose attention to 
the dose of every bar, especially for the entry bar and the bar or two later. 
If the entry bar is six ticks tall, you. would much prefer seeing the body 
suddenly increase from a two-tick trend bar to a four-tick trend bar in the 
final seconds of the bar. You will then likely reduce the number of contracts 
that you will scalp out. This is true for the next couple of bars as well. If 
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there are strong closes, you should be more willing to swing more contracts 
and hold them for more points than if these bars had weak closes. 

The 5-minute Emini in Figure 1.27 has been in a strong bear for weeks, 
and it is now starting to have bigger pullbacks and each new Lower Low 
is being bought, leading to profitable Countertrend trades. The bulls are 
more confident, and the bears are becoming more willing to take profits. 
The thumbnail on the left is a 3-minute chart, and the one on the right is a 
close-up of the 5-minute chart. 

Bar 5 broke above a trendline, and Bar 8 exceeded another by a frac
tion of a tick. 

Bar 10 was an ii, and if you look at the bodies alone, it was an iiii (four 
inside bars in a row, each smaller than the prior!), which could lead to a 
great Failed Final Flag and then a two-legged rally and probably a gap bar 
above the EMA (it happened at Bar 12), which will likely be exceeded after 
a pullback to a Higher Low (maybe the Bar 13 test of the trendline). 

Bar 1 1  was a strong bull reversal bar and a second attempt to reverse 
up from a Lower Low (the iiii was the first). This is a very high probability 
long, but the stop would have to be beneath its low, three points below 
the entry price. This is more than what is typically required in the Emini 
(normally two points works for most trades), but that is what the price 
action shows is needed. If you are nervous, just trade half-size, but you 
must take a strong setup like this one and plan on swinging half. 
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This is a perfect example of a common problem that traders face when 
they try to reduce risk by watching a smaller time frame chart. There was 
also a 3-minute reversal bar at Bar 1 1 ,  but the stop below the entry bar 
was hit by a bear trend bar with shaved tops and bottoms, indicating very 
strong sellers. At this point, it would be very difficult to reconcile that with 
the 5-minute chart where the stop had not been hit. The large size of the 
stop required on the 5-minute chart would make traders more willing to 
exit early and take a loss. If a trader was also watching the 3-minute chart, 
he almost certainly would have exited with a loss, and he would have been 
trapped out of the market by that strong bear trend bar. The next bar on 
the 3-minute chart was a very strong outside bull trend bar, indicating that 
the bulls were violently asserting themselves in creating a Higher Low, but 
most of the weak hands who were stopped out would likely be so scared 
that they would not take the entry and instead wait for a pullback. 

Stop runs on the 3-minute chart are very common at important re
versals, and smart traders look at them as great opportunities because 
they trap weak longs out of the market, forcing them to chase the mar
ket up. It is always better to just watch and trade off one chart because 
sometimes things happen too quickly for a trader to think fast enough to 
place his orders if he is watching two charts and trying to reconcile the 
inconsistencies. 

EXCHANGE TRADE D  F U N D S  ( ETFs) AND 
I NVE RSE C HARTS 

Sometimes the price action becomes clearer if you change something 
about the chart. You can switch to a bar or line chart or a chart based on 
volume or ticks, or a higher or lower time frame or simply print the chart. 
Several ETFs are also helpful. For example, the SPY is almost identical in 
appearance to the Emini chart and sometimes has clearer price action. 

Also, it can be helpful to consider the chart from an opposite perspec
tive. If you are seeing a bull flag but something doesn't seem quite right, 
consider looking at the SDS, which is an ETF that is based on the inverse of 
the SPY (but with twice the leverage). If you look at it, you might discover 
that the bull flag that you were seeing on the Emini and SPY might now look 
like a rounding bottom on the SDS. If it does, you would be wise not to buy 
the Emini flag and instead wait for more price action to unfold (like wait
ing for the breakout and then shorting if it fails). Sometimes patterns are 
clearer on other stock index futures, like the Emini Nasdaq-100, or its ETF, 
the QQQQ, or its double inverse, the QID, but it is usually not worth looking 
at these and it is better to stick with the Emini and sometimes the SDS. 
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The top chart of the Emini in Figure 1 .28 is essentially identical to that 
of the SPY in the middle chart, but the price action on the SPY is sometimes 
easier to read. The bottom chart is the SDS, which is an ETF that is the 
inverse of the SPY (with twice the leverage). Sometimes the SDS chart will 
make you reconsider your read of the Emini chart. 

S E (; O N D  ENT R I E S  

Bottoms on the daily chart usually require a second reversal off the low to 
convince enough traders to trade the market as a possible new bull. This 
second entry is almost always more likely to result in a profitable trade than 
is a first entry. The sellers are making a second attempt to drive the price 
down and if the market fails in two attempts to do something, it usually 
will attempt to do the opposite. 
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If the second entry on any time frame is letting you in at a better price 
than the first, be suspicious that it might be a trap. Most good second en
tries are at the same price or worse. A second entry trader is someone 
entering late, trying to minimize risk, and the market usually makes you 
pay a little more for that additional information. If it is charging you less, it 
�ght be setting you up to steal your money in a failed HighILow 2. 

Traders looking for second entries are more aggressive and confident, 
and will often enter on smaller time frame charts. This usually results in 
traders on the 5-minute charts entering after many other traders have al
ready entered, making the entry a little worse. If the market is letting you 
in at a better price, you should suspect that you are missing something and 
consider not taking the trade. Most of the time, a good fill equals a bad 
trade (and a bad fill equals a good trade!). 

If you are fading a move, buying a pullback in a bull, for example, and 
the move had about four strong trend bars or two or three large trend bars, 
there is too much momentum for you to be placing an order in the opposite 
direction. It is better to wait for an entry, then don't take it, and then wait 
for a second pullback bar and then enter on the market's second attempt 
to reverse. 

Since second entries in good setups usually succeed, if one fails, as
sume that you are reading the market incorrectly and do not take a third 
entry unless it is a Wedge (a failed trend channel line breakout). 

There were many second entry trades today in Figure 1 .29, and all but 
one were at the same price or a worse price than the first entry. Look at the 
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Bar 10 long. The market is letting you buy at one tick better than the traders 
who bought at Bar 9. In general, the "Good fill, bad trade" maxim applies. 
Whenever the market is offering you a bargain, assume that you are reading 
the chart incorrectly, and usually it is better not to take the trade. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 .30 was a Low 1 short at a new high on the day, but 
it followed five bull trend bars, which is too much upward momentum to 
be looking to sell. Smart traders would wait to see if the bulls would fail 
in a second attempt to rally before going short, and this happened on the 
second short entry at Bar 2. 

Bar 3 was a first entry long on a new low of the day, but after six bars 
without a bullish close, it makes more sense to wait for a second long entry, 
which occurred on Bar 4. In general, four or more trend bars against your 
intended direction means that a second entry is usually preferable. 

Bar 5 was a High 2, but it followed four bear trend bars, which is too 
much down momentum. A second entry never developed, so smart traders 
averted a loss by waiting, although going long on a reversal out of an ii flag 
(7 bars earlier) after a long move is usually a good trade. 

The Bar 7 ii was a possible Failed Final Flag. Traders could have gone 
long on Bar 8, but the prior reversal bar had too much overlap with the bar 
before it and the move down from Bar 6 was too strong. Bar 9 offered a 
second entry, following the prior bar's attempt to sell off. 

Bar 10 was a Low 1 following two earlier bear bars since the Bar 8 
low, but there were six bars with higher lows, indication too much bullish 
strength. There was a second entry at the Bar 1 1  bear reversal bar . 
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LATE AND M I SS E D  ENTRIES 

If you look at any chart and think that, if you had taken the original entry, 
you would still be holding the swing portion of your trade, then you need 
to enter at the market. However, you should only enter with the number of 
shares or contracts that you would still be holding had you taken the orig
inal entry, and you should use the same trailing stop. For example, if you 
see a strong trend underway in GS, and had you taken the original entry 
with 300 shares and you now would only be holding 100 shares with your 
protective stop at $1 .50 away, you should buy 100 shares at the market and 
place a $1.50 protective stop. Logically, buying a swing size portion now or 
holding a swing position from an earlier entry doesn't make a difference. 
Although it might be easier emotionally to think of the trade with the open 
profit as risking someone else's money, that is not the reality. It is your 

money, and what you are risking is no different from buying now and risk
ing the same $1.50. A trader knows this and will place the trade without 
hesitation. If he does not, then he simply does not believe that he would 
still be holding any shares had he entered earlier, or he needs to work on 
this emotional issue. 

In Figure 1.31 GS ended in a strong bear yesterday that might have 
bottomed before the close when the rally into the close broke the bear 
trendline. There was a second long entry at Bar 1 following a strong bull 
trend bar and a High 2. 
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Today's open sold off for three bars to test the EMA and yesterday's 
close and then reversed up for an Opening Reversal and a Higher Low after 
a two-legged sideways correction. 

If a trader had missed the long and saw this chart around Bar 4 after 
a series of bull bars, he would probably be wishing that he had caught the 
open so that he would at least have the swing portion of his position still 
working. If he nOITIlally trades 300 shares and he would nOITIlally only have 
100 left around Bar 4 with a breakeven stop from the Bar 3 entry that he 
missed, he should buy 100 shares at the market and use that stop at the 
high of the Bar 3 signal bar (maybe 10 cents below the high, since GS often 
runs stops). He should also look for pauses and pullbacks to add on. After 
adding on at the High 2 after Bar 6, he could move the stop for the entire 
position to one tick below the Bar 6 signal bar and then trail it up. 

Entering late and using the original stop is absolutely identical to being 
long the swing portion of the original position, using the same protective 
stop. 
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Trendlines and 
Trend Channels 

B oth trendlines and trend channel lines are straight lines that are par
allel to the trend but on opposite sides of the trend, forming a chan
nel that contains the price action. Trendlines most often set up With 

Trend trades, and trend channel lines are most helpful finding tradable re
versals. Curved lines are too subjective and therefore require too much 
thought when you are trying to place trades quickly. 

TREND L I N E S  

A trendline is most helpful when looking for entries in the direction of 
the trend on pullbacks and in the opposite direction after the trendline is 
broken. Trendlines can be drawn using swing points or best fit techniques 
such as linear regression calculations or simply quickly drawing a best ap
proximation. They also can be drawn as a parallel of a trend channel line 
and then dragged to the trendline side of the bars, but this approach is 
rarely needed since any signals generated are usually also based on more 
common types of price action analysis. Sometimes the best fit trendline is 
drawn just using the candle bodies and ignoring the tails; this is common 
in Wedge patterns, which often do not have a Wedge shape. Most of the 
time it is not necessary to actually draw a line since the lines are usually 
obvious. If you do draw a line, you usually can erase it moments after you 
verify that the market has tested it. 

Once a trend has been established by a series of trending highs and 
lows, the most profitable trades are in the direction of the trendline 

5 1  
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until the trendline is broken. Every time the market pulls back to the area 
around the trendline, even if it undershoots or overshoots the trendline, 
look for a reversal off of the trendline and then enter in the direction of the 
trend. Even after a trendline breaks, if it has been in effect for a couple of 
hours or more, the chances are high that the trend extreme will get tested 
after a pullback. The test can be followed by the trend continuing, the trend 
reversing, or the market entering a trading range. The single most impor
tant point about a trendline break is that it is the first sign that the mar
ket is no longer being controlled by just one side (buyers or sellers) and 
the chances of further two sided trading is now much greater. After every 
trendline break, there will be a new swing point upon which to base a new 
line. Typically, each successive line has a smaller slope, indicating that the 
trend is losing momentum. At some point, trendlines in the opposite direc
tion will become more important as control of the market switches from 
the bears to the bulls or vice versa. 

The strength of the trendline break provides an indication of the 
strength of the Countertrend traders. The bigger and faster the Coun
tertrend move, the more likely that a reversal will occur after the market 
comes back to test the trend's extreme (for example, after a Lower High or 
a Higher High in the test of the high of the bull). 

It is helpful to consider a gap opening and any large trend bar to ef
fectively be breakouts and each one should be treated as if it is a one-bar 
trend, since breakouts commonly fail and you need to be prepared to fade 
them if there is a setup. Any sideways movement over the next few bars 
will break the trend. Usually, those bars will be setting up a flag and then 
be followed by a With Trend move out of the flag, but sometimes the break
out will fail and the market will reverse. Since the sideways bars "broke" 
the trendline, you can look to fade the trend if there is a good signal bar. 

Which trendlines are valid in Figure 2.1? Every one of them that you 
can see has the potential to generate a trade. Look for every swing point 
that you can find and see if there is an earlier one that can be connected 
with a trendline, and then extend the line to the right and see how price re
sponds when it penetrates or touches the line. Notice how each successive 
trendline tends to become flatter until some point when trendlines in the 
opposite direction become more important. 

In actual practice, when you see a possible trendline and you are not 
certain how far it is from the current bar, draw it to see if the market has 
hit it and then quickly erase the line. You don't want lines on your chart 
for more than a few seconds when trading because you don't want distrac
tions. You need to focus on the bars and see how they behave once near 
the line, and not focus on the line. 

As a trend progresses, Countertrend moves break the trendlines, and 
usually the breakouts fail, setting up With Trend entries. Each breakout 
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failure becomes the second point for the creation of a new, longer trendline 
with a shallower slope. Eventually failed breakouts fail, creating Breakout 
Pullbacks, and these allow for the drawing of trendlines in the opposite 
direction. After the major trendline is broken, the trendlines in the opposite 
direction become more important, and at that point the trend has likely 
reversed. 

A trendline can be drawn from a trend channel line, but this rarely 
provides trades that are not already apparent using other more common 
price action analysis. 

Here in Figure 2.2, a bear trend channel line from Bars 1 to 4 is used 
to create a parallel, and the parallel is dragged to the opposite side of the 
price and anchored at the Bar 2 high (because this then contains all of the 
prices between the Bars 1 and 4 beginning and end of the trend channel 
line). , 

Bar 6 is a second attempt to reverse the break above that line and there
fore a good short setup. 

The trendline is almost indistinguishable from the trendline created 
from the highs of Bars 2 and 5 and so adds nothing to a trader looking for 
a short. It is shown only for completeness. 

Bar 6 was also a failed overshoot of the Bars 3 and 5 trend channel line, 
making the Bar 6 short an example of a Dueling Lines trade (trendline and 
trend channel lines intersecting and in opposite directions). 

The trend channel line from Bars 2 and 3 in Figure 2.3 can be moved 
and anchored to Bar 1 to create a trendline that can give an idea of where a 
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tradable bounce might occur. A two-legged pullback overshot the trendline 
and reversed up on the I-minute Emini. 

Bar 2 is a big bar and should be considered to be a one-bar trend. Any 
sideways movement will break the trendline but usually will set up a flag, 
as it did here. However, reversals are common and can be traded if there is 
a good signal bar. 
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FIGURE 2.4 A Trend Chan nel Line Can Sometimes Approximate the Height of the 
Right Shoulder  

When a possible Head and Shoulders pattern is setting up, a trend chan
nel line drawn across the neckline (Bars 2 and 6 in Figure 2.4) and dragged 
to the left shoulder (Bar 1) sometimes gives an approximation of where the 
right shoulder should form (Bar 8). This is of minor importance since the 
most recent bars are always much more important in deciding where to 
enter. This chart is included only for completeness. Independent of any 
Head and Shoulders pattern, a trader would short the Bar 8 Lower High 
because it was a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 5, a small Wedge, and the 
top of a Spike and Channel rally from the Bar 6 low. 

M ICRO TRE N D L I N E S :  S MALL, STEEr 
TRENDLINES I N  STRONG TRENDS 

A Micro Trendline is  a trendline on any time frame that is drawn across 
from 2 to about 10 bars where most of the bars touch or are close to 
the trendline, and then one of the bars has a false breakout through the 
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trendline. This false breakout sets up a With Trend entry and is the most 
reliable type of a High I long in a bull or a Low I short in a bear. These are 
tiny (usually just one or two bars long) but strong bull and bear flags. If it 
fails within a bar or two, then there is usually a Countertrend trade, which 
effectively becomes a Breakout Pullback entry and a Failed Final Flag. The 
vast majority of Micro Trendline false breakouts are I minute HighlLow 
I and 2 pullbacks, but if you follow the I minute chart you will likely lose 
money because you will not be able to take all the trades and you will in
variably pick too many bad cherries. When a trend is strong with no bar 
pullbacks and you are eager to get in, you can look at a I-minute chart for 
a High/Low 2 pullback, but it is just as easy to enter on a 5- or 3-minute 
Micro Trendline failed breakout. Any poke through it is also likely a 
I-minute pullback, so enter on the failed breakout (in a bull, enter at one 
tick above the bar that dips below the trendline). Small, steep trendlines, 
even drawn using two consecutive bars, often provide setups for With 
Trend trades. If the trend is steep, sometimes a small Pullback Bar or a 
pause bar can penetrate a tiny trendline and when it does, it can become 
a signal bar for a With Trend entry. Some of the penetrations are smaller 
than one tick in the Eminis, but are still valid. 

If the Breakout Pullback entry fails, for example in a falling market 
with a bear Micro Trendline, then look at the size of the bodies of the bars. 
If the bars are trend bars, then this second failure (the failed breakout and 
then the failed breakout Pullback), the odds are high that the market is 
giving you a tradable Low 2 short. If the bars have more of a doji look, then 
the market will likely enter Barb Wire, but the odds still favor a downside 
breakout. If you are not certain, then wait because it is likely that most 
traders will not be certain and Barb Wire is likely. 

Micro Trendlines can be used to create Micro Trend Channel Lines, 
which also can set up a reversal of a failed breakout. The Micro Trend 
Channel Line is usually created as a parallel of a Micro Trendline. However, 
sometimes as the Micro Trendline is forming, the opposite ends of the bars 
are also all close to a Micro Trendline that can be drawn after the first two 
or three bars of the leg form. 

Finally, when a Micro Trendline contains a very tight channel for an 
extended period, like about ten bars, the odds increase substantially that 
the breakout failure will fail and become a Breakout Pullback reversal that 
should be good for at least a scalp. This is especially true when it develops 
after an extended trend move. 

Micro trendlines can generate many scalps during the day, especially 
on the I-minute chart, which is seldom worth trading. The chart on the left 
in Figure 2.5 is a I-minute Emini chart, and the numbers correspond to the 
same bars on the 5-minute chart on the right. Both show that failed break
outs from tiny trendlines can result in profitable fades. There are other 
trades on the I-minute chart that are not shown because the purpose of 
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FIGURE 2.5 M icro Trend l ines Can Create G reat Entries 

Q 

this figure is only to show how 5-minute Micro Trendlines correspond to 
more obvious, longer trendlines on the I-minute chart, so if you can read 
the 5-minute chart, you do not have to additionally look at the I-minute 
chart to place your orders. Many of these trades could have been profitable 
scalps on the I-minute chart. 

Note that several breaks of Micro Trendlines on the 5-minute chart are 
easy to overlook and are less than one tick in size. For example, Bars 3, 5, 
6, and 7 are failed Micro Trendline breaks on the 5-minute chart that would 
be invisible to most traders, but the one at Bar 5 is particularly significant 
and led to a good short scalp. It was the second failed attempt to break 
above a bear trendline (Bar 3 was the first). 

Price action trading works even at the tiniest level. Note how Bar 8 
on the I-minute chart was a Higher High Breakout Test long setup and 
that although the market came down to test the Bar 8 signal bar low two 
bars after entry, the protective stop below the signal bar would not have 
been hit. Also note that there was also an even smaller "major reversal" in 
this segment of the I-minute chart. There was a tiny bull trend, indicated 
by the bull Micro Trendline up from the low of the chart, then a break of 
the trendline at Bar 7, and then a Higher High test of the tiny bull trend 
extreme. Since the pattern is so small, the "trend reversal" down to Bar 8 
was just a scalp, as should be expected. 

Even trendlines created using just two or three consecutive bars in 
a steep trend can setup With Trend entries when there is a small break 
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that immediately reverses. Each new break becomes the second point in a 
longer, flatter trendline until eventually trendlines in the opposite direction 
become more important, and at that point the trend has reversed. 

Bar 1 in Figure 2.6 dipped below a three-bar trendline and reversed up, 
creating a long entry at one tick above the prior bar. 

Bar 2 dipped below a six-bar trendline. Traders would place a buy stop 
above its high. When not filled, they would move the stop to the high of the 
next bar and would be filled on Bar 3. Incidentally, the bar before Bar 2 was 
a possible short setup based on a Micro Trend Channel Line (not shown) 
that is a.parallel of the three-bar Micro Trendline leading up to Bar 1. The 
upward momentum was too strong for a short without a second entry but 
this illustrates how Micro Trend Channel Lines can set up countertrend 
trades. Bar 4 was a small inside bar that extended below a two-bar trendline 
(the penetration is not shown). The buy is on a stop at one tick above the 
high of the small inside bar. 

Bar 5 broke the major trendline of the day (any trendline lasting about 
an hour or so is more significant), so traders would be thinking that a two
legged pullback was more likely. After the break above the bear trendline 
on the bar following Bar 5, a short would be triggered on the Bar 6 Lower 
High. When bars are small doji bars like those following Bar 5, it is usu
ally best to wait for bigger trend bars before taking more trades, but these 
trendline reversals still led to profitable scalps of 30 to 50 cents in Amazon. 
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FIGURE 2.6 M icro Trend l ines Can Be Just Two or Three Bars Long 
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FIGURE 2.7 M icro Trend l ines i n  Stron g  Trends 

Small trendlines in strong trends, even when drawn using adjacent 
bars, often have failure tests (failed breakouts) that set up good With Trend 
entries. Many of these are High/Low 2 setups on I-minute charts, but you 
don't need to look at the I-minute when you see the false breakouts on the 
5-minute chart, as seen in Figure 2.7. 

When trading, you do not have to actually draw the trendlines on the 
chart very often because most are visible without the help of the lines. 

The I-minute Emini provided entries on trendline tests and trend chan
nel overshoots and reversals all day long. Many of the penetrations in 
Figure 2.8 were less than one tick but still meaningful. The lines shown 
are just some of the ones that could be drawn on this chart, and there are 
many others. 

Each successive trendline gets shallower until trendlin.es in the other 
direction dominate the price action. 

In Figure 2.9, there were many Micro Trendline and Channel trades 
today (only four are shown), a very unusual day where the Dow was down 
over 700 points but rallied into the close to make back half of the loss. 

Bar 5 is a Micro Trend Channel reversal where the channel line was a 
parallel of the Bars I to 4 Micro Trendline. You could also have drawn the 
channel line using the lows (the lows of the bars after Bar I and Bar 3). 
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There was a great ii setup where both bars had bull closes, which is always 
desirable when fading a strong bear. 

Bars 7 and 9 were Micro Trendline false breakout short scalps (Low 
1 setups) and both were quickly followed by buy scalps as the failure 
failed, creating effectively a Breakout Pullback buy (even though both were 
Lower Lows) and a Failed Final Flag (the breakout from the one bar bear 
flags of Bars 7 and 9). 
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The rally from Bar 5 tested the EMA and broke a trendline so buyers 
were looking for a second entry long on a test of the Bar 5 low. Here, it was 
a Lower Low and Bar 10 was a second attempt to rally after taking out the 
Bar 5 low. This Lower Low was too far below the Bar 5 low and too long 
after the rally that broke the trendline (an extension of that from Bars 1 to 
4) to be ideal, but it was still a second entry with a signal bar with an up 
close, and a failed failure of a Micro Trendline break. 

Incidentally, note that although not drawn, there is a bull Micro Trend
line up from the Bar 5 low and the small bear trend bar 6 bars later broke 
it. This was followed by a Higher High test of the extreme of this small 
bull and then a trend reversal down (off the EMA in a bear). The price ac
tion involved is the same as for a major trend reversal: a trend, a trendline 
break, a test of the trend's extreme as the market once again tries to push 
above that price area, and then a reversal as the market fails in this second 
attempt. When the market tries to do something twice and fails, it usually 
then tries to do the opposite. 

Bar 1 1  was a classic trap to get you out of a strong rally. If you exited, 
you must buy again on the High 1 above the Bar 1 1  Micro Trendline false 
breakout. 

Many of the bars today had a range of over 6 to 8 points. It would be 
prudent to reduce your position size to half or less, and increase your stop 
to 4 points and your profit target to 2 points. Otherwise, it was just another 
well-behaved price action day. 

HORI ZONTAL L I N E S :  SWIN G  POI NTS 
AND OTHER KEY PRICE L EVELS 

On most days, which are trading range days, horizontal lines across swing . 
highs and lows often serve as barriers that result in failed breakouts and 
then reversals. Expect swing high breakouts to fail and form Higher Highs, 
and swing low breakouts to fail and form Lower Lows. Sometimes the fail
ure fails, and the market makes a second more extreme Higher High or 
Lower Low. A fade of a second Higher High or Lower Low setup is even 
more likely to be successful because many of them are variants of Three 
Push patterns. 

On trend days, horizontal lines should generally only be used to enter 
on pullbacks, like with the Double Top Bear Flag or a Double Bottom Bull 
Flag patterns. Once there has been a clear trendline break, a failed test of 
the extreme can be a good reversal setup, especially if there is a strong 
reversal bar and a second entry (a HighILow 2). 

Most days are not strong trend days, and on these days traders should 
be looking at all prior swing highs and lows for failed tests and reversal 
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entries. High/Low 2 entries are the best. A second Higher High or Lower 
Low is a more extreme point on a trading range day where the middle of 
the day acts like a magnet, and a further extreme is therefore more likely to 
yield a scalper's profit. For example, Bar 5 in Figure 2. 10 is a second Higher 
High over Bar 2 (and Three Pushes up from Bar 3). 

Bar 9 is a Lower Low below the open of the day (and the seventh point 
of an Expanding Triangle Bottom). 

Bar 13 is a large Double Bottom Pullback (there were multiple bottoms 
to choose from for labeling the Double Bottom, and Bars 3 and 9 might be 
the best). 

Bar 15 is a Double Top Bear Flag. When it failed, the market became 
noticeably more bullish. 

Bar 17 is a second Lower Low below Bar 14 and a Lower Low below 
Bar 16. 

Both days were strong trend days in Figure 2. 1 1  with one extreme near 
the open and then no EMA pullback for over two hours (2HM days). On 
strong trend days, only consider fading swing highs in bulls and swing lows 
in bears if there was first a good trendline break. Acceptable Countertrend 
entries were at Bars 4, 8, and 12. However, since these are Countertrend 
and there was only minimal Countertrend momentum on the trendline 
breaks, these trades should only be scalps. Do not take them if they are 
distracting you from the With Trend entries, where you should swing much 
of your position. 

Bars 1 and 5 formed a Double Bottom Bull Flag, and Bar 9 was part of 
a Double Top Bear Flag. 
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Both Bars 5 and 13 gave great With Trend entries (EMA Gap bars, 1 1:30 
traps) based on swing fades (Bar 5 was a swing low breakout fade, and Bar 
13 is a swing high breakout fade). 

TREND C HAN N E L  LINES 

Trend channel lines are on the opposite side of the price action from a 
trendline and have the same general slope. In a bull, a trendline is below 
the lows and a trend channel line is above the highs, and both are rising up 
and to the right. A trend channel line is a useful tool to fade a trend that 
has gone too far, too fast. Look for an overshoot that reverses, especially if 
it is a second reversal of the overshoot. 

Usually 'Yhen there is a trend, you can find a trendline and a trend chan
nel line that contain it. The market will eventually break out of the channel 
in either direction. Most trend channel line overshoots reverse back into 
the channel but sometimes one will continue and this results in a steeper 
trend. Also, most trendline breaks fail but they generate a new swing point 
that creates a new, less steep trendline, indicating that the trend may have 
become weaker, Eventually, there will be a trendline break that extends 
so far beyond the trendline and has so much momentum that the pullback 
from this surge will fail to exceed the prior trend extreme. This swing point 
(a Higher Low in a new bull or a Lower High in a new bear) can be used 
to draw a trendline for the incipient trend, using the end of the old trend 
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as the first point of the trendline. As the new trend develops, its trendlines 
and trend channel lines represent what is taking place better than the lines 
from the old trend and they become the focus of your trading. Since most 
trendline and trend channel line breakouts fail, entering on the breakouts 
is a losing strategy. It is far more profitable to look to enter on the failure, 
but if the breakout extends far, then you should wait for a pullback and 
then enter in the direction of the breakout. 

A trend channel line can be a parallel to a trendline and dragged to 
the opposite side of the price action, it can be drawn across spikes on that 
opposite side, or it can be a best fit line, like a regression line or visually 
drawing a best fit line. In a bull, a trendline is drawn across two lows. If that 
trendline is used to form a trend channel line, then drag it to the opposite 
side of the trend. You want it to contain (be above) the highs of all of the 
bars located in between the two bars used to create the trendline, so drag 
it to the high of whatever bar that will leave it touching that bar alone. 
Occasionally you will get a better sense of the trend if you anchor the line 
to a bar that is outside of the two bars. Always do whatever best highlights 
the trend. 

Alternatively, a trend channel line can be useful when created on its 
own. In a bear swing, a trendline will be downward sloping and above the 
highs. The trend channel line will have a similar slope, but draw it between 
any two swing lows in the bear swing. It is most useful if it contains (is 
below) all of the other bars in the swing, so choose the bars that will give 
that result. 

Trend channel line overshoots are closely related to Wedges and 
should be viewed and traded as if they are one and the same. Most Wedges 
have failed trend channel breakouts as the trigger for a reversal trade, and 
most trend channel overshoots and reversals are also Wedge reversals, 
although the Wedge may not be obvious or have a perfect Wedge shape. 
The Wedges are less obvious and less likely to be present when the trend 
channel line is constructed as a parallel of a trendline, but Wedges are still 
often present. 

Why do so many reversals occur after trend channel line overshoots 
when everyone knows that it commonly leads to a reversal? Won't early 
entrants prevent the line from ever being reached? Common wisdom is 
that novice traders on the wrong side hold their losing positions until they 
cannot stand any more pain, and then suddenly all of them exit at once, 
creating a blow-off or a parabolic climax. However, that is not a mean
ingful component of a reversal in a huge market like the Eminis. Smart 
traders won't trade Countertrend until either there is a pullback from a 
strong trendline break or there is a reversal from a trend channel line over
shoot. For example, in a bull, smart money will keep buying until they drive 
the price above the bull trend channel line, and then they will take profits. 
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There may be a couple of failures along the way and then a longer and 
steeper line comes into play, but eventually the market will agree on which 
line is the final one. At the same time as the profit takers are taking prof
its, many will reverse, and many others who were already flat will initiate 
shorts. Other smart traders will wait for a reversal on the charts and there 
will be traders entering on reversals on all types of charts (1- to 5-minute, 
and volume charts and tick chart of any size). 

Once they believe that the top is in, this smart money won't be look
ing to buy any longer. They are short, and many of these traders will hold 
through a new high, despite an open loss on their current position, believ
ing that the top is in or close to in. In fact, many will add on above the 
high, both to get a better average price for their shorts and to help push the 
market down. The big players are only thinking short and won't be scared 
out except by the rare occurrence of a failed second entry or a huge failure 
(for example, maybe three points above their entry). There are no buyers 
left so the market only has one way to go. 

Look at the volume at key turning points. It's huge. The only logical 
way that can happen is if institutions are exiting in one direction and enter
ing in the other, and other institutions are taking the opposite side as part 
of a hedge in another market (stocks, options, bonds, currencies, and so 
on). They perceive that their risk-reward ratio is better by buying futures 
at the high or selling them at the low and offsetting the risk in another 
market. Nothing else makes sense. You know that the volume is not from 
small individual traders being squeezed out of shorts and buying at the 
high. There are plenty of stupid people out there, but if you were to pool 
all of their buys at the high, it is still small compared to the institutional 
volume. 

The reversal at an overshoot happens because it is such an entrenched 
part of institutional trading psyche that it has to happen. Even if an insti
tution does not look at charts, it will have some other criterion that tells 
them that the market has gone too far and it is time to exit or reverse, 
and this will invariably coincide with what price action traders are seeing. 
Remember, price action is the inescapable footprint of what is happening 
to price as a huge number of smart people are independently trying to make 
the most money that they can in the market. In a big market, it cannot be 
manipulated and will always be basically the same. 

One final observation is that the slope of the final flag of a trend often 
provides an approximation of the slope of the new trend. This has limited 
value to a trader because there will be other much more important factors 
involved in the decision leading up to placing a trade, but it is an interesting 
observation. 

Extend them to the right and watch how the price acts when it pene
trates the channel line. 
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FIGURE 2 . •  2 Trend Channel Lines Point in the Di rect ion of Trends,  But Are on 
the Opposite S ide of the Trend from Trend l ines  

Trend channel lines are commonly drawn in one of two ways. First, 
as a parallel line (dashed line in Figure 2. 12) of a trendline (solid line) and 
then dragged to the opposite side of the action, placed to touch a swing 
point located between the two bars used to create the trendline. Choose 
the point that will result in all of the bars between the trend and channel 
lines being contained between the lines. The second type (dotted line) of 
trend channel line is drawn across swing points and is independent of any 
trendline. You can also simply draw a best fit, but these are usually not 
helpful in trading. 

The slope of the final flag of the bull in Figure 2. 13 provided direction 
for the subsequent bear. A linear regression trendline drawn between Bars 
1 and 2 became a rough bear trend channel line for the selloff that extended 
into the next day. It is possible that it contributed to the buying at Bar 7, 
but Bar 7 was a buy simply based on the trendline break and the second 
attempt to reverse the breakout below the low of the open. It is usually far 
better to place orders based on the most recent price action if it provides a 
justification for a trade than to look back 30 or more bars. 

The trendline from Bars 2 and 3 in Figure 2. 14 was used to create a 
parallel that was dragged to Bar 1 and extended to the right. This trend 
channel line (dotted) was not penetrated by Bar 5. Also, it was anchored 
to Bar 1, which is not in between Bars 2 and 3, the bars used to create 
the original trendline. However, traders should always be looking at every 
possibility. Had there been a penetration and reversal, the chances of a 
two-legged rally off the Bar 5 low would be improved. 
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FIGURE 2. 1 3  The Slope of Final Flag Often Dictates the Slope of the New Trend 

The simple trend channel line using Bars 1 and 5 was penetrated by Bar 
6, but this is not an ideal trend channel line to use as a basis for a Coun
tertrend trade since Bars 1 and 5 were far apart and Bars 5 and 6 were close 
together. Trendlines work best when they are tested by a third leg, and here 
Bars 5 and 6 were essentially still part of the same leg (Three Pushes Down, 
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FIGURE 2. 1 "  A Variant of Trend Channel Line 
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Bars 4, 5, and 6). The trade was still worth taking because Bar 6 was small, 
so the risk reward ratio was good. This is also a Shrinking Stair pattern 
down, which indicates waning bearish momentum and supports a long. 

D U E L I N G  L I N E S :  I N 1'E RSECTI N G  
TREN D L I N E  AND TREND C HA N N E L  L I N E  

When a longer trendline is tested and the test occurs at a shorter-term trend 
channel line of opposite slope, look to enter in the direction of the trend if 
the test is successful (failed breakout and reversal). The trend channel line 
test indicates that the correction is over and the location is perfect, since 
it is a test of a longer trendline. 

A bear trend channel line drawn from Bars 3 and 5 in Figure 2. 15 of
fered support at Bar 6. Bar 3 was a swing low in a bull, and Bar 5 appeared 
to be a swing low in a new bear. However, the move down to Bar 6 was 
just a large two-legged correction in the bull market. There were Duel
ing Lines at Bar 6 (a bull trendline and a bear trend channel line of oppo
site slope), and the market reversed up at the intersection, as is common. 
Since the move down to Bar 6 was steep, it is reasonable to wait for the 
second entry at the Bar 7 Higher Low, buying on a stop at one tick over 
its high. 
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FIGURE 2. 1 5  Al l  Swi ng Poi nts Should Be Considered When Drawi ng Trendl ines 
and Trend Channel Lines,  Even Those from a Pr ior Tre nd 
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A bear trend channel line could also have been based on a trendline 
drawn across the two swing highs that followed the Bar 4 high, and then 
anchored to Bar 5. The goal is to look at the overall shape and then choose 
any trend channel line that contains the price action. Then, watch how the 
market reacts after penetrating the line. 

Bar 4 in Figure 2 . 16 tested the bear trendline and as it did, there was an 
overshoot of a smaller bull trend channel line (from Bars 3 to 4), resulting 
in a short scalp off the Dueling Lines pattern. There was a second entry at 
the Bar 6 nominal Higher High. 
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Trends 

W hy is it important to recognize the existence of a trend? Because 
then most of your trades should be in that direction and you must 
try to take every With Trend entry and rarely take Countertrend 

entries, The earlier you see the trend, the more money you stand to make. 
Focusing on the Countertrend setups will likely make you miss the much 
more profitable but often scarier With Trend entries. The With Trend en
tries are scary because the market always looks overdone and it's hard to 
imagine that selling near the low of an overdone bear or buying near the 
high of an overdone bull could ever be profitable. However, that is exactly 
why it is! The market draws in Countertrend traders, and if you enter where 
they exit at a loss, they will drive the market in your direction, even though 
the market looks so overextended. This chapter describes many common 
trend patterns that you should look for every day. If you see one setting 
up within the first hour or two of the day, there will likely be several high 
probability With Trend trades that you can then make. You need to decide 
many times every day if the day resembles any of the types of trends de
scribed later in this chapter, and if it does, force yourself to take the With 
Trend trades. 

A trend is a series of price changes that are mostly either up (a bull 
trend or a bull) or down (a bear trend or a bear). A trend can be as short as 
a single bar (remember, a trend bar is made up of a trend on a smaller time 
frame) or longer than all of the bars on your screen. Trends are loosely clas
sified into four overlapping and often interchangeable categories: trend, 
swing, pullback, and leg. The distinctions are just guidelines because each 
of the three smaller versions is a different version on different time frames. 

7 1  
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For example, a pullback in a bull on a 60-minute chart might be a strong 
bear trend on a I-minute chart. Also, each category will contain one or 
more of the smaller versions. A trend might be made of 10 swings, each 
containing 1 to 4 pullbacks, and each pullback might have 1 to 4 legs. Also, 
every up and downswing of any size is commonly referred to a leg, so the 
distinctions are not very important, but each term carries a subtle distinc
tion with it. 

At its simplest, a trend is present when the chart on your computer 
screen starts at one of the two left-hand comers and ends at the diago
nally opposite comer of the screen with no huge fluctuation in between. 
For example, if the bars on the left are near the lower left comer of your 
monitor and the bars on the right are near the upper right-hand comer and 
there are not many large upswings and downswings in the middle of your 
screen, then this is a bull trend. A chart only shows one or two trends. 

If more than two trends are present on a chart, it is preferable to de
scribe the trends by using one of the other three classifications because the 
two-sided action creates different trading opportunities. Both swings and 
legs are smaller trends, and there are at least two on the chart. The term 
swing is used when there are two or more smaller trends on the chart, even 
though the overall chart might be sideways. 

A leg is any smaller trend that is part of a larger trend, and it can be a 
pullback (a Countertrend move), a swing in a trend or in a sideways mar
ket, or a With Trend move that occurs between any two pullbacks within 
a trend. 

A pullback is a temporary Countertrend move and is part of a trend, 
swing, or leg. For example, a bull pullback is a sideways to downward move 
in a bull trend, swing, or leg that will be followed by at least a test of the 
prior high. Any bar or series of bars that represents any pause or loss of 
momentum is a pullback, even if there is no actual backward movement. 
This includes a single inside bar, which obviously does not extend below 
the low or above the high of the prior bar. When it is a single bar, the bar 
is called a Pause Bar or a Pullback Bar. These one-bar pullbacks are made 
up of a series of small swings on a smaller time frame chart. However, you 
might have to go all of the way down to a I-minute or a 100 tick or smaller 
chart to see them. This is a waste of time for a trader, but it is helpful to be 
aware of the reality because it provides a rationale for considering placing 
a trade. 

Within any trend, there are a number of smaller opposite trends, some 
lasting for only one or two bars, and all of them should be considered as 
likely to fail and therefore setups for trades in the direction of the larger 
trend. In a bull, the swings should be trending upward, meaning that each 
pullback should be above the prior pullback, and it should result in a new 
high (trending highs and lows, or trending swings). All moves with strong 
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momentum usually have at least a test of the extreme following a pullback 
(all strong moves usually have at least two legs, even if the second one falls 
short and reverses). 

All trends, no matter how small, must first break a trendline from the 
prior trend or trading range and then have trending swings (such as a se
ries of Higher Highs and Lows in a bull). Absent either of these, there is no 
trend. The best risk reward ratio occurs when you enter on the First Pull
back after a trendline break, before there is a clearly established trend. As 
a possible trend day is unfolding, traders should look for signs of strength, 
each of which increases the odds that the trend will continue. 

The trend continues until after it breaks its trendline, and then it con
tinues some more. You should not be trading countertrend until the mar
ket has enough strength to break the trendline. However, even then, you 
should not be entering countertrend until the market first goes back to test 
the extreme of the trend. This means that even after a trendline break, you 
should still be looking for With Trend trades because there should be a test 
of the old extreme. Sometimes there is so much strength on the trendline 
break that there should not be much of a test of the trend extreme, but this 
is the exception and not the rule. 

If you find yourself drawing many trend channel lines or looking at a 
I-minute chart, then you are too eager to find a reversal and are likely miss
ing lots of great With Trend trades. You are in denial and are losing money 
because of it. Also, since most trend channel line overshoots and rever
sals are minor in a strong trend and fail, you will be trading lots of losers 
and wondering why these patterns are failing when they are supposed to 
be so good. Wait for a trendline break on the 5-minute chart before look
ing for a countertrend trade and look at all those minor trend channel line 
overshoots as With Trend setups, and enter where the losers are exiting 
on their protective stops. You will be much happier, relaxed, and richer, 
and you will be entertained by how well they work when intuitively they 
should not because the market appears to have gone much too far without 
a correction. 

Whenever you find yourself waiting a long time for a great reversal, you 
are oblivious to the trend that is in front of you. When a trend is that strong 
that it cannot get anywhere near a trendline but you feel it has gone much 
too far, and you think that entering With Trend near the extreme is risky, 
you are missing the most reliable trades that exist. All minor pullbacks, 
even a single, small inside bar, are great With Trend entries. 

After a substantial decline in a bear market on the daily chart, peo
ple begin to become very concerned about the money that they've lost and 
they do not want to lose any more money. This makes them sell, regard
less of the fundamentals. There was an added problem in the bear of 2008. 
Baby Boomers were on the verge of retiring and were shocked by what 
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they saw as comfortable nest eggs quickly falling 40 percent in value. So 
what will they do? They will continue to sell every rally as they try to pre
serve what they have left. Also, all that money that they are taking out 
of the market will never return to lift prices again. They will take their 
money at all the "Thank you, God" points along the way. This will be just 
below the prior swing high, where they exit and promise God that they will 
never buy again in return for him letting them recoup some of their losses. 
This creates a series of lower highs and lows until the last bear has sold. 
Once that happens, the market will then be able to rally above the prior 
swing high. 

The result of people selling regardless of fundamentals is that the mar
ket often falls in huge bear trend days, dropping much further than what 
the fundamentals warrant, and often there is a huge plunge in the final 
30 minutes as funds are forced to sell because of redemption orders. There 
will be vicious rallies along the way as people become convinced that the 
bottom is in and they panic to get back long. Also, because the trend is so 
clearly down, there will be many who are short and will cover aggressively, 
resulting in huge bull trend bars on the daily chart, but still in a bear mar
ket. The end result is a collection of very large range days once the bear is 
well underway. The huge ranges offer great price action day trading oppor
tunities but you might have to increase your stop size and therefore reduce 
your position size. While people following the daily charts are selling at the 
low and buying at the high of each trap (every strong short covering rally), 
trading off emotion more than reason, a good price action trader can do 
very well just looking for standard price action setups. 

This kind of mentality is not restricted to unsophisticated investors. In 
the fall of 2008, most hedge funds were down on the year and their sophis
ticated investors aggressively pulled their money out as the market con
tinued to sell off. The hedge funds had to continue to liquidate on every 
small rally to meet redemptions and anticipated redemptions. This contin
ued to drive the market down, independent of fundamentals, and just like 
with less sophisticated investors, the selling will continue until all that's 
left are positions that investors will hold until they fall to zero. Also, for 
many hedge fund managers a big part of their income is incentive-based. 
For example, every quarter that the fund closes at a new high, they might 
take 20 percent of that profit above the old equity high. If the fund instead 
is down 30 percent on the year, it will need to earn about 50 percent to get 
up to that incentive level again. Rather than working for free for several 
years, it might make more sense to close the fund and start over with a 
new fund. However, when they close the fund, they have to liquidate and 
since there is no incentive for them, they can liquidate at any price, no mat
ter how low. This adds to selling that is independent of the intrinsic value 
of stocks. If they have a one billion dollar fund, their new fund is starting 
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from scratch and it will take a few years before they have enough equity 
and own as much stock as they did in the old fund, so buying by the new 
funds don't immediately lift the market. 

When the volatility reaches an extreme, the end of the bear is often 
near as traders give up responding to the whipsaws and decide that there 
is nothing left that they will sell at any price. When there are no more sell
ers and the market is overdone on the basis of fundamentals, a good rally 
should follow. And just how far can a big name stock fall in a bear? Much 
farther than you might think, even for the bluest of the blue chips. CSCO 
lost 90 percent of its value in three years after the tech wreck of 2000, 
and AAPL lost 85 percent of its value in the six years after 1991 .  GM lost 
95 percent in the eight years after 2001 .  So don't be eager to buy just be
cause a stock is down a Fibonacci 38, 50, or even 62 percent. Wait until 
there is a price action setup, and it must include a prior break of the bear 
trendline. 

Incidentally, what caused the 2008 Crash? The housing bubble burst 
more than two years earlier and the credit crunch was well-known for 
more than a year, but the market began its crash when the world real
ized that Barack Obama was actually going to be the next president. The 
concern was that he would increase regulations on business and increase 
their labor costs, and both would reduce earnings. The world panicked in 
its adjustment to this new perceived reality and collapse in search of the 
new appropriate value for stocks given a less capitalistic America. It most 
likely overreacted and Obama will almost certainly not be as bad for the 
economy as people fear. He may even tum out to be great, but there is no 
way to know at this point. Since the market is technically overdone, it will 
likely go sideways for many months as it gives Obama a chance to reveal 
his hand. However, the fall was so sharp that it will probably be years be
fore the old highs are surpassed, and it is possible that the market will drift 
down for several years. The odds still favor a trading range because that is 
the most common state of the market, especially after a violent move. 

TWO LEGS 

A break of a trendline creates a new leg. If  there is  a trend, even a small one, 
any pullback that breaks any trendline defines that trend as a leg, and the 
pullback as another leg. Any time there is a new trend or any capitulation of 
one side, there will usually be at least a two-legged move. This can occur in 
a pullback in a trend, a breakout, a major reversal, or any time that enough 
traders believe that the move has sufficient strength to warrant a second 
attempt to test whether or not a protracted trend will develop. Both the 
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bulls and bears will be in agreement that the momentum is strong enough 
that a test will be needed before they develop a strong conviction one way 
or the other. If the second attempt fails (a reversal pattern forms), then the 
market will usually attempt to do the opposite. 

Some complex two-legged moves take place over several hours and, if 
viewed on a higher time frame chart, would appear clear and simple. How
ever, any time a trader diverts his attention away from his trading chart, 
he increases the chances that he will miss important 5-minute trades. To 
be checking the higher time frame charts for the one signal a day that they 
might provide simply is not a sound financial decision. 
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Every trendline break and every pullback in Figure 3. 1 is a leg, and 
each larger leg is made of smaller legs. The term is very general and simply 
means that the direction of movement has changed, using any criterion that 
you choose to determine that the change exists. 

S I GNS O F  STRENGT H  

There are many characteristics of strong trends. The most obvious one is 
that they run from one comer of your chart to the diagonally opposite cor
ner with only small pullbacks. However, in the earlier stages of a trend, 
there are signs that indicate that the move is strong and likely to last. The 
more of these signs that are present, the more you should focus on With 
Trend entries. You should start to look at Countertrend setups only as great 
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With Trend setups, with you entering on a stop exactly where those Coun
tertrend traders will be forced to exit with a loss. 

One interesting phenomenon in trend days is that on many of the days, 
the best reversal bars and the biggest trend bars tend to be Countertrend, 
trapping traders into the wrong direction. Also, the lack of great With Trend 
signal bars makes traders question the entries, forcing them to chase the 
market and enter late. 

Finally, once you realize that the market is in a strong trend, you don't 
need a setup to enter. You can enter any time all day long at the market 
if you wish with a relatively small stop. The only purpose of a setup is to 
minimize the risk. 

Here are some characteristics of that are commonly found in strong 
trends: 

• Big gap opening. 
• Trending highs and lows (swings). 
• No Climaxes and not many large bars (not even large trend bars). Of

ten, the largest trend bars are Countertrend, trapping traders into look
ing for Countertrend trades and missing With Trend trades (the Coun
tertrend setups almost always look better than the With Trend setups). 

• No significant trend channel line overshoots, and the minor ones result 
in only sideways corrections. 

• Failed Wedges. 
• 2HM. 
• Few if any profitable Countertrend trades. 
• Small pullbacks (if the Emini's average range is 12 points, the pull

backs will all likely be less than 3 or 4 points). You find yourself waiting 
through countless bars for a good With Trend Pullback, and one never 
comes, yet the market slowly continues to trend. 

• Sideways corrections after trendline breaks. 
• Repeated High/Low 2 and M2B and M2S With Trend entries. 
• No two consecutive trend bar closes on the opposite side of the EMA. 
• Bars with no tails or small tails in either direction. 

With a trend in runaway mode, there will likely be no pullbacks for 
many bars, and the bars will be good-size trend bars with mostly small 
tails. Since you want to keep scalping more as the trend continues while 
still holding onto the swing portion of your position, consider looking at 
the 3-minute chart. It often has more pause bars (Countertrend inside bars 
and one-bar pullbacks) that allow for With Trend entries. The I-minute 
chart also has With Trend entries, but it also has some countertrend setups, 
which can be confusing when you are trying to only trade With Trend. This, 
along with the speed of the reading required, can create too much stress 
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during a runaway trend and can interfere with your ability to trade effec
tively. Since you need to be making sure that you catch every With Trend 
entry, it is best to trade only off the 3- or 5-minute charts in a runaway 
trend. 

The 5-rninute Ernini in Figure 3.2 gapped up 11 points, which is huge, 
and the first bar was a bull trend bar. Large gaps that don't reverse early 
usually mark the start of a strong trend for the day and the day often closes 
at or near the high (or low, in a bear). Also, the market did not test the EMA 
for over two hours (a 2HM pattern), another sign of strength. Notice how 
there was not much emotional behavior (big bars, climaxes, big swings). 
Quiet markets with lots of small bars, many of which are dojis, often lead 
to the biggest trends. 

On days like this, the institutions have a huge amount to buy, and they 
want lower prices, but when the lower prices don't corne, they have to 
fill their orders in pieces all day long, at increasingly higher prices. Even 
though they see the trend day unfolding and expect that they will likely 
have to be buying at higher prices all day long, they don't dump all of their 
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FIGURE 3.2 Signs of Strength in a Strong Bu l l  Trend 
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buy orders onto the market at once because this could cause a climactic 
spike up and then possibly a reversal down below their average entry price. 
They are content filling their orders in manageable pieces all day long, un
derstanding that they are buying higher and higher, but knowing that the 
market will likely go higher still. Also, strong days like this usually have 
higher prices over the next one to several days. 

The market had a small two-leg move down to Bar 3. A bear trend bar 
and two dojis composed the first leg, and then a second leg made up of a 
bear trend bar with a large bear tail on top (the tail was the pullback that 
ended the first leg down) followed by a doji. This was a variant of a two-leg 
move and is certainly going to have two clear legs down on a smaller time 
frame chart, setting up a High 2 (variant). Buy at one tick above Bar 3. It 
is also a test of the gap, forming a Double Bottom Bull Flag (the opening 
gap is the flag pole). Since this is a possible trend day and as such could 
extend much further than most traders would ever suspect, smart traders 
will swing part or all of their positions. 

Bar 5 is a High 1 Breakout Pullback after a strong move up (four bull 
trend bars), and a High 1 is always a good buy in a strong bull. The Bar 4 
Low 1 break below the trendline and reversal from the new high is not a 
short, even for a scalp. After such a strong up move, smart traders would 
only be looking to buy and would only consider a short if there was a sec
ond entry. 

Bar 6 is a Low 2, which is a second entry short. However, in the face 
of the strong bull trend, shorts would only scalp this trade. They would 
only swing it if there was first a prior strong down move that broke a 
substantial trendline (maybe 20 or more bars). If they short, they will be 
quick to exit and then they will look for a long setup for a swing trade. 
With Trend entries in a strong trend should be mostly swung, with only 
a small potion taken off as a scalp. If you find that you missed a With 
Trend entry, stop looking for Countertrend scalps and start trading only 
With Trend setups. During a trend day, you must try to catch every With 
Trend signal because that is where the source of the most consistent 
money is. 

Since the Bar 6 entry bar was a strong bear trend bar, there is a chance 
for two legs down. Bar 7 is an entry bar for a Low 2 short into the second 
leg down, but after a six-bar Tight Trading Range, any breakout in either 
direction would likely fail after not going very far. 

Bar 8 is a two-legged pullback and the first to the EMA in a strong bull, 
which is a great buy. Whenever the market stays away from the EMA for 
two hours or more, the trend is very strong. 

Bar 9 is a reversal at a new swing high, but there were no bear trend 
bars among the prior seven bars so no short can be taken unless a second 
entry forms. 
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Bar 10 is a second entry, but in a Tight Trading Range in a bull, any 
short is a scalp at best, and it is probably best to pass on this trade. Outside 
bars are less reliable, but you could consider taking the short for a scalp 
since second entries are so reliable. Three small dojis developed at the 
EMA. The odds are high that there will be a trend bar breakout and it will 
fail. Hold short and risk maybe four ticks. The Bar 1 1  bull trend bar break
out failed, as expected, allowing you to take your four-tick scalp profit on 
the next bar. 

Bar 13 was a Breakout Test that extended one tick below the high of 
the signal bar that generated the strong move up from the Bar 8 long. The 
move down from Bars 9 to 13 was very weak and appears essentially side
ways. The market struggled to get down to test the breakout, meaning the 
bears lacked conviction. Bar 13 also setup a High 4 entry just below the 
EMA and it was the first EMA Gap Bar of the day (a bar with a high below 
the EMA). It formed a Higher Low (higher than Bar 8) following a Higher 
High at Bar 9, and is part of trending bull swings. It is essentially a Double 
Bottom Bull Flag with Bar 8. 

Bar 14 is a High 2 breakout. 
Bar 15 was a bear trend bar for the first leg down, followed by a bull 

trend bar, and then a second bear trend bar, completing the two "down" 
legs (actually, a small, sideways two-legged correction or flag). High 2 
Breakout Pullbacks are strong entries. 

There was also a failed Wedge top (it broke down for only a single bar) 
at Bar 16, setting up a long above the Bar 17 failure. 

Bar 18 broke above a bull trend channel line and gave a Low 2 short 
signal. However, on a strong trend day, smart bears will only short if there 
is first a strong bear leg that broke a trendline. Otherwise, they will view 
all short setups as buy setups. They will place orders to go long exactly 
where the weak shorts will have to cover (such as one tick above the highs 
of Bars 17 and 19). 

Bar 19 was a one-bar trendline break that failed and therefore a buy 
setup. 

One peculiarity of trend days is that often the best-looking reversal 
bars and trend bars are Countertrend, trapping traders into losing trades 
in the wrong direction (Bars 1-8 in Figure 3.3). Notice how there was 
not a single great bear reversal signal bar all day, yet this was a huge 
bear. Just look at the moving average . . .  the market could not put two 
consecutive closes above it until the gap bar at the top of the rally that 
began with Bar 8. This is a bear, and every buy should be viewed as a 
short entry setup. Just place your entry order exactly where the longs will 
have their protective stops, and let them drive the market down as they 
liquidate. 
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in the Cou ntertrend D irection 

COMMON TREND PATTE R N S  

In the following sections, there are descriptions of several common types 
of trend days. The names are meaningless because all that a trader needs 
to know is how to read the price action, which is the same for any pattern. 
However, the names allow for the organization of common patterns, and 
this makes it easier for traders to learn and anticipate important price ac
tion concepts. With all trend patterns, the only reason to apply names to 
them is because they are commonly recurring patterns and if you recog
nize one as it is unfolding, you should be focusing on trading With Trend 
only and be more confident about swinging a larger part of your trade. The 
setups will be the same as during trading range days, but you should be try
ing to take every With Trend entry, no matter how weak the setup looks, 
and you should only take Countertrend entries after a trendline break and 
only if there is a good reversal bar, and only if you are still able to take 
every With Trend signal. If you find that you are missing any With Trend 
entries, stop trading Countertrend and focus only on With Trend setups. 
On the Countertrend trades, you should scalp your entire position. Also, 
you should not find more than two or three Countertrend trades in the day, 
and if you do, you are spending too much time looking in the wrong direc
tion and likely missing great With Trend swings. The stronger the trend, the 
more you need to be swinging With Trend and not scalping Countertrend. 
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In a very strong trend, all trades should be With Trend swings (scalping 

out part), and no trades should be Countertrend scalps, as tempting as 

they are. 

Once you are familiar with these patterns, you will find that you can see 

them potentially setting up in the first 30 to 60 minutes. If you do, make sure 

to take every With Trend trade and swing part of your position. Sometimes 

you will get stopped out of the swing portion a couple times, but keep 

swinging a part because if the day becomes a trend day, a single swing can 

be as profitable as 10 scalps. 

As a corollary, if you cannot see one of these patterns setting up, then 

assume that the day is a trading range day and look for entries in both 

directions. Also, a trend day can turn into a trading range day or a trend in 

the opposite direction at any time. When it happens, don't question it or be 

upset by it. Just accept it and trade it. 

T R E N D  FROM T H E  OPEN 

This is usually the strongest form of trend pattern. The market forms one 

extreme in the first bar or two and then trends all day, closing at or near 

the opposite extreme. After the first couple bars of every day, especially if 

there is a large gap, you always have to consider the possibility that a Trend 

from the Open might be forming and you must look for swing entries. In 

the majority of cases, your breakeven stop will be hit, but there will be a 

sufficient number of times that it will not and you will make a large enough 

windfall profit to make this type of trading worthwhile. 

There may be a small trading range for the first 30 minutes or so and 

then a breakout, but the open of the day will usually be very close to one 

extreme of the day (the low in a bull or the high in a bear). These days 

often open with large gaps, and then the market continues as a trend in 

either direction. In other words, a large gap down can lead to a Trend from 

the Open bull or bear. 

This type of trend is so strong that there is usually follow-through in 

the first hour or two of the next day, so traders should be looking to enter 

With Trend on a ,pullback after the open. The pullback is often a higher 

time-frame, two-legged correction, like a pullback to the I5-minute EMA. 
However, most traders would find it easier to simply read only one chart 

when trading. 

Whenever a trend is so strong that it never pulls back enough to make 

you feel comfortable, it is tempting to look at I-minute charts to find entries 

with smaller risk. However, if it was just that easy, everyone would do it. 

The problem is that there will be countless stop runs on alI I-minute entries 
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that will just kill you as the day goes on. You keep entering With Trend 
but your stop keeps getting hit by sharp, quick tails. If you want to make 
money, just stay with the 5-minute and take every tiny entry and you will 
be shocked at the end of the day to discover that all of those trades that 
looked like they couldn't possibly work because you were selling the low 
of the day in a bear or buying the high of a bull and because the 1-minute 
was so choppy in fact all worked. 

In Figure 3.4 yesterday closed strongly above an earlier strong swing 
high. The first leg up was climactic, with many bull trend bars, very lit
tle overlap, and only small tails. However, the correction to Bar 3 broke a 
trendline and made a reversal after the next leg up more likely. Also, Bar 4 
broke above a bull trend channel line and was followed by an inside bar (a 
possible signal bar, but the best bear signal bars usually have bear bodies). 

Bar 5 was the first bar of the day, and it opened on its high tick. Most 
traders would not be nimble enough to sell below that inside bar, but it 
would be reasonable to sell a small position on the close of the bar. If you 
missed the first entry, you could look at a 1-minute chart for a small pull
back (there were many) to short or simply wait for a 5-minute setup. When 
there is a Trend from the First Bar, selling the First Pullback is a high prob
ability trade, even though it is hard to take since you are selling near the 
low of a big move down. 

Bar 6 gave a Low 1 short and Bar 7 gave a Low 2 Breakout Pullback 
(after breaking below yesterday's low) and the trade continued down for 
about $5 more. 
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Bar 8 was a reversal up from a second break below a bear trend chan
nel line (drawn parallel to the Bars 6 and 7 trendline), so two legs up are 
likely. They ended with a M2S short at Bar 9. 

The day turned into a Spike and Channel Bear and did not close near 
the low. 

The day started as a bear Trend from the Open in Figure 3.5 after a one
bar rally to close the gap to yesterday's low (not shown). However, the Bar 
4 Higher Low that followed the Bar 3 rally that broke the bear trendline 
led to a runaway bull. Bar 2 also reversed up after a trend channel line 
overshoot (the line is not shown). 

Why are the best trends so difficult to trade? Because all of the With 
Trend entries look weak and there are many small pullbacks that trap 
traders out of the market. None of these pullbacks in Figure 3.6 would 
have hit a two-point money stop, which is usually the best stop to use in a 
strong trend, unless the average daily range is more than about 15 points. 
With so many small bars, price action stops get hit too often, and it makes 
more sense to rely on the original two-point stop. When the trend is strong, 
you need to do whatever you can to stay long. 

With a larg� gap up on the open, the odds favored a trend day up or 
down. With no significant selling in the first several bars, there was a pos
sibility of a bull Trend from the Open, so traders had to be looking long. 

Bar 3 was a High 2 and a Low 2 that failed, but when there is was a 
Barb Wire pattern, you should be selective about entries and wait until one 
side is trapped or until there is a small bar near the high or low. Since this 
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FIGURE 3.6 Strong Trends Can Be Difficult  to Enter 

is a possible Trend from the Open bull, you can only be looking to buy for 
the time being. 

Bar 4 was a small bar near the low of a bull Barb Wire pattern, and it is 
a buy, even though it is a High 3. It is also a High 2 from the Bar 2 high. You 
cannot wait to see if a High 4 will develop when there is a strong trend. 

Bars 1, 5, 8, 11 ,  and 14 are all High 2 longs. 
Bar 6 is a long since it is a failed Wedge short. Bears are trapped. 
Bar 9 was the FOMC report (Federal Open Market Committee). It was 

a Breakout test of the high of Bars 2 and 3 and hit it the breakeven stop 
on longs from that breakout to the tick. Just like earlier in the day during 
the breakout above Bars 2 and 3, the market found aggressive buyers at the 
same price. 

Notice something unusual about Bar 10. It is the first bar in five hours 
of trading that had a close below the EMA and is therefore likely to fail, 
setting up a buy. 

. 

Bars 3 and 13 were failed High 2 longs (Barb Wire), but when there is 
a strong trend, either rely on a 2-point stop or take the loss, but if you take 
the loss, you must buy again on the very next setup (Bars 4 and 14). 

Bar 14 was a great bull trap that set up the rally into the close. It first 
gave a buy signal and then traded below the inside bar (you cannot tell 
from this chart but that is what happened . . .  it first traded above the inside 
bar, then below it, and then above it again, all in Bar 14), running stops 
on traders who used a price action stop instead of a 2-point stop, and then 
it reversed back up. An outside bar that traps traders out of a trend often 
leads to a strong trend leg as traders are forced to chase the market up. 
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REVE RSAL DAY 

Some of the strongest trends begin in the middle of the day (not the first or 
last hour) and originate as trading range breakouts or trend reversals, usu
ally attributed to some news item, but this is unimportant. In either case, 
the market can enter a runaway trend mode where it trends relentlessly 
with only minor pullbacks. There are large trend bars with little overlap 
and mostly small tails. You must enter quickly, even if the new trend looks 
climactic and overdone (and it is, but it will likely continue to get much 
more so!) and swing most of your position. 
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FIGURE 3.7 The 3-minute Chart Can Be Used to F ind Addit ional, With Trend 
Entries 

In a runaway bull, there are more chances to buy on the 3-minute chart. 
Bars 1 and 2 in Figure 3.7, which were small countertrend inside bars on 
the 3-minute chart, were not clear signals on the 5-minute chart, but offered 
profitable High 1 long opportunities. The Bar 3 long was present on both 
charts. 

TREND RES U M PTION DAY 

On a Trend Resumption Day, there is a trend off the open and then side
ways action that can last two to three hours, and finally a breakout and 
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resumption of the original trend. The midday sideways action sometimes 
has three Countertrend lazy swings, and sometimes the third fails to sur
pass the second, forming a Head and Shoulders flag (most Head and Shoul
ders reversal patterns fail and become continuation patterns). Because the 
pattern often has Three Pushes instead of two, it traps traders out, think
ing that this Countertrend action might in fact be a new trend. However, 
don't let yourself get trapped out, and be ready to enter when you see a 
good setup that will get you into the market in the same direction as the 
morning trend. The difficult part of this type of day is that the quiet midday 
sideways movement often leads traders to give up on the day when in fact 
they should view this as an opportunity. Just be ready to enter. 

The market opened with a large gap up and then had a test of the low 
and a big rally up to Bar 3 in Figure 3.8. From there, it traded in a tight range 
for more than three hours, lulling traders into thinking that the good trading 
was done. Bar 6 reversed up from a poke below a bear trend channel line, 
and it also dipped one tick below the Bar 4 signal bar high. Finally, the 
signal bar was the first EMA Gap Bar of the day. 

There were several other chances to get long. Bar 7 was a High 2 and 
a reversal up from a one-tick break of a bull Micro Trendline. Bar 8 was a 
High 2 variant (bear-bull-bear bars). Bars 9 and 10 were failed breaks below 
Micro Trendlines. 
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TRE N D I N G  TRA D I N G  RAN G E  DAYS 

Unlike other types of trend days when you want to trade almost exclusively 
With Trend, Trending Trading Range Days are made up of trading ranges, 

r so you should trade each trading range like any other trading range, and 
don't hesitate to trade in both directions, fading the trading range extremes. 

Some trend days are made of a series of two or more trading ranges 
separated by brief breakouts, and sometimes they may not be readily seen 
as trading ranges. However, on the daily chart, the day is clearly a trend 
day, opening near one end and closing near the other. The market breaks 
out of one range and then forms another. Sometimes even three or four can 
develop in a day. If the market later pulls back into a prior range, it often 
will retrace all the way to the other side of that range. The implication 
is that the market consolidates in a range after the breakout, which means 
that there will be two-sided trading that tests both the top and bottom of the 
range and possibly a breakout in either direction at some point. Because 
of this two-sided trading throughout the day, it is common for the day to 
reverse through at least one of the trading ranges in the final hour or two of 
the day. If the market reverses back into the prior range, it will likely test 
the Countertrend signal bars in the prior range. For example, if a bear trend 
reverses up, it will attempt to reach the high of prior failed bull signal bars. 

Today may not look like a trend day, but as can be seen on the thumb
nail of the daily chart (today is Bar 1 in Figure 3.9) it is, and it is made of 
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FIGURE 3. 1 0  Bear Trend ing Trading Range Day 

a series of trending small trading ranges. These days frequently reverse in 
the final couple of hours and retrace at least the final trading range. 

This is another Trending Trading Range day with the first trading range 
beginning yesterday. The thumbnail of the daily chart shows it is a bear 
trend day (Bar 1 in Figure 3. 10). 

The first hour in Figure 3. 1 1  was contained in a 7-point range but the 
average range lately has been about 20 points. Traders were aware that the 
market could break out and run. Once the market broke out, it formed a 
higher range from Bars 4 to 6. It broke out to a third range, from Bars 9 
to 8. When it broke out again, it failed at Bar 10 and retraced through the 
bottom of the third range and ultimately to the bottom of the second range. 

The implication in the word "range" is that the market will test the low 
of the range at some point, although it could continue trading up. When a 
market retraces a strong move, the first target is always the earlier Coun
tertrend entry points. Here, the closest bear entry point after the market 
broke out of the top range was the low of the closest bear signal bar, Bar 6. 
The market broke out of the top range and then broke into the next-lower 
range and took out that bear signal bar low on Bar 13. 

The market gave a Breakout Pullback short entry after Bar 11 (and 
another after Bar 12). By the close, the market had tested the low of the 
Bar 3 lowest bear signal bar in the second range. 

Although the day opened on its high and closed on its low in Figure 3. 12 
and arguably is a Trend from the Open bear, there was too much sideways 
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action during the first two hours for this to trade like one. A Trend from the 
Open trend day doesn't have tradable Countertrend swings, but a Trending 
Trading Range does and is a weaker, less predictable type of trend day. 
The initial trading range broke down into a lower range on Bar 4, creating 
a Trending Trading Range day. 

Bar 9 tested back up into the earlier range, and Bar 1 1  tried again to 
rally but failed. 

Bar 12 broke down into a third range, which did not have time to test 
up to the Bar 13 top of the range. 

Incidentally, Bar 15 was a failed High 2 (a failed second attempt to 
reverse the breakout below Bar 7), which is a very high-probability short 
setup. The market made two attempts to reverse the new low of the day, 
and the second one failed on the bar after the Bar 15 long. 

TIGHT CHAN NELS AND S P I KE 
AND CHANN E L  B U L L  O R  B EA R  

Sometimes the market trends in a tight channel with basically a trendline 
that is parallel to the trend channel line, and they are close together, form
ing a tight channel. There will often be frequent pullback bars, trapping 
countertrend traders who are entering before there has been a trendline 
break. They see the trend as weak, since there are few strong trend bars, 
lots of overlapping bars with relatively big tails and frequent pullback bars. 
All of these are signs of weakness, except for one thing . . .  the market is 
relentlessly moving slowly and very far in one direction without breaking 
a trendline. This is a very strong trend, even though the bars look weak. 
When it starts after a climax spike at the end of the prior trend, there is 
usually a small spike in the direction of this new trend, creating a Spike 
and Channel trend. Sometimes the spike is so small that it is nonexistent 
on the 5-minute chart, and the trend channel just develops after a climax in 
the prior trend. Whether or not there is a clear spike at the start, if you do 
not get in at the start, these trends are very difficult to enter later because 
there are no easy pullbacks and the trend looks weak. Unfortunately, they 
are often difficult to recognize until they are well underway and therefore 
are usually difficult to trade. Do not worry about failing to recognize the 
pattern until it has progressed for a couple hours. Just take the With Trend 
trades that you see from this point onward and simply accept the reality 
that some days are harder to read than others. Easier patterns will soon 
develop, so be patient and don't force yourself to take unclear trades in the 
meantime. 
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Some days have an early strong momentum move (a spike), and then 
the move continues in a less steep channel for the rest of the day. Usually 
the start of the channel is tested within a day or two, and the result can be 
a trading range or a trend in either direction. The important thing to realize 
is that the channel is tradable only in the With Trend direction because the 
channel is so tight that the pullbacks will not go far enough for a Coun
tertrend trade to be profitable. You should be prepared to look for entries 
in the Countertrend direction after there is a breakout from the channel, 
since there is a good chance that the Countertrend move will extend all the 
way back to test the start of the channel. Also, once you recognize the pat
tern, do not take Countertrend High/Low 2 entries because invariably there 
will have been no prior trendline break, and the tightness of the channel 
makes Countertrend trading a losing strategy. Their failures are great With 
Trend setups. 

After the strong rally was followed by a major bull trendline break at 
Bar 2 in Figure 3. 13, the market tested the Bull extreme with a Three Push 
move that created a Double Top at Bar 3. A protracted (at least an hour) 
pullback of at least two legs should begin, and the market could reverse 
into a bear trend, which it did. Price Action traders would only be looking 
for shorts until there is a break of the bear trendline followed by a clear 
buy setup (such as a strong bull reversal bar). 

The bear trend down from Bar 3 was in several tight trend channels, all 
of which would have been difficult emotionally to short. In the absence of 
a climactic top, bulls will be looking at the move as a bull pullback. They 
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will start losing patience, and they will buy Fibonacci pullbacks, oversold 
oscillators, divergences, and EMA pullbacks on all time frames, even in the 
absence of a break of the bear trendline and a strong bull reversal bar. Price 
action traders will view the absence of a good bull pullback setup as a sign 
that the market had reversed into a bear, and they will short all Low 1 and 
2 setups. 

At Bar 8, the bulls finally capitulated, and the market collapsed below 
the bear trend channel line. 
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FIGURE 3. 1 4  Bear Spike and Channel  Day 
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The March 28 bear Spike and Channel day in Figure 3.14 began with 
a spike up that reversed into a spike down to Bar 3 where it attempted 
to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag. From there, it drifted down in a tight 
channel all day, with several good short entries near the EMA. The market 
broke above the channel on the next day and since the start of the channel 
usually gets tested, don't continue to only trade the short side after the re
versal because there now should be good long entries as well as the market 
works its way back to the top of the channel at Bar 4, which it reached on 
the Bar 7 gap up opening. 

IBM had several Spike and Channel days in Figure 3. 15, and since the 
start ofthe channel often gets tested within a day or two, make sure to con
sider Countertrend setups on the next day. Each of the channel beginnings 
was tested (Bars 2, 5, and 8) except the last one (Bar 12). Bar 13 tried to 
begin the selloff to test Bar 12 but instead it quickly failed and reversed up 
strongly. 
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FIGURE 3. 1 5  Several Spike and Channel  Days 

Sometimes a gap can be the spike, forming a Gap Spike and Chan
nel day. The Bar 2 in Figure 3. 16 start of the channel was tested on the 
next day (Bar 4). The bull flag from Bars 1 and 2 that led to the channel 
breakout functions like a Failed Final Flag but with a protracted breakout. 
Sometimes the failure leads to a major trend reversal. 
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STAI RS:  BROAD £ HA N N E L  TREND 

When a market has a series o f  three or more trending swings that resem
bles a mildly sloping trading range or channel, both the bulls and bears are 
active, but one side is exerting somewhat more control. Two-way trading is 
taking place so traders can look for entries in both directions. If the break
outs get smaller and smaller, then this is a Shrinking Stairs pattern and 
indicates waning momentum. It often leads to a two-legged reversal and a 
trend line break. Many Three Push Reversals qualify as Stairs or Shrink
ing Stairs Trends that failed and reversed (many others are Wedge-shaped 
instead of channel-shaped). 

Alternatively, one stair might suddenly accelerate and break out of the 
trend channel in the With Trend direction. If it then reverses, this overshoot 
and reversal will likely result it at least a two-legged move. If it does not, 
the breakout will probably continue for at least a couple of more legs or at 
least the approximate height of the channel in an approximately Measured 
Move (the distance beyond the channel should be about the same as the 
distance within the channel). 

Bar 7 in Figure 3 .17 was the third push down and a Shrinking Stair (it 
extended less below Bar 5 than Bar 5 extended below Bar 3). The channel 
lines are just approximate and drawn to highlight that the market is trend
ing down and in a channel. There is clearly two-sided trading, and traders 
should be buying the lows and selling the highs when they see appropriate 
setups. 
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By Bar 7 in Figure 3. 18, the EURUSD Forex chart had three Higher 
Highs and Lows in a channel and therefore formed a Stair-type bull trend. 

Bar 8 was a bull trend bar that broke out of the top of the channel, 
and it was followed by a bear reversal bar that never triggered a short. The 
breakout should extend to about a Measured Move up to a parallel line that 
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is about the same distance from the middle line as the middle line is from 
the bottom line (an Andrew's Pitchfork move), which it did. 

This is a bull trend Stairs pattern in Figure 3. 19 with three or more 
trending Higher Highs and Lows contained in a roughly drawn channel. 
Bars 4, 6, and 8 formed Shrinking Stairs, representing waning bullish mo
mentum and presaging the reversal. 

After the Bar 9 breakout, there was a Lower High Breakout Pullback to 
Bar 10 that resulted in a Stair bear trend. Bar 10 was a rough Double Top 
Bear Flag with the high of the first pull back in the move down to Bar 9. 

Bar 1 1  overshot the bear channel to the downside and led to a small 
two-legged reversal up. 
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Pullbacks 

I n the strictest sense, a pullback is a bar that moves against the trend 
enough to take out the prior bar's extreme. In a bull, a pullback is a 
move where a bar extends at least one tick below the low of the prior 

bar. However, a broader definition is more useful, and any pause (includ
ing an inside bar or an opposite trend bar) in a trend's momentum should 
be considered to be a pullback, even though there may only be sideways 
action and not an actual move backwards. 

Since a pullback itself is a trend, even though it is usually small com
pared to the larger trend from which it is pulling back, like all trends it 
will commonly have at least two. legs. Sometimes the legs are visible only 
on a smaller time frame chart, and other times they are large, and each leg 
breaks down into smaller legs, each of which also has two legs. Remember, 
the second leg is a second attempt to reverse the market and if it fails in 
its second attempt, the market will likely do the opposite . . .  the trend will 
resume. 

Any move that has two legs should be traded as if it is a pullback, even 
if it is With Trend (sometimes the final leg in a trend is a two-legged, With 
Trend move to a Higher High in a bull or a Lower Low in a bear). Two 
clear swings are generally referred to as an ABC correction, with the A and 
C legs being the two Countertrend swings while the B leg is the small leg 
in between. For example, after a swing high and then a selloff that falls 
through the bull trendline, if there is then a two-legged move to a new high, 
this should be looked at as a possible pullback in the new bear that broke 

99 
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the bull trendline, even though traditional chart interpretation says that the 
new high negates the bear and that you have to begin again looking for a 
bear reversal down. 

What qualifies as two legs? You can create a line chart based on closes 
and often clearly see a two-legged move. If you are using bar or candle 
charts, the easiest two-legged move to see is one in which there is a Coun
tertrend move, then a smaller With Trend move, and then a second Coun
tertrend move (a textbook ABC pullback). 

However, oftentimes the two legs are only clearly visible on a smaller 
time frame chart and have to be inferred on the chart that you are viewing. 
Since it is easier to use a single chart for trading than to be checking multi
ple charts all day long, a trader has an advantage if he can see the two legs 
on the chart in front of him, if only by inference. 

In a bull market, when there is a series of bull trend bars, a bear trend 
bar can be assumed to be the first leg of a pullback, even if the low of the 
bar is above the low of the prior bar. If you examined a smaller time frame 
chart, a Countertrend leg would likely be evident. If the next bar has a With 
Trend close but a high below that of the bar that ended the bull swing, then 
this is the second leg. If there is then a bear bar or a bar with a low below 
the low of the prior bar, this will create the second leg down. 

The more that has to be inferred, the less reliable is the pattern, since 
fewer traders will see it or have confidence in it. Traders will likely commit 
less capital and be quicker to exit. 

Invariably, pullbacks are difficult entries because they so often follow 
what appears to be a climactic end to the trend and many traders will have 
an altered mindset, expecting either that the trend has reversed or that the 
market has entered a trading range. However, one of the hallmarks of a 
strong trend is that it keeps forming reversals all day and they all fail. The 
reversals trap With Trend traders out and Countertrend traders in. They 
work as great With Trend setups because they trap both sides and then 
there are many traders who will be chasing the market in the direction of 
the trend. For example, in a bull, those trapped bears will scramble to get 
out, and the bulls who thought that the top was in now will chase the mar
ket up. If you bought that High 2 near the EMA, these traders will provide 
the fuel for the move to your profit target. 

There is an obvious point here. If the trend that is now pulling back 
ended in a climax like a trend channel line overshoot and reversal or 
in any significant trend reversal pattern, the trend has changed and you 
should not be looking to enter pullbacks in the old trend. It is over, at least 
for an hour or so and maybe for the rest of the day. So after a strong 
rally, if there is a Wedge top or a Lower High after a break of the bull 
trendline, you should now be looking for shorts and not pullbacks in the 
old bull. 
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There are many types of pullbacks that can occur in a trend, some shallow 
and others deep, and they can be classified and ranked in terms of their 
extent. The first time any one of them appears is a First Pullback for that 
type of pullback. Each subsequent pullback will be the first one of a larger 
variety, and each one will usually be followed by a test of the trend ex
treme since strong trend moves usually have at least two legs (each test is 
a second leg). Each type of "first" Countertrend move will therefore likely 
be followed by another leg in the trend. 

Most of the First Pullbacks are minor and are still part of the larger 
trend's first leg. However, each pullback tends to be greater as the Count
ertrend traders become more willing to take positions and the With Trend 
traders become quicker to take profits. At some point, the Countertrend 
traders will overwhelm the With Trend traders, and the trend will reverse. 

The first minor pullback in a strong trend is a one- or two-bar pullback 
(typically a High/Low 1 entry and it often is a Micro Trendline entry), which 
almost always is followed by a new extreme. The next pullback might be 
three to five bars long and will likely break a minor trendline and then be 
followed by another new extreme; it is often a High/Low 2 setup but can 
be another High/Low 1 in a strong trend. If the market went from one or 
two High/Low 1 entries and then a High/Low 2 entry, and it appeared to be 
setting up another High/Low 1, it is wise to wait. After a series of winning 
trades, you should be suspicious of renewed strength without first seeing a 
larger pullback, since this strength might be a trap setting up (like a Failed 
Final Flag). It is better to wait for more price action and miss a possible 
trap than to feel invincible and fearless because you fooled yourself into 
believing that you are playing with someone else's money. If you trade, it 
will likely become someone else's money. 

If the trend is strong, it might stay away from the EMA for two hours or 
more, but once it hits the EMA, it will likely form another With Trend setup 
that will lead to another new extreme, or at least a test of the old extreme. 
At some point, there will be a pullback that not only goes beyond the EMA, 
but it will likely have an EMA Gap Bar and be followed by a test of the ex
treme and likely a new extreme. Eventually, there will be a Countertrend 
move that will break a major trendline (often, it is the pullback with the 
EMA Gap Bar) and will be followed by a test of the extreme, which may 
undershoot (Higher Low in a bear or Lower High in a bull) or overshoot 
(Lower Low in a bear or a Higher High in a bull) the old extreme, and 
then be followed by at least a two-legged Countertrend move, if not a trend 
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reversal. Each pullback prior to the reversal is a With Trend entry, because 
eachis a First Pullback of one type or another (bar, minor trendline, EMA, 
EMA Gap, major trendline) and any type of First Pullback is usually fol
lowed by at least a test of the extreme and usually a new extreme until 
after the major trendline is broken. 

Although it is not worth the effort to pay attention to higher timeframe 
charts when trading on a 5-minute chart, it is likely that the larger 5-minute 
pullbacks end at 15, 30, or 60-minute, or even daily, weekly, or monthly 
chart points of significance like EMAs, breakout points, and trendlines. 
Also, there is often a tendency for the first pullback to the 15-minute EMA 
to be followed by a test of the trend extreme, and then a pullback to the 30 
or 60-minute EMA, which be followed by another test of the extreme. With 
higher timeframe points of significance occurring relatively infrequently, 
spending time looking for tests of those points will be a distraction and 
cause traders to miss too many 5-minute signals. 

If a trend is strong and you have made several profitable trades but now 
there are several sideways bars, be cautious about further entries because 
this is effectively a trading range and it could become a Failed Final Flag. 
In a bull, you can buy if there is a setup near the low of the range, but be 
careful buying a breakout of the high of the trading range because bears 
might be willing to sell a new high and bulls might be beginning to take 
profits at the high. 

The same is true in a bear flag after a protracted down move. Sideways 
bars means that both buyers and sellers are active and you do not want to 
be shorting on a breakout of the low of the flag that could become a bear 
trap (a Failed Final Flag). However, if there is a short setup near the top of 
the flag, your risk is small and the trade is worthwhile. 

In a trend there will always be pullbacks, and they tend to get larger 
as the trend progresses. However, until there is.a reversal, each pullback 
should be followed by at least a test of the prior extreme (here, in a bear, 
the prior low of the day), and the test will usually create a new extreme. 

Bar 3 in Figure 4. 1 was a short after a two-bar pullback, which was the 
First Pullback in the bear that started on the reversal down from above 
yesterday's high. It was a Breakout Pullback following the breakout below 
yesterday's swing low. 

Bar 4 was the first break of a trendline and the EMA, albeit by only a 
tick or so, and this Low 2 was followed by a new low. 

Bar 5 was the second test of the EMA, and this time there were two 
closes above the EMA, but barely, and the pullback was followed by a 
new low. 

Bar 8 broke a major trendline and formed the first EMA Gap Bar (a 
bar with a low above the EMA). The first gap bar is usually followed by 
a test of the low, but sometimes there is a second entry. The break of a 
major trendline might be the first leg of a new trend, but will usually be 
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FIGURE 4. 1 Each Pu l lback Tends to Be Larger Than the Prior Ones 
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followed by a test of the low that can overshoot or undershoot before a 
Countertrend move of at least two legs unfolds (here, in a bear, a rally). 

The market formed a Double Bottom Bull Flag at Bars 7 and 9. Bar 9 
dipped one tick below Bar 7, running stops, but it was not able to put in 
a new low. The bulls were defending their longs and were aggressively 
buying the dips (accumulation). The second leg up was completed the 
next day. 

Although the bottom was at Bar 1 in Figure 4.2, the first strong bull 
surge began at Bar 3. There were several pullbacks to the 20-bar EMA that 
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FIGURE 4.2 EMA Pul lbacks i n  A l l  Time Frames Usually Result in at Least a Test of 
the Trend Extreme 
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led to new highs on the move up from Bar 3. Bar 4 was a Trend Channel 
Line overshoot that led to a sharp correction to Bar 5, which tested the 
15-minute 20-bar EMA (dashed line) and was then followed by a test of the 
trend high (Bar 6 was a Higher High). 

The market gapped down to Bar 7, and although the market initially 
appeared bearish, the move down was the first pullback to the 60-minute 
20-bar EMA (dashed line), and it was followed by the Bar 8 new high. 

DOUBLE TOP B EAR FLAG S AND DOUBLE 
BOTTOM B U L L  FLAGS 

After a strong move of one or more legs, and even after the first leg if the 
leg is strong, the market often goes sideways for a number of bars before 
the trend resumes. The sideways move can last for hours and have large 
swings, and it often begins and ends with spikes that have extremes that are 
very close in price (the second spike can slightly overshoot or undershoot 
the first one). The first spike acts as a magnet, pulling the market back to 
see if it is strong enough to prevent running the stops that are beyond the 
first spike. If it is, it becomes an excellent With Trend entry setup. In a bull 
trend, the two pullbacks form a Double Bottom Bull Flag. For example, in 
a Double Bottom Bull Flag, the first bottom found buyers. When the market 
comes back to that same price area and the buyers again overwhelm the 
sellers, the market has twice failed to go down and will therefore likely go 
up. In a bear, they form a Double Top Bear Flag. These patterns are similar 
to the deep pullback to the start of the channel after a Spike and Channel 
trend, and that pullback often becomes a Double Top/Bottom flag. Also, a 
Head and Shoulders continuation pattern is another variation. 

These patterns are also frequently a right shoulder of a Head and Shoul
ders reversal pattern. Traders know that if that right shoulder fails, instead 
of a reversal (like a Higher Low in a new Bull or a Lower High in a new 
bear), the pattern becomes a continuation pattern. Therefore traders will 
defend their entry often to the exact tick. More commonly, the test slightly 
overshoots or undershoots, making the double top or bottom less than per
fect, but still effective. If it holds, consensus forms, and the market will 
usually run. 

A With Trend bull flag sets up a long entry on a buy stop order at one 
tick above the high of the second bottom bar, and the initial protective 
stop is one tick below the low of that signal bar. After the entry bar closes, 
the stop is moved to one tick below the entry bar. Although Double Tops 
and Double Bottoms are well-known reversal patterns, these flags are With 
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FIGURE 4.3 Double Top and Double Bottom Flags 

Trend setups. By ending the pullback, they are reversing it, but it is better 
to think of them as With Trend patterns. 

The Double Top Bear Flag at Bar 2 in Figure 4.3 failed and resulted in 
a tradable long (and became a small Head and Shoulders Bottom). 

GS formed a Double Bottom Bull Flag with Bars 5 and 7 in Figure 4.4, 
even though there was a Higher High in between. Bar 5 was the last Higher 
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Low of the bull, and Bar 7 was possibly the first swing low of a bear or trad
ing range. In this situation, the market can form a Head and Shqulders Top 
if Bar 6 is not exceeded by the rally off Bar 7. In any case, a Double Bottom 
Bull Flag is a reliable setup for at least a scalp. Also, since most Head and 
Shoulders Tops, like all tops, turn into failures and become continuation 
patterns, it is always wise to keep buying in a bull. In a trend, most reversal 
patterns fail and most continuation patterns succeed. 

There was also a small Double Bottom Bull Flag after the Bar 3 Low 
formed by the third and seventh bars that followed Bar 3. 

Bars 2 and 3 and Bars 5 and 6 in Figure 4.5 formed Double Bottom Bull 
Flags. Both Bars 3 and 6 slightly undershot their first legs, but patterns are 
rarely perfect. 

5 6 
4 
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FIGURE 4.5 Double Bottom Bu l l  Flags 
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When the Double Bottom forms right near the trend low, as it did with 
Bars 2 and 3, the pattern is often a small Spike and Trading Range Bull 
Reversal if the spike down was climactic enough. The Bar 1 spike down is 
close enough for this to also be considered to be a Spike and Trading Range 
Bull Reversal, but that is not important since the small Double Bottom Bull 
Flag is reason enough to go long. Many patterns resemble one another and 
often coexist. All you need to do is recognize one of the patterns because 
by itself, it is a valid entry. Also, whenever a pattern resembles another 
pattern, the two of them will usually unfold in a similar way. 

Bars 3 and 4 in Figure 4.6 formed a small Double Bottom Bull Flag 
after the sharp move up to Bar 2. It is also arguably a Spike and Bull Trading 
Range buy set up but it is a little too high above the Bar 1 low, so the market 
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FIGURE 4.6 The Daily Chart of GS Is Forming Either a Head and Shoulders Bear 
Flag or a Possible Double Bottom Pu l l back 

has likely already been recognized as a new bull, and a reversal up at this 
point adds little . . .  traders already believe that the market has reversed to 
at least two legs up. 

After the selloff to Bar 6, the Bar 2 high could turn into a left shoulder 
of the Head and Shoulders Bear Flag. If Bar 8 tests the Bar 6 low and is 
followed by a rally above Bar 7, the market will likely rally to test at least 
the Bar 5 high as is typical when a Head and Shoulders pattern fails. 

If Bar 8 becomes a swing low that is above Bar 6, then it would be a long 
setup for a Double Bottom Pullback. On the other hand, if the market drops 
below the Bars 3, 4, and 6 lows, it will form a Head and Shoulders Bear Flag, 
and then the first target is the obvious magnet at the Bar 1 climactic low. 
Although a trader could short on the breakout below Bar 6, it is less risky 
to short a Breakout Pullback. The pullback can come before or after the 
actual breakout. If the market almost breaks out and then forms a pullback, 
it will likely behave as if the breakout had in fact occurred. Close is usually 
good enough. Since the market has been in a downtrend since November 
2007 and there should be a second down leg after such a protracted move, 
the odds favor a downside breakout with a move below the Bar 1 low. 
The trading range from Bars 2 through 7 may end up being the middle of 
a Measured Move down, which would project to around 100, or a loss of 
60 percent from the high. That is not a prediction; instead, it is just an 
academic observation of what could result from this of pattern. 

Bar 4 in Figure 4.7 attempted to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag with 
the bar before Bar 3, and Bars 5 and 6 also tried to complete the base. Often 
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FIGURE 4.7 The Market Failed i n  Its Atte mpt to Form a Bear Sp ike and Trading 
Range Reversal after the Bar 2 Low 

the market breaks below the first bottom by a tick or so, trapping bulls out 
and bears in, as was the case at Bar 5. 

However, the market cannot fall below that low by even a tick, or 
traders will start to assume that the bears are taking control. Bar 6 was 
an exact test of the Bar 5 false breakout of the Bar 4 low, and it led to the 
Bar 7 breakout of the top of the range. 

Once the market took out the Bar 6 low at Bar 8, the die was cast. A 
false breakout of the low (Bar 6) followed by a false breakout of the high 
(Bar 7) confirmed by the Bar 8 breakout of the low again made the smart 
shorts feel pretty good at this point. They would have shorted below the 
bear inside bar that followed the Bar 7 failed failed breakout. They would 
exit at breakeven on the small rally after Bar 8 but then would have taken 
the second entry short of the lower high at Bar 9, and then rode the market 
all the way down. 

A failed Double Bottom Bull Flag can have one small breakout of the 
bottom, as at Bar 5, but that low must hold or else the bulls will stop buying, 
and the bears will become aggressive. 

E MA AND GAP E MA PULLBACKS 

A gap is a general term that simply means that there is a space between two 
points on the chart. For example, iftoday's open is above yesterday's close, 
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there is a gap. If the open is above yesterday's high, there will be a gap on 
the daily chart. A broader use of the term opens up other trading opportu
nities. For example, if the high of a bar is below the EMA, then there is a 
gap between that bar and the EMA. In a bull market or sideways market, 
there is a good chance that the market will move to fill that gap above the 
bar that is below the EMA. Sometimes a bar will go above the high of the 
previous bar, but then within a bar or two, the pullback continues down 
again. If the market again goes above the high of a prior bar, this is an EMA 
Gap 2 Bar, or a second attempt to fill an EMA Gap in a bull, and the odds 
are excellent that there will be a tradable rally off this setup. Likewise, gaps 
above the EMA will tend to get filled in a bear or sideways market. 

Bar 2 in Figure 4.8 was a second attempt to fill the gap below the EMA 
in a sideways market. The down momentum was strong, which arguably 
means that the market is not sideways today, but the EMA was basically 
flat because of yesterday's strong close. 

Bars 3 and 8 were also second attempts (the first attempt can be simply 
a bull trend bar), or EMA Gap 2 Bar entries. 
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FIGURE 4.8 Gap EMA Pu l lbacks 
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Bars 6 and 9 were EMA Gap 2 Bar shorts. Once the market broke above 
Bar 9, there was then a bull trend because two attempts to go down failed 
(Bar 9 was a EMA Gap 2 Bar, which means that it was a second attempt). 

2 H M :  I F  AWAY FROM EMA FOR TWO OR 
MORE H O U R S ,  T H E N  FADE E MA AND 
FI RST EMA GAP BAR 

When the market stays on one side of the EMA without touching it for 
two hours or more, the trend is strong, but it may also be a sign of an 
overdone market that will soon reverse. The first touch is a high probability 
scalp for a test of the trend's extreme, but wait for a price action entry in 
case the market goes well beyond the EMA. There is nothing magical about 
two hours. It is just a guideline that is useful to remind you that a trend 
is strong. A trend can be extremely strong and still touch the EMA every 
30 minutes, and a trend can be away from the EMA for four hours only to 
suddenly reverse into an opposite trend. Also, the two hours can be at any 
time during the day, not necessarily the first two hours. 

Once you become aware that a 2HM is present, look to fade all touches 
of the EMA, but wait for a setup off the EMA, and enter on a stop. After one 
or more EMA tests, there will likely be a test that goes through the EMA 
and forms an EMA Gap Bar. Look to fade the first gap bar (in a bull, buy 
one tick above the high of the first bar where the high is below the EMA), 
especially if there is a second entry. Since you are trading With Trend, you 
should swing part of your position, because the market may run much fur
ther than you thought possible. EMA tests are particularly reliable in stocks 
and often provide great entries all day long. 

Each EMA test tends to have more penetration of the EMA than the 
prior one, and at some point one will likely break a major trendline. Once 
that happens, the correction will probably have at least a second leg. For 
example, in a bear, the pullback after the trendline break usually forms a 
Higher Low and then runs above the high of the first leg. 

The market did not test the EMA until 9:10 A . M .  PST on the rally after 
the after Bar 3 low (Bar 2 in Figure 4.9 missed the EMA by one tick, but it 
was a good enough test to take the Low 2 short there). Always look for a 
With Trend entry for a test of the extreme. Bar 4 was an EMA Gap Bar and 
a failed ii breakout, and a short entry there yielded a scalper's profit but 
not a new low. 

Because the rally to Bar 4 broke a minor trendline (from the Bar 2 top 
to the Bar 3 bottom) and only barely broke the major trend line (from Bars 1 
and 2) before reversing, the Countertrend momentum was not impressive, 
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FIGURE 4.9 2 H M  Example 1 

despite the string of small bull trend bars in the rally to Bar 4. Bar 5 tried 
to form a Higher Low and a new bull after the trendline break, but the rally 
failed. Some longs covered on the Bar 7 move to below Bar 5, but there 
was good buying, forming the Bar 7 reversal bar. The High 2 long above 
Bar 7 (the High 1 was above Bar 5 in this larger two-legged possible bull 
pullback) failed at the Bar 8 Breakout Pullback, and the market finally sank 
to a new low. The stop run below the Bar 7 low resulted in a bear trend bar 
as the second-chance longs were forced to sell out. 

Despite the bear strength in the first half of the day, the bulls broke 
several bear trendlines and were finally able to move the market up after 
the stop run plunge down to Bar 1 1  that formed a Double Bottom (and 
a Failed Final Flag reversal). This was basically a bear Trending Trading 
Range Day, which often will rally above the final trading range by the end 
of the day, since trading ranges indicate two-sided trading, and the day 
would therefore be unlikely to close on its extreme. 

RIMM did not touch the EMA in Figure 4.10 until three and a half hours 
into the day at Bar 5 on a three bear trend bar plunge. However, the 20 or 
so bull trend bars in the rally from Bars 1 to 2 with only one Pullback Bar 
is unusual behavior, and unusual behavior is not sustainable and there
fore a form of a climax. It had a parabolic shape and there was a failed 
trend channel line breakout at Bar 2 (the line is not shown but there were a 
couple ways to draw one). After a climactic move, traders should not look 
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to enter With Trend on an EMA pullback unless the pullback has been long 
(at least an hour or so) and the setup is strong. The Tight Trading Range 
between Bars 5 and 7 is not a place to look for entries in either direction 
and could be the middle of the bear pullback, as is often the case after a 
climax where a two-legged correction should be expected. It could also 
be the start of a bear channel after the spike down to Bar 5 (a Spike and 
Channel Top reversal), although the high at Bar 4 was not as climactic as is 
typical in Spike and Channel reversals. You need to wait for a breakout of 
the Tight Trading Range where the breakout is by one or more strong trend 
bars, and then look to enter on a failed breakout or a Breakout Pullback. 
It is best to look to trade other stocks after a climax devolves into a Tight 
Trading Range, because the risk reward ratio is poor. 

T R E N D  DAY 1 1  :30 STOP R U N  PULL BACK 
TO -T RAP YOU OUT 

Very commonly on strong trend days there will be a strong Countertrend 
panic move that will scare people out of their positions and this normally 
happens between 1 1 :00 and 1 1 :30 A . M .  PST, although it can come earlier 
or later. Once it is clear that your were fooled by a strong Countertrend 
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move, the trend will have gone a long way back towards its old extreme, 
and you and the other greedy traders who were trapped out will chase it, 
making it go further. What causes the move? Institutions benefit from the 
spike because it allows them to add on at much better prices, expecting 
the trend to resume into the close. If you were an institutional trader who 
wanted to load up going into the close and you wanted to enter at much 
better prices and you know that if stops could be run on some rumor, you 
would be looking to contribute to any rumor in any way that you could. It 
doesn't matter what the rumor or news item is or whether some institution 
spread it to make some money. All that matters is that the stop run gives 
traders an opportunity to piggy-back on the institutions and make a profit 
off the failed trend reversal. 

Here are two 2HM days in Figure 4. 1 1, both with late stop runs. Bar 5 is 
the entry after the 1 1:25 PST stop run and it is also a Gap 2 long. Notice how 
strong the bear trend bar was with a large body and a close near its low. 
This will make all weak hands think that the market has turned into a bear. 
Smart traders will look at this as the great buying opportunity that it is. 

Bar 10 is a 12: 15 PST stop run short that is also an EMA Gap entry. 
On both days, the EMA Gap fades developed after two or more tests 

of the EMA, which is to be expected. After the Countertrend traders were 
able to bring the market back to the EMA multiple times, they developed 
the confidence to press their bets, resulting in a break well beyond the 
EMA. However, the first such break usually fails, providing a great fade for 
the expected trend resumption. 
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FIGURE 4. 1 1  Late Stop Run Pu l lback 
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On a bear Trend from the Open day followed by an inability to get 
above the EMA, traders were expecting an 1 1 :30 A . M .  PST trap, and it oc
curred today exactly on time. Bar 3 in Figure 4. 12 was also the first EMA 
Gap Bar in a bear. Usually the trap is a strong Countertrend leg, getting 
hopeful longs to buy aggressively only to get forced into liquidation as the 
market quickly reverses back down. Today, however, the rally from Bar 
2 was composed of large dojis and had a Barb Wire look, indicating that 
traders were nervous in both directions. If there was no conviction, then 
how could traders get trapped? Well, the bar before Bar 3 attempted to 
form a Double Top Bear Flag, and Bar 3 spoiled it by going above the Bar 1 
high. This made many traders give up on the bear case, forcing the shorts 
to liquidate. So it was not so much trapping the bulls into the trade as it was 
trapping the bears out, but it is still a trap, and therefore there still was fuel 
for the short side. Those shorts all wanted back in, and they helped push 
the market down. The weakness of the down leg from Bar 3 is consistent 
with the weakness of the up leg from Bar 2, but the result was as expected 
. . .  a close on the low of the day. This was a bear Trend Resumption day, 
but since the resumption started so late, it resulted in a smaller leg than the 
selloff at the open. 

COU NTI N G  TH E LEGS O F  A TREND 

Trends often have two legs. I f  the momentum on the first leg (Countertrend, 
since the new trend is not yet confirmed) after the reversal is strong, both 
the bulls and bears will wonder if it will be the first of possibly many legs, 
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creating a new trend. Because of this, both bulls and bears will expect that 
a test of the old trend's extreme will fail and the With Trend (with the old 
trend) traders will be quick to exit. For example, if there is a strong move 
up after a protracted bear and the up move goes above the EMA and above 
the last lower high of the bear, and there were many bull trend bars in this 
up move, both bulls and bears will assume that there will be a test of the 
low that will hold above the bear low. Once the momentum of this first up 
leg wanes, bulls will take partial or full profits, and bears will short, just in 
case the bears are able to maintain control of the market. The bears are not 
certain if their trend is over and will be willing to initiate new short posi
tions. The market will work down since buyers will be reluctant to buy until 
there is more bullish price action. As bulls come back in on the pullback 
that is testing the low, the new bears will be quick to exit because they don't 
want to take a loss on the trade. The buying by the bears covering their 
shorts will add to the upward pressure. The market will then form a Higher 
Low. The bears will not consider shorting again unless this leg falters near 
the top of the first up leg (a possible Double Top Bear Flag). If it does, the 
new bulls will be quick to exit because they won't want a loss, and the bears 
will become more aggressive since they will sense that this second leg up 
has failed. Eventually, one side will win out. However, this kind of trading 
goes on all day long in all markets and creates a lot of two-legged moves. 

The Bear from the Open down to Bar 6 occurred in two legs, and the 
second leg subdivided into two smaller legs. The move up to Bar 9 was also 
in two legs as was the move down to Bar 12 in Figure 4. 13. 

Bar 12 was a perfect Breakout Test of the start of the bull move. Its 
low exactly equaled the high of the Bar 6 signal bar, running the breakeven 
stops of the Bar 6 longs by one tick. Whenever there is a perfect or near
perfect Breakout Test, the odds are very high that the market will make an 
approximate Measured Move (expect the move up from the Bar 12 low to 
be equal in points to the move from Bars 6 to 9). 

There was a two-legged move up to Bar 15, but when its high was sur
passed, the market ran up quickly in a bull trend bar as the new shorts had 
to buy back their positions from the failed Low 2 off the Bar 15 short setup. 
Bar 9 formed a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 3, and its failure on the rally 
up from Bar 16 also contributed to the bull breakout. The day was also a 
Head and Shoulders Bottom. 

As with all patterns, they do not have to be exact. 
Bars 1 and 4 in Figure 4.14 formed a common Double Bottom Bull Flag 

(the Bar 4 low was one penny higher). These flags are often seen in the 
First Pullback of a trend day. 

Bars 3 and 5 formed a Double Top, but its high was exceeded three 
bars later, creating a failure. There was a Breakout Pullback at Bar 7 that 
led to a large up move. 
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There were several two- and three-bar Double Bottoms and Tops (Bars 
2, 7, 8, and 1 1). 

Bars 12 and 13 formed what is effectively a Double Top, but it doesn't 
matter what you call it. What matters is that you short it. Bar 13 was a 
slightly Higher High after the breaking of a small bull trendline up from 
Bar 1 1. Also, it was a second entry after Bar 12 reversed down following 
an overshoot of the trend channel line drawn across the Bar 9 high (the 
channel was a parallel of the bull trendline between Bars 6 and 10). 

This is also a Spike and Channel Bull day and a Trend from the Open 
Bull. 

AAPL is a well-behaved stock on the 5-minute chart. It formed a com
mon Double Top Bear Flag at Bar 2 (one cent below the high of Bar 1 in 
Figure 4. 15) and more than met the approximate target of twice the height 
of the trading range. Bar 2 was also the top of a two-legged move up to 
the EMA in a bear, forming a bear M2S (a Low 2 at the EMA, or a Mov
ing average Short 2nd entry). Trends in many stocks are very respectful of 
the EMA, which means that the EMA provides opportunities all day long to 
enter in the direction of the trend with limited risk. Four bars after Bar 2, 
there was a Double Top Pullback short. 
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FIGURE 4. 1 5  Double Top Bear Flag 
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H I G H/LOW 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  AND .. 

A reliable sign that a pullback in a bull or in a trading range has ended 
is when the current bar's high extends at least one tick above the high 
of the prior bar. This leads to a useful concept of counting the number 
of attempts that this occurs. In a sideways or downward move in a bull 
trend or a trading range, the first bar whose high is above the high of the 
prior bar is a High 1, and this ends the first leg of the sideways or down 
move, although this leg may become a small leg in a larger pullback. If the 
market does not turn into a bull swing and instead continues sideways or 
down, label the next occurrence of a bar with a high above the high of the 
prior bar as a High 2, ending the second leg. There needs to be at least a 
tiny trendline break between the High 1 and the High 2 to indicate that the 
trend traders are still active. Without this, do not yet look to buy since the 
High 1 and High 2 are more likely to be just part of the same first leg down. 
In a strong upswing, the High 2 entry can be higher than that of the High 
1, and in a strong downswing a Low 2 entry can be lower than that of the 
Low 1. Some pullbacks can continue to form a High 3 or a High 4. Beyond 
a High 4, it is likely that the market is no longer pulling back in a bull move 
and instead is in a bear swing. Wait for more price action to unfold before 
placing a trade. 

When a bear trend or a sideways market is correcting sideways or up, 
the first bar with a low below the low of the prior bar is a Low 1, ending 
the first leg of the correction, which can be as short as that single bar. 
Subsequent occurrences are called Low 2, Low 3, and Low 4. If the Low 4 
fails (a bar extends above the high of the Low 4), the price action indicates 
that the bears have lost control and either the market will become two
sided, with bulls and bears alternating control, or the bulls will gain control. 
In any case, the bears can best demonstrate that they have regained control 
by breaking a bull trendline with strong momentum. 

As you are counting these pullbacks, you will often see the market con
tinue its correction instead of reversing, in which case you have to change 
your perspective. If you think that you are in a trading range with simply 
a strong new high and then see a Low 2 above the old high (a sell setup), 
but instead of falling, the market continues up, you should begin to look 
for High 1 and 2 entries. It is likely that the bull strength is sufficient for 
you to be only trading longs. You should defer looking for Low 1 and 2 
shorts until the bears demonstrate enough strength to make a tradable 
down move likely (like a trendline break followed by a failed test of the 
swing high). 

Notice that in a sideways price action, it is common to see a High 1 ,  
High 2, Low 1,  and Low 2 all present in the course of 10 bars or so, even 
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though a High 2 is bullish and a Low 2 is bearish. Since the market is 
sideways, neither the bulls nor the bears are controlling the price action 
for more than a brief period, so it makes sense that each will try to wrest 
control, and as each tries to assert itself, bull or bear patterns will form. 

There are variations on this numbering, but the goal is still to help spot 
two-legged corrections. For example, in a strong bull, a two-legged pull
back can form and have just a High 1 ,  but functionally be a two-legged 
pullback. If there is a bear close (or two), this can represent the first leg 
down even if the next bar does not extend above the high of the bear bar. If 
that next bar has a bull close but its high is still below the trend high, it then 
becomes the end of the first down leg if the next bar or so is again a bear 
trend bar. If the next bar extends below its low, look for a bar within the 
next few bars that extends above the high of its prior bar, ending the two 
legs down. View each bar as a potential signal bar, and place a buy stop at 
one tick above its high. Once filled, you now have a variant of a High 2. This 
entry bar is strictly speaking just a High 1 but treat it as a High 2. That bear 
bar at the start of the pullback was followed by a bar with a bull close. On 
a smaller time frame, this was almost certainly a small down leg followed 
by an up leg that became a Lower High, and then finally another push down 
to where the High 2 ended the second leg. 

There is also a variation for a failed High/Low 4. If the signal bar for 
the High 4 or Low 4 is particularly small, especially if it is a doji, some
times the entry bar will quickly reverse into an outside bar, running the 
protective stops of the traders who just entered. When the signal bar is 
small, it is often best to place your protective stop at more than 1 tick be
yond the signal bar (maybe three ticks, but no more than a total of eight 
ticks from your entry in the Emini), to avoid a whipsaw, and still treat the 
pattern as valid even though technically, it failed, albeit by only a tick or 
so. Remember, everything is subjective, and a trader is always looking for 
something close to perfect, never expecting perfection because perfection 
is rare. Finally, complex corrections on the 5-minute chart often appear as 
simple High/Low 1 or 2 corrections on higher timeframe charts. It is not 
worth looking at the higher timeframe charts since the trades are evident 
on the 5-minute, and you risk distracting yourself looking for rare signals 
and missing too many 5-minute signals. 

The most reliable High 1 and Low 1 entries occur when there is a false 
breakout of a Micro Trendline because Micro Trendlines are only present 
in the strongest segments of trends. The one- or two-bar false breakout that 
creates the High 1 pullback in a bull or Low 1 pullback in a bear is a high
probability With Trend scalp. The other time when you need to take these 
entries is when there is a strong move well beyond the EMA and then a 
High 1 pullback (in a bull) or a Low 1 pullback (in a bear) to the EMA, even 
without a Micro Trendline being present. 
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Trends have trending highs and lows. In a bull, each low is usually 
above the prior low (a Higher Low) and each high gets higher (a Higher 
High), and in bear trends, there are Lower Highs and Lower Lows. In gen
eral, the terms Higher High and Higher Low are reserved for situations in 
which a bull trend appears to be in place or in the process of developing, 
and a Lower Low, and a Lower High imply that a bear might be in effect. 
These terms imply that there will have been at least a minor trendline break 
so you are considering buying a Higher Low in a bull (a pullback) or a bear 
(countertrend but maybe a reversal) and selling a Lower High in a bull or 
a bear. When trading countertrend, you should scalp most or all of your 
position unless the reversal is strong. 

In Figure 4. 16, a High 1 (HI) occurs in a down or sideways leg of a 
bull move, and it is the first bar with a high above that of the prior bar. If 
there is then a high that is lower than the prior bar, the next occurrence of 
a Higher High is a High 2. A High 3 is the third occurrence and a High 4 is 
the fourth. Counting beyond four does not offer reliable trades since it is 
likely that the pullback has extended far enough to be considered a trend 
in the opposite direction. 

Likewise, a Low 1 (Ll) occurs in an down or sideways market, and 
a Low 2, 3, and 4 are comparable to their High 2, 3, and 4 counterparts. 
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Although many are labeled, when the market is clearly trending up, you 
should not be looking to sell most Low 1 and Low 2 setups. 

Sometimes, a High 2 and Low 2 can occur in the same sideways market. 
There are many variations, but many of those meeting the basic definition 
are labeled on the chart. 

This difficult day to count (but fairly easy to trade) shows many sub
tleties to counting the legs of pullbacks. When the first leg is steep and its 
correction is only a couple of bars long (to Bar 2 in Figure 4. 17, above) and 
then a High 2 fOMS, again after only a bar or two (here, Bar 3), no signifi
cant trendline will be broken so you should not be looking to buy a High 2. 
Bars 1 and 2 set up Micro Trendline shorts, which indicate strong bearish 
momentum. 

Even though there have been two attempts to go up, the first attempt 
was too weak. You always want a show of strength before your buy setup. 
Otherwise, assume that the market is still in its first leg down. If the bar 
after Bar 3 went above the Bar 3 high, it would still be a long entry, but the 
buy is always better if the rally after the first leg down (the High 1) shows 
more strength. 
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The market sometimes drops again and forms a High 3 after penetrat
ing a trend channel line and reversing up. This is a Wedge reversal (three 
legs and a failed breakout of a trend channel line). This occurred at Bar 
4. Note that neither Bar 2 nor Bar 3 went above their prior bars, but they 
each effectively ended a small leg down. On a I-minute chart, there was 
almost certainly a small corrective rally that formed these 5-minute bull 
trend bars. 

Bar 4 was the end of the bear Wedge and set up a High 3 long on the 
next bar. Although you do not like to see your long entry bar tum into a 
bear trend bar, the stop below the entry bar was not hit. 

All counts gain more significance when they follow a break of a longer 
and stronger trendline. If no meaningful trendline' is broken on the prior leg 
(like Bar 2), then the next leg's reversal will not have much conviction (Bar 
3), and you should wait for additional price action (like the Wedge bottom 
at Bar 4). 

Bar 5 can be viewed as a Low 1 or as a Low 2, but when the chart is 
not clear, it doesn't matter what you call it because you must wait for a 
trendline break and clarity before shorting. Also, following a Wedge bot
tom, you should not be looking to sell until the market has made two legs 
up (here, the Low 4 at Bar 7 was as good as two legs up). Once the market 
went above Bar 5, there was now a failed Low 2 and this usually results in 
two more legs up. 

Bar 6 strictly speaking is a Low 2, but since there was no meaningful 
bull trendline break at the Low 1, you would not be shorting it. However, 
you should be thinking of it as a Low 3 and expecting one more leg up. 
You would need more price action, like a second entry at the EMA, which 
developed at Bar 7. Bar 5 was just a huge doji and had no bearish convic
tion, so it does not represent an adequately strong Low 1 (in fact, it set up 
a failed Low 2 with the long entry on the next bar). 

Bar 8 is a High 1, but again it occurred after a single small bar, so it 
does not have much predictive power and was a Micro Trendline short. 

Bar 10 is a EMA Gap 2 Bar, which is the second attempt to rally from 
below the EMA in a flat or up market. The space between the high of these 
bars and the EMA is the gap in question. The first attempt was the bull trend 
Bar 9. Bar 4 earlier was also a EMA Gap 2 Bar buy. 

Bar 10 is also a clear High 2 in a flat market, which is usually a 
good buy. 

Bar 1 1  was a High 1 variant (a bull trend bar that did not extend above 
the prior bar). In these unclear cases, you need to see further price action 
before you know whether the bar will work as a High 1 .  Its Higher Low is 
constructive because it is a minor disruption of the downswing and there
fore a sign of upward strength, although minimal. The leg down to Bar 10 
did not break any significant bear trendlines (from Bar 7 down to Bar 10), 
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so it had a lot of momentum. It is reasonable to assume that there will be a 
second leg down and a Lower Low or at least a test of the Bar 10 low. 

Bar 12 was a bull reversal bar in a quiet day, and it was the new low of 
the day, making it a high probability trade for at least a scalp. At this point, 
you would not be expecting more down movement until after a tradable 
rally, so you would now call Bar 1 1  a High 1. But why bother? Because 
it makes a case for Bar 12 being a High 2, which is a second entry and 
therefore more likely to lead to a profitable long. If there was no traditional 
High 1 or a High 1 variant (here, a bull trend bar at Bar 1 1), the long at 
Bar 12 would be less certain, and you would likely scalp most or all of your 
contracts and then wait for more price action. However, under the scenario 
that unfolded, Bar 12 was likely to have at least two legs up so a trader 
would want to swing about half of her contracts. Also, Bar 12 was the end 
of a Measured Move (approximately) in a larger two-legged pullback, with 
the first leg ending at Bar 10, and the end of an even larger Measured Move 
from the high of the day with a first leg ending at Bar 4. Finally, Bar 12 was 
a reversal from a bear trend channel overshoot (not shown, but based a 
parallel drawn from the Bar 7 high to the swing high that followed Bar 10, 
and then dragged to the Bar 10 low). 

Bar 14 was a Low 2, ending the second leg up. It was also a Double Top 
Bear Flag. There was a strong move down on the open with a corrective 
move up ending on the bar before Bar 7. Bar 14 is a test of that, creating a 
second failed attempt to run to the high of the day and a Double Top. On 
a trendless day and after a Double Top Bear Flag, you should look for two 
legs down. The first leg ended with the Bar 15 High 1, which was followed 
by two small legs up, ending with the bear M2S at Bar 16. It is Barb Wire, 
but the small bar at the high of the trading range is a good short. 

The second leg ended with the High 2 at Bar 17, but Bar 17 was a bear 
trend bar following a bear trend bar, following a first leg down to Bar 15 
that was very strong. It is still a valid buy, but the uncertainty as seen by 
the large tails resulted in a second chance entry at the Bar 18 High 2. This 
second entry developed because enough traders were sufficiently uncom
fortable with the first entry to make them wait for a second setup. It is also 
an ii variant based on bodies only. 

The Low 2 at Bar 19 was after strong upward momentum, but it is still 
a valid short. However, it resulted in a Five Tick Failure at Bar 20 (Bar 20 
extended above the high of the prior bar after the move down from Bar 19 
only reached five ticks and therefore left many shorts still trapped without 
a scalper's profit). 

Bar 20 formed a failed Low 2, which traps lots of shorts and is a great 
entry, especially when the up momentum has been good. When it occurs, 
it usually results in two legs up and often ends in a Low 4. Because of 
this, buying the High 1 at Bar 2 1  was a great trade. Everyone knew that 
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the momentum was strong and there was going to be a second leg up. It is 
possible for this leg down to develop a second leg down with a low below 
the low of Bar 2 1  (forming a High 2 buy setup), but the odds were against 
it. There was simply too much strength. 

The bar counts are much more reliable if the legs are at least several 
bars long and break clear trendlines. For example, a bear Low 4 is not a 
good short if it occurs in a rally that is an up-sloping Tight Trading Range 
because there have been no clear trendline breaks. 

The 5-minute Emini had two strong legs down in Figure 4.18 that ended 
in a one-tick false breakout at Bar 1. The market drifted sideways and up
ward in a tight channel and finally broke the trendline from the open. After 
two legs down and a broken trendline, two legs up are likely. 

Bar 5 is a Low 4 short at the EMA, but this is not a strong short since 
the market has been largely sideways with lots of small dojis and there will 
probably be a Higher Low and there is not much room for the short to be 
profitable. However, if a trader relied on a protective stop above the signal 
bar, it would have resulted in a profitable scalp. Since a Higher Low and 
then a second leg up is likely, traders would be looking for a reason to buy. 

The market was in a tight channel down from Bar 6 but then gave a 
High 4 buy after a test below the EMA (the High 1, 2, and 3 were Bars 6, 7, 
and 8). The market then rallied into the close to form the second leg up. 

Trading when there is a Tight Trading Range is not particularly good. 
There are constant pullback bars and too much overlap. The patterns act 
as a huge magnet, making it difficult for the market to go very far in 
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either direction until there has been a failed breakout (Bar 9 set up a failed 
downside breakout). 

Any time there is a trendline breakout, the chances are high that there 
will be a second leg, because everyone now is aware of the possibility of 
a Higher LowlLower High trend reversal. In general, avoid a With Trend 
entry until after the second attempt fails. For example, after a strong break 
of a bear trendline, it is better to focus on buying a Higher Low than to look 
for short setups until after the Higher Low is setting up a failure. However, 
if there is a lot of room to the old low, you can look to short that strong 
first up move, especially if it ends with the first gap bar above the EMA in 
the bear. 

Whenever a High or Low 2 develops and one or more of the bars 
touches the EMA, especially in a strong trend, it is called an M2B (mov
ing average, second entry, buy setup or entry) or an M2S (moving aver
age, second entry, sell setup or entry). It is worth distinguishing from other 
High/Low 2 setups because it is particularly reliable (a two-legged pullback 
to the EMA in a trend is a great setup). 

Bars 5, 6, and 8 were M2S entries in Figure 4. 19. Bar 3 is a Low 2, but 
none of the bars of the setup touched the EMA. Bars 2 and 4 were M2B 
setups. 

The bear Bar 8 M2S was immediately followed by the Bar 9 bull High 2 
(but not a good bull M2B since it was largely below the EMA). 

Although a High 2 and a Low 2 are common reversal setups, they 
should never be traded unless the prior High 1 or Low 1 broke a trendline . 
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The break can occur from a Countertrend move or a sideways move, and 
the more bars and more momentum in the leg, the more the Countertrend 
strength, and the more likely that the High 2 or Low 2 Countertrend trade 
will be profitable. 

On the left in Figure 4.20 is the 5-min Emini, and on the right is the 
5-min SDS, an ETF that is the inverse of the SPY (an ETF that is comparable 
to the Emini) but twice the leverage. On the Emini chart, there is a High 2 
at Bar 5 following a bull trendline break at Bar 1, and then the Higher High 
at Bar 3 tested the old trend high. This could be a trend reversal. The down 
momentum is strong, and the High 1 at Bar 4 was weak. It poked above the 
bull Micro Trendline from the Bar 3 high and immediately reversed down 
indicating that the bulls were weak. This was a much better Low 1 short. It 
would be unwise to buy the High 2 at Bar 5 unless it showed exceptional 
strength, for instance, if there were a strong bull reversal signal bar. Also, 
the signal bar was too large, forcing you to buy high in a weak market, 
and the signal bar was a doji bar that waS almost entirely within the prior 
two bars (both were bear trend bars). When there are three or more bars 
with a lot of overlap and one or more is a doji (Barb Wire), it is best to 
wait for more price action before initiating a trade. The bulls and bears are 
in balance, and any breakout will likely fail (like the High 2 buy signal at 
Bar 5), and you certainly shouldn't be buying a breakout above its high, in 
particular in a bear leg, especially since most trading ranges are With Trend 
and the prior leg was down. 

Whenever you are wondering if a signal is strong enough, it is helpful to 
study the chart from different perspectives: for instance, using a bar chart 
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or an inverse chart. In general, just the fact that you feel that you need 
further study should tell you that it is not a clear and strong signal and 
therefore you should not take the trade. 

Even if you were tempted to buy the High 2 on the Emini chart, vir

tually no one would be looking to sell the Bar 5 Low 2 on the SDS chart 
on the right because the up momentum is so strong. Since these charts ar.e 
essentially just the inverse of one another, if you would not buy on the SDS, 
you should not sell on the Emini. 

Note that Bar 7 on the Emini was a High 4, which is usually a reliable 
buy signal. However, in the absence of any bullish strength in the High 1, 
2, or 3, you cannot take the trade. A bar count alone is not sufficient. You 
need prior strength in the form of relatively strong move that broke at least 
a minor trendline. 

Notice that earlier there was a strong bull and that Low 2 shorts were 
bad trades until after the market broke the bull trendline. There was not 
a strong down surge, but the market went sideways for about 10 bars, in
dicating that the bears were strong enough to hold the bulls at bay for a 
protracted period. This show of strength by the bears was necessary for a 
trader to feel confident to short the Failed Final Flag breakout to the Bar 3 
new high of the day. 

A failed Low 2 often ends up as a Low 4 short. Bar 2 was a failed Low 2 
so two more legs up were to be expected. In Figure 4.21 ,  a Low 4 ended the 
bear rally and another one ended the selloff to the low of the day. It does 
not matter that the Bar A High 1 occurred before the Low 4 of the prior leg. 
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Bar 1 was a Micro Trendline short that was good for a scalp. It reversed 

to a Breakout Pullback long on the next bar (the breakout above the Micro 

Trendline failed but the failure only lasted a couple bars and those bars 

became just a pullback from the break above the trendline). 

VAR IAT I O N S  O F  H I G H/LOW 2 S ETU PS 

The key to understanding the concept of High/Low 2 setups is to remember 

its intent. The idea is that the market will tend to make two attempts at any

thing, and in its attempt to correct, it frequently will try twice to reverse the 

trend. If it fails twice, it will likely do the opposite (the trend will resume). 

The advantage of buying a High 2 pullback in a bull is that there is very little 

thought involved, and it is easy to do. The difficulty comes when a correc

tion has two attempts but does not form a clear High or Low 2. That is why 

it is necessary to look at variations . . .  you can make money by trading two

legged pullbacks even when they don't offer a perfect High or Low 2 setup. 

The most obvious two-legged move has two clear swings with an oppo

site swing in between that breaks a minor trendline. The pullback usually 

forms a High 2 pullback in a Bull or a Low 2 in a Bear (an ABC correc

tion). However, there are less clear variations that provide just as reliable 

trades, so it is important to recognize these as well. Anytime that you see 

a correction where you can infer two legs, then you have found an accept

able pattern. However, the further from the ideal that it is, the less likely it 

will behave like the ideal. This uncertainty will make traders hesitant and 

therefore the pattern 
'
will be more likely to fail. 

The Bar 2 doji in Figure 4.22 had a large tail on the top, which indicates 

that the market moved up and down within that bar. That up move was 

the end of the first leg down, and therefore Bar 3 should act like a High 2, 
which it did. Since there is a new low of the day and a third push down 

on the day (here, a Shrinking Stairs pattern, which indicates waning bear 

strength; it was also a Failed Final Flag reversal), you were looking to buy, 

despite the three bear trend bars. The implied High 2 at Bar 3 is the final 

component that gives you confidence to enter without further price action 

(such as waiting for a second entry). Anytime that you can infer two legs, 

the market will likely behave as if there were two legs. 

Bars 3 and 4 in Figure 4.23 create a two-legged correction in a bull 

swing, even though the bar after Bar 3 was the end of the up leg. Because 

it was a two-legged correction, Bar 4 is a High 2 long entry. The sideways 

pattern with two bear bars separated by a bull bar created the two legs. 

Bar 8 is a High l long because it followed a bear reversal bar that tried 

to end two legs up from the low of the day. There were trapped shorts who 

sold the Low 2 at Bar 6. 
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Bar 10 is a High 2 long (Bar 8 was the High 1) because it followed two 
attempts to sell off at the high of the day (Bars 7 and 10). Two attempts 
down is the same as a two-legged correction, so it is a High 2 long setup. 
You could also look at it as High 1 but since the prior six bars were largely 
sideways, it is reasonable to look at it as part of one pattern with Bar 7 
being the first leg down. 

Bar 12 is a High 2 long setup because it is a second leg down (the first 
leg was the doji inside bar just before it). 
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All of this analysis is loose, but its objective is important. Traders need 
to see two-legged corrections because they set up excellent With Trend 
entries. 

This chart in Figure 4.24 of the SPY demonstrates lots of variations in 
Low 2 setups, but if you think about each one, each is the logical end of a 
two-legged bear correction. Since the chart is clearly bearish (most of the 
bars are below the falling EMA), traders are looking for opportunities to 
enter shorts, so anything that resembles a Low 2 is good enough. 

Bar 3 is a Low 1 ,  and its high is taken out by Bar 4, making Bar 4 a 
second attempt up and a setup for the Low 2 short that triggered on the 
next bar. 

Bar 6 was a Low 1 setup, and two bars later there was a bull trend bar, 
indicating an up leg. Bar 7 was the signal bar for the short on the following 
bar, even though it was lower than the Low 1 .  It was still a two-legged 
correction. 

Bar 8 was a small bear trend bar inside bar in an upward correction, 
and it therefore constitutes a tiny correction, ending the first leg up. Bar 9 
followed another bull trend bar (actually two), so it is the second attempt 
down and effectively a Low 2 short near the EMA. 

Bar 1 1  is lower than Bar 10, so it is the start of the move up to Bar 12. 
Why is the bar after the Bar 12  top a Low 2? The low of the Bar 12 bull 
outside bar dipped below the prior bar just after Bar 12 opened, although 
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you cannot tell from this chart, but you can tell for certain by looking at 
a I-minute chart (not shown). This makes Bar 12 a Low 1.  An outside bar 
breaks out of both sides of its prior bar, and you do not know which side it 
broke through first, although the direction of its body is usually reliable (for 
example, a bull body usually indicates that the upside breakout occurred 
second, since its direction is up into its close). The bar after Bar 12 broke 
below Bar 12, so it was the second time in this leg up from Bar 1 1  that a 
bar broke below the low of the prior bar and is therefore a Low 2 short at 
the EMA (an M2S). 

Bar 13 is a clear Low 1. Once there was a second leg up (Bar 14 has a 
Higher High, and so it is clearly a small second leg), any bar that has a low 
below the prior bar is a Low 2 short. Bar 15 turned into a Low 2 short signal 
bar even though it is a small swing high that was below the high of the two 
legs up (it was a Lower High in what should be expected to be at least two 
legs down). 

Bar 17 was a Low 2 setup even though this is Barb Wire because it was 
a small bar near the high. 

Bar 18 is the end of a bear trend bar breakout from Barb Wire and a 
High 2. 

Barb Wire often has back-to-back failures, and Bar 19 is therefore a 
good short (also, it is the first EMA Gap Bar in a bear and the second leg 
up from the Bar 16 low). 

Sometimes a two-legged pullback has three legs, as is the case with 
most Wedge pullbacks. View the first leg as the sharp move up to Bar 2 in 
Figure 4.25 (here, most of it was a gap open). After a sharp move, there is 
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usually a two-legged move. The two legs, Bars 3 and 4, are subdivisions of 
the second leg up. 

T H R E E  P U S H  PUL LBA(;KS 

Just as a Three Push pattern or perfect Wedge can end a trend, they can 
also end a pullback. A strong trend sometimes has a three-swing pullback 
midday that lasts a couple of hours and lacks much momentum. That third 
swing traps Countertrend traders, because most pullbacks have two legs, 
and a third leg is often a new trend. 

A strong trend is often followed by a three-swing pullback that typi
cally has low momentum. Bars 4, 6, and 8 in Figure 4.26 are the ends of 
the three pullbacks after the Bar 3 new low, and each was a bull trend
ing swing (Higher Lows and Highs). Since there was no significant upward 
momentum, traders will short each new high . 
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FIGURE 4.26 Three Push Top 
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There was also an Expanding Triangle (Bars 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9). The long 
entry setup ended with inside bar after Bar 9, which completed the triangle 
bottom. However, the next day gapped up above the signal bar (in general 
it is better to only take an entry if the entry bar opens below the high of the 
signal bar and then trades through your buy stop), so there was no entry 
until the Bar 10 Breakout Pullback on the next day. 
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FIGURE 4.27 Three Pushes 

This three swing pullback in Figure 4.27 in the QQQQ (a bear trend, 
followed by a Three Push rally, and then a test of the bear's low) unfolded 
over three days. Even though the upward momentum was good, it was ac
tually minor compared to the size of the prior bear trend, whose low almost 
certainly would be tested. The test of the low occurred on the open of the 
third day. 

The large gap up in AAPL in Figure 4.28 effectively is a steep bull leg (a 
bull spike). This was followed by three pullbacks, the third of which was a 
failure swing (it failed to go below the prior low). Since this pattern is often 
in the middle of a trend, traders should swing part or all of their longs from 
the Bar 3 entry, expecting approximately a Measured Move up. This is a 
variant of a Trend Resumption Day where here the first bull leg was the 
gap opening. Arguably, a failed third push is also a Head and Shoulders 
bull flag. 

LEH had a huge reversal day at Bar 1 in Figure 4.29. Bar 8 was the 
end of a Wedge pullback (Bars 4, 6 or 7, and 8) and of a small Three Push 
pattern (Bars 6, 7, and 8). It was also a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 2 
(Bar 8 was 24 cents higher, but close enough on a daily chart). 
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FIGURE 4.28 Three Pushes and the Th i rd Was a Fai l u re Swi ng 

A big down move followed by a big up move that retraces part of the 
bear is basically a doji-type move. Remember, a doji is a trading range, so 
until there is a series of higher lows 

'
and highs, this move up to Bar 2 should 

be considered the start of a trading range in a bear, which is a bear flag. The 
odds favor a downside breakout and this occurred following Bar 8. 
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It ultimately failed in its test of the Bar 1 low and the company went 
out of business within a few months. 

There was a two-legged correction up to Bar 6, and the first leg ended 
at Bar 5 in Figure 4.30. Bar 5 was a Wedge, but as is often the case, it is 
effectively two legs with the second one being made of two smaller legs 
(Bars 4 and 5). Bar 6 was a setup for a failed failed Wedge (the Wedge 
selloff after Bar 5 failed and reversed out the other side, above Bar 5, but 
that breakout also failed), and failed failures are great setups. 

There was a second three-legged correction up from Bar 7. It doesn't 
matter if you see this as a triangle or as two legs, one from Bars 7 to 8 and 
the other from Bars 9 to 11 with the second leg being made of two smaller 
legs. Three-legged corrections are common in trends and sometimes they 
are really just two legs with the second leg having two smaller legs. When it 
gets this hard to think about it, stop thinking about anything other than the 
trend and the market's inability to get much above the EMA. Look for short 
entries, and don't worry too much about counting legs if those thoughts are 
giving you an excuse to avoid placing orders. 
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Trading Ranges 

I f the chart is composed of upswings and downswings across the entire 

screen, then neither the bulls nor the bears are dominant, and they are 

alternating control over the market. Each swing is a small trend that is 

potentially tradable, especially on a smaller time frame. 

If the sideways price action has lasted for about 5 to 20 bars, then a 

trader has to be particularly careful because the bulls and bears are in very 

tight balance. Trading breakouts in this situation can be costly since every 

brief up move is sold aggressively by the bears, and the new bulls are quick 

to exit. This results in a tail at the top of the bar. Likewise, every sharp 

move down is quickly reversed, creating a tail at the bottom of the bar. 

There are, however, ways to trade this type of market profitably. 

In general, all trading ranges are continuation patterns, meaning that 

they more often than not break out in the direction of the trend that pre

ceded them. They also tend to break out away from the EMA. If they are 

below the EMA, they usually break to the downside, and if they are above 

it, they tend to break out to the upside. This is especially true if the trading 

range is adjacent to the EMA. If they are far from the EMA, they may be 

setting up a test back to the EMA. If a bull swing pauses in a trading range, 

the odds favor the ultimate breakout taking place to the upside. However, 

there may be several failed breakouts of the top and bottom before the 

final breakout, and sometimes the market breaks out Countertrend. Also, 

the longer a trading range continues, the greater are the odds that it will 

become a reversal pattern (accumulation in a bear trading range, distri

bution in a bull trading range). Because of these uncertainties, traders 

need to be careful and look for risk price action setups. Trading ranges on 

1 37 
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a 5-minute chart that last for hours with many big, hard-to-read swings can 

be small, clean, and easy to read trading ranges on a 15- or 60-minute chart, 

so it sometimes is helpful to look at higher time frames. 

T I G H T  T RADI N G  RANGES 

A Tight Trading Range is a common pattern that has been called many dif

ferent things, but none of the terms is adequately descriptive. It is any side

ways movement of two or more bars with lots of overlap in the bars. The 

bulls and bears are in balance, and traders are waiting for a breakout and 

the market's reaction after the breakout. Will the pullback reverse through 

the opposite side or just test the breakout and then continue? 

When a Tight Trading Range slopes slightly up or down, it is still a Tight 

Trading Range, and it should be treated the same way. The bulls and bears 

are in close balance, and in general it is best to wait for failed breakouts 

and Breakout Pullbacks. In general, they are continuation patterns, like the 

small one that ended at Bar l .  
The range that started at Bar 2 in Figure 5. 1 was after two sharp bear 

legs and should be expected to be protracted and likely to lead to two up 
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FIGURE 5. 1 Tight Trad ing Range That Is Sloping U pward 
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legs (the move to Bar 3 became the first of the two legs). These patterns 

are difficult to trade and often have false breakouts. It is wise to trade 

them minimally if at all, and simply wait for the inevitable clarity that will 

reappear. 

A Tight Trading Range is usually a continuation pattern, but after a 

climax (usually a trend channel overshoot and reversal), even a small one, 
the market can break out in either direction. This is because the climax 

has generated momentum in the opposite direction and you will not know 

whether this opposite momentum will be continued and lead to a breakout, 

or if the momentum of the prior trend will be continued. 

Horizontal flags and Barb Wire are small forms of Tight Trading Ranges 

and, like most Tight Trading Ranges, usually break out in the direction of 

the prior trend. Sometimes the pattern can extend to 20 or more bars with 

tiny tails, and it then truly becomes a setup with no predictive value. Since 

guessing is never a sensible approach to trading, price action traders have 

to wait for the breakout before deciding what to do. In the majority of 

cases, there is a failure within a bar or two of the breakout, and the odds of 
a profitable trade are higher if you base your entry on the failure rather than 

on the breakout. In most cases, the failure fails and becomes a Breakout 

Pullback. Enter in the direction of the breakout on a stop once the bar after 

the pullback takes out the extreme of the Pullback Bar. In a bull breakout, 

you would enter on a buy stop at one tick above the Pullback Bar. If the 

Pullback Bar instead plunges through the opposite side ofthe Tight Trading 

Range or if it does so in one of the next couple of bars, you enter short on 

a stop at one tick below the Tight Trading. 

Because the move after the breakout is often not strong, the market 

remains largely trendless for the rest of the day, resulting in this frequently 

being not a particularly profitable trading pattern. The pattern is more re

liable with stocks, and it occurs frequently and sometimes results in an 

extended trend, so it is worth understanding. It often has other types of se

tups (small trendline breaks, HighILow 2s, and so on) within it, and those 

are often tradable and have a much higher chance of resulting in a prof

itable trade than a Tight Trading Range breakout. Only enter if the setup 

bar is a small bar near the top or bottom of the range, and only fade the 

move (for instance, sell below the low of a small bar near the top of the 

trading range). In fact, it is usually better to focus on them than to wait for 

the breakout. 

By Bar 4 in Figure 5.2, it was clear that the market had entered a Tight 

Trading Range. Both Bars 5 and 6 failed to break out of the top, and the 

Tight Trading Range evolved into a triangle, which is also usually a With 

Trend pattern. Since the last trend was up from the low of the day, an up

side breakout was likely, especially since all of the bars are holding above 

the EMA. After two failed breakouts, the odds were much higher that a 
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third breakout would succeed. Also, Bar 7 was a High 2 pullback from the 

Bar 5 high, which had some momentum. An aggressive trader would have 

bought the High 2. The next logical buy is a breakout above the high of 

Bar 5, the first failed breakout. You could also buy at one or two cents 

above the high of the day. The highest probability entry was the First Pull

back at Bar 9, which reversed up after taking out the bear reversal bar's low 

by only one tick, trapping shorts. Another high-probability buy is the M2B 

at Bar 10. Both of these high-probability trades resulted in smaller gains 

but with a much higher chance of success. 

LEH formed a Tight Trading Range starting at Bar 6 in Figure 5.3, which 

could be part of a two-legged pullback forming a Higher Low in a new bull. 

The bear trendline is broken, and the market has held up for a long time 

(about 30 bars). You could enter on a stop at the breakout of any prior 

swing high, such as Bars 7, 5, or 4. 
Bar 3 reversed up from yesterday's low, and it was the third push down 

on the day, which often leads to a rally. The sideways move went well past 

the bear trendline, indicating that the bears had given up to the point that 

they were in balance with the bulls. 

Bar 6 formed a Higher Low after the trendline break. The odds were 

high that there would be a rally that would extend to at least the top of 

Bar 2, the first bull signal bar in the bear leg. The First Pullback after the 
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breakout was the small bull inside bar at Bar 9, so buying at one tick above 

its high was a high-probability long. 

Bar 10 was a false breakout of a small flag that was also a three bar 

Tight Trading Range and about a 65 percent retracement of the bear down 

from Bar 1. The 65 percent is significant only because it means that the 

rally had retraced a lot of the selloff from the Bar 1 high, and if the rally 

extended much further, the market would likely be in a new bull phase. 

Fibonacci traders would call the rally to Bar 10 a 61.8 percent pullback and 

say that it was close enough, but every pullback is "close enough" to some 

Fibonacci number, making the Fibonacci numbers essentially meaningless 

most of the time. 

By Bar 3 in Figure 5.4, Barb Wire was present because of three side

ways bars with at least one being a doji. This means that you should only 

look to fade failed trend bar breakouts or small bars near the top or bot

tom. Bar 6 was a bear trend bar breakout followed by an ii setup that led 

to a long scalp. 

Bar 7 was a failed bull trend bar breakout following the first failed 

breakout to the downside, and Failed Failures are second entries and there

fore especially reliable. The short after Bar 7 is also a small Expanding Tri

angle (as was Bar 5, but it was too tight to expect much movement), which 

is a good reversal pattern. 
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Read this carefully because it is the most important piece of information 

in this book. It helps you to avoid one of the biggest sources of losses in 

trading. An important version usually occurs in the middle of the day and 

in the middle of the day's range, almost always near the EMA. It is a type 

of a Tight Trading Range called "Barb Wire," where there are three or more 

bars that largely overlap and one or more of them have a tiny body (doji). 

Don't touch Barb Wire, or you will be hurt. The small body indicates that 

the market moved away from the bar's open but traders with an opposite 

opinion moved it back by the close of the bar. Also, sideways bars where 

one bar overlaps much of the prior bar mean that no one is in control of 

the bar. As with all trading ranges, the odds favor a With Trend breakout 

(a breakout in the direction of the trend that led to the trading range), but 

Barb Wire is notorious for sharp whipsaws and repeated losses for break

out traders. One good way to trade Barb Wire is to wait for a trend bar to 

break out of the pattern. The trend bar is the first sign of conviction but 

since the market has been two-sided, the odds are high that it will fail so 

be ready to fade it. For example, if there is a bull trend bar that breaks out 

to the upside by more than a couple of ticks, as soon as the bull trend bar 
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closes, place an order to go short at one tick below the low of that break

out bar. Sometimes this short entry will fail, so once short and once the 

entry bar closes, place an order to reverse to long at one tick above the 

high of the entry bar, which would become a Breakout Pullback entry. It is 

unusual for the second entry to fail. Once the market begins to form trend 

bars, either the bulls or bears will soon be in control. 

You can also fade small bars near the top and bottom of Barb Wire, if 

there in an entry. For example, if there is a small bar near the high, look to 

scalp a short with an entry order to sell at one tick below the low of that 

bar on a stop. Finally, you can also look for 3-minute small bars to fade as 

well. You should rarely if ever fade off I-minute bars because the 3- and 

5-minute bars provide better winning percentages. 

Whenever you are not certain, the best course always is to wait, which 

is difficult to do when you feel like an entry is overdue. However, that is 

what a smart trader always does because it simply does not make sense to 

trade low-probability setups. One very good rule is that if there is a trad

ing range setting up and it is near the EMA, never look to buy if the bars 

are mostly below the EMA, and never look to sell if the bars are mostly 

above the EMA. This one rule will save you an enormous amount of money 

over the years. The move will most likely be some form of M2 entry in the 

direction of the EMA (if the pattern is below the EMA, an M2S is often a 

good trade, and if the pattern is above the EMA, consider buying an M2B 

setup), and the breakout from the M2 can run far. 

Bar 1 in Figure 5.5 was a large outside bar followed by a doji inside bar. 

When there are three sideways bars and one or more of them is a doji, no 

one is in control, and the best trade is to wait for one side to gain control, 

as evidenced by a trend bar that clearly breaks out, and then look for a 

fade. Most trend bars coming out of these patterns fail and become setups 

in the opposite direction (but some breakouts lead to very strong trends 

and there will not be a failure). This entry also frequently fails, which is a 

signal for a second trade. It is unusual for this second entry to fail. 

Bar 2 is a bull trend bar, but it did not break out of the pattern (it only 

extended one tick above the Bar 1 outside bar, and a reliable breakout must 

extend about three or more ticks beyond the trading range). Also, this bar 

is too big to fade because you would be shorting in the lower half of a 

sideways pattern, which is never a good idea. 

Bar 3 is a large bear trend bar that broke out of the bottom of the out

side bar by two ticks. Many traders would be short here, thinking that the 

market failed on its upside breakout attempt and is now breaking out of 

the bottom, running the stops on the last remaining longs who bought Bar 

2 (realistically, virtually none of even the weakest traders bought there, so 

no one is trapped). However, the rule is to fade the first clear breakout 

trend bar, and Bar 2 was not a breakout. Clearly, Bar 3 is also not a great 
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FIGURE 5.5 Barb Wire: Three or More Sideways Bars with at Least One Being 
a Doj i 

downside breakout, but you have to assume that there are now shorts who 

think that they outsmarted the Bar 2 longs. You could look to fade by buy

ing Bar 4, but when the market lacks clarity, it is always best to wait for a 

second entry. Bar 5 was a good long because it was a second entry and a 

High 2 above the EMA in a bull. 

So are these new longs the same as the Bar 2 longs? Almost certainly 

not. The Bar 2 longs were weak hands that could not move the market up, 

just like the Bar 3 shorts who could not drive it down. The Bar 5 longs 

were institutional traders who bought with conviction, as evidenced by the 

large bull trend bars that followed. Some of the Bar 2 and Bar 3 traders also 

became longs, but this was almost certainly an institutional move, and it is 

the move that made the most sense based on price action. 

When Barb Wire forms in the middle of the day's range, almost invari

ably next to the 20-bar EMA, it is best to enter on a failed breakout. Here 

in Figure 5.6, the market broke out of the top in a High 2 and immediately 

reversed to break out of the bottom in a failed High 2, where you would 
short at one tick below the low of the prior bar. Remember, this pattern 

is below the EMA so the best entry will be some kind of short below the 
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FIGURE 5.6 Barb Wire Entries Are Best i n  the Di rection of the EMA and after a 
Failed Countertrend Breakout through the EMA 

EMA, and it will usually be an M2S, preferably after a failed H2 long setup 

(which you should not buy). However, you have to be thinking about the 

possibility of a failed upside breakout to be able to place the sell order. Re

member, that upside breakout was a strong bull trend bar at some point in 

the first minute or two, and that bullish strength made lots of traders think 

exclusively about getting long. Those traders let themselves get trapped 

out of the short trade. You must constantly be thinking, especially when 

the market is starting to move. Not only must you look for a way to get in, 

you must also always think about what happens if the initial move fails and 

then quickly goes the other way. Otherwise, you will miss great trades, and 

traps are among the best. 

Barb Wire can also form at the high or low of the day, after a breakout. 

These are usually With Trend setups so watch carefully for a With Trend 

entry, like a High 2 in a bull, a Low 2 in a bear, or a failed breakout, or a 

failed failure, which is a Breakout Pullback, and a strong setup. If a second 

entry also fails, it is best to wait for more clarity before entering again. 

The cardinal rule for trading in Bar Wire is never enter on a breakout. 

Instead, always be looking to fade, especially if there is a relatively small 
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bar near the top or bottom of the trading range. Sell at one tick below the 

low of a small bar near the high of the range, especially if that bar broke 

out of the pattern by a tick or two, and look to buy at one tick above a small 

bar near the low of the range, again, especially if it was a small breakout 

bar. A trader could actually sell on a limit order at one tick above the high 

of the prior bar if the prior bar is near the top of the range, and look to buy 

a down-side breakout. Clearly, institutions do that all the time because that 

is why most breakouts fail. However, it is better to enter on stops, so that 

the market's momentum is sweeping you along with it. It is simply against 

the nature of many traders and can cause too much stress to be trading 

in the opposite direction of the momentum, even if it is a sensible trade. 

It is preferable to miss a few signals than to experience the anxiety that 

comes from trading outside of your comfort zone. There will be plenty of 

other trades that will suit your personality and it makes more sense to wait 

for those. 

When Barb Wire or a protracted Tight Trading Range forms at an ex

treme of the day after a breakout, it often becomes a continuation pattern. 

Look for a With Trend entry, which often happens after a false breakout. 

Here in Figure 5.7, there was a small bear reversal bar that was a failed bull 

ESMOB.D · 5 min CME L=1426.75 1.25 0.09%. MAX 20 (20) 14:U.31 
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FIGURE 5.7 Barb Wire i n  a Bu l l  Trend :  Look for an H 2  Long 
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breakout of the top of the trading range, but this top failed on the bar after 

entry. A Failed Failure that results in a With Trend entry is a perfect entry. 

It essentially is a resumed breakout (a Breakout Pullback), even though the 

breakout initially appeared to have failed. 
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FIGURE 5.8 Bear Barb Wire: Look for Some Type of M2S to Sel l  
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There were Bar Wire patterns in Figure 5.S that each fanned a Low 2 

providing a good entry in a strong bear. The second pattern is long enough 

to think of it more as a simple Tight Trading Range rather than a Barb 

Wire version, which usually is only about 5 to 10 bars long and contains 

relatively large bars and tails. Also, Bar 2 was a small bear reversal bar at 

the top of the pattern near the EMA, making it a great setup with little risk 

(the height of the bar plus two ticks, one for the entry stop and the other 

for the exit stop). This was clearly a trend day (Trending Trading Ranges 

at a minimum, but the minimal pullbacks make it even a stronger bear) so 

you should swing part of every short. 

Barb wire fanned in Figure 5.9 after a breakout to a new low of the 

day, but it is also the second leg down, and two legs commonly lead to a 

reversal. Also, it took out yesterday's low, so again there is an increased 

chance of a reversal upward. 
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FIGURE 5.9 Barb Wire Reve rsal Pattern 

Bar 2 was the end of an upside breakout that reversed down from the 

EMA in a Low 2 (the Low 1 was on Bar 1 ,  even though the low of Bar 1 

was at and not above the low of three bars earlier). The failed breakout 

failed on Bar 3, meaning that the failed upside breakout was just setting up 

a Breakout Pullback and not a reversal. 

Bar 3 was also a Double Bottom Pullback buy setup (a Double Bottom 

followed by a deep pullback that formed a Higher Low). 

M I DDLE O F  THE DAY, M I DDLE 
O F  THE RAN G E  

The middle third of the day, from around 8:30 A . M .  until 10:30 A.M.  PST can 

be difficult for traders on days that are not clearly trending (in other words, 

most days). If the market is trading in the approximate middle of the day's 

range and it is now in the middle of the day's trading hours, the chance ·of 

Barb Wire type of trading is significant, and most traders would be wise 
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to trade sparingly. Most trading should be confined to Barb Wire type of 

entries. It is usually better to forgo any less than perfect entry under these 

circumstances and instead wait for a test of the high or low of the day. A 
trader who is not yet successful should not trade when the market is in 

the middle of the day while it is also in the middle of the day's range. This 

change to her trading alone can be the difference between being a loser 

and a winner. 

Sometimes there will be an extremely great-looking pattern setting up 

in midday in the Emini, and you will get one tick of slippage on the entry. If 

the market does not race to your profit target within seconds, the chances 

are high that you have been trapped. It is almost always better to place a 

limit order to get out at breakeven. Whenever something looks too good to 

be true, so obvious that everyone will look to enter, the odds are high that 

it is exactly as it appears to be . . .  not true. 

When the day is not a clear trend day, traders should be very careful 

during the middle third of the day when the market is around the middle 

third of the day's range. There are lots of overlapping bars in Figure 5. 10, 

small dojis and tiny failed breakouts, making the price action difficult to 

read. With experience, a trader can be successful trading under these cir

cumstances, but the vast majority of traders would more likely give back 

most or all of the profit that they made in the first couple of hours. The goal 

is to make money, and sometimes your account is much better served by 

your not placing trades and instead waiting for strong setups. In the above 

chart, the sideways action lasted until 1 1:45, which is relatively late in the 
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day. The time parameters are only guidelines� The overriding factor is the 
price action, and on trading range days the best trades are fades of the 
highs and lows of the day, but this takes patience. 

B I G  U P, B I G  DOWN 

When the market has a big up move and then a big down move that re
traces about the entire up move, it is likely forming a trading range, but it 
may be the beginning of a new trend. The key is whether or not there is a 
reversal pattern at the end of the second move. If there is, there should be 
at least a reversal scalp. If not, the second leg may just keep trending, and 
an approximate first target is twice the height of the first leg. 

LLY's daily chart in Figure 5. 1 1  shows a sharp up move that ended at 
Bar 2 (a Failed Final Flag, and two legs up to a new high of the day) and 
was followed by a sharp down move. There was no clear buy pattern on the 
way down and instead there was a Low 2 Breakout Pullback short entry at 
Bar 4, below the EMA. 

Bars 6 and 7 were short signal bars following brief bear Micro Trend
line breaks (Bar 6 was an EMA Gap Bar). 

The Bar 8 low of this Spike and Channel bear was not quite a Measured 
Move and was followed by a test of the Bar 4 start of the bear channel. 

8 
, .. -

FIGURE 5. . . B ig  Up ,  Big down Often Means I ndecis ion and Is Often Fol lowed by 
a Trad i ng Range 
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The daily chart of VPHM in Figure 5.12 had a strong breakout after 

the Bar 1 low, presumably based on a news event. At some point, the 

momentum traders controlled the market and drove it much higher than 

the fundamentals warranted. There was then a sharp move down to Bar 9, 
where there was a Three Push pattern (a Wedge variant) that resulted in 

the up move to Bar 13, effectively creating a large trading range. 

Bar 10 was a Breakout Pullback Higher Low second chance to get long. 

After many momentum players dumped their longs on the rally up from 

the Bar 4 trendline break, the bulls were able to drive the market to a new 

high at Bar 5, but this found aggressive sellers who were able to break 

the major bull trendline as they pushed the market down to the Bar 6 low, 

setting up a large reversal down from the Bar 7 Lower High test of the Bar 5 

trend high. The reversal down came off of the Three Pushes Up to Bar 7. At 

this point, the momentum players were out and looking for another stock. 

The market continued to sell off until value traders thought that the 

fundamentals were strong enough to make the stock a bargain around Bar 

9. Bar 9 was also a Three Push Down buy. It could also be near some Fi
bonacci retracement level, but that is irrelevant. You can just look and see 

that the pullback is deep, but not so deep that the force of the rally from 

Bar 1 is totally erased. The bulls still have enough force left to rally the 

stock, especially since the value traders are back in play. They feel that 

the stock is cheap, based on fundamentals, and they will keep buying as 

the stock continues to drop (unless it drops too far). 

Incidentally, the Bar 1 1  spike up led to a channel that ended at the 

Bar 13 overshoot and reversal of the trend channel line. Spike and Channel 
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bulls, no matter how strong they appear, are usually followed by a test of 

the beginning of the channel, which was the Bar 12 low. 

TRAD I N G  RANGES SETT I N G  U P  
TREND REVERSALS 

These are common in Trending Trading Range days, where there usually 

is a reversal of at least the final trading range in the final hour or two and 

rarely even a reversal of the entire day. 

Sometimes the low of a bear trend day, especially a climactic one, can 

corne from a small trading range that has large bars, often with large tails or 

large reversal bodies. These reversals are less common at tops, which may 

be less climactic than bottoms (if this is true, it is meaningless because 

it does not factor into decisions about trading). These trading ranges are 

often other signals as well, such as Double Bottom Pullbacks or Double 

Top Bear Flags. 
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Sideways price action after a sharp selloff in Figure 5. 13, with large 

trend bars and large tails, often leads to a reversal. This is also a Double 

Bottom Pullback bottom. 

The FOMe report was released at 1 1 :  1 5  A . M .  PST and the 5-minute Em

ini in Figure 5. 14 formed a large bull outside bar at Bar 1, but its high was 

never exceeded. Even though reports can be volatile, the price action is 

reliable. Don't get caught in the emotion, and just look for sensible entries. 

In general, when there are a pair of big range bars of opposite direction . 

or one or more big range dojis at an extreme of the day, it is usually better 

to look for a reversal entry because the big bars indicate two-sided trading 

and when there is two-sided trading, it is not prudent to be buying at the 

high of the day or selling at the low. 

Bar 2 formed a bullish M2B (a High 2 at the EMA), but the bars were 

large so the long entry would be at the high of a trading range and the risk 

would be great because of the size of the bars. It is far wiser to wait for 

small bars or for a trap. Bar 3 was a failed High 2, so there are trapped 

bulls at the high of the day creating a great short entry. It was also a Low 2, 

again near the high of the day, which is a good place to be looking for 

. 
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shorts. Finally, it was a Double Top Bear Flag after a large bear trend bar, 

and a Spike and Trading Range Top. 

Bar 6 was a Low 1 short. There was not a good reversal bar at the 

low so the bulls had not gained control and traders should still be looking 

for With Trend (short) entries. The inside bar after Bar 5 was too big to 

be a bull setup, especially since the huge Bar 4 outside down bar would 

probably be followed by two legs down. Instead, always look to fade small 

bars that occur after big bars, since a trading range is likely forming and 

you should only be selling near the high or buying near low. 

After scalping out of the Bar 6 short, traders would now be faced with 

a High 2 buy setup. However, the bars are too large and overlapping (that 

is, a trading range), and it is far better to be fading small bars at the high 
and low of the pattern and to be looking for trapped traders. Bar 8 trapped 

bulls into their longs, and they would exit on Bar 9, one tick below Bar 8. 

The smartest traders would have waited for the trap and shorted the Low 2 

breakout below the small Bar 8 bar that was at the top of the trading range. 

It was a bonus to have bulls trapped. 

Bar 10 was another bull trap that was bought by weak bulls at the top 

of a big tempting doji. Again, smart bears would look for a small setup bar 

for a short entry because the bulls would be forced to sell and there would 

be no buyers left, making the market quickly reach the short scalp profit 
. 

target. This is a trading range, so there is nothing for reversal patterns to 

reverse, and they all become traps .
. 

This trading range became a Failed Final Flag that reversed up on the 

open of the next day with a High 2 entry on the third bar of the day. This 

bar reversed the bear flag and the low of that day as well. 
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Breakouts 

A Breakout is simply a move beyond some prior point of significance 
such as a trendline or a prior high or low, including the high or low 
of the previous bar. To a trader, it implies strength and a possible 

new trend. For example, if a bull breakout bar has a strong close and the 
next several bars also have strong closes and trending highs and lows (no 
bar pullbacks), then the market will likely be higher than it is at the current 
moment at some point before the market reverses back beyond the start of 
the breakout move. 

The breakout can be of anything, such as a trendline, a trading range, 
or the high or low of the day or yesterday. It does not matter because they 
are all traded the same. Fade it if it fails, as most breakouts do, and re-enter 
in the direction of the breakout if the failed breakout fails and therefore be
comes a Breakout Pullback. Only rarely is it best to enter on the breakout 
and it is almost always better to wait for a failure or a Breakout Pullback. 
On most days, traders look at new swing highs and lows as possible fade 
setups. On a strong trend day, however, the breakouts are usually on huge 
volume, and there is very little pullback even on a I-minute chart. It is clear 
that the trend traders are in control. When a trend is that strong, a price 
action trader will be entering With Trend on a High/Low I or 2 pullback be
fore and after the breakout and usually not on the breakout. She is always 
trying to minimize the risk of the trade. However, once you recognize that 
a strong trend is underway, entering With Trend for any reason is a good 
trade. In a strong trend, every tick is a With Trend entry, so you can simply 
enter at the market at any point using your swing size and use a reasonable 
swing stop. 

1 55 
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B REAKOUT ENTRIES I N  STRONG TREND 

When a trend is strong, every breakout beyond a prior extreme is a With 
Trend entry, as can be seen by the huge volume, the large size of the break
out bar (a strong trend bar), and the follow-though over the next several 
bars. Smart money is clearly entering on the breakout. However, that is 
rarely the best way to trade a breakout, and price action traders almost 
always find an earlier price action entry like a High 1 or 2 in a bull. It is 
important to recognize that when a trend is strong, you can enter at any 
time and make a profit if you use an adequate stop. 

If you miss the earliest entry of a breakout and you are waiting for 
a pullback, you can enter at the market or on a I-minute pullback. It is 
best to wait for at least two strong trend bars (good-size ranges with small 
tails), or three or four moderate-size trend bars, and enter the 1- or 3-rninute 
pullback using half of your normal size or whatever your swing size is. 
Allow a Pullback Test of the breakout and use the stop that you would use 
had you entered early and were now swinging a portion. Scalp out half, and 
then move your stop to breakeven. Since there is now a strong trend, you 
should add on or re-enter when there is a pullback. 

The rally from the Bar 4 Higher Low in Figure 6. 1 became a strong bull 
(Higher Low after a trendline break), with seven bull trend bars in a row as 
the market reversed through the Bar 1 high of the day. With that much mo
mentum, everyone was in agreement that Bar 5 would be exceeded before 
there was a selloff below the start of the bull at Bar 4. Breakout traders 
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would buy above every prior swing high, such as on Bars 5, 6, 8, 1 1 ,  13, and 
16. Price Action traders would have entered earlier in every instance, on 
the Breakout Pullbacks, which were bull flags. For example, at the Bar 6 

High 1, the Bar 8 High 2, the Bar lO failed reversal, the Bar 12 High 2 and 
trendline break (not shown), and the Bar 15 High 2 test below the EMA (the 
High 2 was based on the two clear, larger legs down from Bar 14). Break
out traders are initiating their longs in the exact area where price action 
traders are selling their longs for a profit. In general, it is not wise to be 
buying where a lot of smart traders are selling. However, when the market 
is strong, you can buy anywhere, including above the high and still make a 
profit, but the risk reward ratio is much better on buying pullbacks than it 
is on buying breakouts. 

Blindly buying breakouts is foolish, and smart money would not have 
bought the Bar 13 breakout because it was a third push and near a trend 
channel line. Also, they would not have bought the Bar 16 breakout, which 
was a Higher High test of the old high (Bar 14) after a trendline break (too 
much risk of a trend reversal). It is far better to fade breakouts when they 
fail or enter in the direction of the breakout after it pulls back. 

Yesterday (not shown) in Figure 6.2 was a Trend from the Open Bull, 
which is one of the strongest trend patterns, so the odds were high that 
there would be a pullback and then a test of the high of the open and likely 
a bull close. Traders are all watching for a buy setup, expecting follow
through buying from the strong trend of yesterday. Bar 2 was a small Higher 
Low and an EMA Gap Bar second entry. The signal bar had a bear close, 
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but at least its close was above its open. If you did not buy there, you could 
watch the breakout and decide how to enter. 

There were two large bull trend bars on the trendline breakout, each 
with strong closes and small tails. Had you gone long at Bar 3, you would 
be swinging a portion of your trade at this point, so you can enter that same 
position size at the market, using the stop that you would have used had 
you entered earlier. That stop would now be around the trendline, maybe 
below the breakout bar. 

Bar 4 was a pause bar just below yesterday's high, and buying one tick 
above its high is another good entry. A pause bar is a possible reversal 
setup so buying above its high will be going long where the early bears are 
buying back their shorts and where the longs who exited early would also 
be buying back their longs. 

At this point, the trend is clear and strong, and you should be buying 
every pullback. 

Bar 8 is the only reasonable Countertrend scalp (a failed breakout to a 
new high after a trendline break) since it is a strong bear reversal bar and 
an Expanding Triangle top, but the trend is still up. Note that there has not 
yet been a close below the EMA and the market has been above the EMA 
for more than two hours. 

Bar 9 is an inside bar after the first close below the EMA, so a test of 
the high is the minimum target. 

B REAKOUT PULLBA(;KS ANDS 
B REAKOUT TESTS 

After a breakout, eventually there will be a pullback. If  the Breakout PUll
back comes back to within a few ticks of the entry price, it is a Breakout 
Test. The test can occur on the bar after the breakout or even 20 or more 
bars later, or both. This test bar is a potential signal bar, and look to place 
an entry order at one tick beyond it, in case the test is successful and the 
trend resumes. It is a particularly reliable Breakout Pullback setup. 

If there is a pullback within a bar or two of the breakout, the break
out haS failed. However, even the strongest breakouts will have a one- or 
two-bar failure that in fact becomes just a Breakout Pullback instead of 
a reversal. Once the trend resumes, the failed breakout will have failed, 
which is the case in all Breakout Pullbacks. Since they are Failed Failures, 
they are second entries and therefore have an excellent chance of setting 
up a profitable trade. A Breakout Pullback is also referred to as a cup and 
handle. 
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Breakout Pullbacks can happen in the absence of an actual breakout. 
If the market strongly runs close to the breakout but does not exceed the 
old extreme, and then quietly pulls back for one to four bars or so, this will 
likely function exactly like a Breakout Pullback, and it should be traded as 
if the pullback followed an actual breakout. Remember that when some
thing is close to a textbook pattern, it will usually behave like a textbook 
pattern. 

If there was a strong move or a first leg of a trend earlier in the day, 
then a With Trend breakout later in the day is more likely to be successful, 
and a failure will likely fail and become a Breakout Pullback. However, if 
most of the day has been trendless with one- or two-bar breakouts in both 
directions, the odds of a failure leading to a reversal are increased. 

After an initial run, many traders will take partial profits and then place 
a breakeven stop on the balance. The breakeven stop is not necessarily 
exact on every trade. Depending on the stock, a trader might be willing 
to risk 10 or even 30 or more cents, and it is still basically a breakeven 
stop, even though the trader will be losing money. For example, if GOOG 
is trading at $750 and a trader just took partial profits on half and wants to 
protect the rest, but GOOG recently has been running breakeven stops by 
10 to 20 cents but rarely by 30 cents, the trader might place his breakeven 
stop at 30 cents beyond the breakout, even though it would result in at least 
a 30 cent loss and not a breakeven trade. 

In the past year or so, AAPL and RIMM have been very respectful of 
exact breakeven stops, and most Breakout Pullback tests in fact end about 
five cents shy of the entry price. GS, on the other hand, routinely runs the 
stops before the pullback ends, so a trader would have to be willing to risk 
a little if he is trying to hold on to his position. Alternatively, he could exit 
at breakeven and then re-enter on a stop at one tick beyond the test bar, 
but he will invariably be getting back in at 60 or more cents worse than his 
initial entry. If the price action is still good, it makes more sense to hold 
through the Breakout Test and risk maybe 10 cents than getting out and 
then back in at 60 cents worse. 

Bar 1 in Figure 6.3 is a potentiai Breakout Failure, .  but the breakout 
was strong and was made of three bear trend bars that covered most of 
the day's range. The market pulled back to the EMA and led to an M2S 
short. The second bear trend bar was the start of the reversal down from 
the second leg of the pullback to the EMA (a bull trend bar followed 
by a bear trend bar and then by a second bull trend bar is a two-legged 
move up). 

Bar 3 again was a potential failed breakout to a new low of the day. This 
is the second attempt to rally after breaking below the low of the open, and 
second attempts have a much higher success rate. Also, there was a small 
reversal bar. Even though it was a doji and not a bull trend bar, it had a 
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bigger bull tail than bear tail, indicating some buying and some weakening 
of the bears, Also, Bars 1 through 2 could be setting up a Failed Final Flag 
since they are overlapping and largely sideways. Also, the entry bar was 
a bull trend bar that was almost inside the doji, so this is similar to an ii 
pattern, and the bull close of the second bar is a sign of strength. 

Bar 5 is a pullback from a small rally that broke above a minor swing 
high and almost broke to a new high of the day. When the market almost 
breaks out and then pulls back, it will trade as if it had actually broken 
out and is therefore a variant of a Breakout Pullback. This Bar 5 Breakout 
Pullback traded down to only two cents below the top of the Bar 4 signal 
bar, and when a stock is trading at $580, it is just about a perfect Breakout 
Test and therefore a reliable long setup. Once the actual breakout to the 
new high for the day occurred, there was a Breakout Pullback long entry 
at Bar 6, one cent above the high of the prior bar. 

Many stocks are often well behaved and will come back to test the 
breakout to the exact tick, as LEH did four times today in Figure 6.4. Since 
many traders will enter a breakout on a stop at one tick beyond the signal 
bar, an exact pullback like these will run any breakeven stop by one tick. 
However, re-entering at one tick beyond the test bar is usually a good trade 
(for example, shorting at one penny below the low of Bar 2). 
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GS has been notorious for running breakeven stops over the past year. 

Bar 8 in Figure 6.5 extended six cents above the low of the Bar 6 
signal bar. 

Bar 10 hit two cents above the Bar 9 signal bar low, running an exact 

breakeven stop by three cents. 

The Bar 5 high exceeded the swing high of the final hour of yesterday 

by two cents before reversing down. It also overshot the trend channel line 

drawn across Bars 2 and 4, and the trendline break down to Bar 7 was 

followed by the Bar 8 Lower High test of the bull extreme (Bar 5), leading 

to a bear swing. 

GOOG formed a series of Breakout Pullback entries in Figure 6.6. The 

shai-p rally off the open broke above the swing high of yesterday (Bar 1), 

and the pullback at Bar 5 could not even reach the EMA or the breakout 

point. When there is strong momentum, buying a High 1 pullback is a good 

trade. The signal bar is a small doji inside bar, indicating a loss of selling 

power following the large bear trend bar. The bears did not follow through. 

There was a second long entry at Bar 6, which was a High 2 (even though 

it is higher than the High 1 of three bars earlier). 

Bar 8 was a Breakout Test that missed the low of the signal bar by two 

cents. 
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Bar 9 was a Breakout Test that missed the signal bar low for the Bar 8 
short by four cents. These are just observations and not needed to take the 
Breakout Pullback shorts at Bars 8 and 9. 

The one-bar selloff at the Bar 9 M2S (a Low 2 at the EMA) was followed 
by an inside bar signal bar, creating another Breakout Pullback short entry 
on Bar 10. 

Bar 1 1  broke below the Bar 5 pullback and resulted in a Breakout Pull
back short at the EMA at Bar 12. This pullback also was a failed breakout 
of the trendline from Bars 7 to 9 (not shown). 

Bar 13 only broke five cents below Bar 1 1  but quickly gave a Breakout 
Pullback short entry at the Bar 14 Low 1. Since Bar 14 had a bull body, a 
more cautious trader would have waited for a second entry. The doji bar 
following Bar 14 was an acceptable entry bar, but selling the outside bar 
that followed this doji bar was even better because it was a Low 2. Why 
was it a Low 2? Because it followed two small legs up. Bar 14 was the first 
leg up, and the outside bar two bars later traded above that small doji bar, 
creating a second leg up (and the Low 2 short entry). 

Bar 15 was also an outside bar short entry for the pullback following 
the breakout below Bars 1 1  and 13. It was especially good because there 
are trapped longs who bought above the bull trend bar, thinking that it 
was a good false downside breakout reversal. However, there were four 
bear trend bars down from Bar 14, and smart traders would have wanted a 
second entry before going long. 

Bar 16 was a Barb Wire Low 2 pullback after the breakout below the 
swing low at yesterday's close (Bar 2). 

Many of these trades are tiny scalps and should not be the focus of 
the majority of traders. Their significance is that they illustrate a common 
behavior. Traders should concentrate on trading the bigger turning points, 
like Bars 4, 7, 9, and 12. 
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Magnets 

T his chapter has very little to do with trading and is included for 
completeness because it illustrates some price action tendencies, but 
these tendencies are not reliable enough to be the basis for trading. If 

you want to learn how to make money, do not spend much time here and 
instead focus on the best trades in Chapter 15. 

Some prices act as magnets, drawing the market toward them. When 
you become aware of a magnet, trade the market as if it is trending toward 
the magnet, and do not trade Countertrend until after the magnet is tested, 
unless there is a clear trendline break and then a test of the extreme. Usu
ally the market will overshoot the magnet and reverse, but after the test 
of the magnet, the market can continue to trend, form a trading range, or 
reverse, and you must wait for more price action before placing your next 
trade. 

MEAS U RE D  MOVES BAS E D  O N  THE 
FI RST FULLBACK (AB = CD) 

When a market makes a sharp move and then has a pullback, it will likely 
have a second leg, and the second leg is frequently approximately the same 
size as the first. This is sometimes called an ABC move or an AB = CD (a 
type of ABC but the B, C, and D correspond to the A, B, and C of the ABC). 
This is of minor importance because you should not be fading the move 
with a limit order based on Fibonacci extensions or Measured Moves or 
any other magnet. They just provide a guide to keep you trading With Trend 
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until they are approached, and at that point you can consider Countertrend 
setups as well. 

In addition to clear pullback entries that set up Measured Moves, some
times there is a more subtle situation that is equally valid. When a market 
has a strong trend move and then a fairly strong pullback, which then be
gins to form a trading range, traders can use the approximate middle of the 
range to project where the second leg of the pullback might reach. As the 
trading range unfolds, keep adjusting the line where you estimate the mid
point to be, and that will usually be around the midpoint of the pullback 
once the move has finally completed its second leg. This just serves as a 
reminder of where you should be anticipating setups for a resumption of 
the trend. 

XOM had a strong move from Bars A to B in Figure 7. 1 .  After the Bar C 
Higher Low, a trader should be only on the long side to ride the second leg. 
Bar D slightly undershot the target (the top of the dashed line). Once in the 
area of the target, traders can consider Countertrend trades. If you were to 
use ABC labeling, Bar B is point A, Bar C is point B, and Bar D is point C. 

Once there was a Higher Low at Bar E and the rally broke above bar D, 
a trader could look at AD as a first leg that contains two smaller legs (AB 
and CD), and then stay long until there was a Measured Move up (AD = 

EF, and the target is the top of the solid line). 
Fibonacci traders also look to other extensions (62 percent, 150 per

cent, 162 percent, and so on) as valid areas to look for reversals, but 
this is too complicated and approximate. It is just as easy to make a best 
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guess and then begin to consider Countertrend setups in addition to With 
Trend. 

RIMM had a sharp move up to Bar 2 in Figure 7.2 after an Opening 
Reversal reversed yesterday's low (a trend channel line overshoot and re
versal), and then there was a pullback. Since a second leg up was likely, 
if a trader was interested in knowing where it might end, he could keep 
adjusting Line B to be in the middle of the developing range and then after 
the market breaks out, make a parallel and drag it equidistant up from Line 
A for a Measured Move. This is just an observation and has nothing to do 
with trading. It is simply a reminder that the market is likely to go up for 
a second leg, and you should have a slight bias toward long entries until it 
is in the area of the Measured Move. However, you already have that bias 
since you are expecting the move and most of the bars are bull trend bars. 

The pullback to Bar 3 was so deep that a trading range was likely, and 
until the market broke out of the triangle (above Bar 6) traders could trade 
in both directions, as with any trading range. 

MEASURED MOVES O N  B REAKOUTS 
BAS ED O N  l'II I N  AREAS AND O N  FLAGS 

This is a minor point but an interesting observation that can help you to 
be trading on the correct side of the market. However, if you are spend
ing more than a second thinking about it while trading, you are likely 
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missing good setups. This section is simply here because it is a common 
price action phenomenon and it is not a basis for trading. 

A breakout often forms either a thin area, where there are no overlap
ping bars or minimal overlap as the strong momentum carries the market 
quickly well beyond the breakout, or a fat area, where there is a small trad
ing range. The midpoint of both often becomes the midpoint of the move. 
The fat area is a trading range, which is an area of agreement on price, and 
its middle is the middle of what bulls and bears think is fair. A thin area is an 
area of agreement as well. It is an area where the bulls and bears agree that 
no trading should take place, and its middle is the midpoint of that area. In 
both cases, on a simplistic level, if those prices are a midpoint of agreement 
between bulls and bears, they are a rough guide to the midpoint of the leg 
that contains them. Once they form, swing part or all of the With Trend en
tries. Once the target is approached, consider Countertrend entries if there 
is a good setup. Most traders use the height of the prior trading range for 
measuring, which is fine because the exact distance is only approximate 
no matter how you do it (unless you are a Fibonacci or Elliott Wave trader 
and have the uncanny ability to convince yourself that the market almost 
always creates perfect patterns, despite the overwhelming evidence to the 
contrary). The key is to trade only With Trend, but once the market is in 
the area of the Measured Move, you can begin to look for Countertrend 
entries. However, the best ones always follow a trendline break. 

If the market pauses again after the Measured Move has occurred, look 
at these two strong trend legs as a possible end of a higher timeframe cor
rection instead of the end of a 5-minute bar chart trend, and then plan to 
swing part of any Countertrend entry. Two legs often complete a move 
and usually result in at least a protracted Countertrend move of at least 
two smaller legs, and sometimes a new, opposite trend. The Countertrend 
move will likely test the trading range that was at the middle of the Mea
sured Move. 

Sometimes the projections are exact to the tick, but most of the time 
the market undershoots or overshoots the target. This approach is only a 
guideline to keep you trading on the correct side of the market. 

Two days with Measured Moves in Figure 7.3 form thin areas on the 
chart. A thin area is a breakout area where there is essentially no overlap 
of the bars. 

The market had a sharp move up from Bar 3 on the FOMC report at 
1 1 : 15  A . M .  PST and broke above the Bar 2 high of the day. The flag at Bar 
4 tested the breakout with a two-legged sideways correction, but after the 
High 2 long from this flag the market was left with a thin area between the 
top of Bar 2 and the bottom of Bar 4. The Bar 4 trading range is also a small 
fat area that could be used for the Measured Move. You could use either the 
low of Bar 1 or Bar 3 to calculate the Measured Move. The market reached 
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the Line C target from the Line A (Bar 1) to the Line B Measured Move 
exactly on the last bar of the day and poked above the Line D target using 
the Bar 3 to Line B projection on the open of the next day. Even though Bar 
1 is higher than Bar 3, it can still be considered the bottom of the Measured 
Move by thinking of the selloff to Bar 3 as just an overshoot of the Bar 1 
actual low of the leg. 

On the second day, there was a thin area below Bar 7 and above Bar 8, 
and the Line F target was exceeded just before the close. 

Incidentally, there was also a Double Top Bear Flag (Bars 8 and 9). 
The move down to the Breakout Pullback flag around Bar 3 in 

Figure 7.4 was steep, and a reasonable target for a Measured Move down is 
from the top of the leg (Bar 2) to the approximate middle of the flag (Line 
C). This projected to Line D, which was overshot and led to an EMA test. 
You could also have used the Bar 1 high for a measurement, but you should 
generally look at the start of the current leg for your first target. After the 
Line D target was reached, the Line E target based on the Bar 1 starting 
point was hit soon afterwards. Note that the move down to Bar 4 from Bar 
2 was a strong bear with no significant trendline break, so it was best to 
stick to With Trend setups. 

The three-bar rally from Bar 4 broke a minor trendline and setup a 
minor possible Final Failed Flag, but since there has yet to be a sharp rally 
(like a gap bar above the EMA), Countertrend trades have to be scalps if 
you take them at all. You should only take them if you are a good enough 
trader to then switch to With Trend trades as soon as one develops. If you 
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cannot, you should not be trading Countertrend, and instead you should 
be working hard to take With Trend entries. Just being in the area of a 
Measured Move is not enough reason for a Countertrend entry. You need 
some earlier Countertrend strength. 

On the second day, there was a flag around Bar 10 after the breakout, 
and this projected up to Line H (using Bar 9 as the starting point). If instead 
you used the Bar 7 low of the day, the target would have been reached 
shortly after the gap up on the following day . .  

Once there is a breakout flag, it is wise to swing part of your With 
Trend trade until the Measured Move is reached. At that point, consider a 
Countertrend trade if there is a good setup. 

Line B in Figure 7.5 is the midpoint of the thin area in between the 
breakout (the high of Bar 2) and the low of the First Pullback (the low of 
Bar 5) and the Measured Move was hit to the exact tick at Bar 8. 

Line E was the midpoint of a thin area, and the market greatly overshot 
its line F projection. The breakout from the Bar 12 bear flag had a huge thin 
area down to Bar 13, but it was so late in the day that a Measured Move 
from its midpoint was unlikely. However, at that point the day was clearly 
a bear trend day, and traders should only be shorting unless there is a clear 
and strong long scalp (there were a couple in the final hour). 

The move to Bar 7 broke a trendline, indicating that the bears were 
getting stronger, and the move to Bar 9 broke a major trendline, setting up 
the Bar 10 Lower High test of the trend extreme (Bar 8), and the subsequent 
bear that followed. 
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Prior failed reversals often provide targets for the successful reversal when 
it finally comes. For example, if there is a bear and there have been several 
bull entries that failed as the market continued to sell off, each of these 
entry prices (the high of each signal bar) will be targets once the reversal 
up finally succeeds. The market will often rally all the way to the highest 
signal bar's high before having a significant pullback. 

It is not important to understand why this happens. The key is to realize 
that the market will tend to pullback after it tests those earlier signal bars. 
It is likely that some traders who entered on those signals scaled in as the 
market went against them and they then used their initial entry as their 
final profit target, exiting breakeven on their worst entry and taking profits 
on all of the other entries. 

For many traders, it is something of a "Thank you, God, I will never do 
this again!" price. You did not exit a loser and your loss keeps growing and 
you keep hoping for the market to come back to your entry. When it finally 
does, you exit and swear that you will never make that mistake again. It 
might just be that smart traders believe this to be the case and will dump 
their longs at those targets, or it might simply be one of the many secret 
handshakes that great traders all know, and they exit there simply because 
they know that it is a reliable recurring pattern for pullbacks to end near 
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earlier entry points. Also, since the market failed at these points earlier, 
traders will position themselves believing that the market might again fail, 
causing the correction to end at these prices. 

The monthly chart of the SPY in Figure 7.6 had a strong bull that ended 
in 2000, but it had several attempts to reverse on the way up. Each of the 
bear signal bar lows becomes a target for any correction on the way down. 

Likewise, the bear that ended in 2003 had several failed bull reversal 
attempts, and the high of each signal bar becomes a target for any subse
quent rally. 

Finally, the rally since 2003 had several failed bear attempts, and each 
one is a target in the current downswing. 

N one of the targets ever has to be reached, but each is a strong magnet 
that frequently draws the market back to its level. 

OTH E R  P R I C E  MAG N ETS 

There are many other price magnets that will tend to draw the market to
ward them for a test. Here is a list of some of them, and many of these 
have been discussed earlier in the book. When a market is trending to
ward a magnet, it is prudent to trade With Trend until the magnet is 
tested and preferably overshot. Do not trade Countertrend at the magnet 
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unless there has been some prior Countertrend strength, like a trendline 
break. 

• Trendlines. 
• Trend Channel Lines. 
• Fibonacci retracements and extensions. 
• AB = CD. 
• Spike and Channel: the start of the channel is usually tested within a 

couple days. This is often followed by a period of consolidation within 
the area of the channel (as the trading range unfolds, its top and bottom 
are about the same as the top and bottom of the channel). 

• Failed Final Flags: after the breakout from the flag, the market comes 
back to the flag and usually breaks out of the other side. 

• High and Low of yesterday. 
• Swing highs and lows of the past few days. 
• Breakout points. 
• The extreme of a trend after every type of pullback (see the chapter on 

the First Pullback Sequence). 
• Trading ranges, including Tight Trading Ranges and Barb Wire: the ex-

tremes and the middle often get tested. 
• Entry bar and signal bar protective stops. 
• Entry price (Breakout Test). 
• Huge trend bar opposite extreme (the low of a huge bull trend bar and 

the high of a huge bear trend bar). 
• Common targets for scalp and swing positions: in AAPL, 50 cents and 

a dollar; in the Emini, 5-6 ticks for a 4-tick scalp, and 3 or 4 points for 
a 2-legged Countertrend move. 

• Double the required stop (if an Emini trade required you to use a 
12-tick stop to avoid getting stopped out, expect the move to extend 
about 12 ticks from your entry. 

• Daily, Weekly, and Monthly swing highs and lows, bar highs and lows, 
moving averages, gaps, Fibonacci retracements and extensions, and 
trendlines. 

• Emotional numbers like hundreds in stocks (such as AAPL at 100) and 
thousands in the Dow (Dow 12,000). If a stock quickly moves from 
50 to 88, it will likely try to test 100. 

When there is a huge trend bar with small tails, traders who enter on 
the bar or soon afterwards will often put their protective stops beyond the 
bar. It is fairly common for the market to work its way to those stops and 
then reverse back in the direction of the trend bar. 
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Bar 1 in Figure 7.7 is a huge bull trend bar with a shaved bottom. The 

market reversed down off the bear inside bar that followed and formed a 

Higher Low, but not before running the protective stops below the low of 

the trend bar. Smart traders would have shorted the inside bar, but they 

were ready to go long above the Bar 2 bull reversal bar that hit the stops 

and then turned the market back up. 

Bars 3 and 4 were also huge trend bars with small tails, but neither was 

followed by an immediate pullback that ran stops. 

Incidentally, Bar 2 is the start of a channel in a small Spike and Channel 

rally, and is a likely magnet on any pullback. The first pullback after any 

surge commonly gets tested as the market consolidates into a trading range 

after the move. Here, however, Bar 3 tried to form a trading range in the 

area of the Bar 2 low, but it failed, and this resulted in close to a measured 

move down. 
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Trend Reversals 

T he single most important rule in this book is that you should never 
even be thinking about trading against a trend until after there has 
been a break of a significant trendline. And even then, you should 

still be looking for With Trend trades because after this first countertrend 
surge, the market almost always goes back in the direction of the trend to 
test the old .trend extreme. Only rarely is the trendline break on such strong 
momentum that the test won't be tradable for at least a scalp. If the market 
fails again at the price of the old extreme, then it has made two attempts 
to push through that level and failed, and whenever the market tries twice 
to do something and fails, it usually tries the opposite. It is after this test 
of the old extreme that you should look for countertrend trades and only if 
there is a good setup on the reversal away from the old extreme. 

A Trend Reversal, or simply a reversal, is not necessarily an actual re
versal. It can be a change from a bull trend to a bear trend or vice versa, or 
from a bull or bear trend to a trading range, or from a trading range to ei
ther a bull or bear trend. It can be as simple as a trendline break. The new 
trend may be protracted or limited to a single bar. The market may also 
simply drift sideways after a bar or two, and then trend again later either 
up or down. Many technicians will not use the term "reversal" except in 
hindsight, after a series of trending highs and lows has formed. However, 
this is not useful in trading because waiting for that to occur will result 
in a worse risk-reward ratio, since a significant pullback becomes more 
likely the longer a trend has been in effect. Once a trader is initiating trades 
in the opposite direction to the trend, that trader believes that the trend 
has reversed even thought the strict criteria have not yet been met. For 
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example, if he is buying in a bear, he believes that the market will likely 
not even trade a single tick lower, otherwise he would wait to buy. Since 
he is buying with the belief that the market will go higher, he believes the 
trend is now up and therefore a reversal has taken place. 

Many technicians will not accept this definition, because it does not 
require some basic components of a trend to exist. Most would agree on 
two requirements for a trend reversal. The first is an absolute requirement: 
the move has to break a trendline from the prior trend. The second re
quirement happens most of the time but is not required: after the trendline 
break, the market comes back and successfully tests the extreme of the old 
trend. Rarely, there can be a climactic reversal that has a protracted initial 
move and never comes close to testing the old extreme. 

Everyone agrees that a new trend is present once there is then a series 
of trending Higher Highs and Lows in a bull and Lower Lows and Highs in 
a bear. Typically, the initial move will break the trendline and then form a 
pullback that tests the end of the old trend, and traders will look to initiate 
Countertrend (actually With Trend, in the direction of the new trend) posi
tions after this test. The test may fall short of the prior extreme, or it may 
exceed it, but not by too much. For example, if there is a bear trend and 
then a sharp move upward that extends well beyond the bear trendline, 
traders will look to buy on the First Pullback, hoping for the first of many 
Higher Lows. However, sometimes the pullback extends below the low of 
the bear trend, running stops on the new longs. If this Lower Low reverses 
back up within a few bars, it can lead to a strong swing up. If, however, 
the Lower Low extends too far below the prior low, it is best to wait for 
another trendline break, upward momentum surge, and then a Higher or 
Lower Low pullback before going long again. 

Although traders love to buy the first Higher Low in a new bull or sell 
the first Lower High in a new bear (there first must have been a break of 
a significant bear trendline), if the trend is good, there will be a series of 
pullbacks with trending swings (Higher Highs and Lows in a bull and Lower 
Highs and Lows in a bear), and each pullback can provide an excellent 
entry. The first pullback, for example, the first Higher Low in a new bull, 
can be a test of the bear low or a test of a breakout (of a key point like a 
trendline, prior swing point, trading range, or the moving average) and may 
not get very close to the bear low. 

Most trends end with a breakout of a trend channel. For example, a 
bull typically ends in one of two ways. Either there is an overshoot of the 
bull trend channel line that fails and is followed by a reversal down and 
then a break below the bull trendline, or the market can fall through the 
bull trendline without first overshooting the trend channel line. If the bull 
ends with a failed breakout of the trend channel line, there will typically 
be two legs down, and the first pullback will almost always form a Lower 
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High (and only rarely a Higher High) as its test of the bull high. On the 
other hand, if the bull ends with a trendline break, the test of the bull high 
can either be a Higher High or a Lower High and each occurs about equally 
frequently. Since at least two legs down are to be expected, a Higher High 
should be followed by two legs down, and a Lower High may be followed 
by a single leg, since the first leg down already occurred just before the 
Lower High formed. If the market forms a Higher High in its test of the old 
extreme, one of the best trades is to sell the first Lower High, which is a test 
of the Higher High. In a bear after a Lower Low reversal (obviously after an 
upward momentum surge that broke a major trendline), it is imperative to 
buy the first Higher Low because this reinforces the premise that a major 
bottom is in. 

An important point is that trends last much longer than most traders 
would ever imagine. Because of that, most reversal patterns fail (and some 
become continuation setups), and most continuation patterns succeed. 
Traders have to be very careful when trading Countertrend based on a re
versal pattern, but there are Price Action setups that greatly increase the 
chances of a profitable trade. 

If you find yourself drawing many trend channel lines, then you are 
too eager to find a reversal and are likely missing lots of great With Trend 
trades. Also, since most trend channel line overshoots and reversals are 
minor in a strong trend and fail, you will be trading lots of losers and won
dering why these patterns are failing when they are supposed to be so good. 
Wait for a trendline break before looking for a countertrend trade and look 
at all those minor trend channel line overshoots as With Trend setups, and 
enter where the losers are exiting on their protective stops. You will be 
much happier, relaxed, and richer, and you will be entertained by how well 
they work when intuitively they should not. 

In a bull trend, buyers continue to buy until they decide that the risk
reward ratio is no longer as favorable as they would like it to be, and at that 
point they will begin to take partial profits. As the market continues to rise, 
they will continue to take more profits and will not be eager to buy again 
until there is a pullback. Also, shorts are being squeezed out of the market 
as the market continues upward, and they are being forced to buy back 
their short positions. At some point, they will have covered all that they 
wish to cover, and their buying will stop. There will also be momentum 
traders who will continue to buy as long as there is good momentum, but 
these traders will be quick to take profits once the momentum slows. 

So who is buying that last tick in a bull or selling the low of a bear? Is it 
the cumulative effect of countless small traders who are getting caught up 
in the panic and are being squeezed out or instead are impulsively buying a 
rapidly rising bull? If only we could be so influential! That might have been 
the case long ago, but not in today's market. If there is so much volume 
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at the high and low of the day and the institutions make up most of that 

volume, why would they buy the high tick of the day if they are so smart? 

A large percentage and possibly the majority of the day's volume is driven 

by mathematical models, and some of those models will continue to buy 

until there is a clear trend change, and only then will they reverse to the 

short side. They will buy right up to the last tick of a bull and short to the 

very low of a bear because the designers of the systems have determined 

that this approach maximizes their profit. Because they trade such huge 

volume, there is an ample supply of buying at the high to take the other side 

of the huge volume of shorts that is coming in at the top (and vice versa at 

the bottom). Just because they are very smart and trade huge volume does 

not mean that they are making a 5 percent profit a day. In fact, the best 

of them are netting a fraction of a percent each day, and some of them 

have determined that that their profit is maximized by continuing to buy, 

even including the high tick of the day. Many also have complex strategies 

involving options and other products, and it is impossible to know what all 

the factors are at play at the extremes of the day. For example, they might 

be expecting a reversal down and be entering a delta neutral spread where 

they would buy one Emini and buy two Emini at-the-money puts. They only 

lose if the market goes sideways in a very tight range for several days. If the 

market goes up, the puts will lose money at a slower rate than the rate at 

which the Emini gains in value. If the market falls, the puts will increase in 

value faster than the long Emini will fall in value, and their neutral spread 

becomes increasingly more of a bear play. This will allow them to profit, 

even though they bought the Emini at the high of the day. All that you need 

to know is that there is huge volume at the extremes, and it is coming from 

institutions, some of which are buying the high while others are selling it. 

Incidentally, there is one other common sign of just how active math

ematical, computer-generated trading is. Just look at correlated markets, 

like the Emini and all of the related ETFs like the SPY, and you will see that 

they basically move tick for tick. This is also true for other related markets. 

This could not be taking place so perfectly all day long if it was being done 

manually. Also, chart patterns would not be as perfect as they are on all 

time frames, even down to tick charts, unless a huge volume of the trading 

was computer generated. People simply cannot analyze and place orders 

that quickly in so many markets simultaneously, so the perfection has to 

be the result of computer-generated trades, and they must make up a large 

part, if not a majority, of the trading. 

When there is a strong trend with no significant pullbacks, it is common 

to start looking for a small reversal because common sense dictates that 

the market will eventually have to pullback as traders begin to take partial 

profits and enough Countertrend traders take new positions. A trader will 

have to decide if it is better to look for a Countertrend scalp or wait for 
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the pullback to end and then enter in the direction of the trend. If the trend 
is strong, it is usually best to only trade Countertrend if there are clear 
signs of a trend reversal, such as a prior trendline breakout and then a test 
that ends with a strong reversal bar. However, the temptation is great to 
do something and many traders will begin to look at smaller time frame 
charts, like 1- and 3-minute, or 100 tick charts. Smaller time frame charts 
continue to form reversals as the trend progresses, and the vast majority 
of the reversals fail. A trader can rationalize taking the Countertrend trade 
by thinking that a I-minute chart has small bars so the risk is only about 
4 ticks, and if this turns out to be the very top of the market, the potential 
gain is huge. Therefore, taking a few small losses is worth it. Invariably, the 
few small losses tum into six or seven and their combined effect is a loss 
that cannot be recovered later in the day. Invariably, when they get lucky 
and pick the exact end of a trend, they will scalp out with a few ticks profit 
instead of riding the trade for a long way, as they originally had planned. 
Death by mathematics. 

If a trader is becoming agitated because he is not in the market during 
an extended trend and he feels like he needs to trade and he begins to 
look at I-minute charts, I-minute reversals offer a very profitable way to 
make money. However, it is by doing the opposite of the obvious. Wait for a 
I-minute reversal to trigger a Countertrend entry, which you do not take, 
and then determine where you would place a protective stop if you had 
taken the trade. Then, place a With Trend entry stop at that price. You will 
be stopped into a With Trend position just as the Countertrend traders are 
getting stopped out. No one will be looking to enter Countertrend at that 
point and likely not until the trend has moved further along and another 
Countertrend setup begins to form. This is a very high probability With 
Trend scalp. 

The single most reliable Countertrend trade is entering Countertrend 
t{) a pullback, which is a small trend in the opposite direction of the ma
jor trend. ,Once the pullback traders have exhausted themselves and the 
trend traders have again demonstrated their resolve by breaking the trend
line that contained the pullback, any small pullback to test this breakout 
is a great Breakout Pullback entry. This entry is counter to the trend of 
the pullback, but in the direction of the major trend, and will usually lead 
to at least a test of the major trend's extreme. The more momentum that 
is present in the trendline break, the more likely it is that trade will be 
profitable. 

Momentum in a reversal can be in the form of a few large trend bars or 
a trending series of average-looking bars. The more signs of strength, the 
more reliable is the reversal. Ideally, the first leg of the reversal will extend 
for many bars, break well beyond the EMA, have the majority of the bars 
be trend bars in the direction of the new trend, and extend beyond swing 
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points in the prior trend (if the prior trend was a bull, then it is a sign of 
strength if the first leg of the new bear drops below one or more of the 
Higher Lows of that prior bull). 

Although the best reversals have strong momentum and go a long way, 
they often are very slow to start and can have several small bars before 
the sharp moves begin. The market is trying to trap you out of the trade 
so that you will have to chase the move and add fuel to it. It is common at 
the very start of a trend to find pullbacks on 1- and 3-minute charts, which 
trap traders out. Occasionally there will be one on the 5-minute chart and 
it will often turn into an outside bar, trapping you out and forcing you to 
re-enter the new trend at a much worse price. Some of the strongest trends 
come from these traps because they tell traders that the last trend trader 
just got burned and there is no one left from the old trend. Also, they tell 
us that weak traders just got out and now will be chasing the new trend, 
adding orders in our direction. This gives traders confidence. When this 
kind of agitated reversal happens after a trendline break and on the test of 
the trend's extreme, the new trend will usually last for at least an hour or 
two and will run for many points. 

If a trader enters early but the move is hesitant (overlapping bars) for 
a few bars, this should not be a concern, especially if those bars are mostly 
trend bars in the right direction. This is a sign of strength, and everyone is 
watching and waiting for the momentum to begin before entering. A good 
price action trader can often get in before that happens and then is able to 
move her stop to breakeven soon after the momentum starts, allowing her 
to make a lot of money with minimal risk. If you are confident in your read, 
take your trade, and don't worry that no one else sees what you see yet. 
They eventually will. Make sure to swing part or even all of your position 
even though you sometimes will get stopped out on your breakeven stop 
once or twice before the trend begins its run. 

When a reversal is gradual, it is traditionally called an area of distribu
tion at the end of a bull or an area of accumulation at the end of a bear. 
In Price Action terms, a distribution top can be a Double Top Bull Flag, a 
Spike and Trading Range, or a Spike and Channel where the channel takes 
a while to form. An accumulation bottom has corresponding Price Action 
patterns. 

Typically, entries in trend pullbacks look bad but are profitable, and 
entries in reversals look good but are losers. If you are looking to buy 
a reversal in a bear or sell a top of a bull, make sure that it is perfect. 
Trends constantly form reversals that somehow don't look quite right. 
Maybe there is too much overlap with the prior bars or too many dojis 
or the reversal bar is too small or pulls back several ticks just before it 
closes, or there is no prior break of a significant trendline or failed break
out of a trend channel line. These almost perfect reversals sucker you in 
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and trap you, so you should never take a reversal trade unless it is clear and 
strong. 

There is a rhythm to the market as it forms alternating trends. One 
trend will often end with a Trend Channel Line overshoot and reversal fol
lowed by a two-legged move that breaks the trendline. The two legs then 
allow for the drawing of a channel for the new trend. Some trends end with 
simply a trendline break and then a test, followed by a second leg. Again, 
these two legs form a new trend channel that may or may not be the start of 
a new trend. If the new trend is weak, it will usually just result in a pullback 
and then a resumption of the old trend. Traders should always be drawing 
or at least visualizing trendlines and trend channel lines and watching how 
the market reacts when it tests these lines. 

Major reversals from bear markets often are volatile with large bars 
and several pushes up and down. People think that the worst is over and 
then realize "Oops, I'm too early," and they are quick to sell out. This can 
happen several times before the final bottom is in and accounts for why so 
many major reversal end with large range bars and either a Failed Flag or 
a Three Push pattern. 

Bar 2 in Figure 8. 1 was a Failed Final Flag reversal leading to a strong 
move up to Bar 3, which exceeded the last Lower High of the bear. 

Bar 4 formed a Higher Low, which allowed for the drawing of a trend
line. 
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Bar 5 pulled back below the trendline and immediately reversed up. 
However, this now generated a flatter trendline. 

Bar 6 was a small Wedge and the pullback to Bar 7 created a new trend
line. 

Bar 8 was a reversal after a Wedge top, and that usually leads to two 
legs down. It was also a Third Push up. 

The Bar 9 leg fell below the last Higher Low (Bar 7) of the bull, indi
cating bear strength. Bar 9 broke the bull trendline so two legs down are 
expected. Bar 9 ended the first leg, and it should be followed by a Lower 
High or a Higher High. Here, there was a Lower High, and the second leg 
down ended at Bar 1 1 .  

Bar 1 0  was a strong rally, and this strength could only be negated by a 
strong move below Bar 9, the first leg down. 

Bar 1 1  reversed back up after falling just a little below Bar 9, so this 
was likely the end of a two-legged correction in the prior bull. However, 
this correction broke a major trendline from the Bar 2 low, so the market 
could reverse down after a test of the Bar 8 high. 

Bar 12 formed a two-legged Higher High, and the new bear should have 
at least two legs down. It was also a small Expanding Triangle (Bar 6, 7, 8, 
1 1 ,  and 12). 

The first leg down to Bar 13 was very strong, dropping well below the 
Bars 8 to 1 1  bull flag. 

Once the Bar 14 Lower High formed, it could be used to create a trend
line and then a trend channel line. 

Bar 15 reversed up from its breakout of the trend channel line, so it 
should be followed by two legs up and a break above the bear trendline, 
which it was. 

Bar 16 broke below the first bull trendline and reversed up. 
Bar 17 was a Breakout Pullback from the breakout above the bull trend 

channel line. 
This rally ended in a small Wedge at Bar 18, which formed a nomi

nal Higher High and an Expanding Triangle (Bars 8, 1 1 , 12, 15, and 18). A 
Wedge is a form of a trend channel line overshoot, and two legs down are 
likely. Bar 18 was a Double Top with Bar 12. 

Bar 19 fell below the bull trendline. 
Bar 20 formed a Lower High, and it allowed for the creation of a trend

line and trend channel line. 
Bar 2 1  fell below that Bar 18-20 trend channel line (not shown) and 

formed a Wedge that began at Bar 19. 
The rally up to Bar 22 broke above the last small high of the bear, and 

it broke above the bear trendline, but formed the second Lower High in the 
leg down from the Bar 18 high. The test of the Bar 22 high failed at Bar 23 
(it did not go above Bar 22), so another down leg will form. 
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Bar 24 reversed up after falling below a trend channel line. 
The rally to Bar 25 broke the bear trendline. 
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Bar 26 failed to go above the Bar 25 first leg up, and this Lower High 
should have led to a leg down and formed either a new low (which it did) 
or a two-legged pullback bull flag. It was a Double Top Bear Flag. 

Bar 27 was a two-legged Lower Low after the Bar 25 breaking of the 
bear trendline. At least two legs up should follow. 

Bar 28 was a pullback from the two legs up, but it formed a second 
Higher Low, so at least two more legs up should form. 

Bar 30 was a new high after the small Bar 29 Wedge, so at least two 
legs down should follow. 

Bar 31 formed a Double Top Bear Flag (a Lower High) that followed 
the break of the bull trendline. It is the end of the pullback from the first 
leg down and should be followed by at least one more leg down. 

Bar 32 tested the Wedge bear trend channel line. The market should 
either reverse up or collapse. Traders would sell on a stop at one tick below 
the low of the Wedge. 

Bar 33 was a reversal up from a bear trend channel line overshoot, and 
it led to a small rally above the trendline. 

Bar 1 in Figure 8.2 was about 10 percent above yesterday's low, cap
ping off a huge two-day bull in GS. 

Bar 3 broke the bear trendline in the pullback and then ran protective 
sell stops on the two-legged Lower Low move down to the Bar 4 reversal 
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bar. This was a great buy setup. You don't have to check, but the first big 
pullback in a strong trend usually tests the 15-minute EMA (and this one 
was an almost exact test, but that information was not needed to place 
the trade). As great a price action buy setup as this was, notice how the 
entry bar was a small bull trend bar. The market had not yet realized how 
good this was. It is natural to become nervous when you take what you 
thought was a great trade in a major stock, but no one else saw it as great 
yet. Sometimes this happens, and the market can have several small bars 
(usually With Trend) before the bull reversal is perceived as having taken 
place. That realization occurred during the big bull trend bar, Bar 6. It had 
great momentum and a shaved top and bottom, meaning that the bulls were 
extremely aggressive, and higher prices should follow. By the close of Bar 
6, your stop is breakeven, and you are holding for a test of the Bar 1 high. 
It would be wise to scalp some of your shares out after about the first one 
dollar of profit. 

Once there has been a strong Countertrend move, there will be a pull
back that will be a test for both the bulls and the bears. For example, 
if there was a strong downward move in a bull market and the move broke 
through a trendline that has held for 20 to 40 bars, and the down move 
continued for 20 bars and carried well below the 20-bar EMA and even 
below the low of the last Higher Low of the bull, then the bears have 
demonstrated considerable strength. Once this first leg down exhausts it
self, bears will begin to take partial profits, and bulls will begin to reinstate 
their longs. Both will cause the market to move higher, and both bulls and 
bears will watch this move very carefully. Because the down leg was so 
strong, both the bulls and bears believe that its low will likely be tested 
before the market breaks out into a new high. Therefore, as the market 
rallies, if there is not strong momentum, the new bulls will start to take 
profits, and the bears will become aggressive and add to their shorts. The 
rally will likely have many bear bars and tails, both of which indicate that 
the bulls are weak. The selloff down from this rally creates the first Lower 
High in a potential new bear. In any case, the odds are high that there will 
be a second leg down, since both the bulls and bears expect it and will be 
trading accordingly. 

TRE N D L I N E  B REAK 

The single most important concept in this book is that you should only be 
trading in the direction of trendlines and you must wait for the break of a 
significant trendline before taking a Countertrend position. 
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Virtually all reversals begin with either a trendline break or trend chan
nel line overshoot and reversal, and all of those eventually break the trend
line when there is a reversal. The trendline break is what traders need to 
see before they feel confident about Countertrend positions. Until there 
is one, most will scalp out of any Countertrend trade. In the absence of a 
trendline break, there is still a strong trend in effect, and traders should 
make sure that they take every With Trend entry and don't worry about 
missing an occasional Countertrend scalp. The best odds and the most 
money are in the With Trend trades. True V bottoms and tops in the ab
sence of trend channel line overshoots and reversals are so rare that they 
are not worth considering. Traders should focus on common patterns, and 
if they miss an occasional rare event, there will always be a pullback where 
they can start trading with the new trend. 

Strong trend channel line reversals are from greatly overextended 
trends and often run far after they break the trendline. The First Pullback 
after the reversal is often shallow because the market is emotional and 
everyone quickly agrees that the trend has reversed. Because of the con
fidence, traders will be much more aggressive and will add on during the 
smallest pause and not take profits, keeping the pullbacks small. 

When there is a strong break of a trendline, there will usually be a 
second leg after a pullback. The pullback often retraces and tests the old 
trendline, but there are almost always more reliable Price Action reasons 
for entering there in the attempt to catch the second leg of the pullback (or 
new trend). The stronger the move through the trendline, the more likely 
it is that there will be a second leg after a pullback. The pullback that tests 
the trend's extreme can overshoot (a Higher High in a reversal down from 
a bull or a Lower Low at the end of a bear) or undershoot (a Lower High 
in a new bear or a Higher Low in a new bull). If there is an overshoot but 
it extends well beyond the old extreme, the reversal is nullified, and the 
old trend has resumed. Traders need to look for another trendline break or 
trend channel line overshoot before taking a Countertrend trade. 

Signs of strength of a trendline break (the first leg of a possible rever
sal) include: 

• The move covers many points. 
• It goes well past the EMA. 

• In a bear reversal, it extends below the final Higher Low of the bull, and 
in a bull reversal, it extends above the final Lower High of the bear. 

• It lasts many bars (10 to 20 or so). 
• There were other strong prior trendline breaks (this isn't the first sign 

of Countertrend strength). 
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• The reversal back to test the old trend's extreme lacks momentum, as 
evidenced by its having many overlapping bars with many being trend 
bars in the direction of the new trend. 

• The reversal back to test the old trend's extreme fails at the EMA or 
the old trendline and does not get close to the extreme. 

The weak bear leg to Bar 4 in Figure 8.3 barely broke the trendline, 
and it did not come close to falling below the last Higher Low in the bull 
(Bar 2), and it could not break through the EMA. However, Bar 6 is still an 
acceptable Higher High test of the Bar 3 bull extreme, especially since it is 
a reversal on the open from a breakout of the prior day's high. 

The bear leg to Bar 9 broke below a longer trendline, the EMA, and the 
last Higher Low of the bull (Bar 5), and it followed a previous sharp attempt 
at a trend reversal (the selloff to Bar 4). Also, the small rally that followed 
it did not come close to testing the underside of the trendline or the Bar "8 
first pullback in the first leg down. All of these are signs of strength of the 
trendline break and increase the chances for at least a second leg down or 
an actual trend reversal. The pattern was also a Head and Shoulders Top, 
but it is not worth looking at price action with that in mind; it is better to 
pay much more attention to the bars closer to where you are thinking of 
entering. Also, most Head and Shoulder patterns fail and are not nearly as 
reliable as the bar-by-bar price action. 

Bar 10 is a Low 4 short in a low momentum Lower High test of the 
trend extreme (Bar 6). 
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After the break of a bull trendline, traders would start to draw 
bear trendlines (not shown) and these become increasingly important as 
the market transforms into a bear trend with a series of Lower Highs 
and Lows. 

TREND £HANNEL L I N E  FAI L E D  
B REAKOUTS: £ L I MAXES ,  PARABOLAS , 
AND V TOPS AND BOTTOMS 

All of  these moves have one thing in common: their slope. Instead of  being 
linear (a straight line), it is curved and increasing. At some point, the mar
ket quickly reverses direction and usually at the very least there will be a 
protracted sideways move and possibly a trend reversal. All of these pat
terns are simply trend channel line overshoots and reversals, and therefore 
they should be traded as such; giving them special names adds nothing to 
your trading success. The trend channel line might not be obvious at the 
moment of the reversal, but once a parabolic move is underway, price ac
tion traders are constantly drawing and redrawing trend channel lines and 
then watching for an overshoot and reversal. The best reversals have large 
reversal bars and preferably a second entry. The first leg of the reversal 
will almost always break the trendline, and if it does not, then the rever
sal is suspect, and a trading range or continuation pattern becomes much 
more likely. If a second reversal entry fails, the trend will likely resume and 
run for at least two more legs. 

Countertrend traders are always drawing trend channel lines, hoping 
for an overshoot and a reversal that will allow for at least a scalp and 
preferably a two-legged Countertrend move. 

Bar 2 in Figure 8.4 broke a small trend channel line, but there was .no 
earlier Countertrend strength, and the setup bar had only a small bull body. 
Smart traders would wait for a second entry, and if one did not develop, 
they would view this as a With Trend setup, which it turned out to be (it is a 
channel in a steep Spike and Channel bear trend). Notice how the breakout 
below Bar 2 was in the form of a strong bear trend bar. This is because 
many longs were tempted to enter early on this Wedge, and most would 
not concede that the reversal failed until there was a move below the Bar 
2 low of the Wedge. That is where their protective stops were. Also, many 
bears will have entry stops there as well because a failed Wedge usually 
runs about the height of the Wedge as a minimum, creating a great short 
entry. 

Bar 3 overshot another trend channel line, but there was no entry signal 
so there were very few trapped bulls. Also, there was no prior bull strength 
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in the form of a break of a bear trendline, so smart traders would only be 
looking to short. 

Bar 5 opened well above the bear trendline, but it was essentially a 
first EMA Gap Bar (close enough . . .  its body was large and entirely above 
the EMA, even though its low was below the EMA), creating a Trend from 
Open move down. 

Bar 6 did not reach the trend channel line, so although it tried to re
verse yesterday's low, the move was suspect. When a move approaches 
a magnet like a trend channel line, most traders would wait for the over
shoot, and in its absence, would want at least a second entry. Also, the 
signal bar was a doji with only a tiny body, which means that the bulls 
were not strong. 

Bar 8 overshot the bear trend channel line, and the signal bar was an 
inside bar with a good-size bull body. This setup was also a second attempt 
to reverse yesterday's low (a Failed Final Flag buy setup after the breakout 
of the Bar 7 flag), creating a dependable Opening Reversal setup. 

S I G N S  O F  STRENG'fU I N  'fU E  FI RST LEG 
O F  A REVERSAL 

Some reversals result in trend reversals, and others simply in small Coun
tertrend swings. Carefully analyzing the price action before and after the 
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reversal helps a trader gauge how much if any of his position he should 
swing and how big a move to anticipate. When there is a strong trend, 
traders should not be taking Countertrend trades until there has been a 
trendline break or at least a climactic reversal from a trend channel line 
overshoot. In a trading range market, however, traders can trade reversals 
in both directions. 

There are many characteristics of strong reversals, and the more that 
are present, the more likely it is that a Countertrend trade will be profitable 
and the more aggressive the trader should be in her decision over how 
much of her position she should swing. The stronger the prior trendline 
break in a trend reversal, the more likely the reversal will gain more points 
and last longer and have two or more legs. The strongest trendline breaks 
have strong momentum and surge well past the EMA and usually beyond 
swing points in the prior trend. 

Here are many characteristics of strong reversals: 

• Strong reversal bar. 
• Second entry signal. 
• Trap Bar (trapping traders out) forming a small Higher Low in a new 

Bull or Lower High in a new Bear. 
• Began as a reversal from an overshoot of a trend channel line from the 

old trend. 
• Reverse a significant swing high or low (such as breaking below a 

strong prior swing low and reversing up). 
• Break well beyond the trendline of the old trend. 
• Break the EMA by many ticks and close beyond it for many bars. 
• Break above the last Lower High of the prior bear or Higher Low of the 

prior bull. 
• The pullback from the first Countertrend leg forms an M2B or an M2S. 
• The first leg lasts many bars and reverses many bars of the prior trend. 
• Trending anything: closes, highs, lows, or bodies. 
• Small pullbacks, especially if only sideways. 
• Bars with tiny or no tails in either direction. 

If you do get stopped out, be aware of the possibility that you were 
trapped out of a great trade and look to re-enter quickly. Here are several 
examples of Trap Bars that trapped traders out of new trends. 

Bar 1 in Figure 8.5 is a strong bear trend bar and a Low 1 after a strong 
bear into the prior day's close. There was a big gap down on the open fol
lowed by three bull trend bars. With this much bull strength on an overdone 
open, smart traders would not be shorting a Low 1 far from the EMA. The 
failed Low 1 was a great long entry (a small Higher Low) because it trapped 
bulls out and bears in, and both will chase the market up. 
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Bar 3 was an outside bar down. Smart traders would not be buying in 
here since the market was attempting to reverse from a Final Bull Flag 
and they are expecting two legs down. Also, small bars after a climax: 
(a large bull trend bar breakout from that flag) almost always lead to a pro
tracted move. The market is not in a hurry, as indicated by the small size of 
the bars. 

Bar 4 tried to form a large bull trend bar after a big bear trend bar, 
possibly setting up a Trend from the Open Bull day. It had a close below its 
midpoint, and it became an inside bar. This bar trapped longs and set up a 
bear leg. 

Bar .5 was a failed Low 1, and it became a small Higher Low that was 
also a second EMA Gap Bar with a flat EMA, which is always a good setup 
for at least a scalp on the long side. 

TRENDS R EVE R S E  WITH A TEST: 
E I T H E R  AN U N D E R S H OOT OR 
AN OVE RS H OOT 

Trends end with a reversal (a Countertrend move that breaks a trendline) 
and then a test of the final trend extreme. The test may overshoot the old 
extreme, as in the case of a Lower Low in a new bull or a Higher High in 
a new bear, or it may undershoot it with a Higher Low in a new bull or 
a Lower High in a new bear. Rarely, the test will form a Double Top or 
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Double Bottom to the exact tick. Overshoots are strictly speaking the final 
leg of the old trend because they form the most extreme price in the trend. 
An undershoot is the pullback from the first leg in the new trend. Tests 
themselves are frequently made of two legs. 

For example, at a market top, after the trendline break the market 
will almost always rally one more time in a second attempt to drive the 
market to higher prices. If instead the sellers again overwhelm the buyers 
around the price level that they did earlier, the bulls will have made two 
attempts to drive the market higher and both failed. When the market tries 
to do something twice and it fails both times, it usually then tries to do the 
opposite. 

Since a Countertrend move after a trendline break usually has at least 
two legs, if a bull reversal has a Higher Low for the test of the bear low, 
it will also be the start of the second leg. On the other hand, if it forms a 
Lower Low for the test, that low will be the start of the first leg, and after 
that first leg it is likely that there will be a pullback and then a second leg. 
Likewise in a bear reversal, a Lower High is the start of the second leg, but 
a Higher High test is the start of the first leg. 

A very common pattern is where there is a strong Countertrend move 
(a spike) without any pullbacks, and this spike could be a trend reversal, 
but there is then a resumption of the trend. If this resumption has enough 
bars and retraces enough of the spike it will make traders wonder if it rep
resents a failed reversal rather than a pullback after a successful rever
sal. However, the extremes of most of those sharp momentum spikes that 
have deep, lengthy retracements still end up being tested, and most are ex
ceeded. For example, a large spike down that is followed by a slow rally 
that retraces most of the spike will usually be followed by a second selloff 
that tests the low of the initial spike. At that point, the original trend can 
continue (Double Bottom Bull Flag), the reversal can continue down, or 
the market can enter a trading range. The test is much more likely if the 
spike is in a trading range or in the direction of the trend (like a spike up 
in a bull), and it is not likely if it is the first Countertrend move in a strong 
trend. For example, a sharp bear spike in a strong bull will usually just trap 
bears and not get tested. 

A climax reversal (usually an overshoot and reversal of a trend chan
nel line, or a climactic Failed Final Flag) does not have to have a pull
back that tests the extreme. Climaxes are much more common on smaller 
time frame charts. For example, a I-minute chart often has several each 
day, whereas a 5-minute chart might only have a couple each month. Per
fect V top and bottom patterns are rare, and there is nothing to be gained 
by a trader thinking of these patterns as anything other than a rever
sal after a failed trend channel line overshoot, and it should be traded 
as such. 
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FIGURE 8.6 A Pu l lback i n  a Strong Tre nd Is Usual ly Fol l owed by a Test of the 
Extreme of the Tre nd 

Any series of strong trend bars (big bodies, small tails, and very little 
overlap) that is followed by a pullback almost always has a test of its ex
treme. Bar 3 in Figure 8.6 tested and exceeded the Bar 1 spike low, but 
there was no reversal, and the bear continued for several more bars, fonn
ing a Wedge bottom. 

Today's open fonned a Higher Low in its test of the Wedge at yester
day's low. It was also a Double Bottom Bull Flag (with the last swing low 
of yesterday) and a failed breakout of the large two-legged bear flag of the 
final two hours of yesterday. 

Bar 5 was the top of a protracted, big rally off the Bar 4 bear spike, but 
the Bar 4 spike low was tested at the close of the day. 

The Bar 1 bear spike in Figure 8. 7 was tested and exceeded later in the 
day by a much larger bear spike (the Bar 3 low). This second bear spike 
was tested with the Bar 5 Higher Low. 

The Bar 1, 3, and 6 bear spikes and the Bar 4 and 8 bull spikes in Figure 
8.8 all were tested on this 60-minute AAPL chart. 

Bar 4 is a bull spike in a bear and does not have to be tested, but it was 
about 10 bars later. 

Bar 8 is a bull spike in a trading range and a break of a major trendline, 
so it was likely to be tested. 

Bar 7 was a new swing low (a Lower Low and possible bear bottom 
after a trendline break) but not a spike, so it does not have to be fully 
tested. Bar 9 fonned a Higher Low test of Bar 7 and was a bull reversal. 
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FIGURE 8.8 Strong Moves Usual ly Get Tested after a P u l l back 
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Bar 1 in Figure 8.9 was a bear spike in a strong bull and was unlikely 
to be tested. It was simply the first EMA Gap Bar, and it trapped bears. 

Bar 2 was a bear spike that followed a Wedge top, making it likely to 
be tested since at least two legs down should be expected. 

Bar 3 was a bear spike in a bear and was tested with a Higher Low that 
led to resumption of the higher time frame bull. 
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RIMM closed yesterday with a strong bull spike in Figure 8. 10, so the 
odds were excellent that today was going to try to exceed it. Although to
day's rally was sloppy and did not look particularly bullish, note that the 
market could not put two consecutive closes below the EMA. This chart 
was going up, but its strength was deceptive. 

The rally to Bar 1 in Figure 8 . 1 1  broke a bear trendline and the Bar 3 
test of the bear low was a two-legged Lower Low. A Lower Low test usually 
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FIGURE 8. 1 .  A Reversal after a Test Usual ly Leads to at Least Two Cou ntertrend 
Legs 

results in at least two Countertrend legs, and that is what happened here 
(the up moves from Bars 3 and 9). 

Bar 9 was a Higher Low after the break of yesterday's major bear trend
line (broken by the rally to Bar 1), and as a Higher Low it is the start of the 
second leg, and the completed second leg can be the end of the move up. 
Bar 3 was a Lower Low after a bear trendline break so it was a possible ma
jor trend reversal. You now need to be looking to buy the first Higher Low, 
which occurred at Bar 7. It is common for the market to run the breakeven 
stops once or twice before it takes off so you need to look to buy again and 
again swing part of your position and Bar 9 offered a great opportunity. 

This Bar 2 climactic Opening Reversal (inverted V top) in the SKF ill
traShort Financials ETF in Figure 8. 12 was simply a reversal of yesterday's 
high after breaking out of the top of a bear trend channel line. It was also a 
second entry after breaking above yesterday's high. 

Incidentally, it was a Measured Move up from yesterday's trading 
range, but this is only a minor consideration when contemplating a trade. 
When a strong trend reaches an area of a Measured Move, traders can then 
begin to consider Countertrend trades but only if there is a good setup. 
Measured Moves are of minor importance and not terribly reliable and in 
general should be ignored. 

The 5-minute OIR in Figure 8. 13 had a climactic Opening Reversal be
low yesterday's low, and it was also a reversal of three trend channel line 
overshoots. A trader should buy above the large reversal Bar 1, and again 
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at the High 2 First Pullback at Bar 2, expecting at least two legs up. Al
ways swing part of your position when two legs are likely because some
times there will be a protracted new trend rather than just a two-legged 
pullback. 

When there is a strong trend, there will be many reversal attempts on 
the 3-minute chart and far more on the I-minute. Until there is a clear re
versal on the 5-minute, if you choose to look at the 1- or 3-minute charts, 
you should treat each reversal attempt as a With Trend setup. In Figure 8. 14 
each of the five attempts on this 3-minute chart to reverse attracted eager 
bulls who thought they were risking little and they might be gaining a lot if 
they were catching the bottom of a climactic V bottom reversal, a very rare 
event. Rather than joining them, think about where they will have to sell 
out of their longs and place an entry sell stop at that very location. You will 
consistently succeed in transferring money from their accounts into yours, 
which is the primary objective of trading. For example, as soon as the bulls 
went long at the Bar 1 bull reversal bar (there was not a prior trendline 
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FIGURE 8. 1 4  Never Trade Countertrend off the 3-mi nute Chart (Unless There I s  
A lso a S-Minute Setu p) 
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break in this steep selloff so no longs should be considered), smart traders 
would place orders to go short on a stop at one tick below the signal bar. 

The short at Bar 4 was below the entry bar, since the bulls would have 
tightened their stops once the entry bar closed. Since this is a trend, you 
should swing a large part of your position. 

Bar 5 was an ii pattern, which often is a reversal pattern (but it needs 
an earlier trendline break), and it is commonly the final flag before a two
legged Countertrend move (as was the case here). It represents balance 
between the bulls and bears, and the breakout is reaching outside of the 
balance. There is often a strong force pulling it back to the pattern, and 
usually through the other side. Since there was no prior trendline break, 
the only breakout that was a valid entry was a bear breakout. However, an 
ii is just wide enough to break a small trendline so any reversal up within a 
few bars afterwards is a valid long entry of a small Failed Final Flag. 

This is the I-minute chart of the same bear move, and the numbered 
bars are the same as on the prior chart. Bars C, D, and E in Figure 8. 15 were 
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FIGURE 8 . •  5 Trad ing Countertrend off the 1 - and 3-Mi nute Charts Is  a Tem pting 
but Los ing Strategy and Wi l l  Cause You to Miss Much More Profitable With Trend 
Entries 
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valid Countertrend setups that followed two legs down and small trend
line breaks; each was a tradable long scalp. Although these are possible to 
trade, it is usually too difficult to read a second chart and place orders this 
quickly, and you would likely make more money if you just traded with the 
5-minute trend. It looks very easy on a chart printed at the end of the day 
but is much more difficult in real time. If you were to sell based on the 1-

minute chart, all five of the numbered bars provided With Trend (on both 
the 1 and 5-minute trend) short entries that would allow for swinging part 
of the position. 

Here in Figure 8. 16 is a I-minute chart of a 5-minute strong bull (not 
shown). Trading shorts profitably is difficult (none of the six shorts above 
yielded a four-tick profit). It is far more profitable and less stressful to sim
ply look for With Trend entries on the 5-minute chart and never look at the 
I-minute. The only valid reason to look at I-minute short signals is to find 
long (With Trend) entries. Once a short triggers, look for where the pro
tective stops are and place buy orders there, since the trapped shorts will 
push the market to your long profit target as they buy back their losers. 

Some news must have been released that led to a sharp selloff at 10:30 
PST in Figure 8. 17. You should never pay attention to the news because 
it creates a distance between you and what you have to do. It requires 
thought that you then have to reconcile with the chart, which can only 
reduce your profit. The chart tells you all that you need to know. Something 
happened that made the institutions sell aggressively, and that is all the 
information that a trader needs. It is time to look for short setups . 
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FIGURE 8. 1 7  Ig nore the News and Just Trade the Price Act ion That It Generates 

Bar 1 in Figure 8. 17  was a strong bull trend bar that trapped early buy
ers who bought the candle pattern or a smaller time frame reversal. A buy 
was not even triggered on this 5-minute chart, since the next bar did not 
go above the Bar 1 high. These bulls would exit below the low of Bar 1 and 
won't look to buy again until more price action unfolds. Place an order to 
short on a stop at one tick below the low of Bar 1, which is where those 
longs will have their protective stops, and as they cover they will provide 
plenty of downside fuel. If it gets hit, you know the trapped longs will get 
out and not want to buy again soon, and the smart bears will be adding 
to their shorts. With no one left to buy, the market will almost certainly 
provide a scalper's profit and likely much more. 

Incidentally, Bar 5 is the third overlapping bar, and at least one of the 
bars was a doji (all three were) . . .  this is Barb Wire, which is usually a 
continuation pattern, and you should never buy at its high or sell at its low. 
You fade small bars at its extremes, and you wait for a trend bar breakout 
to fail (which it did at Bar 7, after the two prior trend bars broke out of the 
pattern). 

Bars 3 and 5 were classic candle pattern traps. Traders who memorize 
candle reversal patterns will be eager to buy these very large candles with 
long bull tails because they will see the long tails and the closes near the 
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highs as evidence that the bulls were gaining control. Remember, a doji bar 
is a one-bar trading range and you cannot buy above a trading range in a 
bear. Since the doji is a trading range, it is a bear flag and not a reversal 
pattern. When you see a big bar with a long tail and a small body in a bear, 
it tells you that if you buy above its high, you are paying way too much. In 
a bear, you want to buy low, not at the top of a huge bar with a small body 
and no prior trendline break. These two bars again were perfect candle pat
tern traps. Bar 5 was even better than Bar 3 since it was a gravestone doji, 
which candle novices worship. Also, the market traded above the high of 
the bar, "confirming" the strength of the bulls, and it was a second attempt 
at a bottom (a Double Bottom with Bar 3). But what went wrong? When 
you see these small-bodied big candles in a strong trend where there has 
yet to be a trendline break, you should get excited because they are great 
traps and therefore perfect short setups. Just wait for the small bar that al
ways follows, and its lack of upside follow-through makes these early bulls 
very scared. Everyone knows where those bulls are putting their protec
tive stops, so that is exactly where you will be putting your entry stop to go 
short. When you see those big doji candles, you, too, see bullish strength, 
but then assume that since the price was hovering at the high of those bars 
and the bulls were now in balance with the bears, the highs of those bars 
are likely to be in the middle or top of a trading range and not at a bottom. 

The two-legged rally to Bar 6 broke a trendline, and you now know 
that the bulls are eager to buy, so a perfect long setup would be a failed 
breakout to new lows. Smart traders will just wait for a one- or two-bar 
break below Bars 3 and 5 and then starting placing buy orders at one tick 
above the high of the prior bar. They will keep moving the orders down 
if they don't get filled, but if the . move continues too far down, they will 
wait for another trendline break before looking to buy again. The earlier 
bulls with two or three losses by now will wait for confirmation this time 
and will enter late, providing additional fuel for the up move after the Price 
Action longs get in. 

Even though Bar 7 had a bear body, at least it closed above its mid
point, indicating some strength. Presumably bulls are a little cautious after 
losing on entries from Bars 1 ,  3, and 5. Also, it was a failed breakout from 
Barb Wire. The odds were high that this would be a profitable long, and 
smart traders would have been anticipating it, so there was no excuse to 
miss it. 

The entry bar had a bull body, albeit small, which is constructive. Also, 
it was an inside body variant (its body was inside the body of the signal 
bar and is a weaker version of an inside bar), which means that the bears 
did not take control. At this point, you are feeling confident because your 
protective stop was not hit on the bar after entry, as was the case for the 
earlier bulls. 
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The next three bars all were bull trend bars with closes above the prior 
close, so the closes are in a bull trend. Some of the best swings begin with 
several overlapping bars that make you impatient and worried. It is reason
able to assume that there will be two legs up, but almost certainly there 
will be a stop run down before the second leg. The breakeven stop was not 
hit on the violent move down in Bar 8, which turned into a bullish outside 
bar and the start of the second leg up (a Higher Low). 

The targets for the rally are the bull signal bar highs in the bear (the 
highs of Bars 3 and 5 and possibly Bar 2). Bar 9 exceeded the final target 
by one tick. The momentum was so strong that the Bar 8 low was likely 
just part of the first leg up and not the start of the second leg up, and there 
instead should be a bigger pullback and then a second leg up (it ended at 
Bar 1 1). 

Bar 11 set up a Low 2 short from the rally up from the Bar 8 low. 

DOUBLE TOP A N D  BOTTOM PU LLBACKS 

If  a market forms a Double Bottom after a selloff, but before the bull takes 
off, and it then has a pullback that tests just above the Double Bottom 
low, this is a Double Bottom Pullback long setup. The market made two 
attempts to go down, and both times the buyerS overwhelmed the sellers 
around the same price level. The Double Bottom does not have to be exact 
and usually the second bottom is slightly lower than the first, making the 
pattern sometimes look like a Head and Shoulders pattern. If the second 
bottom does not at least reach the first, there is a risk that the bottom is 
only forming a two-legged sideways to up correction, and it would be better 
to look for a scalp long rather than a swing. A Double Bottom (or Top) 
Pullback pattern can be thought of as a Three Push Bottom (or a Triple 
Bottom) where the third push down did not have strong enough sellers to 
create a new low. It also can be thought of as two failed attempts to exceed 
the prior extreme (often a Low 2), and two failed attempts usually lead to 
a reversal. Some technicians say that Triple Bottoms and Tops always fail 
and always become continuation patterns, but they require that the three 
extremes be identical to the tick. With that strict definition, the pattern is so 
rare that it is not worth mentioning. Traders will make much more money 
by using loose definitions. When something resembles a reliable pattern, it 
will likely trade like the reliable pattern. 

This is a reversal pattern and not a continuation pattern, like the Dou
ble Bottom Bull Flag. Both are long entry setups, but one is the beginning 
of the trend (a reversal pattern), and the other takes place in an established 
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trend (a continuation pattern), or at least after there has been one 
strong leg. 

Likewise, if there is a Double Top in a bull and there is then a pullback 
that reaches close to the high, this Double Top Pullback is a good short 
setup. 
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FIGURE 8. 1 8  Double Bottom Pu l lback Buy 

The monthly Spy in Figure 8.18 had a Double Bottom Pullback buy 
at the Bar 5 outside bar, one tick above the high of the prior bar. Bar 4 
was slightly below Bar 3, but this is common and actually preferable in 
Double Bottom Pullback buy patterns. These often are Head and Shoulders 
patterns. 

Bars 1 and 2 formed a Double Top Bear Flag (a continuation pattern 
and not a Double Top, which is a reversal pattern at the end of a bull). 

Although pundits are saying that since Warren Buffett is buying the 
collapse in the last bar on the chart and therefore the bottom is in, there 
is no price action evidence yet of a bottom and the tremendous value that 
Buffett is seeing rriight become an even far greater value in the months to 
come. Don't buy just because Buffett is buying. Wait for a break of a bear 
trendline on the daily chart and then for a test of the low that reverses back 
up. The momentum down is too strong to be looking to buy at this point. 
Wait for a price action bottom, which will eventually come. The huge bar 
might be a sign of exhausted sellers, but until there is price action evidence 
for a bottom, smart traders who are trading the daily chart are only looking 
to sell. 
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FIGURE 8. 1 9  Double Bottom Bu l l  F lag 

Bar 1 in Figure 8. 19 was the end of a large second leg down and there
fore a possible reversal setup. Although the move up to Bar 2 was small, 
neither Bars 3 nor 4 could take out the low and therefore formed a Double 
Bottom Bull Flag. 

Bar 6 made an exact test ofthe Bar 3 low and was unable to drop below 
it (or below the Bar 1 low), so this was a broader Double Bottom Bull Flag, 
with Bar 3 (or Bars 3 and 4) forming the first bottom. This is also referred 
to as accumulation. The institutions were defending the Bar 1 low instead 
of attempting to run the stops, indicating that they believe that the market 
is going up. 

Bar 5 was an EMA Gap Bar, which often provides the necessary Coun
tertrend momentum to lead to a trend reversal. It broke a major trendline, 
and Bar 6 was a Higher Low test of the Bar 1 trend extreme. 

Bar 4 in Figure 8.20 looked like a setup for a Double Bottom Pullback 
long but Bar 3 was five cents above the Bar 2 low in a very strong bear. This 
slightly Higher Low usually negates the pattern and makes a two-legged 
bear rally much more likely than a new bull. Also, the First Pullback (what
ever minor rally that would follow Bar 2) in a strong trend almost always 
sets up a With Trend entry so it is not wise to be looking for bottoms here. 
However, the market rallied over $1  from the long entry, if a trader took the 
trade. With the big tails on Bars 2, 3, and 4, and with the market still in the 
first 90 minutes and therefore prone to Opening Reversals, it was a reason
able trade. However, the smartest traders would be shorting the EMA test, 
and if you instead scalped that long, it could be difficult to quickly switch 
to a shorting mentality. 
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FIGURE 8.20 Dou ble Bottom Pul l backs Need to Be Viewed i n  Context and Are 
Not Automatic Reversal Setu ps 

Bar 8 was a Double Bottom Pullback setup, with Bar 7 being 13 cents 
below the Bar 6 low, but the entry never triggered (the bar after Bar 8 was 
unable to take out the high of Bar 8). Again, bottom picking in a strong bear 
without a prior strong trendline-breaking up leg is not a good approach. 
This is a Trend from the Open bear, which is one of the strongest types 
of bear trends and you should only be looking to short. You should only 
be looking for reversals after there has been a strong break of the bear 
trendline. 

Bar 1 1  was a third attempt at the bottom formation. Bar 10, was above 
the low of the first bar (Bar 6) by two cents, making the pattern weak at 
best. 

In a bear, the smartest traders enter on With Trend shorts off the EMA, 

like the M2s following Bar 8 and the Bar 1 1  M2S. 
Bars 1 and 2 in Figure 8.21 formed a Double Bottom, although at first 

glance, Bar 1 might be easy to overlook. The bottom of an entry bar has 
protective stops below it, and it will often be tested, as it was with Bar 2, 
and two moves down to the same level is a Double Bottom, even if the first 
one is not a swing low. With the big tail on the bottom of Bar 1 ,  there was 
almost certainly a I-minute Higher Low (and there was). Bar 3 was a deep 
pullback that tested the Double Bottom, so it was a second attempt to run 
the stops, but it could not even get as close as the first attempt (the Bar 2 
low) before the bears pulled out and the bulls took control. 
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Bars 4 and 5 created a Double Bottom Bull Flag on this Trending Trad
ing Range day, and this Double Bottom was tested by the Bar 6 pullback, 
forming a large Double Bottom Pullback. You could call it a Triple Bottom 
as well, but that term does not add any trading benefit here, and so it is not 
worth using. 

Bar 7 is similar to Bar 1 ,  in that it is also an entry bar. It and Bar 8 
formed a subtle Double Top. Bar 8 tried to run the protective stops above 
the Bar 7 short entry bar but failed. Bar 9 was a second attempt and failed 
at an even lower price, creating a Double Top Pullback short setup with an 
entry on a stop at one tick below the low of Bar 9. With all of the dojis and 
overlapping bars in this pattern, this was likely to result only in a scalp, 
which it did. When you have to look this hard for a pattern, it is usually 
better to not trade until a clear and strong pattern develops. 

This sellofftested into the top ofthe middle trading range of this Trend
ing Trading Range Day but reversed back up. 

Bars 1 1  and 12 formed a Double Top, alerting traders to look for a 
Double Top Pullback short setup. The Bar 13 bull trend bar was an attempt 
to rally and test the Double Top and an attempt to form a High 2 (an M2B), 
and it failed, but it is not wise to short near the bottom of a trading range 
unless there is a strong setup, and this is not. 

Bar 14 was a better pullback, but it still did not retrace close enough 
to the Double Top for it to be reliable, and again you would be shorting the 
low of a trading range on a day composed of bull Trending Trading Ranges. 
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A climax is simply any market that has gone too far, too fast in the eyes 
of traders, and then reverses. A climactic reversal is a strong momentum 
move (a "spike") with a series of big trend bars that often overshoot a trend 
channel line and then reverse. The word "spike" implies that there was a 
strong move in one direction and then immediately afterwards, a strong 
move in the opposite direction. The reversal move is smaller; otherwise 
instead of a Spike and Trading Range, there would be a clear and strong 
reversal without the hesitation that takes place in the trading range. In a 
Spike and Trading Range reversal, instead of quickly moving through the 
EMA in a strong Countertrend move, the market reverses for only a bar 
or two and then goes sideways and forms a Tight Trading Range that can 
break out in either direction. It is as if it the market tried to form a reversal 
but couldn't quite complete it, and on a higher time frame, instead of a 
strong reversal bar, there would be a big bar with a big tail and a close 
somewhere in the middle. 

Sometimes a Countertrend Double Top/Bottom flag forms within the 
trading range, providing an additional reason to enter into a trend reversal 
trade (if a With Trend Double Top/Bottom flag forms, it is a With Trend 
setup). The reversal leg that leads to the trading range is often relatively 
small compared to the prior trend, but it usually breaks the trendline, and 
it can be the first leg of an opposite trend. Despite that, it is still easy to 
overlook, so whenever there is a climactic move, it is something that you 
should try to find. It may have a low momentum drift toward the old ex
treme, which leads to a failed test (a Lower High in a bull top or a Higher 
Low at a bottom), or it could continue to a new extreme and not be a rever
sal. If instead it does reverse, the new, opposite trend sometimes becomes 
very strong very fast and often forms a Spike and Channel trend pattern. 

An inside bar after a breakout bar can be thought of as a possible minia
ture Spike and Trading Range reversal setup. The distance from the ex
treme of the breakout bar to the other extreme of the inside bar is the spike, 
representing a possible small climax reversal, and the inside bar is the trad
ing range. As with all Spike and Trading Range patterns, the breakout can 
go either way, and the important thing is to be aware of both possibilities. 
Once the trend begins, look for With Trend setups. 

Sometimes there can be an impressive spike, then a pullback, and then 
the start of a channel, only for the channel to fail and reverse directions. 
In hindsight, that pullback was the spike in the opposite direction and led 
to the channel. However, once you recognize it, then you know there is a 
trend, and you should try to take every With Trend entry. 
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The Globex I-minute Emini in Figure 8.22 spiked up on a 5:30 A . M .  
PST report but formed a strong reversal bar down at Bar 1 .  Bar 1 was a 
3-point tall bar, which is big on a I-minute chart and therefore qualifies as 
a possible spike down. Bar 3 was a two-legged move up, forming a Low 2 
in the possible new bear. Also, Bar 2 was an ii variation if you only look at 
the bodies (the body of Bar 2 was inside that of Bar 1 ,  which was inside 
that of the prior bull breakout bar, and an ii indicates indecision), and the 
move up to Bar 3 was a false breakout of the top of the ii. The market 
went sideways for about 10 bars, which qualifies as a trading range after 
the down spike. Bar 4 had a minimal break above a minor trendline, and 
then the market resumed its downtrend. Bar 5 is a second-chance entry (a 
Breakout Pullback). 

There was a strong reversal on the first bar of the day (Bar 5 in Figure 
8.23) that overshot a bull trend channel line and then reversed back to the 
area of the line. The market went sideways for five bars and then formed a 
Lower High at Bar 7, completing a small trading range after the Bar 5 spike 
down (it spiked up and reversed down in what had to be a spike down on a 
I-minute chart). Bar 9 can be viewed as an expansion ofthe trading range, a 
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FIGURE 8.23 Bear Spike and Trad ing Range Top 

Lower High, or a Double Top Bear Flag (it is approximately the same level 
as Bar 7, and at least a second attempt to rally to the Bar 5 high). The name 
is irrelevant, but it is a good short setup. The market then trended lower 
for the rest of the day and accelerated as it fell. Bar 10 is a spike, and the 
move down to Bar 1 1  is a channel. Yesterday, Bar 3 was a spike followed by 
a channel that began at Bar 4. The start of the channel usually gets tested 
within a day or two (the Bar 4 low was taken out with the bear following 
the Spike and Trading Range top that began with Bar 5, but the Bar 10 high 
beginning of the channel down was not tested during the following two 
weeks). 

Both charts in Figure 8.24 are of the same time period of the 5-minute 
SPY. The run up to Bar 2 was a strong bull spike. After the sharp EMA 

pullback to Bar 3 that broke a trendline, the bull channel began. However, 
it failed in a two-legged Lower High at Bar 4. Once the market broke out of 
the bull channel with the Bar 5 pullback, which also broke the major bull 
trendline, it became obvious that this was not a bull Spike and Channel day 
and that the market was forming a trading range. This became a triangle 
top and then a Spike and Channel down. When the EMA Gap 2 long failed 
at Bar 8, it was clear that the bears were in control and that a bear channel 
was under way, with the push down to Bar 5 being the bear spike. At this 
point, you should try to take all short entries and consider any longs to 
be scalps (in general, it is better to ignore the long setups and just trade 
With Trend when there is a strong trend like this) until there is a climactic 
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overshoot of the bear trend channel line and reversal up. Bar 13 reversed 
up from breaking three such lines. 

C L I MAX: T H R E E  P U S H E S  AN D WEDGES 
(TREND CHANNEL L I N E  OVE RS H OOTS 
AND REVE RSALS) 

Trends often end with a test of the extreme, and the test often has two legs, 
each reaching a greater extreme C a Higher High in a bull or a Lower Low in 
a bear). The first extreme and then the two legs make Three Pushes, which 
is a well recognized reversal setup with many names. Very frequently it 
takes a Wedge shape, but sometimes the Wedge is only based on the candle 
bodies instead of the tails. It is not useful for a trader to draw subtle dis
tinctions among the variations because there are enough similarities that 
they trade the same. For simplicity, think of these Three Push patterns as 
Wedges since most of them end in a climatic Wedge-like point. A trendline 
and trend channel line in a Three Push pattern can be parallel as in a Stair 
pattern, convergent as in a Wedge, or divergent as in an Expanding Trian
gle. It does not matter because they all behave similarly and you trade them 
the same. 
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The majority of Three Push patterns reverse after overshooting a trend 
channel line, and that alone is a reason to enter, even if the actual shape is 
not a Wedge. However, the Three Pushes are often easier to see than the 
trend channel line overshoot, and that makes the distinction from other 
trend channel line failures worthwhile. These patterns rarely have a perfect 
shape, and often trendlines and trend channel lines have to be manipulated 
to highlight the pattern. For example, the Wedge might be only with the 
candle bodies, so to draw the trendline and trend channel line with a Wedge 
shape, you have to ignore the tails. Other times, the end point of the Wedge 
won't reach the trend channel line. Be flexible, and if there is a Three Push 
pattern at the end of a big move, even if the pattern is not perfect, trade it 
as if it were a Wedge. However, if it overshoots the trend channel line, the 
odds of success with the Countertrend trade are higher. Also, most trend 
channel line overshoots have a Wedge shape, but it is often so stretched 
out that it is not worth looking it. The reversal from the overshoot is reason 
enough to enter. 

If a Wedge triggers an entry but then it fails and the market extends 
one or more ticks beyond the Wedge extreme, it will often run quickly to 
a Measured Move (about the same height of the Wedge). Sometimes, just 
after failing, it reverses back and creates a second attempt at reversing the 
trend, and when this happens, the new trend is usually protracted (lasting 
at least an hour), and it usually has at least two legs. 

Sometimes the second push has more momentum than the first, and 
if it does, ignore the first and assume that the second is actually the first 
push. The second and third pushes that follow are two attempts to extend 
the trend, and both failed. Two legs are always expected after any strong 
move. 

When a Wedge occurs as a pullback after the first leg of a reversal, it 
usually does not exceed the start of the trend but sometimes does. In either 
case, a trader should be looking for the second entry into the possible new 
trend, expecting the test to hold (for example, in a new bull, as a Higher 
Low or Lower Low). 

Three Push, low momentum, Countertrend moves that last for a cou
ple of hours in the middle of the day are common and setup a thrust into 
the close, resuming the trend from the open. View this as a type of Wedge 
for the following reasons: it has Three Pushes; there is often a trend chan
nel line overshoot; it often has the shape of a Wedge; and it has the same 
behavior as a Wedge. Remember, if you see everything in shades of gray, 
you will be a much better trader. 

When there are three or more pushes and each breakout is smaller, 
then this is called Shrinking Stairs. For example, if there are Three Pushes 
up in a bull and the second push was 10 ticks above the first and the third 
was only 7 ticks above the second, then this is a Shrinking Stair pattern. 
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It is a sign of waning momentum and increases the odds that there will be 
a two-legged reversal. Sometimes there will be a fourth or fifth step in a 
strong trend, but since the momentum is waning, Countertrend trades can 
usually be taken. On the other hand, if the third step is significantly beyond 
the second and then reverses, this is likely a Trend Channel Line overshoot 
and reversal entry. 

Sometimes the third push undershoots the second one and forms more 
of a double top, but the ,meaning is the same, and it is still a reversal setup. 
When the third push greatly undershoots the second, a Head and Shoulders 
reversal pattern forms. 

Remember that sometimes a Failed Final Flag grows into a Wedge flag 
that often becomes a second, larger Failed Final Flag. For example, in a 
bear Failed Final Flag, the highest point of the bear flag becomes the first 
point of the Wedge and the failed breakout becomes the second. The two 
or more legged rally that follows becomes the rest of the Wedge, which 
is a large bear flag. It might become a Failed Final Flag and then reverse 
the market up, or it can be a continuation pattern in a larger bear, or the 
market can go sideways. 

The shorts enter on a stop at one tick below the failure bar near the 
top of the range, and the longs buy on a stop at one tick above the failed 
breakout bar near the low of the range. Breaking out beyond any swing 
high or low, even if it was part of an earlier and opposite trend, is a sign 
of strength and a potential trade setup. Notice that Bar 12 in Figure 8.25 
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FIGURE 8.25 In Trad ing Range Markets, Fad ing  Breakouts I s  a G ood Strategy 
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rallied above a swing high in the prior downtrend and then failed after the 
pause bar that followed (Bar 12 was also Three Pushes up and a failed trend 
channel line breakout created by using the highs of the first two minor 
swing highs on the day, but this is not shown). Several trades were also 
failed trendline and failed trend channel line breakouts as well. 

Bars 2, 3, and 6 also represent a Shrinking Stair pattern, which often 
leads to a good reversal. With Shrinking Stairs, the second breakout is 
smaller than the first, indicating loss of momentum. Here, Bar 3 is 19 cents 
above Bar 2, but Bar 6 is only 12  cents above Bar 3. Whenever Shrinking 
Stairs are present, the trade becomes more likely to be successful and usu
ally signals an imminent two-legged pullback in a strong trend. 

Bar 3 is an example of a Failed Final Flag that expanded into a Wedge, 
or sorts. The first leg of the Wedge (the first push down) is the low of the 
Final Flag, on the bar before Bar 3. Bar 3 is the second leg. The two legs 
down to Bar 4 make up the rest of the Three Pushes Down. This became a 
larger bull flag that ultimately was the last one in the bull swing. 

Shrinking Stairs, with each breakout extending less than the prior one, 
signal waning momentum and increase the odds that a profitable Coun
tertrend trade is near. After the Bar 4 step in Figure 8.26, the move to Bar 5 
broke the trendline, setting the stage for a test of the Bar 4 low and a likely 
two-legged rally (which occurred after the Bar 6 Lower Low). 

Bars 3-5 show a Failed Final Flag growing into a Wedge bear flag, 
which became a larger Failed Final Flag. 
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FIGURE 8.27 Wedge Pu l lback 
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The daily SPY topped in March 2000, and then there was a Three Push 
rally to Bar 8 in Figure 8.27. Bar 8 also fanned a Double Top Bear Flag with 
Bar 2 (it slightly exceeded the Bar 2 high). Bar 8 did not quite reach the bear 
trend channel line. This Wedge Lower High was followed by a huge bear. 

The daily Dow in Figure 8.28 broke a major trendline in a two-legged 
move down to Bar 6, well below the EMA. There was then a small Three 
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FIGURE 8.28 Three Pushes Up to a Lower H ig h  
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Push up move that formed the Lower High at Bar 7 that led to the 1987 
crash. 

. Bars 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 8.29 formed a Wedge, but Bar 5 did not over
shoot the trend channel line. The Bar 5 inside bar with a bear close was a 
reasonable Low 2 short setup. 

Bar 6 was a second entry on the failed High 2. This was a small Spike 
and Trading Range top as well. 

Bars 7, 8, and 9 created a Three Push long setup with an entry above the 
Bar 9 bull reversal bar, even though the close was midrange. The day was 
clearly not a trend day so a weaker reversal bar is acceptable. This pattern 
had diverging lines, although it was not an Expanding Triangle since the 
high after Bar 8 was below the high after Bar 7. Bar 9 did not overshoot the 
trend channel line, but it was still a good long setup on a trading range day . 
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FIGURE 8.29 Wedge without an Overshoot 
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An Expanding Triangle is a type of Three Push pattern and can be either 
a reversal or a continuation pattern and is made of at least five swings 
(sometimes seven, and rarely nine), each one greater than the prior. Part 
of its strength comes from its trapping traders. In a bullish reversal, it 
has enough strength to rally above the last Lower High, trapping longs in, 
and then collapsing to a new low, trapping longs out and bears in, and · 
then reversing up, forcing both sides to chase the market up. In a bear 
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reversal, it does the opposite. Bears are trapped in by a Lower Low, then 
they are forced out and bulls get trapped in by a Higher High, and both 
then have to chase the market down as the market reverses down for the 
final time. The initial target is extending beyond the opposite side of the 
triangle, where the market often then sets up an Expanding Triangle flag (a 
continuation pattern) in the opposite direction. The term "triangle" is mis
leading because the pattern often does not look anything like a triangle. 
The salient point is that it is a series of progressively greater Higher Highs 
and Lower Lows that continue to trap breakout traders, and at some point 
they capitulate, and then all of the traders are on the same side, creating a 
trend. It has three pushes and can be viewed as a variation of a Three Push 
Reversal pattern, but with deep pullbacks. For example, in a reversal of a 
bear swing, both pullbacks form Higher Highs but in a conventional Three 
Push pattern like a Wedge, both pullbacks would form Lower Highs (Le., 
not an expanding pattern). 

The Emini in Figure 8.30 ran up off an Opening Reversal from the Bar 
6 gap pullback test of the EMA and yesterday's close. Yesterday's low at 
Bar 5 formed an Expanding Triangle bottom (a reversal pattern, since the 
trend was down prior to the triangle), which often runs to a new swing high 
and then forms an Expanding Triangle bear flag (continuation pattern). It 
did that at the Bar 7 overshoot of the bull trend channel line (the trian
gle was formed by Bars 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7). After a trend channel line failed 
breakout, especially when there is an Expanding Triangle, there is usually 
a two-legged move down. Incidentally, Expanding Triangles don't have to 
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have a perfect shape, and they do not have to touch the trend channel lines 
(Bar 5 fell short). 

The rally up to Bar 7 was very strong, but the Low 2 short was worth 
taking under these circumstances (an Expanding Triangle and a small 
Failed Final Flag). Bar 8 was the second doji in a row, and dojis represent 
an eqUilibrium between bears and bulls. Since they are in balance, that bal
ance point is often the midpoint of the move down and is a rough guide 
for how much further down the market might go in its search for enough 
buying power to swing the market back up. The target was hit at Bar 9, but 
the market did not rally until after overshooting the bear trend channel line 
and reversing up at Bar 10. Bar 10 also tested the original long entry above 
the Bar 6 signal bar to the exact tick (a perfect Breakout Test). 

In an Expanding Triangle reversal pattern, the lows keep getting lower, 
and the highs keep getting higher. Typically, there are five turns before the 
reversal but sometimes seven, as in the 5-minute SPY above. There are usu
ally valid reasons to scalp each leg (for example, each leg is a new swing 
high or low), but once the fifth leg is complete, a larger trend can develop, 
and it is wise to swing part of the position. Also, once the pattern com
pletes, it usually sets up an Expanding Triangle pattern in the opposite di
rection. If the first was a reversal pattern, then the next part of this pattern 
(which will be in the opposite direction), if it develops, will be a continua
tion pattern and vice versa. 

Bar 5 in Figure 8.31 was then the fifth leg (Bar 1 was the first) and 
therefore a buy setup for at least two legs up. However, Bar 6 was a failed 
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breakout short setup and a small Wedge, creating an Expanding Triangle 
bear flag (the first of its five swings is Bar 2). 

The seventh leg had a second entry at Bar 8 (Bar 7 was the first setup 
at a new low, but it failed, as expected since the entry was above a Barb 
Wire pattern and should not be taken). 

Bar 10 tested the Bar 8, but its low was one tick higher. However, as 
a test of yesterday's low and a High 2 and EMA Gap 2 Bar, it was a good 
Opening Reversal. It was also similar to a ninth leg of an Expanding Trian� 
gle, and in trading, similar is usually good enough. 

Bar 1 1  was a Breakout Pullback from taking out the high of the open, 
even though it did not break above the Bar 9 high of the triangle. 

Bar 12 was a Low 2 and a one-tick bear Breakout Failure on this SPY 
chart (it traded one tick below the prior bar but then traded above its high). 
The Emini chart, however, held above the reversal bar's low and did not 
trigger the short. The Emini gives fewer false signals because each tick is 
25 cents and a false signal would have to be a 25 cent move, which is equiv
alent to 2.5 cents in the SPY. Since there was no significant bull trendline 
break (the up momentum was strong), this is not a short setup. 

Bar 13 is a second entry for the Breakout Failure short above Bar 9, 
but again there was no trendline break earlier in the rally, so it would be 
unwise to short in the absence of some earlier bear strength. Instead of 
Breakout Failures, Bars 12 and 13 were Breakout Pullbacks. 

Bars 1-5 in Figure 8.32 created the five legs of the Expanding Triangle 
bottom. The entry is one tick above the Bar 5 Lower Low. Bar 6 failed to 
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take out the high of Bar 4 before dropping to a new low. Bar 7 is a second
chance entry at the Expanding Triangle bottom, but with this many bars 
between Bars 5 and 7, the triangle has lost its influence, and this is now 
just a reversal from a new Iow an the day. 

Bar 8 formed a Higher Low that was also a Double Bottom (Bars 5 and 
7) Pullback long. 

After reaching the target of a new swing high, Bar 9 set up an Expand
ing Triangle bear ftag (Bars 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9), and this short has a target of 
below the Bar 7 low. Eventually, however, one of these increasing larger 
triangles fails, and a trend begins. Incidentally, the market gapped below 
Bar 7 on the open of the next day, reaching the target. 
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Minor Reversals: 
Failures 

E very pattern fails some of the time, and traders should accept that as 
a normal occurrence, which sometimes offers other opportunities. 
Also, the failure can fail, resulting in a resumption of the original 

move. A failure is any trade that does not reach its goal, resulting in ei
ther a smaller profit or, more commonly, a loss. For a scalper, the goal is 
a scalper's profit. But if a trader was expecting more and the market failed 
to meet his expectation, even if it provided a scalper's profit, it is still a fail
ure. Failures are often excellent setups for trades in the opposite direction, 
since the traders who were just forced out will be hesitant to re-enter in the 
same direction, making the market one-sided. In addition, as they exit with 
their losses, they drive the market even further in the opposite direction. 

If a trade makes a scalper's profit (and therefore the trader exited some 
or all of his position) and then comes back and takes out the original sig
nal or entry bar stops, there is much less fuel left in the market to drive 
the market in this new direction because there are far fewer traders who 
are trapped. Also, many of the scalpers would exit the balance of their po
sitions at breakeven after taking partial profits, so their stops would be 
tighter than the original ones beyond the entry or signal bars. 

Although a minor reversal might just be a reversal in a trading range 
that is good for only a scalp, it can sometimes tum into or be a part of a 
major reversal of a trend. The single most reliable minor reversal is one 
that takes place at the end of a pullback in a strong trend, especially near 
the EMA, because you are then entering in the direction of a larger trend 
and it is reasonable to expect at least a test of the prior extreme of the 

22 1 
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trend. Any reversal pattern, including major reversal patterns, can fail and 
result in the resumption of a trend. 

FAI LED S I G NAL AND E NTRY BARS AN D 
O N E-TICK FAI LED BREAKOUTS 

When traders enter a trade, many place a protective stop at one tick be
yond the signal bar. After the entry bar closes, many move it to one tick 
beyond the entry bar. How do you know this? By simply looking at charts. 
Look at any chart and find possible signal and entry bars, and see what hap
pens when a bar reverses beyond them. So much of the time, the reversal 
will be in the form of a strong trend bar, and most of the time the move 
will be enough for at least a scalper's profit. This is because once traders 
get flushed out of a new position with a loss, they become more cautious 
and want more price action before re-entering in the same direction. This 
leaves the market in the hands of just one side, so the move is usually fast 
and big enough for a scalp. 

Why is a one-tick failed breakout so common, especially in the Emi
nis? With stocks, failures often come on 1 to 10 cent breakouts, depend
ing on the price of the stock and the personality of the stock. Every stock 
has distinct characteristics in its trading, presumably because many of the 
same people trade it every day, so a small group of traders trading suffi
cient volume can move the market enough to create recurring patterns. If 
the market is sideways to down in a weak bull, many traders will believe 
that if the current bar extends one tick above the prior bar, traders will buy 
there on a stop. Most smart traders will expect this. However, if enough 
other traders with enough volume feel that the correction has not extended 
deep enough or long enough (for example, if they believe that a two-legged 
move is likely), those traders might actually go short at one tick above 
the prior bar. U their volume overwhelms the new longs, and not enough 
new longs come to the rescue, the market will likely trade down for a tick 
or two. 

At this point, the new longs are feeling nervous. If their entry was at 
such a great price, why didn't more buyers come in? Also, now that the 
market is even a tick or two cheaper, this should look like even better 
value to traders looking to get long, which should quickly drive the price 
up. But the longer the market stays down even just a couple ticks, the more 
new bulls will become concerned that they may be wrong. Some will start 
selling out at the market, adding to the offers, and others will place sell 
exit stop orders at one or two ticks lower, maybe basing these orders on a 
1- or 3-minute chart, with the order one tick below the most recent bar. 
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Once these are hit, these new buyers will also become sellers, pushing 
the price further down. Also, the original shorts will sense that the new 
longs are trapped and many will increase their short positions. As price 
falls three, four, or five ticks, the stopped out buyers will switch from look
ing to buy to waiting for more price action to unfold. In the absence of 
buyers, price will continue to fall in search of enough bids to satisfy the 
sellers. At some point, sellers will begin to cover and take profits, slowing 
the price fall, and buyers will again begin to buy. Once the buying pressure 
overtakes the selling pressure, the price will then go up again. 

A One-Tick Failure is a common source of losses for a new trader. The 
trader will see what he believes is a good setup, for example, a buy, and 
he confidently places a buy stop order at one tick above the high of the 
prior bar. As expected, the market ticks up and hits his entry stop, making 
him long. But the very next tick is one tick lower, then two, then three, 
and within 30 seconds, he loses two points as he watches his protective 
stop get hit. He wonders how anyone could be selling exactly where he 
was buying. It was such a great setup! Almost invariably, he was buying 
Countertrend before there was a sign of bullish strength, like a prior surge 
above a bear trendline. Or he was buying above a huge doji with a tiny 
body at the top of Barb Wire or a bear flag that he misread as a rever
sal, overcome by his eagerness to get in early in what he perceived as an 
overdone bear. 

A third common situation is when there is a huge trend bar with a tiny 
tail or no tail. If it is a bull trend bar, lots of traders will put their protective 
stops at one tick below the bar. It is common for the market to work its 
way down and hit the stops, trapping traders out, and then reversing back 
up in the direction of the trend bar. 

Finally, Breakout Tests often test the entry price to the exact tick, trap
ping out weak hands who will then have to chase the market and re-enter 
at a much worse price. 

What that novice trader doesn't realize is that lots of big traders view 
these as great short setups and they are happy to short, knowing that only 
weak hands would be buying, and as they are flushed out, they will help 
drive the market down. A One-Tick Failure is a reliable sign that the market 
is going the other way, so look for setups that allow you to enter. All of the 
above is true for down markets as well, and all of the One-Tick Failures 
can sometimes be two ticks, and even five to ten ticks in a $200 stock. 

Here in Figure 9.1 are six examples of one-tick false breakouts (the la
bel for Bar 1 is well above the bar). Once the breakout traders enter on their 
stop and discover that the market is pulling back by a tick or two instead 
of immediately continuing in their direction, they start to place protective 
stops, and Countertrend traders smell the blood and will enter just where 
the trapped traders are taking their losses. 
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There were many examples of One-Tick Traps in these two days in the 
Emini in Figure 9.2. 

Bar 1 is a One-Tick failed Low 2 in Barb Wire. 
Bar 2 is a One-Tick failed High 2 in Barb Wire that trapped traders who 

thought that they were being conservative by waiting to buy above the large 
outside bar only to be trapped buying at the top of a trading range below a 
flat EMA. 

Bar 3 was a One-Tick Failed Reversal in a runaway bull where smart 
traders were eagerly waiting for any pullback to buy (here, a High 1) . 
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Bar 4 broke one tick below the small swing low of four bars earlier. 
Bar 5 was a large bull trend bar, and there would therefore be stops at 

one tick below its low. These were run by one tick on Bar 7. 
Bar 9 went one tick lower, trapping traders into what they thought was 

a Lower High short but actually was a sideways bull flag. 
Bar 10 ran the breakeven protective stop for the Bar 6 shorts by two 

ticks. 
Bar 14 is one of the most reliable One-Tick Failures . . .  a failed High 2 

in what novice traders erroneously assumed to be a bull pullback. This is 
a perfect trap and lead to a strong down move (not shown). They missed 
noticing the trendline break by the pullback to Bar 1 1  and then the Higher 
High test at Bar 12. Also, there were five bear trend bars and one doji down 
from the high and no trendline break after the Bar 13 High 1 .  This was not 
a good High 2 long setup since there was no prior strength. Remember, a 
High 2 alone is not a buy signal. There have to be signs of strength, and 
certainly not signs of a reversal (like a trendline break and reversal down 
off a Higher High). 

The horizontal lines are one tick beyond signal and entry bars and are 
likely places where traders would place their protective stops. 

Look what happened in Figure 9.3 when protective stops are hit be
yond signal and entry bars. Most of the time, there is a trend bar, and the 
move is big enough for a scalper to make a profit. Many of the failures on 
this chart were for weak setups that smart Price Action traders would not 
have taken. However, enough traders took them so that they moved the 
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market in the opposite direction as they were forced out with a loss. For 
example, traders who went long off the Bar 4 reversal would have their 
stops either below the entry or signal bars. Both were run by the big Bar 5 
bear trend bar, and smart shorts who had their entry stops at those exact 
locations made at least a scalper's profit. 

As a corollary, if the extreme of the bar is tested but not exceeded, 
the stops are tested but not hit, and the trade will often be profitable. If 
it is a protective stop on a long entry that is missed by one tick, the test 
effectively forms a Double Bottom Bull Flag, with the first bottom being 
the bottom of the signal or entry bar and the second one being the bar that 
came back to that level but failed to reach the protective stops. 

FAI LED H I GH/LOW � 

A High or Low 2 is one of the most reliable With Trend setups. If a trade 
fails, there will usually be at least two more corrective legs before a High 
or Low 4 once again tries to end the correction. If a High or Low 4 fails, 
the pullback might have become a new trend, and further price action is 
needed before placing more trades. 

The most common cause of a High or Low 2 failure is that the trader 
is in denial about a strong trend and is looking for a Countertrend entry 
before there has been a strong trendline break. This is common after a 
climax reversal and the trader is still looking to enter in the direction of 
the old trend, which no longer is in effect. These are not reversal patterns 
in strong trends and in fact are With Trend setups. When they fail, they 
almost always result in a With Trend entry. In a bull, a failed Low 2 will 
often be a High 2 long entry. 

A Triple Bottom and a Double Bottom Pullback are both failed Low 2 
long setups. In both cases, the market made two attempts to continue the 
bear downward, and both failed. Whenever the market tries to do some
thing twi�e and it fails both times, it will usually do the opposite. The With 
Trend traders will wait for more price action, and the Countertrend traders 
know that they are in control, at least for a scalp. 

A Low 2 setup is not enough reason to take a Countertrend trade in 
the absence of a prior strong trendline break. In fact, it will almost always 
fail and tum into a great With Trend entry, like a High 2 buy, as happened 
at Bars 4 and 6 in Figure 9.4. Before shorting a strong bull, you first need 
the bears to show that they have already been willing to be aggressive. You 
look to short their second attempt at pushing the market down, not their 
first, since the first usually fails. 

Today in Figure 9.5 there was a gap down Double Top (at Bar 2) and 
then a new low. At this point, traders do not know if the two legs down 
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to Bar 3 ended a move or if there is more to corne (the first leg was from 
yesterday's close down to Bar 1). Although the Bar 4 Low 2 short reached 
its scalper's profit target and therefore could not technically be a failure, 
the break below the trendline and the reversal up made it likely that the 
market would behave like a failed Low 2 and have at least two more legs 
up and then attempt to form a Low 4 bear setup. 

There were a couple of problems with the Low 2 short at Bar 4. First, 
it followed a trendline break (the rally up to Bar 2), which meant that 
Bar 3 could be the low of the day (a bad place to be shorting) since the 
high or low of the day usually develops in the first hour or so. Next, the 
Low 2 was too far from the EMA and therefore not a good EMA test. Nor
mally, second tests of the EMA are closer to the EMA or penetrate it more 
than the first, and the first test at Bar 2 was clearly closer. Many traders 
won't feel comfortable entering With Trend unless the pullback touches 
or comes within a tick or so of the EMA. When the reversal begins be
fore this happens, it will be missing the fuel that those shorts would have 
provided. 

Bar 6 formed a Low 4 setup and was the second push above the EMA. 
However, this rally had many overlapping bars and several dojis, indicating 
that the bulls and bears were fairly balanced and a big, fast move down 
was unlikely. Therefore, trading at this point might not be worthwhile for 
traders who prefer high-probability trades with big profit potential. The 
solution? Either wait for more price action, knowing that good setups will 
always corne if you can be patient, or take the short but be prepared to 
allow for a pullback, like the one on the bar after entry. 
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Bar 2 in Figure 9.6 took out the right shoulder of a Head and Shoul
ders Bottom (a failed attempt at a Higher Low), and this led to a strong 
resumption of the bear trend. 

Bars 3 and 4 had strong breakouts above the right shoulder (Lower 
High) of Head and Shoulders tops. 

Bar 1 attempted to rally above the Lower High (right shoulder) and 
failed, creating a Double Top Bear Flag setup . 
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Most Reversal Patterns fail and become two-legged pullback continua
tion patterns. Note the large bars and strong momentum in Figure 9.7 when 
the right shoulders are taken out (the break beyond the line drawn across 
the right shoulder), forcing out reversal traders with a loss and also indi
cating strong With Trend traders entering on the failed Higher Lows (in the 
bear leg) and the failed Lower Highs (in the bull leg). 

FAILED H I G H E R  H I G H  AND LOWE R 
LOW BREAKOUTS 

Most days are trading range days and offer many entries on failed swing 
high and low breakouts. You can also fade new swing highs and lows 
on trend days after a minor trendline break and when there is a strong 
reversal bar. 

When the price goes above a prior swing high and the momentum is 
not too strong, place an order to short the Higher High at one tick below 
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the low of the prior bar on a stop. If the order is not filled by the time the 
bar closes, move the order up to one tick below the low of the bar that 
just closed. Continue to do this until the current leg gets so high and has 
so much momentum that you need more price action before shorting. That 
can be in the form of a second entry (a Low 2), a nominally Higher High, or 
a pullback that leads to a trendline break and then another Higher High. It 
is far more reliable if you wait for a signal bar with a strong bear close and 
beginners should restrict themselves to this type of fade setup. 

Similarly, the first failed breakout below a prior swing low is a Lower 
Low buy setup, and you place an order to buy at one tick above the high of 
the prior bar on a stop. Again, the odds of success are greater if the setup 
bar is in the direction of your entry, so it is best to wait for a bull reversal 
bar before buying. If your order is not filled, keep lowering the order to 
one tick above the high of the prior bar, but if the market drops too far or 
too fast, wait for a second entry, a nominally Lower Low, or a pullback and 
another Lower Low setup. 

The rally to Bar 1 in Figure 9.8 is strong, but since Opening Reversals 
are often sharp and it is a Higher High (above the swing high near yester
day's close) that broke above a bull trend channel line, it is a reasonable 
short. The short entry is either on the outside down bar or below the in
side bar that followed it, which is a better choice since outside bars can be 
unreliable. 

The Bar 2 pullback after the Bar 1 swing high is deep, and the bars 
today have been large with big tails. There is two-sided volatile trading, 
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and until a bull clearly develops, traders should assume that both bulls and 
bears are active. Since this has not proven itself yet to be a bull trend day, it 
should be traded as a trading range day. Bar 3 is a Higher High since it is a 
swing high that is above an earlier swing high. The momentum up to Bar 3 

is too strong to consider a short without a second entry or a strong reversal 
bar, but if a trader shorted, the move down was 26 cents so it could have 
been minimally profitable. 

Bar 5 is a Higher High and a reasonable short, especially since it has 
two small legs (there was a bear trend bar in the middle that represents 
the end of the first leg up from Bar 4). The market dropped only 18 cents 
before going back up. A nimble trader might have taken some off, but most 
would have just scratched the trade with a 4 cent loss. 

Bar 7 is part of this same up move, so it was a second entry (a Low 2) 
short. Bar 7 was a Double Top with Bar 5 to the penny, and essentially 
a truncated Three Push Up pattern (Bars 3, 5, and 7), so two down legs 
should be expected. 

Bar 10 was a Lower Low and the second leg down in a possible larger 
bull (its low was above the Bar 2 low, so the market might still be forming 
large bull trending swings). Two legs down in a bull or sideways market, 
especially two pushes below a fiat EMA, is always a good long. 

Bar 1 1  is a Higher High because it was above the Bar 9 swing high, even 
though Bar 9 was part of the prior down leg. There will still be traders who 
will trade there (there will be stops on shorts, stops to buy the breakout, 
and new shorts), because going above any prior swing high is a sign of 
strength and a potential fade on a trading range day (look for breakouts to 
fail and signs of strength to lack follow through). 

Bar 13 was one tick below Bar 1 1  and was a Double Top Bear Flag and 
therefore a short setup. It was two legs up from Bar 10 and the second leg 
above a fiat EMA (Bar 1 1  was the first). 

Bar 14 is a Lower Low for both the swing lows at Bars 10 and 12. 
Incidentally, the longs from Bars 10 and 14 are both failed overshoots 

of a bear trend channel line drawn from Bars 4 and 8, increasing the 
chances of successful long trades. 

AMZN has been prone to having large one-bar failed breakouts on the 
5-minute chart, but even for AMZN today was unusual. After the climac
tic run up on the open in Figure 9.9 and then the large reversal down, the 
bulls and bears both demonstrated strength and increased the odds that 
any move by one side would be reversed by the other throughout the day 
(a trading range was likely). All of the labeled bars are failed breakouts. 
The Tight Trading Range began after Bar 3 and turned into a small Ex
panding Triangle (that ended at Bar 7) in the middle of the day that ended 
up trendless. By midday it was clear that the day was small and sideways, 
which greatly increases the chances that all breakouts would likely fail. 
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Bars 1 , 2, and 3 in Figure 9.10 were second entries on breakout fades. 
The trend bar leading up to the Bar 3 top was very rapid and had big vol
ume, sucking in lots of hopeful bulls who bet that there might finally be a 
trend. This is always a low-probability bet on a small day, and it is much 
better to fade the breakouts or look for strong Breakout Pullbacks. The 
breakouts to the Bar 1 low and the Bar 2 high were weak (tails, overlap) 
so it was likely both times that the breakouts would fail. The breakout that 
ended in Bar 3 never had a Breakout Pullback to give the bulls a low-risk 
long, so the only trade was the second entry short. 

AAPL is one of the best behaved stocks for day traders. Like many 
other stocks, AAPL will sometimes trap traders out of great trades by run
ning stops at the start of a reversal. Here in Figure 9. 1 1, Bar 2 broke below 
Bar 1 by one tick before giving a second entry long on the next bar, after the 
Bar 2 test of the bear low after the trendline break. The first entry was two 
bars before Bar 2 at a High 2, but it followed five bear trend bars and was 
back into the Tight Trading Range. It made sense to wait for more price 
action, and the failed breakout below the tight range was perfect. What 
made it especially good was that it trapped new longs out and immediately 
reversed up on them, so psychologically it would be difficult for them to 
buy. They will then chase the market up, entering late, adding fuel to the 
upswing. This is also a Double Bottom Bull Flag (Bars 1 and 2). 
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FIGURE 9. 1 1  Second Entry 
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FAI L E D  TRENDLINES AN D TREND 
C HANN E L  L I N E S  

Trendlines and trend channel lines should hold and lead to reversals away 
from the lines, indicating that they were successful in containing the trend. 
Sometimes one will fail to hold the price action, and the market will not 
stop and reverse on the test of the line. The breaking of a trendline has the 
opposite implication from the breaking of a trend channel line. The break 
of a trendline means that a possible trend reversal is underway, but break
ing a trend channel line means that the trend has increased in strength and 
is now steeper. 

A trendline break is the first step in a trend reversal, and if the break is 
on strength, the odds of a successful test of the trend's extreme increase. 
For example, after a bear trendline break, the test of the low would likely 
form a Higher Low and then at least a second leg up, or a Lower Low and 
then at least a two-legged up move. 

Steep trendlines with one- or two-bar false breakouts are reliable With 
Trend patterns and therefore attract a lot of traders. However, whenever 
a reliable pattern fails, then there will be an unusually large number of 
trapped traders. The reverse move will likely be a profitable trade, and 
it can be sharp and result in a trend reversal. This is more common on 
I-minute charts, but it is far better to not trade Countertrend off I-minute 
charts since most reversals fail. You should almost always trade in the di
rection of the 5-minute chart. 

Whenever a trend channel line fails (the market breaks through it in
stead of bouncing off it), you should assume that the trend is much stronger 
than you thought, and you should look for With Trend entries. 

Bar 4 in Figure 9.12 was a strong breakout of the bear trendline after 
the Bar 3 Lower Low (Expanding Triangle bottom), so traders will look for 
a pullback and then a second leg up. A Higher Low can be followed by only 
a single up leg since that leg is already the second leg up from the low at 
the start of the move. 

Bar 8 was the break of another bear trendline, so a test of the Bar 7 low 
should result in a long. A Lower Low usually is followed by two up legs. 

Bar 9 is also a higher timeframe Higher Low compared to the Bar 3 
low. 

For example, Bar 1 in Figure 9.13 broke above a steep, three-bar Micro 
Trendline and then had a good short entry at one tick below its low. 

Bar 3 was a strong bull reversal bar break above a steep Micro 
Trendline and therefore was a bear setup (any break above the trendline, 
even if it is by a strong bull reversal bar, is a setup for a short), and a 
short was triggered below the inside bar that followed. Bar 3 followed a 
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break below an ii (a possible Failed Final Flag), but the ii did not break the 
trendline, and there was no other sign of bullish strength, so longs would 
want a second entry, which they got on Bar 4. Although a nimble scalper 
might have been able to make some profit on the 29 cent breakout to the 
Bar 4 low, it would have been difficult, so this is effectively a failed failure 

.. 
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FIGURE 9. 1 3  One- or Two-Bar Fai led Breakouts of Trendl ines  Are Usual ly G reat 
With Trend Setups 
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(the market failed to make an easy short scalper's profit after it failed 
to break above the bear trendline). Failed failures are usually good for a 
two-legged move, and when it occurs with a Micro Trendline, it operates 
like a breakout pullback long setup, even though it is a Lower Low. There 
was a small two-legged rally after the entry on the Bar 4 outside bar. That 
prior bar was the entry bar for the short from the failed Micro Trendline 
break, and there are always stops above short entry bars, making the Bar 
4 long even more certain. 

Bar 6 broke above a steep Micro Trendline, setting up a short, which 
failed on Bar 7. Bar 7 was also a High 2 in a trading range or weak bull and 
arguably a Bull Flag Double Bottom (with Bar 5). 

Bar 1 in Figure 9. 14 broke above a steep Micro Trendline but there 
was no pullback bar to setup a short . The general convention for trading 
outside bars is to place entry stop orders at one tick above its high and one 
tick below its low and enter on whichever is filled. However, in general, you 
should wait for more price action, which is obviously what most traders 
did, as seen by the sideways action. 

Bar 2 was a second attempt to rally above that trendline and so was 
a reasonable long entry, independent of the meaningless small sideways 
outside Bar 1 .  It was effectively a Breakout Pullback long entry following 
the Bar 1 breakout above the Micro Trendline. The next three bars tried to 
pull back but failed (all had the same low and none was able to trade below 
the prior bar), which is a sign that the bulls were taking a stand. 
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Bar 4 in Figure 9.15 completed a Three Push down move from Bars 2 
and 3, and also bounced off a bear trend channel line from Bars 1 and 3. 
However, the market went sideways rather than up. The bulls were not 
strong, so what appeared to be excess bearishness was not an excess at 
all. When a climax pattern fails to form any Countertrend momentum, then 
assume that you read the market wrong and are looking to trade in the 
wrong direction. 

Bar 8 was a bull reversal bar until the final seconds when it quickly 
sold off into a bear trend bar. What overly eager bulls thought was go
ing to be a bull reversal bar at the bottom of a Wedge and two bear trend 
channel lines turned into a bear breakout of the bear trend channel lines, 
which means that everyone now agrees that there is much more to go. This 
is confirmed by the series of bear trend bars that followed the Wedge re
versal failure. If you watched the market action, you would have seen the 
bull reversal bar collapse into a bear trend bar, and you then would have 
shorted it, knowing that there were trapped early entry longs who bought 
what they thought was going to be a strong bull reversal bar off a bear 
trend channel line (don't front run the bars; always wait for them to close 
and the next bar to confirm the reversal). Even without knowing this, short
ing one tick below the low of that bear trend channel line breakout is still a 
smart trade. 

Bar 1 1  was another Three Push down pattern, but with all of those 
dojis and overlapping bars, a second signal was needed for any long, and 
traders should be looking for a small bar near the high of the Barb Wire 
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to short (like Bar 12, which clearly trapped longs on the breakout from 
the bull reversal bar entry one bar earlier). Bar 12 was a bad bull reversal 
bar because it had too much overlap with the prior bars, forcing you to 
be buying near the high of a bear trading range (remember, buy low, sell 
high!). This has been a very strong bear trend day, and the best traders 
would not be looking for Wedges. Instead, they would be looking to short 
near the EMA. Since there were so few opportunities, the bears were very 
strong and smart shorts would be selling every failed buy signal as well as 
Low 1 and Low 2 entries . 
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FIGURE 9. 1 6  Failed Fai l u re of a Trend l ine  Breakout 
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Bar 3 in Figure 9. 16 broke above a steep Micro Trendline, setting up a 
short. However, the failed trendline breakout failed two bars later at Bar 
4 (technically, it did not fail because it reached a scalper's profit), and a 
failed failure is always a good setup (here, a Breakout Pullback long). 

The trend is strong in Figure 9.17, and you are missing all of the With 
Trend shorts because all you are seeing are trend channel lines and poten
tial reversals in what you believe is an overdone selloff in a trading range 
day (channels in Spike and Channel patterns always look that way). Be pa
tient, and only trade With Trend until there is a reversal that is so clear and 
strong that you don't need to draw the line to see the excess, like the large 
Bar 6 that reversed yesterday's low and was a Three Push Down pattern 
(Bars 4, 5, and 6). Don't trade what you believe should be happening. Only 
trade what is happening, even if it seems impossible. 
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FAI L E D  REVERSALS 

All patterns fail, no matter how good they look. When they do, there will be 
trapped traders who will have to exit with a loss, usually at one tick beyond 
the entry or signal bars, and this is an opportunity for smart traders to enter 
for a low-risk scalp. Place your entry stop order at exactly the same place 
that these trapped traders are placing their protective stops, and you will 
get in where they will get out. They won't be eager to enter again in their 
original direction, and this makes the market one-sided in your direction 
and should lead to at least a scalp and usually a two-legged move. 

Most are tradable, but always scalp out part of your position and move 
your stop to breakeven in case the pattern fails. 

Bars 2 and 4 in Figure 9. 18 formed a Double Top Bear Flag that failed, 
and the market then formed a Bars 3 and 5 Double Bottom Bull Flag. 

You then had to reverse again at the Bar 4 and 6 Double Top Bear Flag, 
but you would have netted 70 cents from your long. At this point, you knew 
that the market was forming a trading range, likely a triangle. 

Bar 7 was another failure but a good long since trading ranges follow
ing a strong move (the rally to Bar 1) are usually continuation patterns and 
Bars 3, 5, and 7 all found support at the EMA. When the prices are holding 
above a rising EMA, always look to buy above the high of the prior bar if 
that bar touches the EMA, especially if its close is in your direction. 
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FIGURE 9. 1 8  Stocks Commonly Form Double Top or Bottom Flags i n  the 
Fi rst Hour  

The sell off to Bar 9 was seven bars long with no bullish strength so it 
would be better to wait for a second entry, despite Bar 9 being a Higher 
Low (compared to Bar 7). 

The Breakout Pullback at Bar 10 was a perfect second entry long after 
the Micro Trendline breakout to the upside failed (it only gave the shorts a 
scalper's profit) and the failure failed at Bar 10. 

Bar 4 in Figure 9.19 was a setup for a Double Bottom Bull Flag entry, 
but it failed with the Bar 5 M2S Breakout Pullback, which led to two legs 

7 

FIGURE 9. 1 9  Fai led Double Bottom Bu l l  Flag 
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down. You could either short the M2S, or you could sell on a stop at one 
or two ticks below the Bar 4 low. When the market makes two attempts to 
do something (like rally off the price around the low of Bar 2) and fails, it 
usually will then do the opposite . 
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FIGURE: 9.20 Most Head and Shoulder Patterns Fail and Become With Trend 
Setu ps 

Bars 5 and 1 1  in Figure 9.20 were right shoulders of Head and Shoul
der Bottoms, most of which fail, as they did here. The shape alone is not 
enough reason to place a Countertrend trade. You always want to see some 
prior Countertrend strength prior to the reversal pattern. Even then, there 
are no guarantees that the trade will be successful. Bar 2 broke a trendline, 
and the rally to Bar 4 was strong, although its failure to exceed the Bar 2 
high was a sign of weakness. Although most smart traders would not have 
reversed to short at the Bar 6 failure after the Bar 5 Double Bottom Bull 
Flag long entry, they would have moved their stops to breakeven, thinking 
that if the stop was hit but the trade was still good, the stop run would set 
up a Breakout Pullback long setup. Here, the stop was hit, but the mar
ket kept selling off. The one-bar Breakout Pullback just after the breakout 
below Bar 5 was a great short. 

The Bar 1 1  right shoulder was a buy, but again the breakeven stop 
would have been hit. 

The selloffs to Bar 2 and to Bar 6 in Figure 9.21 broke major trendlines, 
so a two-legged test of the prior high should setup a good short. The Bar 
3 Low 2 short was successful, either by shorting below Bar 3 or taking the 
second entry two bars later. 
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The Bar 8 short is less certain because the test was a large bull trend 
outside bar (almost outside, since it had the same ' low as the prior bar). 
The traditional way to enter after an outside bar is on a stop at one tick 
beyond both extremes, getting filled in the direction of the breakout. How
ever, outside bars are basically one-bar trading ranges, and most trading 
range breakout entries fail. You should only rarely enter on a breakout of 
an outside bar because the risk is too great (to the opposite side of the bar, 
which is large). 

If you shorted at the Bar 8 breakout of the inside bar, you would be 
nervous by the bar's close (a doji bar, indicating no conviction). However, 
most traders would not have taken that short because three or more side
ways bars where at least one is a doji usually create too much uncertainty 
(Barb Wire). The two small bars before the outside bar were small enough 
to act like dojis, so it is best to wait for more price action. However, if you 
did not short on Bar 8, you would have to believe that many did and the 
doji close of their entry bar has these traders feeling uncomfortable with 
their positions. They will be quick to exit and are therefore trapped. They 
will likely buy back their shorts at one tick above the Bar 8 entry bar and 
be reluctant to sell again until they see better price action. With the shorts 
out of the market and with them buying back their positions, going long 
exactly where they are exiting (Bar 9, one tick above the short entry bar) 
should be good for a scalp and likely two legs up. Either buy Bar 9 at one 
tick above the doji inside bar or above the Bar 9, relying on Bar 9 being a 
bull trend bar and therefore a good long signal bar. 
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FAILED FINAL FLAGS :  TIGHT 
TRAD I N G  RANG E  
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A protracted trend often forms a horizontal flag that extends sideways for 
several bars, breaks a trendline, and then breaks out to a new extreme 
but quickly reverses in the next few bars. This Failed Final Flag breakout 
often marks the end of the trend and sometimes leads to a reversal. In most 
cases, there will be a tradable, extended Countertrend move that will have 
at least two legs. A key point is that the flag is usually mostly horizontal 
and often can be as simple as an ii pattern. 

A horizontal area is an area of two-sided trading where the buyers and 
sellers are evenly balanced, and therefore this area acts as a magnet that 
pulls each little move up or down back to the center or opposite side. For 
example, after an extended bull move, if the bulls seize control and push 
the market up, they will likely be quick to take profits and the bears will 
be confident that the prior trading range (flag) was an area of balance and 
therefore likely to be tested. Usually, the bulls will be reluctant to be ag
gressive again until after at least a two-legged correction that extends well 
below the flag (the flag breakout failed). 

A Micro Trendline Breakout Pullback is something of a Failed Final 
Flag. For example, when there is a break above a bear Micro Trendline 
and the market reverses down, but the sell off fails within a bar or two, the 
break above the trendline is effectively a Failed Final Bear Flag. 

Sometimes a Failed Final Flag reversal just leads to the development 
of a larger flag with a Wedge shape. For example, in a Failed Final Flag in a 
bull, the first leg of that flag is the lowest bar of the Wedge. The second leg 
is the bar that reversed the market down below the flag. And the rest of the 
Wedge is the two or more legged selloff down. This is now a larger bull flag 
that usually leads to a bull breakout. The flag may become a larger Failed 
Final Flag or just a continuation pattern in a larger bull. 

Bar 1 in Figure 9.22 ended two legs down from the open and was there
fore a possible low of the day. It broke out of a sideways bear flag after a 
protracted move, so this could be a Failed Final Flag and a reversal up. 
Bar 1 was a good reversal bar, triggering the Failed Final Flag long, caus
ing traders to expect at least two legs up. 

The Bar 4 breakout above the open was on strength, and led to the 
formation of a Tight Trading Range in Figure 9.23. This often becomes the 
middle of the up move. Here, the strong breakout of the flag ended at Bar 
7, which was a two-legged move up (Bar 5 was the first leg). Two-legged 
moves out of flags often set up a major reversal that typically has at least 
two legs. Instead of seeing Bar 6 as a Breakout Pullback long, you could 
read it as still part of the horizontal pattern and the end of the first leg 
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down from the Bar 5 high. The bear bar after Bar 6 becomes the second 
leg down and buying above its high is reasonable since you are buying af
ter two attempts down in a bull failed. Always be thinking about what is 
taking place. 

The move down to Bar 10 was in two legs, but it only had a single 
Countertrend bar (Bar 9), which means that it was likely going to be just 
the first leg of two larger legs. 

The Bar 9 interruption was not strong enough to be considered the 
end of the first leg. In any case, if a short trader is unsure, he could move 
his stop to breakeven. Also, an outside bar at the start of trend should be 
considered as the true beginning of the trend and there will usually be at 
least two legs down following the outside bar, so the High 2 after Bar 10 
is actually just a High 1. Also, it was a Micro Trendline short and therefore 
should be viewed as Low 1.  

Bar 1 1  failed to run the stop, and the High 2 at the EMA (M2B) failed, 
as expected since it functionally was just a High 1, resulting in a strong 
bear. It was easy to anticipate that this High 2 would fail because smart 
traders would be regarding it as a High 1 and the Higher High at Bar 7 
followed a trendline break so the trend should be considered down at this 
point. Smart traders would not be looking to buy a High 2, especially after 
an outside down bar, and especially since two clear down legs are likely. 
In hindsight, the Bar 4 trading range turned into a Failed Final Flag in the 
bull move up from Bar 1 ,  but smart traders would have anticipated this 
possibility and swung part of their short. 

FAILED FINAL FLAG S :  H U G E  TREND BAR 

Sometimes a Final Flag can be only one or two bars long. This is common 
when the market is moving fast with unusually large trend bars. The break
out from that small flag often reverses after a bar or two, and this usually 
results in a two-legged pullback that lasts for an hour or more. This is a 
tradable Countertrend setup, but it does not reliably lead to a trend rever
sal. The strong momentum demonstrated by those large trend bars usually 
is followed by a test of the trend extreme. 

Bar 3 in Figure 9.24 was a huge bear trend bar that followed four 
other strong bear trend bars after the market gapped above the bear trend
line. The break of the bear trendline alerts traders to look for a test of 
the Bar 1 low of the bear to see if the sellers fail again around the same 
price level. 

Bar 4 was the setup for a short off a small bear flag and the Micro 
Trendline Low 1. Given the climactic behavior of the market to this point 
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FIGURE 9.24 Fai led Final Flag 

and yesterday's trendline break, traders will be looking for this to be a Final 
Flag that will lead to a reversal up after a test of the Bar 1 Bear low. 

Bar 5 was another huge bear trend bar, and Bar 6 was an ii long 
entry, with the expectation of a rally that will last at least an hour and 
have at least two legs up. Both ii bars had bull closes, which makes the 
chances for a successful long trade greater. The second leg occurred at 
Bar 9 on the following day. The strength of the downward momentum 
demonstrated by the large bear trend bars usually makes traders push the 
market down for a test of the low within a day or two. Although it is not 
shown, the Bar 9 high lead to a selloff later that day that went far below the 
Bar 5 low. 

Bar 3 in Figure 9.25 was a two-bar pullback after a huge and possibly 
climactic bull trend bar, and therefore it is a possible Final Flag. Bar 4 
was also a second leg up from yesterday's low (Bar 1 was the end of the 
first leg). 

Bar 4 was an ii setup for a Failed Final Flag short that should be ex
pected to lead to a two-legged, protracted correction, which it did. The Bar 
3 bull flag turned out to be the Final Flag, and its breakout failed and re
versed down after Bar 4. Note that the second bar of the ii pattern had a 
bear close, which is always desirable when a trader is looking to short. The 
first bar also had a bear dose but the second bar is always more important 
because it is the more recent history. 

The strong momentum up to the Bar 4 high made traders drive the 
market up to test the trend extreme later in the day. 
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FIGURE 9.25 Fai led F inal Flag 

Bars 3-5 evolved into a larger Wedge-shaped bull flag. Bar 3 is the 
first push down and Bar 5 is the third. Three bars earlier was the second 
push down. The market then had a weak bull breakout of this downward 
sloping, Wedge-shaped bull flag, but failed in a Lower High at Bar 6. A 
Wedge flag can also lead to an extended bull move or become a larger 
Failed Final Flag. 

FAI LED WEDGES 

Wedges most often fail when traders are overly eager to enter Coun
tertrend, do not wait for a clear trendline break and countertrend strength, 
and fade the first small Three Push pattern that appears. Three Pushes 
alone, especially when small, will rarely reverse a trend in the absence of a 
prior trendline break or a major trend channel line overshoot and reversal. 
These Wedges should be viewed as With Trend setups, and smart traders 
will enter where the Countertrend traders will be taking their losses. 

Sometimes after a Wedge reverses, the reversal fails, and the trend re
sumes only to be followed by a failed breakout to a new extreme. This is 
a failed failure, which is a second signal and therefore likely to result in at 
least a two-legged correction. For example, if there is a Wedge top in a bull 
and the market drops a little but then reverses strongly to a new high, and 
that new high fails, this can lead to a strong bear move since it is a second 
failure by the bulls to push beyond this price area. The move down from 
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FIGURE 9.26 A Fai led Wedge Reversal Is a With Trend Setup 

the original Wedge typically breaks the trendline, and the move to the new 
high is a Higher High test of the bull top and therefore a short setup. 

The market tried to form a Wedge reversal in Figure 9.26 but Bar 3 was 
the third overlapping bar in a row in an area of dojis (Barb Wire). This is 
acceptance of the lower price and not rejection, so it made a reversal up 
unlikely. The Bar 3 entry bar was an outside up bar that trapped bulls who 
overlooked the absence of a significant overshoot of the bear trend channel 
line and only saw the Three Pushes. A Wedge is a type of climax reversal, 
so climactic behavior is needed for it to be effective. There needs to be a 
spike down and not a series of overlapping bars (a trading range or bear 
flag). 

When a Wedge fails, the move will usually be an approximate Measured 
Move equal to the height of the Wedge (here, the move down below Bar 3 
was about the same number of points as there were from the top of the 
Wedge just after Bar 1, to the bottom at the low of Bar 3). 

The market was in a bear Trend from the First Bar on a gap down day 
in Figure 9.27. Overly eager bulls will rationalize buying the Bar 2 Wedge 
reversal by convincing themselves that it was the end of a two-legged move 
down and there was a trendline break at Bar 1 .  However, Bar 1 was ajailed 
trendline break and did not represent the bulls' taking control of the mar
ket with any momentum. The Bar 2 Wedge long entry above the inside bar 
was a successful scalp but not a setup that would likely tum into anything 
more. The bear Micro Trendline from the open to Bar 2 is a sign of bear
ish strength. The move down to Bar 2 did not have a meaningful trendline 
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FIGURE 9.27 If There I s  No Prior Trend l ine Break, Expect a Wedge Reversal to 
Fai l ,  So Don't Fade the Tre nd 

break or upward momentum in the middle and therefore looked more like 
a single leg down made up of two smaller legs. There should be a second 
leg down after a break of the bear trendline before any meaningful rally 
could be likely. 

There was then a Low 2 short at Bar 3. This little rally did break a trend
line so buyers could look for a scalp on a failed new low, which occurred 
at Bar 4. However, in the absence of a strong bull reversal bar, this long 
was likely to fail, which it did at the Bar 5 M2S short, and the market then 
broke down into the second bear leg that ended at the Bar 5 Failed Final 
Flag one-tick false breakout. 

This was a Trend from the Open bear, which is one of the strongest 
types of bears and smart traders would be forcing themselves to take every 
short and would not be taking longs. 

Bar 9 in Figure 9.28 was a bear trend channel line overshoot reversal 
and a Third Push Down (Wedge). However, it was not a strong bull signal 
bar because it overlapped the prior bar too much and had a weak close 
(small bull body). There is no clear rejection of excessive selling. At best, 
you should wait for a second entry before buying. Also, there was no prior 
bullish strength in the move down from Bar 5 so you should not be looking 
for longs. 

Bar 10 was a One-Tick Failure for any traders who bought the Wedge. 
It was the third sideways bar, so now smart traders are seeing a trading 
range in a bear, which is usually a continuation pattern. Overlapping bars 
mean that the market is accepting these lower prices, not rejecting them. 
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FIGURE 9.28 A Wedge without an Ear l ier  Trend l ine Break I s  Not a Reversal Setu p 

You need a sign of rejection before you buy in a bear. Basing a trade on a 
belief that the market is overdue for a correction is a losing approach to 
trading. Trends can go much further than most traders could ever imagine. 

A trader could short the Low 1 at Bar 1 1, but this is a trading range, 
and smart traders will not short at its low without a stronger bull trap. It 
was a second One-Tick Failed Breakout. Also, a Wedge usually makes two 
attempts to rally (two legs up) so you should only short if the Wedge failed 
(that is, fell below the Bar 9 low), or if the second attempt to rally fails as 
it did at the Bar 12 Low 2 Short. 

Bar 12 was a third One-Tick Failed Breakout in a row, but this time, it 
followed two legs up (Bars 9 and 1 1) and was Low 2 short. This is the first 
trade that smart traders would take, because it is a Low 2 in a bear flag. 
What made it especially good was that there were two failed attempts to 
make the Wedge reverse upward (Bars 10 and 12), and both failed. These 
represent the two legs up from the Wedge, and, they are clearly weak. Also, 
three One-Tick Failures in a row is very rare, so it is likely that the next 
move would run, especially since it was With Trend in a trend day. 

A trader could also have waited to short below the low of Bar 9 because 
it was only then that the Wedge definitively failed. The heavy volume on 
the breakout (14,000 contracts on the I-minute chart) confinned that many 
smart traders waited until that point to short. 

Traders would have recognized this day as a Trending Trading Range 
day shortly after the breakout from the Double Top. It is usually safe to 
trade in both directions on this type of bear trend day, but the longs are 
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Countertrend so the setups must be strong, like those at Bar 3 and two 
bars after Bar 4 (second entry long). 

To buy, you first need a trendline break, and it is better to have a re
versal bar. Since Bar 9 was a weak reversal bar and you are inclined to 
buy after a trend channel line overshoot and reversal, you could wait for a 
second long entry. Bar 12 was a second entry, but it was a purchase at the 
top of a four-bar trading range, and you can never buy at the top of a bear 
flag. Once that weak second entry failed, the bears took control, and that 
was the trade that you needed to take instead of spending too much energy 
convincing yourself that the long setups were adequate . 
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FIGURE 9.29 A Fai led Fai led Wedge (a Fai l u re That Fai l ed) 

Bars 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 9.29 formed a Wedge reversal. Bar 4 broke 
above the trendline, but there was a Lower Low test of the Bar 3 low. 
Sometimes Wedges fail, and the failure fails, resulting in a Lower Low. This 
Lower low is a reversal because it followed a trendline break at Bar 4. Bar 
5 also completed a larger Wedge bottom. 

FAI LED SCAL PS: FIVE -T I C K  FAI L E D  
BREAKOUTS AN D FAI L U RE T O  REACH 
A SCALPER'S PROFIT TARGET 

In the Emini, a very popular trade is  a scalp for four ticks. In a trend, there 
may be a series of successful scalps, but when one hits the limit order and 
does not get filled, this Five-Tick Failure is a sign of a loss of momentum. 
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These are also common on 1- and 3-minute charts. Since a six-tick breakout 
is needed to make a four-tick scalp (one-tick for the stop entry, four-ticks 
profit, and usually one more tick to be sure the profit target limit order is 
filled), a move that goes only five ticks and then reverses often indicates 
that the trend traders have lost control and a pullback or reversal is im
minent. There are comparable failures in other markets that have many 
scalpers, like the SPY and the QQQQ. For both, a common profit target is 
10 ticks, which usually requires a 12-tick move beyond the signal bar. If the 
move only reaches 10 or 1 1  ticks (or even 8 or 9) and then reverses, it usu
ally leads to at least a profitable scalp in the opposite direction, since the 
scalpers are trapped and will get out on the reversal of the signal or entry 
bars and add fuel to your trade. 

If a stock reliably reaches more than a dollar on a scalp but then falls 
just short on two attempts at the one dollar target, then this is a good scalp 
in the opposite direction. 

Scalping short for four ticks was a successful strategy for almost two 
hours. However, the short from the Bar 4 inside bar in Figure 9.30 dropped 
only five ticks and reversed up. This means that many shorts did not get 
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filled on their profit target limit order and that the shorts were quick to exit 
at breakeven and certainly above Bar 5. The market was testing yesterday's 
low, and it was the second probe below the trend channel line (based on 
the trendline from Bars 1 to 3). The bulls were looking for reasons to buy, 
and the failed short scalp was the final thing that they were hoping to find. 

Each of these 5-minute QQQQ trades in Figure 9.31 reached between 
8 and 1 1  ticks before failing. The protective stops would get scalpers out 
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at around breakeven in all of them, but it still was a lot of work with little 
to show. Clearly, however, there were many other profitable scalps, but it 
is tiring to scalp if there are too many unsuccessful trades, often making 
a trader lose focus and then miss profitable trades. On a clear Bear Trend 
from the Open day, the best approach is to only trade With Trend and look 
to sell M2S setups or simple Low 2s. Your winning percentage will be high, 
allowing you to have a healthy attitude and continue to take entries. 

AAPL usually yields one-dollar scalps (the moves are usually more than 
one dollar, allowing a scalper to take partial profits on a one-dollar limit 
order). Bar 2 in Figure 9.32 extended only 93 cents above the entry above 
Bar 1 ,  and then set up a Low 2 short. This Low 2 means that the market 
failed twice to reach the target. With the market largely sideways and just 
missing a one-dollar scalp, a trader would likely reduce his profit target 
to about 50 cents. He would have been able to take partial profits on this 
61-cent drop. 
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Day Trading 

T he first consideration in day trading is the selection of the market 
and type of chart that you want to use. It is best to trade stocks that 
are popular with institutions because you want to reduce the chance 

of manipulation by a specialist or market maker, and you want minimal 
slippage. There are so many great trades every day on any basket of 5 to 
10 stocks that you won't have to resort to stocks with small volume that 
might carry additional risks. 

The more bars in your day, the more trades you will make, and the 
risk per trade will be less. However, you might not be able to read the 
charts fast enough to see the setups, and you might not have time to place . 
your orders without an unacceptable level of mistakes. There is a math
ematical sweet spot that you will have to determine based on your per
sonality and trading abilities. Most successful traders can trade a 5-minute 
chart. Reading a 3-minute chart is very similar and offers more trades and 
smaller stops, but in general it has a lower winning percentage. If you 
find that you are missing too many trades, especially the most profitable 
trades of the day, you should consider moving to a slower timeframe, like a 
15-minute chart. 

You can also use charts based on volume (like each bar representing 
1,000 contracts) or ticks (for example, each bar representing 500 price 
changes or ticks) or simple bar charts. Line charts are also tradable, but 
a Price Action trader is giving up too much information when she cannot 
see bars or candles. 

In general, since your risk per trade is smallest when you day trade, 
you should be trading your maximum number of contracts once you are 

255 
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consistently profitable (until then, you should trade only a single Emini 
or even only 100 SPY shares). Warren Buffet was quoted as saying, "If it's 
worth a penny, then it's worth a dime." Once you have decided that you 
have a valid entry, you need to be prepared to trade a reasonable number 
of contracts. 

Traders are always thinking about the best way to maximize their prof
itability and the two most important considerations are trade selection and 
position size. A trader should focus primarily on taking only the best two 
to five entries each day, which are usually second entries in the form of re
versals at new swing highs and lows on non-trending days (maybe 80 per
cent of days), and pullbacks on trend days. Once a trader is consistently 
profitable, the next goal should be to increase the position size rather than 
adding lower probability entries. If a trader consistently nets only one point 
a day in the Eminis but trades 25 contracts, this comes out to over $1 ,000 
per day. If the trader can get up to 100 contracts, he will make $1,000,000 
per year. If he nets four points a day, that IS $4,000,000 per year. The Emini 
and Treasury Bond and Note markets can easily handle this size of trading. 
For very liquid stocks with prices over $100, an experienced trader can 
net 50 cents to a dollar on most days and these stocks can handle 1 ,000 to 
3,000 share orders with minimal slippage. ETFs like the QQQQ can handle 
10,000 share orders, but the daily range is smaller and a more realistic daily 
net would be about 10 to 20 cents for a good trader, or a couple hundred 
thousand dollars a year. 

If a trader is managing a fund of $50,000,000 and he was trading 1 ,000 
Emini contracts per trade (he might have to split his orders into 200 to 
400 lot pieces), and he only netted a point per day, this would gener
ate $10,000,000 for his clients before fees. Concentrate on taking the best 
trades and then increasing your volume. 

SELE(; T I N G  A MARKET 

Price action techniques work in all markets but most day traders prefer 
markets that have many entries a day on the 5-minute chart and can han
dle large position sizes without slippage. The 5-minute S&P Emini futures 
contract can handle any order size that an individual trader can place; you 
will never outgrow it. The Russell, however, is popular with some individ
ual traders because they feel that it trends well intraday and the margin is 
relatively small for the size of the average swing. Most successful individ
ual traders eventually want to trade more contracts than the Russell can 
handle without the worry of slippage. 

When starting out, you should consider trading the SPY instead of the 
Emini. If the Emini is trading around 1 , 100, the SPY will be around 110.00 
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and a four-tick scalp for one point in the Emini is a 10 cent scalp in the SPY 
(i.e., each Emini tick is two and a half times larger than an Spy tick). One 
Emini contract is identical to 500 SPY shares and if you trade 300 to 500 
SPY, you can scale out of your swing position and not incur too much risk. 
One advantage of the SPY is that the 10 cent scalp value feels so small and 
comes so quickly that it will be easier to place orders for swing trades than 
for scalps, which is a better approach when just starting out. 

Once you have increased your position size to 1,000 to 1,500 SPY, if 
you plan to continue to increase your size, switch to the Emini, which can 
handle huge volume without slippage being a significant problem. When 
just starting out, you can scalp 100 SPY and a 2-point Emini stop is the 
equivalent of a 20 cent Spy stop, so your risk is just $20 plus commis
sions. However, you cannot scalp and make money in the SPY unless your 
commissions are minimal, like one dollar for 100 shares. Also, you need 
an order entry system that allows you to quickly place orders. Otherwise, 
just swing trade until you are consistently successful, and then look to add 
some scalping. 

Also, until you are profitable, you should only watch a single market 
because if you are not yet able to juggle one ball, it is foolish and expensive 
to try to juggle many more. Almost every major stock is well-behaved and 
tradable and it does not matter which you choose. What does matter is 
that you limit yourself to a single 5-minute chart of a single stock until you 
are consistently profitable. Even then, you will likely make more money if 
you stick to a single market. I trade stocks in addition to Eminis because it 
entertains me and makes me feel more a part of the trading world, which is 
good for my mental health because I am such a trading recluse. However, I 
would make more money if I just traded the Emini. 

Currency futures and the Forex, and Treasury Bond and Note Futures 
can handle huge volume but give fewer entries than the Eminis on most 
days. Bonds and Note1:i can have protracted trends intraday so when a 
trade sets up, you can often enter and let it swing for hours. The Forex 
market usually doesn't offer many great trades during the Emini day ses
sion and since you don't want any distractions it is best to avoid it during 
the day. The DIA and Dow futures are a little thin so slippage can be a 
problem for scalpers. Just as the SPY is identical to the Eminis, the QQQQ 
is identical to the NASDAQ futures. Both can handle huge volume. The 
QQQQ is also very popular with day traders and can accommodate large 
orders. 

Many stocks trade very well intraday and it is easiest to only trade 
those with an average daily range of several dollars and an average volume 
of 5 million shares or more. You want to be able to scalp 50 cents to a dollar 
with minlmal slippage, and you want the possibility that the swing portion 
can run several dollars. Currently, AAPL, RIMM, GOOG, AMZN, GS, OIR, 
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DUG, UYG, and SKS are all good but there are many others and you can add 
or subtract from your list as needed. UYG's price is only around $10 but it 
can easily handle 3,000 share orders, so a 30-cent swing is about $900. 

Later in the book in the Detailed Day Trading Examples chapter, there 
are charts of many markets that demonstrate possible price action trading. 

T I M E  F RAMES AND (; IIART TYPES 

For a scalper, it is  easiest to use a 5-minute candle chart for the Emini. 
However, for intraday swing trading of the Emini or stocks, a simple 
5-minute bar chart works well. This is because on a laptop or a single mon
itor you can fit six bar charts on your screen (Figure 10. 1), each with a 
different stock, and each chart will contain a full day's worth of bars. U 
you use candles, which are wider than bars, your charts will only show 
about a half day of price action. An important reason for mentioning this 
is to remind traders that this approach works well with simple bar charts, 
especially when you are only trying to swing trade the best entries. The 
advantage of candle charts on the Ernini for scalpers is that is it easy to 
quickly see who owns the bars, especially the setup bar. Also, a lot of High 
and Low 2 variants are not easy to see on bar charts. 

Do you think that you can trade smaller time frames like the 3-minute 
or even I-minute? U so, try it with 100 SPY shares for a couple of hours. 
Then look at the chart and honestly ask yourself if you read the price action 
correctly and correctly placed your entry, stop, and profit orders on at least 
four of the past five most recent setups. U you did, you might be able to do 
it, especially with the 3-minute, but I have yet to meet anyone who can do 
it on the I-minute, especially for the 40 to 50 trades that occur every day 
on that time frame, and then do it year after year. Be realistic. U this is a 
job, you have to be able to do it for the long haul and it has to have minimal 
stress and you have to be satisfied that you are doing it really well. The 
5-minute is the sweet spot and it offers at least 10 trades a day and gives 
you time to think about the setups and to place your orders. It can also 
handle whatever volume that you will ever trade. The 3-minute also works 
well but it is likely that you will end up cherry-picking too often and your 
winning percentage will be less. 

When there is a trend, look to enter With Trend on a pullback, like 
an M2B in a bull or an M2S in a bear. Also, after a strong trendline break, 
look to enter Countertrend on a test, like a Higher Low or Lower Low in a 
possible new bull, if there is a strong reversal bar. 

Price action trading techniques work in all market and all time frames, 
so a trader has to make the obvious basic decision of which markets and 
time frames he should trade. The objective of most traders is to maximize 
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profitability over the long run, and implicit in that is finding an approach 
that suits his personality. 

If a 5-minute Emini chart offers a dozen good entries on average every 
day, and the 3-minute offers 20, and the I-minute offers 30, and the risk 
(size of the protective stop) is eight ticks on the 5-minute, and six ticks 
on the 3-minute, and four ticks on the I-minute, why not trade the shorter 
time frames? More trades, smaller risk, more money . . .  right? Right, if you 
can read the charts correctly fast enough in real time to be able to place 
your entry, stop, and profit target orders at the exact prices correctly, and 
do this constantly for 7 hours a day, year in, year out. For many traders, 
the smaller the time frame, the more good trades they miss and their win
ning percentage goes down. They simply cannot scalp with this method 
fast enough on the 1 and 3-minute charts to be as profitable as they are on 
the 5-minute chart, so that should be their focus and they should continu
ally work on increasing their position size. The best trades often come as a 
surprise and the setups can be hard to trust and most traders simply cannot 
process the information fast enough. Invariably, they will cherry pick and 
tend not to pick the very best setups, which are the most important ones 
to their bottom lines. 

The average size of a move on a higher timeframe chart is greater than 
that on a smaller timeframe chart. However, almost every higher timeframe 
swing starts with a reversal on the 1- and 3-minute charts. It is just hard 
to know which ones will work and it can be draining trying to take 30 or 
more trades a day, hoping for a big move. The very best trades on 1- and 
3-minute charts lead to strong entries on 5- and 15-minute charts and for 
most traders, it is much more profitable to focus on the best 5-minute 
trades and work on increasing their position size. Once they can trade suc
cessfully, they can make an incredible amount of money and have a very 
high winning percentage, which results in much less stress and a better 
ability to maintain the performance over time. 

Also, as your position size increases, at some point the volume will af
fect the market on too many trades on a I-minute chart. As an extreme 
example, if you had a limit profit target order to sell 5,000 contracts at two 
ticks above the market, anyone with a price ladder would see the aberra
tion and you would have a difficult time getting filled on 10 to 15 trades 
a day. Also, entering that size on a stop would result in a tick or two of 
slippage, which ruins the risk-reward ratio of scalping. A trader can trade 
even 5,000 contracts per trade using price action, but not with the entry 
and exit scalping techniques needed for most of trades. May you someday 
have the problem of having to rethink your approach because your volume 
is adversely affecting your fills! 

The I-minute chart can be helpful in two situations, but this is in the
ory and not in practice and I strongly recommend against trading off of 
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it. If the 5-minute chart is in a runaway trend and you are flat but want 
to get in, you can look at a I-minute chart for High/Low 2 pullbacks to 
enter With Trend. The second situation where I-minute charts are help
ful is in swing trading trending stocks off the 5-minute chart. When stocks 
are trending, they are very respectful of the EMA and With Trend trades 
can be made off High/Low 1 or 2 setups at the EMA, risking the height of 
the signal bar. Traders can reduce that risk somewhat by entering on the 
I-minute chart on the first reversal after an EMA touch or penetration 
on the 5-minute chart. If you plot a 5-minute 20 bar EMA plotted on the 
I-minute chart, you can quickly see the touches and then place the order. 
You actually need to plot a gO-bar EMA on the I-minute as a surrogate for 
the 5-minute 20 bar EMA. Why gO and not 100 bars? Because the EMA on 
the I-minute averages every I-minute close and not every fifth close, and 
the weighting of the more recent bars tends to make a 100-bar EMA a tiny 
bit too flat. To correct for this, use a gO-bar EMA, which is very close to the 
5-minute 20-bar EMA. In actual practice, you will rarely have time to look at 
a I-minute stock chart because of your focus on the Emini. However, when 
a stock is strongly trending, you might occasionally take quick entries off 
the I-minute. Let me again stress that I strongly recommend against ever 
looking at the I-minute chart because it looks so easy that you will con
stantly keep trying to do it successfully and you will constantly wear down 
your account over time. Don't do it! 

The thumbnail of the 5-minute Ernini in Figure 10.2 shows that it went 
11 .  75 points up off the open without a pullback. If a trader missed the Trend 
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FIGURE 1 0.2 The I ·minute Chart Can Get You i nto 5-minute with Trend Trades 
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from the First Bar long, he would have missed the entire swing because 
there were no pullbacks. However, if instead he looked at the I-minute 
chart, there were three High 1 setups (Bars A, B, and C) where he could 
have entered. However, never look at the I-minute and suddenly realize 
that those are reversals that can be shorted. You looked at the I-minute for 
one reason only . . .  to find High 1 and 2 long entries because there were 
no pullbacks on the 5-minute. Trading Countertrend on the I-minute will 
cost you money. In fact, those three long setups are at exactly the price 
that the I-minute shorts would cover, and as they cover, they will become 
additional buyers, helping to drive the market up . 
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FIGURE 1 0.3 Only Consider Trad ing the l -m i n ute Chart in the D irection of the 
5 -minute Trend 

This I-minute chart in Figure 10.3 of AAPL during a strong bear trend 
day offered three good shorts at the gO-bar EMA (equivalent to the 5-minute 
20 bar EMA) with low risk (the height of the bar). The thumbnail shows the 
strong 5-minute bear trend. 

The top chart in Figure 10.4 is a 5-minute chart, the middle has 1500 
ticks per bar ( 1 ,500 trades per bar), and the bottom had 20,000 contracts 
per bar (the bar closes on the first trade that makes the volume 20,000 or 
more contracts since the start of the bar). They have similar price action 
and all are tradable but since the highest volume takes place in the first 
hour or so, the tick and volume charts are skewed, with many more bars 
per hour earlier in the day and in the final hour. 
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Reports can lead to very emotional moves with big bars, outside bars, 
and several reversals. However, despite the emotion that the rapid moves 
and big bars generate in all traders, price action setups are still very reli
able. In general, always swing part of the position with a breakeven stop 
because sometimes a swing will go much farther than you could ever 
imagine. 

The FOMe report was released at 1 1 : 15 A . M .  PST and caused emotional 
trading as evidenced by large bars in Figure 10.5, outside bars and several 
reversals within the next thirty minutes. However, price action traders who 
remember the basic rules did well. Bar 2 was a large bull reversal bar but 
whenever there is a lot of overlap with the prior bar, a trading range might 
be forming and you should never be looking to buy at the top of a range. 
Instead, look for trapped traders, small bars, and second entries. Bar 3 was 
a great short scalp because there were trapped overly eager bulls who mis
took the large reversal bar as a sensible long setup. 
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FIGURE 1 0.5 Fol low Price Action Rules Even When There Is a Volatile Reaction 
with H uge Bars after a Report 

Bar 4 was the second attempt to reverse the breakout below the low 
of the day formed at the open. Second entries are always worth taking and 
a bull trend inside bar is as good as you are likely to get on an emotional 
day. Since this should result in at least two legs up, you need to swing part 
of your position. The initial stop is around the middle of the signal bar, and 
then one tick below the Bar 4 entry bar once that bar closed. Then trail the 
stop below the low of the prior bar and eventually move it to breakeven. 
Emotional days often lead to trends that carry much further than you would 
ever imagine and catching one like this is much more profitable than the 
combined profit from many, many scalps. Here, the bull continued for 
almost 30 points, or about $1 ,500 per contract. 

Bar 1 in Figure 10.6 was a false upside breakout on a gap up day. 
Bar 2 setup a High 2 at the EMA and a trend channel line reversal. 
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FIGURE 1 0.6 The first cou ple hours of the Emin i  provided many profitable scalps 
on the ' -mi nute chart for someone who can read p rice action and place orders very 
qu ickly. It is very d ifficult  to do in actual practice. 

Bar 3 was a short on a failed breakout to a new high on a gap up day 
that could lead to a test of the gap (the market usually tries to test gaps so 
traders should look for opportunities to trade in that direction). 

Bar 5 was a Low 2 at the EMA 
Bar 6 was failed Micro Trendline breakout. 
Bar 7 reversed two bear trend channel lines but was not a profitable 

long, leading you to believe that the bears are strong. 
Bar 8 was a failed trendline breakout, a Double Top Pullback, a bear 

M2S, and a Five Tick Failure long from Bar 7. With so many factors favoring 
the shorts, it is no surprise that the market fell quickly. 

Bar 9 was a second attempt to reverse up from the bear trend channel 
line overshoot. Expect at least two legs up. 

Bar 10 is a questionable short because you are expecting a Higher Low 
and a second leg up. It turned into a 5 Tick Failure at Bar 1 1 , which is a 
reversal pattern. Bar 1 1  was also a failed trendline breakout and a Higher 
Low and it followed a break of the bear trendline. 

Bar 12 was a failed bull flag breakout but the short resulted in a one 
tick loss. 

Bar 13 was a failed failure and therefore a bull breakout long. It was 
also a High 2. 
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Bar 14 was a Low 2 at a swing high, and a trend channel line reversal 
and a Double Top Bear Flag (with Bar 5). 

Bar 15 was a Low 2 at the EMA (a M2S), a failed trendline breakout 
(from the Bar 14 high), and a Lower High after the Bars 1 1  to 13 trendline 
breakout. 

Bar 16 was a M2S short. 
Bar 1 in Figure 10.7 is a Wedge long and a Double Bottom but it would 

have resulted in a one tick loss for most traders. In general, a Wedge bottom 
(or Three Pushes Down, or any of many other names for this pattern) will 
lead to two legs up. 

Bar 2 is a Higher Low and a Micro Trendline reversal. 
Bar 3 was an M2B. 
Bar 4 was a report that resulted in a false breakout to the upside (Failed 

Final Flag) and then an outside down bar. Traders would short below Bar 
3, where the longs would have their stops. 

Bar 5 was a Breakout Pullback. 
. 
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FIGURE 1 0. 7  The premarket i s  tradable but there are usual ly not many entries 
i n  the hour or two before the NYSE opens at 6 :30  A.M. PST. There are often reports at 
5 : 3 0  A.M. that result is qu ick trends and reversals. 
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Bar 6 was a second attempt to reverse up from a new swing low (Bar 5 
was the first), and it gave a second entry. 

GLOBEX, PRE-MARKET, POST-MARKET, 
AND OVE RN I G H T  MARKET 

The same price action techniques apply in all markets, including overnight 
trading. The premarket extremes are often targets that get tested during the 
day session, but it is not necessary to look at Globex prices when trading 
the day session, since very little is gained and the signals will be based on 
the day session price action . 

• TrldeSblion ChortANlyois • D£U 5 min (NASDAQ! Dolt Inc 
DELL - 6 min NASDAQ L=23.2r 1.�3 6.56% MAX 20 (20) 23.18 
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Created wih TradeSletioo 

FIGURE 1 0.8 Del l  Had an Earn ings Report after the Close and Offered Some Post 
Market Trad ing Opportu n it ies 
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Bar 1 in Figure 10.8 was a bull inside bar after the upside breakout and 
setup a long at one penny above its high (High 1). 

Bar 2 was a long at one cent above the high of the outside bar, which 
also broke below a bull Micro Trendline and reversed up. 

Bar 3 was a High 1 breakout long after a major trendline break. 
Bar 4 was a short. It had a reversal bar and was a failed breakout of 

the Bar 3 bull flag (Failed Final Flag). Also, the Bar 3 flag broke a big bull 
trendline, indicating that the bears were gaining a little strength. Only fade 
a strong trend if there was first a trendline break. Also, a Countertrend 
trade in a strong trend needs a 5-minute (not a 3 or I-minute) reversal bar. 
The market went sideways for the rest of the post market session. 

The Emini in Figure 10.9 reacted poorly to the 5:30 A.M.  PST unemploy
ment report. Note that the thirty bars between Bars 1 and 5 all occurred 
within one minute due to the fast action off the report. These bars were 
forming so rapidly that it would have been impossible to trade anything 
other than market orders. It was theoretically possible to make many prof
itable scalps based on the price action but traders should never attempt to 
trade this. The only purpose of showing it is to demonstrate that standard 
patterns are present throughout. 

The thumbnail charts are the 1 and 5-minute for the same 30 minutes 
of tracting . 
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FIGURE 1 0.9 This Is a 1 00 Tick Chart Where Each Bar Represents 1 00 Trades, 
Independent of the Vol u me of the Trades or the Time 
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This Globex bar chart shows an Expanding Triangle ending at the Bar 
5 high in Figure l D. lD, and the thumbnail is the day session with the same 
numbering. A day session trader did not need to see the Globex Expanding 
Triangle to go short at Bar 5. Bar 5 took out yesterday's high and reversed 
down to the EMA, bounced to a Low 2 Lower High short, and then again to 
the Bar 6 Double Top Bear Flag (the first top was six bars earlier). 

SCALPING,  SWI N G I N G ,  TRA D I N G ,  
A N D  I NVESTI N G  

An investor is someone who buys stocks based on fundamentals and plans 
to hold the stocks for six months to many years, allowing time for the ben
eficial fundamentals to be reflected in the price of the stock. He will often 
add to his position if the stock goes against him, since his belief is that the 
stock is a value at the current price. A trader is someone who trades off 
daily charts and short term fundamental events like earnings reports and 
product announcements with the intention of capturing a quick move, last
ing from one to several days. He will take partial profits at the first pause 
and then move his stop to breakeven on the balance. He is not willing to 
have a profit tum into a loss. Traders are sometimes referred to scalpers, 
but that term more commonly is used to refer to a type of day trader. 
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In the eyes of a trader or investor using daily to monthly time frames, 
all day trading is scalping. However, to a day trader, scalping is holding 
a position for one to fifteen minutes or so and usually exiting on a limit 
order at a profit target in an attempt to capture one small leg on whatever 
time frame he is using for his trades. He does not want any pullbacks and 
will quickly exit at breakeven if the trade comes back before his target is 
reached, and he is therefore comparable to a trader on the daily charts. 
An intraday swing trader will hold a trade through pullbacks and he tries 
to capture the two to four larger swings of the day, holding each position 
from fifteen minutes to an entire day. He is comparable to an investor on 
the daily charts, who is willing to hold a position through pullbacks. 

To scalp the 5-minute Emini chart effectively, you usually have to risk 
about two points and your profit target is one point or more. This means 
that you have to win on over 67 percent of your trades just to breakeven. 
However, if you read the charts correctly, this is achievable. Also, if you 
swing part of your trade using a breakeven stop after taking partial profits, 
this reduces the required winning percentage. Finally, if you move your 
stop from the signal bar extreme to the entry bar extreme (one tick beyond 
both) after the entry bar closes, and then to breakeven after a five tick 
move, this further reduces the required winning percentage to be profitable 
on the day. Finally, some scalpers use a wider stop of three to five points 
and add on as the market moves against them, and then use a wider profit 
target, and this again further reduces the required winning percentage. 

Swing traders use the same setups and stops as the scalpers, but focus 
on the few trades each day that are likely to have at least a two legged 
move. They can usually net three or more points on part of their position 
on each trade and then move their stop to breakeven on the balance. Many 
will let the trade go against them and add on at a better price. However, 
they always have at least a mental stop and if the market gets to that point, 
they conclude that their idea can no longer be valid and they will exit with 
a loss. Always look for where scalpers will have their stops and look to add 
on to your position at that location, if the pattern is still valid. If you bought 
what you perceived to be a reversal, consider allowing the market to put 
in a lower low and then add on at the second entry. For example, with a 
reliable stock like AAPL, if you are buying what you perceive to be near the 
low of the move and the overall market is not in a bear trend day, consider 
risking two to three dollars on the trade and add on at a one to two dollar 
open loss. However, only an experienced trader who is very comfortable 
in his ability to read and in his ability to accept a large loss if his read is 
wrong should attempt this. On most days, the market should go your way 
imme<;liately so this is not an issue. 

Most swing traders will scalp out ifthe trade is not unfolding as desired 
and most scalpers will swing part of their position when they are entering 
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on the best setups, so there is a lot of overlap in what both do. The funda
mental difference is that the scalper will take far more trades and most of 
those trades are not likely to yield more than a scalper's profit, and a swing 
trader tries to only take the trades that are likely to have at least two legs. 
Neither way is superior and traders choose the method that best suits their 
personalities and both yield about the same profit. 

It is reasonable to be primarily a scalper when trading Eminis and a 
swing trader when trading stocks. For the Eminis, exit part or all of your 
trade on a limit order after four ticks of profit, which usually requires the 
move to extend six ticks beyond the signal bar (the entry is on a stop at 
one tick beyond the signal bar, then you need four more ticks for your 
profit, and your limit exit order usually is not filled until the price moves 
one tick beyond your target). Four ticks in the Emini is one point, which is 
equivalent to a ten cent (ten tick) move in the SPY (ETF contract). 

When it comes to stocks, there is much more variability in the size of 
the profit targets. For a $500 dollar stock with an average daily range of $10, 
it would be foolish to scalp for 10 cents because you would likely have to 
risk about two dollars and your winning percentage would have to be over 
95 percent. However, scalping for 10 cents might be worthwhile in QQQQ, 
especially if you are trading 10,000 shares. 

It is relatively easy to look for swings in high-volume stocks (at least 
three million shares per day but prefer seven million or more) that have an 
average range of several dollars. You want minimal slippage, reliable pat
terns, and at least one dollar profit per trade. Try to scalp for one dollar and 
then use a breakeven stop on the balance and hold until the close or until 
a clear and strong opposite setup develops. You might be able to watch 
about five stocks regularly throughout the day and sometimes check on up 
to another five or so at different times during the day, but you will rarely 
ever trade them. 

An Emini scalper will likely only be able to enter a couple stock trades 
a day since Emini day trading takes so much attention. Also, only use bar 
charts for stocks, which allows you to put six charts on one screen. Just 
pick the one stock that is trending the best and then look for a pullback 
near the EMA. You can also trade reversals if you see a trend channel over
shoot and reversal after there was a prior strong trend line break. If the 
Emini market is active, consider only trading 15-minute stock charts, which 
require less attention. If you are missing too many good Emini trades, it 
might be that you are getting distracted by the additional charts and it is 
far better then to stop looking at them and only trade the Emini. 

Although all stocks trade basically the same way, there are subtle per
sonality differences between them. For example, AAPL is very respectful 
when it comes to testing breakouts, whereas GS tends to run stops, requir
ing a wider stop. 
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FIGURE 1 0. 1 1 After a Strong Break of a Bear Trend l ine ,  Expect Two Legs Up 

Baidu broke above the 15-minute trendline in Figure 10. 1 1  late yester
day and therefore was likely to have at least two legs up. It was possible 
that the second up leg ended at Bar 5, but today's open was so strong that 
there likely would be an attempt to exceed it after a pullback. The drop to 
Bar 7 was sharp but Bar 7 was a strong bull reversal bar that reversed the 
EMA Gap, the gap up open, and the test of the Bar 3 high (it ran the stops 
below that high and turned up sharply). For a $300 stock, you need a wider 
stop so trade fewer shares to keep the risk the same, but use a larger profit 
target on the scalp portion of the trade. Two dollars is a reasonable initial 
target and then move the stop to breakeven and exit by the close. 

When you are anticipating a significant move or a new trend, or when 
you are entering on a pullback in a strong trend, exit 25 to 75 percent of 
your contracts at a scalper's profit and then scale out of the remaining con
tracts as the market continues to go your way. Move your protective stop to 
around breakeven (sometimes you will want to risk as many as four ticks 
in the Eminis if you feel strongly that the trade will remain good, and an 
exit and then a re-entry approach will be at a worse price) after you exit 
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the scalp portion of your trade. A good trade should not come back to let 
late comers in at the same price as the smart traders who got in at the per
fect time. If the trade is great, all of the traders who missed the initial entry 
are now so eager to get in that they will be willing to enter at a worse price 
and will place limit entry orders at a tick or two worse than the original 
entry, keeping the breakeven stop of the original traders from being hit. 
However, sometimes the best trades come back to beyond the breakeven 
stop to trap traders out of what will become a huge, fast trend. When that 
seems like a possibility, risk a few extra ticks. Also, if it comes back and 
runs those stops and then immediately resumes the new trend, re-enter or 
add to your swing position at one tick beyond the prior bar (in a new bull, 
this is one tick above the prior bar's high). 

If the market touches the profit target limit order but does not go 
through it and the order is still filled, that means that there might be more 
trend pressure than is evident on the chart and the chances increase that 
the market will go beyond the profit target within the next several bars. If 
you were long and the market was willing to buy your position back from 
you (you were selling on a limit to take profits) at the very highest tick of 
the leg, the buyers are aggressive and will likely reemerge on any pullback. 
Look for opportunities to get long again. 

Similarly, ifthe market touches your profit target (five ticks beyond the 
signal bar) but you do not get filled, this can be a failure. Consider placing 
an order to reverse at one tick beyond the opposite end of the current bar 
once it closes. If you were long and the market hit five ticks above the signal 
bar and you were not filled, consider moving your stop to breakeven. Once 
this bar closes, consider placing an order to go short at one tick below this 
bar because that is likely where most of the remaining long scalpers will 
get out, providing selling pressure. Also, they will not want to buy again 
until more price action unfolds, thus removing buyers from the market and 
increasing the odds that the sellers will push the market down enough for 
you to scalp out of your short. A Five-Tick Failed Breakout is common at 
the end of a protracted trend and is often the first sign of a reversal. 

ALWAYS I N  THE MARKET 

A good alternative to scalping and occasionally swinging a portion of the 
trade is to try to stay in the market most of the day, exiting on the close. 
Traders should focus on major swing points and reversals for entries and 
either swing the entire position or trade at least two contracts, scalp one, 
and then move the stop to breakeven on the other. For Eminis, there are 
often stop runs and deep pullbacks so it is preferable to scalp half and 
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swing half, making sure that you get something out of every trade that 
reached at least a scalper's profit. 

For stocks, breakeven stops have much less chance of being hit so it is 
more profitable to look to swing trade. Typically, look to scalp out a third 
to a half after about a one dollar move and then swing the balance. If the 
market appears to be reversing but has not yet reversed, like at a test of a 
. high of the day, take off another quarter to a third, but always let at least 
a quarter run until your breakeven stop is hit, or until there is a clear and 
strong opposite signal, or until the close. Trends often go' much further than 
you could ever imagine. 

Hold the position through repeated pullbacks unless the protective 
stop is hit, even if the pullbacks are violent. If it is hit, stay out of the market 
until there is another clear and strong setup in either direction. If there is a 
clear and strong setup, repeat the process. If your trading size is two con
tracts and you are long one when a reversal pattern triggers, sell three. One 
gets you out of your remaining long position and the other two start the pro
cess in this new, opposite direction. Scalp the first and swing the second. 

The key to this approach is to only enter or reverse when there is a 
clear and strong setup. If not, rely on your breakeven stop, even though 
you may give back all of the gains on your swing portion. If you watch 
a small basket of stocks, almost every day at least one will setup with a 
reliable entry that will allow you to put on a swing trade. 

AAPL had a gap test at Bar 1 in Figure 10. 12, which was a strong re
versal Bar that reversed up after hitting a new low on the day and after 
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breaking below a bear trend channeUine. This was a great entry for a swing 
long that would have netted almost $4 by the close. 

Bar 3 was a strong bear reversal down from the prior day's high and 
a bull trend channel line overshoot. There was a large bear trend bar, 
and this setup offered a highly probable trade for at least a two-legged 
move down. 

Bar 8 was a Lower Low test of the Bar 6 low and it followed a trendline 
break. It also tested a bear trend channel line, and was a good reversal 
trade. If you simply exited your short instead of reversing to long, the trade 
would have netted about $2.40. 

1;30 ':00 .:30 1:00 11:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 

.. 
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FIGURE 1 0. 1 3  Always in Swi ng Trades Exam ple 2 
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The first day in Figure lO.13 is a trading range day and the Always In 
approach could have netted 52 ticks, or about $600 per contract. The sec
ond day began as a Trend from the Open and then entered a trading range. 
An Always In trader could have netted 79 ticks or about $950 per contract. 
If a trader traded two lots and scalped one and swung one, he could have 
had ten successful scalps each day, yielding an additional $450 per contract 
per day. It sounds and looks easy but is very difficult to do. 

HAVE A'f L EAST TWO REAS ONS 
TO ENTER A TRADE 

Some basic rules make trading much easier because once a rule is satisfied, 
you can act without hesitation. One of the most important rules is that 
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you need two reasons to take a With Trend trade or any trade in a trading 
range day, and any two reasons are good enough. Once you have them, 
place your order to enter, and once in, just follow basic profit target and 
protective stop loss rules, and trust that you will be profitable by the end 
of the day. One important note is that if there is a steep trend, never trade 
Countertrend, even if there is a High or Low 2 or 4, unless there was first 
a prior significant trendline break or trend channel overshoot and reversal. 
Also, it is far better if the trendline break had strong momentum instead of 
just a sideways drift. 

Learn to anticipate trades so that you will be ready to place your or
ders. For example, if after a bear trendline break there is a two-legged 
break below a major swing low, or an overshoot of a trend channel line, 
look for a reversal, or if there is a ii break out, look for a reversal. Once 
you see an outside bar or a Barb Wire pattern, look for a small bar at 
the extreme for a possible fade trade. If there is a strong trend, be ready 
for the first EMA pullback and any two legged pullbacks to the EMA and 
for the first EMA Gap pullback. 

There are only a few situations when you only need one reason to enter 
a trade. First, anytime there is a strong trend, you must enter on every 
pullback that does not follow a climax or failed flag breakout, even if the 
pullback is just a High or Low 1. Also, if there was a trend channel line 
overshoot and a good reversal bar, you can fade the move. The only other 
time that only one reason is needed to enter a trade, whether in a trading 
range or a trend, is when there is a second entry. By definition, there was a 
first entry, so the second entry is the second reason. 

Here are some possible reasons for entering a trade (remember, you 
need two or more): 

• Reversal bar 
• Good signal bar pattern 
• EMA pullback in a trend, especially if two legged 
• Breakout Pullback 
• Breakout Test 
• High/Low 2 or 4 (there must have been a prior trendline break if fading 

a strong trend) 
• Failure of anything: Prior High or Low, flag breakout, reversal from an 

overshoot of a trendline or a trend channel line, 5 tick failure 

Bar 2 in Figure 10.14 is an M2B in a strong bull and is reason enough 
to go long. It was the first EMA touch in more than two and a half hours in 
a Trend from the First Bar bull with a big gap up. It was also the first good 
trendline break, so a test of the high is expected. 
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Bar 3 was a Lower High after a trendline break and it followed the 
second failed attempt to break above Bar 1 .  There was an ii setup with the 
second bar having a bear close. 

Bar 5 was an M2S in a bear swing (there was a Lower High at Bar 3 and 
a Lower Low at Bar 4). 

Bar 6 was a bear trend channel line overshoot and reversal but there 
the setup bar was a bear trend bar, so one more reason was needed to 
enter. That came at the Bar 7 Higher Low, which was a Breakout Pullback 
after breaking the Micro Trendline down from Bar 5 (not shown). 

Yesterday closed with a surge to Bar 4 in Figure 10. 15, completing four 
legs of an Expanding Triangle. If you noticed that, you would look for a long 
entry after a break below Bar 3. Bar 5 dropped below Bar 3, completing 
the Expanding Triangle bottom, and now you just had to wait for an entry 
setup. There was a High 2 at Bar 6 and Bar 6 completed a Down Up Twin 
reversal, with an entry on the next bar at one tick above Bar 6 on a stop. 

ENTE R I N G  O N  STOPS 

A price action trader is looking for a reason to enter and the bar that com
pletes the setup is called a signal bar. The bar when you actually enter 
is called the entry bar. One of the best ways to trade using price action 
is to enter on a stop because you are being carried into the trade by the 
market's momentum and therefore are trading in the direction of at least 
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a tiny trend (at least one tick long). For example, if you are shorting a 
bear, you can place an order to sell short at one tick below the low of the 
prior bar, which becomes your signal bar after your order is filled. A rea
sonable location for a protective stop is at one tick above the high of the 
signal bar. After the entry bar closes, tighten the stop to one tick above the 
entry bar. 

A scalper in the Eminis usually needs a six-tick move beyond the sig
nal bar to scalp four ticks of profit. This is because the entry stop is one 
tick beyond the bar, and then you need four more ticks for your profit, 
and your profit target limit order usually won't get filled unless the market 
moves one tick beyond your order. Sometimes your order will get filled 
without the market moving through it, but when that happens, the market 
is usually strong and will likely move beyond that price within a few min
utes of your fill. Similarly, to scalp 10 ticks in the QQQQ, you usually need a 
I2-tick move. 

When a setup looks weak, it is best to not take it and wait for another 
opportunity. If it is weak, it will likely fail and you cannot take needless 
risk. Often a weak setup will have a second entry, in which case it becomes 
a strong setup. 

Although most trades should be entered on stops, when there is a 
strong trend, it is safe to enter anytime, and entering at the EMA on a limit 
order or on a I-minute chart on a stop is particularly good in stocks, which 
tend to be well-behaved. This allows for a smaller risk and greater reward 
and essentially no change in the winning percentage. 
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FIGURE . 0. 1 6  It Usual ly Takes a Six-Tick Move Beyond the S ig nal Bar to Net a 
Four-Tick Sca lp  in the Emin is  

The entry stop is one tick above the Bar 2 signal bar's high at line A 
in Figure 10. 16, where you will be filled. Your limit order to take four ticks 
profit on your scalp is four ticks above that, at line B. Your limit order 
usually won't get filled unless the market moves one tick beyond it to line 
C, which is six ticks above the high of the signal bar. 

Bar 1 in Figure 10. 1 7  was a second entry short (a Low 2 on the outside 
down bar) following a test of yesterday's high. The run up was strong and 
therefore it was better to wait for the second entry. 

Bar 2 was a High 2 following a large inside doji bar but the down mo
mentum was strong. It is better to wait for a trendline break before buying. 
Likewise, Bar 3 was a bad second long entry because it followed a strong 
bear trend bar and you should still be waiting for a bear trendline break 
before looking to buy. The top of the day was a Higher High after a trend
line break and the market has been below the EMA for many bars so you 
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should only be looking for shorts because the bull leg is now over. Trade 
what is there now, not what was there earlier in the day. 

Bar 4 was an M2S but it followed four bars that almost entirely over
lapped. In a Tight Trading Range like this, you should never enter in either 
direction until after there is a large trend bar that breaks out of the pat
tern by at least 3 or 4 ticks, and then wait for that bar to fail, or unless 
there is a small bar that you can fade near the top or bottom of the trading 
range. 

Many of One-Tick False Breakouts like those at Bars 2 and 3 occur in 
the first minute or two of a Countertrend 5-minute entry bar. Breakouts 
that occur in the final minute of the bar tend to be more reliable because 
you then have momentum right at the end of the bar. The chance of it con
tinuing into the next bar is greater than if it occurred four minutes earlier 
and has since pulled back. 

Trading low probability trades will wipe out more than all of your 
gains. 

When a stock is in a strong trend like the Trend from the Open bear 
in Figure 10. 18, it is safe to enter on a limit order on the first couple tests 
of the EMA, or you can enter on the I-minute chart with a price action 
stop entry at the EMA. At Bars 1 and 2 in AAPL, a second entry off the 
I-minute chart at the 5-minute EMA plotted on the I-minute chart had 
about a 25-cent risk, and the price action entry off the 5-minute chart 
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FIGURE 1 0. 1 8  When the Trend Is Strong,  You Can Consider Enter ing on a Limit 
Order at the EMA (but It I s  Better to Wait for a Stop Entry) 

(insert) had about a 45-cent risk. You could also short at the market on the 
first 5-minute close beyond the EMA and use about a 20-cent stop. Here, at 
Bars 1 and 2, the market went only four cents above the close before re
versing down. In general, it is better to either wait for the second I-minute 
entry or use the traditional 5-minute price action entry (on a stop below 
the bar that tests the EMA) because there is very little gained by the other 
methods and they just involve more thought, which can distract you from 
your Emini trading. 

PROTECTIVE STOPS AND G ETT I N G  
TRAPPED I N  OR O U T  O F  A TRADE 

The initial stop is one tick beyond the signal bar until the entry bar closes 
when it is tightened to one or two ticks beyond the entry bar. If the bars 
are too large, it is wiser to use a price stop, like eight ticks on the Em
ini 5-minute chart, or a 60 percent pullback. For example, in a long off a 
large signal bar, you would place the protective stop about 40 percent of 
the distance up from the bottom of the signal bar to the entry price. The 
size of the money stop is in proportion to the size of the bars. For example, 
in the October 2008 bear, several days had ranges of over 40 points and 
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required an 8-point stop, but this allowed you to use a 4-point profit tar
get. You need to reduce your position size by 75 percent to keep your risk 
the same, but if you follow basic price action principles, you could make 
the same or even more than on a typical day. After the market reaches the 
first profit target and partial profits are secured, move the protective stop 
to about breakeven (the entry price, which is one tick from the signal bar 
extreme). The best trades will not hit a breakeven stop, and the majority 
don't go more than four ticks beyond the entry price on the 5-minute Emini 
(for example, three ticks below the signal bar high after getting long). If the 
trade is good, the market won't come back to let timid traders come in at a 
better price. If it does come back, that is a sign that the trade might not be 
strong. 

If you are uncertain if today will be a huge range day and will require 
large stops, trade just one contract for the first one or two trades and see 
how large a stop would have been needed to keep you in the trade. Rely 
only on a stop beyond the signal bar and once it closes, rely on a stop just 
beyond the entry bar. Once your one point profit limit order is filled, see 
how many ticks the stop would have had to be for it not to have been hit 
and you can use this as your stop for the day. If the market would have hit a 
14-tick stop but not a 16-tick stop, you could use a 4-point stop for the rest 
of the day, but reduce your position size by 50 percent and increase your 
profit target to 2 points. If after an hour or two, the 2-point targets are not 
getting filled, you will likely notice that a 2- or 3-point stop is now working. 
If so, just go back to using a smaller stop and a smaller target and increase 
your position size back to normal. 

When a protective stop is hit before making a scalper's profit, you were 
trapped, so reversing on the stop is occasionally a good strategy. This de
pends on the context. For example, a failed Low 2 short in a pullback in a 

, bear is usually a good reversal into a long trade. However, a stop run in a 
Tight Trading Range is not a reversal. Take time to make sure that you read 
the chart correctly before considering a trade in the opposite direction. If 
you don't have time to get right back in, wait for the next setup, which will 
always come before too long. 

After studying a market, you will see what a reasonable stop is. For the 
Emini 5-minute chart, eight ticks works well on most days. However, pay 
close attention to the maximum size stop required in the first hour because 
this often becomes the best stop to use for the rest of the day. If the stop 
is more than eight ticks, you will likely be able to increase the size of your 
profit target as well. However, this provides a modest advantage at best 
unless the bars are exceptionally big. 

For example, if you are confident that a low will hold but a long trade 
would require a much greater money stop than you typically use, you can 
use the larger stop and then wait. If you are concerned enough about the 
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extra risk that you can't take the trade, cut your position size in half and 
place the order. If the market hits your profit target without much of a 
pullback, take your profit. However, if it only goes a tick or so beyond your 
entry and pulls back almost to your stop and then starts up again above 
your entry price, raise your profit target. AB a general rule, the market will 
rally enough to equal the size of the stop that it required you to have to stay 
in the trade. So if the market dipped eleven ticks below your entry before 
reversing back up, only a twelve tick stop would have work and therefore 
the market will likely go about twelve ticks above your entry price. It would 
be wise to place a limit order to exit at a tick or two below and when it 
approaches the target, move your stop to breakeven and wait to see if your 
profit target order gets filled. 

There is one situation where you can often enter on a limit and not 
a stop. This occurs when you see a second entry after a trendline break 
and a strong reversal bar. For example, if you just bought and the market 
tests the exact low of the entry bar several times over the one or two bars, 
consider placing a limit buy order to double your position at one tick above 
the low of the entry bar and risk just two ticks (to the original stop, just 
below the entry bar). You would likely not get filled if you tried to buy 
the low of the entry bar on a limit order since usually the market has to 
trade through the limit price for the order to get filled. Everyone knows 
that there are many protective stops just one tick below that entry bar low 
. . .  why isn't the smart money gunning for it? Because if those stops are hit, 
the character of the market will have changed. Instead of being a strong 
second entry, the chart now has a failed second entry, and that is a With 
Trend setup and will likely result in two further legs down. If smart money 
had loaded up on the bottom, they do not want to see the market drop for 
another two legs, so they will do exactly as you did. They will continue to 
accumulate longs to defend the bottom. Eventually, sellers will give up and 
start to cover and as they do, the market will rise well beyond the scalper's 
target. Do not place this kind of trade until you have been consistently 
profitable for a long time because until then, you should keep your trading 
style simple and you should not be thinking this hard. 

Once the entry bar closes, move the stop to one tick beyond the entry 
bar. If risk is too great, use a money stop or risk about 60% of the height of 
the signal bar. 

If you shorted on Bar 1 in Figure 10. 19 below the Double Bottom Twin 
(the two prior bars had the same low), the initial stop would be above the 
signal bar. Incidentally, this is not a good short since it is a pullback to the 
EMA on the open and has a high chance or rallying back up. The Bar 1 
entry bar reversed up immediately after entry but did not exceed the top of 
the signal bar, so this would have eventually ended up as a profitable short 
scalp. Once the entry bar closed, move the stop up to one tick above its 
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high. In this example, the signal and entry bars had the same high, so the 
stop would not have to be tightened. 

The Bar 3 entry bar immediately sold off but did not fall below the low 
of the signal bar, or below 60 percent of its height (if you used a money 
stop, thinking that this signal bar was too big to use a price action stop 
below its low). Once the entry bar closed, move the protective stop up to 
one tick below its low. Two bars later, there was a Pullback Bar but it did 
not hit the stop. If tested the entry bar low to the tick, creating a Double 
Bottom and a great trap, trapping weak longs out. 

The stop for the short at the Bar 4 M2S was not hit, despite a Pullback 
Bar two bars after entry. Given the large size of the bars, it would have 
been better to short below the low of the bear trend bar rather than simply 
on the Low 2 below a bull trend bar. The stop is above the entry bar and 
does not get tightened to above the high of the most recent bar until after 
the market has moved about four ticks in your direction. Give the trade 
time to work. Also, when the entry bar is a doji, it is usually safe to allow 
a one tick pullback. A doji bar is a one bar trading range and it is foolish 
to buy above a trading range, so don't buy back your short there. Rely on 
your original stop until the market has moved at least several ticks in your 
direction. 
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The Bar 5 High 2 long immediately sold off to test the signal bar low 
(this is evident on the I-minute chart, not shown) forming a two bar Double 
Bottom and then a successful long scalp. Rely on your stop and ignore the 
I-minute chart. When taking a 5-minute entry, rely on a 5-minute stop, else 
you will lose too often and be stopped out of a great many trades in your 
attempt to risk less per trade. 

The Bar 7 M2B long tested the stop below the signal bar but missed 
by one tick, and then tested the tightened stop below the entry bar, but 
neither stop was hit. The dojis prior to entry increase the risk of the trade 
(Barb Wire), but with six closes above the EMA after the surge from a new 
low of the day, you had to be expecting a second leg up and the M2B was 
a reasonable entry. An even better one was four bars later, above the small 
bear bar, because this was essentially a High 4 long (a second attempt at a 
High 2 out of the Barb Wire) 

If a trader bought above the Bar 8 ii, the stop was hit on the entry bar 
and this would have been a good reversal, as are most failed ii patterns. 
The buy was bad because a Double Top Bear Flag was setting up (with Bar 
4) and you should not be buying near the high except in a bull trend. Also, 
most of the previous twenty bars overlapped several of the bars before 
them, giving the market a strong trading range quality (the move up from 
Bar 7 was a small channel in a Spike and Channel bull). Therefore, you 
would not want to be buying at the top of the second leg up when that 
might be the end of the rally. 

If you shorted the Bar 1 1  swing high, you could either have reversed on 
the Bar 12 reversal bar that tested the EMA or you could have reversed on 
a buy stop at one tick above the entry bar that followed the Bar 1 1  short. 

The short from the Bar 13 swing high, Low 2 became a 5 Tick Failure 
and a failed Low 2. You should reverse to long on Bar 14 at one tick above 
the entry bar (the bar after the Bar 13 signal bar), since there are trapped 
shorts and you should expect at least two more legs up. 

The selloff to Bar 1 in Figure 10.20 was climactic and bounced up on a 
Down Up Twin bottom after breaking out of an inside bar Failed Final Flag 
three bars earlier. If a trader bought above Bar 1 (not wise since it was a 
bear trend bar), he would expect a two legged move up and that the low 
of Bar 1 would hold. In this strong a bear, it would make more sense to 
wait for a second signal, especially since there was not even a small prior 
trendline break. 

The Bar 3 pullback dipped one tick below the entry Bar 2 low but 
bounced back up in a second Down Up Twin reversal that missed the signal 
Bar 1 low by one tick. If a trader then bought above Bar 3, he would know 
that Bar 1 was an acceptable but risky long and that the dip at Bar 3 was 
17 ticks, so an 18 tick stop would have been needed to stay long. There
fore, the trader could raise his target from four ticks to about 16 ticks. The 
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FIGURE 1 0.20 Protective Stop Placement 

second leg up ended at exactly 18 ticks above the entry price. When the 
risk is about twice normal, a trader should trade half as many contracts to 
keep the dollar risk the same. A sensible long entry would be to wait for 
Bar 4 to close and once you see that it was a strong bull trend bar, and you 
know that it was the second strong bull trend bar in four bars, and there 
is room to the EMA (an obvious magnet), enter on a buy stop at one tick 
above its high. Yes, this is buying the top of a bear flag, but here was good 
bullish strength and room to run to the EMA. 

A similar situation was present on the Bar 6 low. Here the market was 
trying to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag with the Bar 3 low but Bar 6 has a 
weak close. Conservative traders would not have bought at one tick above 
the high and instead would have waited for a second signal. After Bar 7 
closed, an acceptable second signal would be to buy at one tick above Bar 
7, which would be a second attempt to rally, but it also had a weak close so 
this is not ideal. This Bar 8 entry bar again would require a stop below the 
Bar 6 Double Bottom Bull Flag low, which was also the initial signal bar, 
and it was only a couple ticks below the entry bar so the added risk was 
worth it, given the likelihood of two legs up. Once long in Bar 8, the stop 
would be twelve ticks, so it was likely that the move would extend about 
twelve ticks up. A target of ten ticks was worth trying (and proved to be 
successful). The market tested the Bar 8 low in each of the next two bars, 
so the institutions were defending the stop, making a rally more likely. Bar 
9 reached twelve ticks, and the market went one tick higher two bars later. 
A safer entry would be to buy above the bear inside bar that followed the 
Bar 8 bull trend bar because the strength of Bar 8 showed that the bulls are 
willing to defend the bottom. 
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FIGURE 1 0.2 1 The Largest Stop N eeded i n  the F i rst Hour Is Usual ly a Good Stop 
for the Rest of the Day 

A short off the Bar 1 signal bar that poked above yesterday's high 
in Figure 10.21 would have required nine ticks, since after the entry bar 
closed, the stop would be one tick above its high. Bar 2 tested the entry 
bar high, and it would have hit an eight tick stop but not a nine tick stop. 
Remember that for the rest of the day. 

If you bought the failed Low ' 2 at Bar 3 and placed the initial stop at 
one tick below the signal bar's low, you would risk eight ticks. One tick 
stop runs are common when there are dojis and you know that a nine tick 
stop was needed earlier in the day, so it would have been wise to risk the 
extra tick. This was not a great buy because it followed a tiny breakout and 
the last seven bars were largely sideways with several dojis (Barb Wire). A 
second entry would be better. 

Today had a big gap in Figure 10.22 down so the day was likely to trend 
up or down. Following Bar 3, the market sold off strong into a lower range, 
and by the time Bar 6 formed, the day was a Trending Trading Range Day 
or a Trend from the Open bear. It is usually safe to buy near the bottom of 
every range in Trending Trading Ranges and short near the top. 

Bar 5 broke above a Micro Trendline. Bars 4 and 6 were strong bull 
reversal bars, with Bar 6 setting up Breakout Pullback long. The entry bar 
became a bear trend bar, which is a sign of weakness. If the market traded 
one tick below its low, this would have been a failure and the market would 
likely have dropped quickly down in two more legs. Since smart money 
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believed that this was a Trending Trading Range Day and they bought the 
second entry (Bar 5 being the first), they will defend it by continuing to buy 
down to the low of the entry bar. They do not want the market to go one 
tick lower because they will then have a losing trade. The market missed 
those protective stops by one tick many times over the next fifteen minutes 
and patient longs were rewarded. 
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The First Hour 

T he best trades initially are usually related to patterns from yesterday 
and you first need to look for failed breakouts, breakout pullbacks, 
Trends from the Open and their first pullbacks, and then common 

price action patterns. Although there is a tendency to think that the pat
terns are different in the first hour, the reality is that from a Price Action 
perspective, they are not. The setups are the same as during any other time 
of the day and on any time frame. What is different is that the volatility is 
often greater, and therefore the patterns run further, and the reversals are 
often unexpectedly abrupt. It is common for reversals to look weak and 
have two or three doji bars before the trend breaks out. Realize that this is 
common, and if you entered and see this weakness, don't scratch out. Rely 
on your read because you will likely be right, and you stand to make a large 
swing profit. 

If the bars are larger, to keep his risk the same, a trader needs to trade 
fewer contracts. The market is moving quickly, and it is difficult to spend 
time doing exact math while trying to read the charts and place orders. 
Just quickly cut the position size in half or two-thirds. It doesn't matter 
what you do; what matters is that you do it quickly, stop thinking about it, 
and concentrate on what is much more important: reading correctly and 
placing your orders. 

One other difference about the open is that many trades set up based 
on yesterday's price action. There will often be a large flag that develops 
in the final couple of hours of yesterday and then a breakout occurs on 
today's open, or the market gaps well beyond the flag. In either case, watch 
for reversals and continuations. 

289 
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A final important difference is that the high or low of the day occurs in 
the first hour on most days, so it is critical to swing part of any trade that 
could be a major high or low, and use a breakeven stop to allow yourself 
to collect the windfall profits that often happen off the open. 

The first hour or two of the day is often rich in reliable trades. On most 
days, there are one or more tradable reversals, usually with several oppor
tunities to re-enter after scalping out with a profit. Occasionally a trend 
will develop from the first bar or two and run for an hour or more with
out a pullback (a Trend from the Open or Trend from the First Bar), but 
traders should always be looking for a reversal in the first hour or so be
cause they are the rule and not the exception, and they commonly lead to a 
protracted trend. 

On most days, there are one or more tradable reversals in the first cou
ple hours of the day. Why does the market open and then make a big move 
over the next several bars and then reverse? Why doesn't it simply open 
at the low or high of the day? The location of the open of the day is not 
set by any firm or group of firms and instead represents a brief equilibrium 
between buyers and sellers at the instant of the open. If the institutions 
have a large amount of buying planned for the day, why would the market 
ever open above yesterday's close and then selloff before rallying to a new 
high? If you were an institutional trader and had a lot of buy orders to fill 
today, you would love the market to open above where you wanted to buy 
and then have a sharp move down into your buy zone where you could ag
gressively buy along with all the other institutions who likely also have lots 
of similar buy orders from their clients, and then hope to see a small sell 
climax that will form a convincing low of the day. 

If the reversal back up is strong enough, very few traders will be look
ing to short because there will be a general feeling that the upward mo
mentum is sufficiently strong to warrant at least a second leg up before 
the low is tested, if it gets tested. Would there be anything that you, if you 
were an institutional trader, could do to make this happen? Yes! You could 
buy into the close of the premarket to push the price up and fill some of 
your orders. Not as much volume is needed in futures or stocks to move 
the price before the 6:30 A . M .  PST open. Then, once the market opens, you 
could liquidate some or all of your longs and even do some shorting. Since 
you want to buy lower, you will not start buying until the market falls to an 
area that you consider to represent value. Price action is very important. 
You would like to see how the market responds once it gets down to some 
key price, like the EMA or a prior swing high or low or the low of yester
day. If the downward momentum begins to wane and if the market starts 
to reverse up from the key price, you will liquidate any shorts and aggres
sively buy to fill your orders. Since most firms will have similar orders, the 
market will start to rally. If you believe that the low of the day might be 
in, you will continue to buy as the market rallies, and you will aggressively 
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buy any pullback. Since your order size is huge, you don't want to buy all at 
once and risk causing a spike up and then a buy climax. Instead, you would 
rather just keep buying in an orderly fashion all day long until all of your 
orders get filled. 

Is this what actually happens? Traders at institutions know if this is 
what they do, but no one ever knows for certain why the market reverses 
on any given day. Also, reasons are irrelevant. All that matters is price ac
tion. Reversals often happen seconds after a report is released, but an indi
vidual trader is unlikely to understand how the market will respond to a re
port by simply watching CNBC. The market can rally or selloff in response 
to either a bullish or bearish report, and a trader is simply not qualified to 
reliably interpret a report in the absence of price action. The best way to 
know how the market will respond is simply to watch it respond and place 
your trades as the price action unfolds. Very often, the bar before the re
port is a great setup that gets triggered on the report. Place your order and 
then your stop, and trust your read. 

Opening Reversals often happen quickly, and the sharpness of the re
versal makes it difficult to understand the fundamentals. If the market was 
so bearish a couple of minutes ago, how can it be so bullish now? Don't 
give it any thought. Instead, just look for standard price action setups, and 
trade them mindlessly without giving any consideration to the reasons why 
the reversal is taking place. All that you need to know is that it is in fact 
taking place and you must enter. 

Although the 5-minute chart is the easiest to read and the most reliable, 
the 3-minute chart trades well, particularly in the first hour. However, it is 
prone to more losers, and if you like the highest winning percentage and 
don't want the negative emotion that comes from losing, you should stick 
to trading the 5-minute chart and work on increasing your position size. 

As a trader, it is best to keep your analysis simple, especially in the 
first hour when the market is moving quickly. The vast majority of opens 
are related to the price action of the final hour or so of the prior day and 
take the form of a breakout, a failed breakout, a breakout pullback, or a 
trend from the open, and any of these can move very fast. 

PATTE RN S  RELATE D  TO 1'H E  
PREMARKET 

When looking at tick or volume charts of the Globex, the open is not 
easy to spot because it is just part of the 24-hour trading day and ap
pears indistinguishable from the rest to the chart. There is a tendency for 
Globex highs and lows often to get tested in the day session, and there are 
patterns in the Globex that get completed during the first many bars of 
the day session. The first hour or so usually moves quickly, and the day 
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session alone provides great price action. Since most traders are not capa
ble of trading two charts well, especially in a fast market such as after the 
open, just watch the 5-minute day session. Most trades that setup on the 
Globex chart will have price action reasons for the same trade based on 
the day session alone. You should be willing to miss an occasional trade 
rather than risk losing money while being confused as you quickly try to 
analyze two charts while you place entry, stop, and profit target orders. 
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FIGURE 1 1 . 1  N othing I s  Gained by Watch ing  Both the Day and Globex Sessions 

Bar 1 in Figure I L I on both the Globex chart on the left and on the day 
session chart on the right is the 6:40 A . M .  PST bar. The Globex had a Failed 
Flag reversal buy signal, and the day session had a strong bull reversal bar 
that was a Breakout Pullback above the two-legged up move into yester
day's close and a possible bull Trend from the Open. Remember that if the 
first bar of the day is a trend bar, it is usually a setup for a scalp. If it fails, 
especially with an opposite trend bar, it is a setup in the opposite direction. 

Nothing was gained by watching both charts, and trying to do so in
creases the chances that you will not be quick enough to take all of the 
available trades and make mistakes in your order placement. 

PATTERNS R E LATE D  TO YESTE R DAY 

Breakouts, Failed Breakouts, and Breakout Pullbacks from yesterday's 
swing highs and lows, large flags, trendlines, or trading ranges are the most 
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reliable patterns in the first hour. These setups usually lead to one extreme 
of the day and therefore are important swing setups for at least part of the 
position. Try to anticipate setups before the market opens, based on yester
day's price action. As you can see from the huge volume, the best traders 
in the world are taking them, and so should you. 

Many trades in the first hour are related to patterns from the prior day, 
and lots of large traders base their entries off daily charts and the high, 
low, and close of the prior day. Before the open, look at the final hour or 
two of yesterday, and see if there was a strong trend or a trading range 
and therefore a trendline, or if there was a trendline break and a test of the 
extreme is now likely, or if there is a possible Three Push pattern or a trend 
channel line test setting up. The market often tests yesterday's high or low 
in the first hour, resulting in a tradable breakout pullback or a reversal. 

The 5-minute OIR chart yesterday in Figure 1 1.2 had a three-hour, two
legged rally that broke the major bear trendline (not shown) after morning 
selling, and the rally overshot a bear trend channel line twice, reversing 
down both times (Bars 4 and 5), showing that the bulls were losing con
trol. The length of the rally is evidence of bullish strength. A two-legged 
Countertrend move in the final hour or two that breaks a major trendline 
is a common pattern. It alerts you to look for a trend reversal on the open 
in the form of a Higher Low or a Lower Low. 
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Today the market gapped down and quickly traded below yesterday's 
low where it fonned a strong bull reversal bar. This large bear flag failed 
breakout occurred over two days and provided an excellent long entry at 
one tick above the high of the Bar 7 signal bar. Opening Reversals that 
reverse the high or low of the prior day often fonn the high or low of the 
day so traders should swing some or most of their contracts. 

Since one extreme of the day usually occurs in the first hour or so, it 
is important to swing some or all of your shares. Here, a breakeven stop 
would have allowed a trader to make as much as five dollars on a swing to 
a new swing high above Bar 5. 

When the open fonns a breakout of a pattern from the prior day's close, 
traders should enter on a failed breakout setup (like Bar 7) and then enter 
in the opposite direction if the failed breakout fails and becomes a Break
out Pullback. Here, there was no good Breakout Pullback short because 
the move up from the Bar 7 low was strong (a second entry short would be 
worth taking, but there was only a Low 1 and not a Low 2, and the Low 1 
led to the Bar 8 High 1 long), but on a smaller scale, Bar 8 was a Breakout 
Pullback long on the pullback from a new high on the day. 

Obviously, the EMA in the first hour can be misleading when the mar
ket opens far from it but then reverses strongly. For example, the EMA is 
falling yet the market is rising strongly. Although the EMA is often helpful 
in the first hour, the price action is more important so do what the market 
is telling you and not what the indicator is saying. 

The market gapped up into a bull trend bar at Bar 5 in Figure 1 1.3, 
creating the possibility of a bull Trend from the Open. Instead of breaking 
above Bar 5, the market broke below its low, creating a Double Top Twin 
and a bear trend bar. When either of the first bar or two of the day is a 
strong trend bar, it usually leads to at least a tradable scalp and often a good 
swing. The early longs who bought Bar 5 were stopped out below its low, 
and when the second bar closed as a strong bear trend bar, the longs would 
likely wait before looking to buy again, and the odds of a profitable short 
were therefore high. It would be very unusual for back-to-back opposite 
trend bars on the open to both fail to yield at least a scalp. 

Yesterday closed with Three Pushes Up after a sharp rally (effectively 
a Wedge), and this commonly leads to a deep pullback that tests the lows 
and then rallies to a new high above the Wedge. The sell off down to Bar 
4 had enough momentum so that a failed test of the prior Bar 3 high was 
likely (nonnally, a Lower High), and it would have been a good short for 
a second leg down, which is common after a Wedge top. The market gave 
a Higher High test on the open at Bar 5. Although the Wedge did not sell 
off much Oust down to Bar 4), Bar 5 can be looked at as a second attempt 
to get down to the beginning of yesterday's rally. Remember, everything 
is gray, and although a Wedge does not typically fail (the upside breakout 
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FIGURE 1 1 .3 Failed Test of Yesterday's H igh and Then a Successful Test of 
Yesterday's Low Followed by a H igher  Low 

to Bar 5 was the failure because it extended above the top of the Wedge), 
here the failure failed, and failed failures are usually good entries. Always 
think about what is going on. Wedges usually don't fail before having at 
least a two-legged correction, so when the market gapped up and formed 
a bull trend bar, the bulls were excited. However, on the very next bru:, 
they were stopped out, and smart traders saw this as a failed failure and 
shorted. 

Bar 6 was a failed Micro Trendline break in a steep bear, so was a short. 
Bar 7 set up a bear M2S short. 
Bar 8 was the deep correction that price action traders were looking 

for since the Bar 3 Wedge. It was also two legs down on the day and a 
test of yesterday's low. Bar 8 was a great second entry long. Bar 9 was 
another chance to buy since it was a failed Low 2, which usually results in 
at least two more legs up (to form a possible Low 4). This was a great trade 
because it trapped bulls out of a strong up move and they would then have 
to chase the market up. A trap like this is common at the start of a strong 
trend and is a sign that the trend will likely go far. Bar 10 was a strong up 
leg that broke the trendline and broke above the EMA and had many bull 
trend bars, so a Higher Low was likely to follow. Bar 10 was also an EMA 
Gap Bar (gap above the EMA) with a bear signal bar and it is reasonable 
to assume that it would be good for at least a short scalp. However, at this 
point you would be looking to buy a pullback, since the trend is up until 
proven otherwise. 
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Bar 1 1  was a failed breakout from a Tight Trading Range, and it broke 
a trendline. Bar 12 was a failed failure . . .  after the failed breakout of the 
top of the Tight Trading Range, the market now appeared to be failing on 
its breakout of the bottom. 

The market formed two small bear trend bars en route to Bar 13, and 
this is effectively a two-legged correction from the Bar 12 reversal up. You 
could buy on Bar 13, above the second bear trend bar, or you could buy on 
Bar 14 after the inside bar that acted as a Breakout Pullback. 

There was no pullback when the market broke above Bar 10, indicating 
that the bulls were strong. You could look for a High 2 on the I-minute chart 
to go long or wait for a 5-minute pause or pullback. 

Bar 15 is not a good long because it was after a small bear trend chan
nel line breakout and reversal. Also, the setup bar was too big, and its high 
was too high (buy low, sell high!). Bar 16 was a High 2 long on the breakout 
above the small inside bar, which allowed for a tight stop. 

AAPL closed yesterday with a Tight Trading Range in Figure 1 1.4, 
which could be a setup for a Failed Final Flag. On Bar 3, AAPL quickly 
tested below the bull flag from yesterday's close and then broke out of the 
top. However, it reversed back down on the next bar. Although this is a 
decent Failed Final Flag short entry, the momentum was strong, and the 
original failed breakout through the downside means that it might be bet
ter to wait for more price action before entering. At this point, a Failed Flag 
breakout and a reversal of yesterday's high make a bear case more likely . 
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Bar 5 came at the end of a Barb Wire pattern that trapped bulls into 
buying a High 2, and was a great short entry at one tick below the low of 
the High 2 signal bar (the prior bar). This one bar would trap the bulls long 
and force them out. Barb Wire often has a second reversal so you have to 
be prepared to reverse. Bar 6 was a signal to reverse to long, because it was 
a failed breakout and a second leg down to the EMA in a bull (most bars 
are above a rising EMA). 

Note that the selloff to Bar 6 broke a trendline, indicating that the bears 
are willing to become aggressive, so you need to be prepared for a failed 
test of the Bar 4 top of the bull. 

Bar 7 was a reversal bar that failed in its breakout to a new high, and 
it was the second failed attempt to breakout above yesterday's high (Bar 4 
was the first). Since the range of the day so far had been only about half of 
that of a typical recent day, there was a good chance that a breakout in ei
ther direction would double the range and likely have at least two legs (the 
trend traders would likely be confident enough to make at least a second 
run after any pullback). The Bar 7 Double Top (and third push up in the 
bull) was the top of the day. 

Bar 9 broke below the Bar 6 swing low but not the low of the day, 
so the odds were very high that there would be at least one more push 
down to test that low, which was a magnet and very close. Bar 10 com
pleted a Barb Wire pattern, but since everyone was confident of a second 
leg down and a test to a new low of the day, it offered a great M2S short be
low the small inside bar. It was also a Breakout Pullback from the breakout 
below Bar 6. 

The Barb Wire pullback to Bar 10 broke a minor trendline (not shown), 
so it might be the correction that ended the first leg down, but the momen
tum down has been so strong that the bulls would not be confident enough 
to buy aggressively yet. They would need more price action. 

The break to the Bar 1 1  new low of the day was essentially straight 
down and therefore likely not the end of the move (traders will look for 
a second leg down to at least test the Bar 1 1  low). Since it was a failed 
breakout of a bear trend channel line, two legs up were likely first. 

Bar 12 was a Double Bottom Pullback long and a failed Low 2, but 
in the absence of a prior good trendline break or a strong reversal bar, it 
would only be a scalp. Also, since a second leg down is likely, it would 
be much wiser to focus on getting short again or adding to shorts than 
allowing yourself to be distracted by a small bull scalp after seven sideways 
bars with big tails. 

Bar 13 was another M2S opportunity for the bears, but the rally to the 
EMA broke a good bear trendline. This is a signal to both the bulls and 
bears that the next reversal up from a new swing low has a good chance of 
having two legs up, if the .reversal is strong enough. 
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Bar 14 was another M2S short. 
Bar 15 was a break to a new low, and it had a strong bull reversal bar 

off the new low, and it overshot two bear trend channel lines. Since it was 
a Spike and Channel down, a test of the Bar 14 start of the channel was 
likely. It was also the second leg down from the first trendline breaking 
pullback to Bar 13. Finally, it was the second leg down from the high of the 
day. All of these are signs of strength and increase the odds that the rally 
will have two legs. The second leg ended at Bar 16, which broke above the 
high of the first leg and reversed, and it failed to break above the Bar 14 
high, forming a Double Top Bear F1ag with Bar 14. 

Incidentally, when there is a strong move that ends in Three Pushes 
and then sells off with less momentum (shallower slope, smaller trend bars, 
more tails), the odds are high that the high of the Three Pushes will be 
exceeded shortly because this is likely a higher time frame Higher Low. 
The market fulfilled its Bar 7 objective on the open of the next day. 

Yesterday in Figure 1 1.5 was a bull Trending Trading Range day or a 
Trending Stairs day but had Three Pushes up and walked up a trendline, 
which usually means that a trendline break is imminent. The market broke 
the trendline with the gap opening, and Bar 1 was a Breakout Pullback 
short, and it might be the start of a bear Trend from the Open. 

Bar 3 tried to form a failed breakout, but there were too many over
lapping bars on the way down and no climax bottom. There were Three 
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FIGURE 1 1 .5 Small  Breakout Pu l l back and Possib le  Bear Trend from the Open 
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Pushes down to Bar 3, but the pushes were small, and there was no prior 
bear trendline break. 

Bar 5 tried to form a Double Bottom with yesterday's low (to the 
penny) and instead led to a small Wedge rally that formed a Double Top 
Bear Flag at Bar 6. A Double Top Bear Flag is a common setup after an 
initial down move off the open, especially in stocks, and is often followed 
by a protracted bear trend that is often a Trending Trading Range bear. The 
Bar 6 signal bar was an EMA Gap Bar. 

Bar 7 was a Breakout Pullback short even though the breakout had not 
yet developed. Close enough. It was also a failed Double Bottom Pullback, 
a successful Double Top Pullback setup, and a Micro Trendline short. 

Bar 9 was a two-legged Breakout Pullback from breaking below yes
terday's and today's lows. 

Yesterday's day-long bull trend was actually just a large bear flag, and 
today was the bear trend that came from its breakout. 

Yesterday. in Figure 1 1 .6 was a strong bear, but Bar 4 broke above a 
major trendline, indicating that the market might try to reverse after a test 
of the Bar 3 low (usually a two-legged drop). Instead, the market sold off 
in two legs into the close. 

Bar 8 broke above the new, flatter major trendline generated by the 
Bar 4 rally and then had a small two-legged Breakout Pullback to the EMA 
at Bar 9 (two bear trend bars separated by a bull trend bar). This Breakout 
Pullback led to a Trend from the Open Bull. It was also a Higher Low and 
the start of the second leg up from the Bar 7 trend channel line overshoot. 

Bar 10 was the third push up (three Trending Trading Ranges), so a 
two-legged pullback was expected. 
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FIGURE 1 1 .6 Breakout Pu l lback and Possible Bu l l  Trend from the Open 
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Bar 1 1  tested the low of the prior trading range and was an 1 1:45 A.M.  
PST sharp move down to trap bulls out of the market. It formed an EMA 
Gap Bar long that was also a High 2, and this final bull leg broke out of the 
top of the third trading range and extended to almost a measured move up 
into the close (twice the height of the Bar 10 to Bar 1 1  selloff). 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 1.7  was a sharp pullback to test yesterday's strong 
close, and it quickly reversed up, creating a buy entry at one tick above the 
high of Bar 1 .  

Bar 4 is a Breakout Pullback short setup. The open generated a Lower 
Low after the Bar 3 Lower High, and Bar 4 set up a Low 2 short. 

Bar 5 followed the Lower Low test of the bear low that formed yester
day after the bear trendline break. Today opened up and traded down to 
test that Lower Low. The Breakout Pullback entry above Bar 5 was effec
tively a High 2 since Bar 5 was the second leg down (yesterday's close was 
the first leg). 

The small Bar 6 Lower High and then trendline break resulted in a 
Breakout Pullback short. The entire prior day was a large bear flag and 
a Double Top Bear Flag with the high of the day before. 

Bar 7 was a Wedge long setup (a failed breakout below the bear trend 
channel line and below yesterday's low), and the Wedge followed a break 
of a major bear trendline. 

Bar 8 was a two-legged Breakout Pullback from the strong rally up 
from Bar 7 that broke a bear trendline. Since a second up leg was likely, 
traders would look to buy. The easiest entry was the High 2 at Bar 9. 

2 

FIGURE • • . 7 Patterns from the Prior Day Al most Always Influence the F i rst Hour 
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AMZN, Breakout Pullback long. Bar 1 in Figure 1 1.8 is a Double Bottom 
Pullback in a large Breakout Pullback after the market broke above the 
bear trendline from yesterday's close. This is a good entry into the Higher 
Low that followed the trendline break Bar 2 is a Wedge short, a Failed 
Final Flag, and a Lower High. 

AAPL, Breakout Pullback long. Bar 3 is a High 2 long on a second test of 
the EMA after the market gapped above yesterday's bear trendline and then 
pulled back to the EMA. Whenever there are three or more overlapping 
bars, it is better to wait for a second entry, like a High 2. Bar 4 is a Wedge 
short and a failed breakout of yesterday's high. 

RIMM, Breakout Pullback long. The market broke above yesterday's 
high, and then Bar 5 formed a High 2 Breakout Pullback long at the EMA 
and a possible bull Trend from the Open. Bar 6 was a two-legged EMA gap 
pullback long. 

FCX, Trend from the Open. The market had a large gap up and then 
went sideways for several bars, setting up a High 2 long entry above the 
Bar 7 ii. Bar 8 was a Wedge short. 

Emini, Failed Breakout. The Emini broke below yesterday's large bear 
flag but then reversed up at the Bar 9 second entry, which was also a small 
Failed Final Flag. Bar 10 was a Failed Final Flag short above yesterday's 
high. 

DUG, Failed Breakout. Bar 12 was a Double Top Bear Flag, and with 
the large gap and no immediate pullback the day was a possible Bear Trend 
from the open. The market strongly reversed up on a report and formed a 
small Higher Low at Bar 13. Bar 14 was a Wedge short near yesterday's 
close. 

1'R E N D  BAR O N  GAP O P E N :  FIRST O R  
S ECOND BAR 

If there is a gap open and the first bar is a strong (small tail, good-size bar) 
trend bar, trading its breakout in either direction is a gqod trade. If you 
enter and your protective stop is hit on the next bar, reverse for a swing 
trade because the market will usually move more than the number of ticks 
that you lost on the first entry, and there is always the possibility that it 
could develop into a Trend from the Open day. 

Even if there is not a gap open, a trend bar for the first bar is a good 
setup for a trade, but the chance for success is higher if there is a gap, since 
the market is more overdone and any move will tend to be stronger. 

The first bar of the gap down day is a bull trend bar. The long entry 
in Figure 1 1.9 on the next bar turned into a One-Tick Failure and then a 
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reversal down. You had to reverse at your stop, one tick below the low of 
the bull trend bar. Usually the second entry will more than make up for the 
loss on the first trade. 

. 

GAP OPENINGS: REVERSALS AND 
CONTIN UA'flONS 

A large gap opening from yesterday's close represents extreme behavior 
and often results in a trend day in either direction. It does not matter 
whether or not there is also a gap on the daily chart since the trading 
will be the same. The only thing that matters is how the market responds 
to this relatively extreme behavior . . .  will it accept it or reject it? The 
larger a gap is, the more likely it will be the start of a trend day away from 
yesterday's close. The size, direction, and number of trend bars in the first 
few bars of the day often reveal the direction of the trend day that is likely 
to follow. Sometimes the market will trend from the first bar or two, but 
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more commonly it will test in the wrong direction and then reverse into a 
trend that will last all day. Whenever you see a large gap opening, it is wise 
to assume that there will be a strong trend. However, sometimes it might 
take an hour to begin. Make sure to swing part of every trade, even if you 
get stopped out of your swing portion on a few trades. One good swing 
trade can be as profitable as 10 scalps, so don't give up until it is clear that 
the day will not trend. 

The gap should be looked at as if it were one huge, invisible trend bar. 
For example, if there is a large gap up and it is followed by a minor pullback 

. and then a channel type of rally for the rest of the day, this is likely a Gap 
Spike and Channel Bull, with the gap being the spike. 

These three days in Figure 1 1 .10  each had large gap openings (gaps 
from the close of the prior day), and Bars 1 and 9 were also gap openings 
on the daily chart. 

Bar 1 had a shaved top (no tail at the top) and became a large bear 
trend bar, which is a good scalp setup (if the first bar of the day is a strong 
trend bar, as seen in the thumbnail, especially on a gap opening, there will 
usually be follow through), and it was followed by a second large bear trend 
bar. On most days, this would lead to a bear trend day, and it did here 
as well (a bear Trend from the Open). There was a sharp rally to Bar 3 
that tested the open but this failed Breakout Pullback (the attempted bull 
reversal up from Bar 2 failed) resulted in a Lower High or a Double Top 
and then a lengthy down move. 
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Bar 6 was an EMA Gap Bar, a Failed Breakout of large bear flag that 
fonned in the final two hours, and a failed bear trend bar from the open. A 
short based on that bear trend bar would be risky, since it is in the area of 
the trading range of the final hour of the day before. It would make more 
sense to wait for a second entry, which did not corne, or a failure, which 
happened after the Bar 6 signal bar. 

The sharp rally up to Bar 7 tested the close of the prior day, fonned 
a Lower High and failed, and became a Breakout Pullback and a Double 
Top Bear Flag (with the last bar of yesterday). Big Up (to Bar 7), Big Down 
usually ends in a trading range, as it did on this day. 

Bar 9 gapped below the low of the prior day and fonned a bear trend 
bar, but it had big tails. It could be the start of a Trend from the Open 
bear. The second bar was a second bear trend bar with a close on its low, 
indicating that the bears were strong. Most traders would short at one tick 
below that low. The very next bar was the entry bar for the short, but it 
became a bull reversal bar. However, the protective stop above its high 
was not hit (and a two-point protective money stop was also not hit), and 
a scalper would have taken partial profits on his short at Bar 10. 

Bar 10 was also the second leg down (from the Bar 7 high), which can 
lead to a reversal. The first four bars of the day were largely overlapping, 
forming a Tight Trading Range, so trading breakouts is a risky proposition. 
A Tight Trading Range is like Barb Wire, and it acts as a magnet, drawing 
breakouts back toward its middle. The best thing to do is to fade small bars 
near its extreme, fade failed breakouts, and look for Breakout Pullbacks. 
This day had all three. 

There was a small inside bar after the Bar 10 breakout to a new low 
and a High 2 variant buy setup, and this is an acceptable long, but with four 
of the first five bars of the day being bear bars, this was not ideal. At this 
point, it was a failed breakout below yesterday's low. 

Bar 1 1  was a Breakout Pullback (the breakout below yesterday's trad
ing range) and a bear M2S. This M2S broke a small bull trendline at Bar 12 
and reversed back up, setting up a Breakout Pullback long above the inside 
bar that followed Bar 12. A market that turns up from a Low 2 often rallies 
for at least two more legs, and since big gap days often become trend days, 
this could be, and was, the start of a big move. 

TREND FROM TilE OPEN O R  TREND 
FROM TilE FI RST BAR 

Sometimes the first bar of the day fonns the high or low of the day, and 
the day begins a trend from the very first bar (a Trend from the First Bar 
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version of a Trend from the Open). The trend can also start from the second 
bar (or even after a few sideways bars) and still qualify as a Trend from the 
Open. This often leads to a strong trend day, and if you miss the entry on 
the open, look to enter on the First Pullback. 

The market gapped below yesterday's low in Figure 1 1 . 1 1  and broke 
out of a large trading range formed over the second half of yesterday (a 
Head and Shoulders Bear Flag). The first bar today was a bull trend bar, 
which usually leads to a partial gap closure. Many went long on a stop at 
one tick above the high of the bull trend bar. However, the market trapped 
those longs two bars later when it traded below the low of the bull trend 
signal bar (and the entry bar). Bar 1 provided a great opportunity to go 
short at one tick below the low of the bull trend bar because this is where 
most of those trapped longs will get out, driving the market down. It was 
a Breakout Pullback short. Also, any potential buyers will be waiting for 
more price action, so there are only sellers in the market, making for a 
high-probability short. Shorts added on · at the bear flags along that way 
that trapped other early longs. 

Bar 2 appeared to be a failed Low 2, but it did not hit the protec
tive stops above the entry bar, and smart traders are holding short on a 
bear trend day. There was no strong reversal bar or good prior trendline 
break, and the down momentum from the open was strong. Also, this was 
a bear Barb Wire pattern and the odds favor a downside breakout. The pre
sumption was that this is a Trend from the Open Bear day, which is a very 
strong trend, and therefore smart traders will try to stay short. Also, many 
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traders would hesitate to short the Low 2 because it followed a bull out
side bar. They would be happy to wait for the second entry, which came 
below Bar 2. 

This Bar 3 flag is the second down leg of the day, and the market often 
tries to reverse after two legs, making the bears more cautious and the bulls 
more daring. However, once it failed, everyone expected at least two more 
legs down, which they got (the Bar 4 flag was the end of the first small leg 
down, and the second leg ended one bar later). This created a small Three 
Push Down pattern and then a small two-legged test of the EMA, but in 
strong bear trend days, it is often wise to ignore the buys to make sure that 
you catch the shorts. 

Bars 4 through 5 formed a Failed Final Flag that grew into a Wedge 
bear flag. The first leg of the Wedge is the Bar 4 high and the second leg 
is the bottom of the reversal out of the Failed Final Flag. The other two 
pushes up are the two small legs up to Bar 5. This Wedge became a larger 
Failed Final Flag, as it often does. 

Smart bulls would only begin to look to buy after the Bar 5 rally to the 
EMA broke the bear trendline. 

Bar 6 was a two-legged drop to a new low, giving a High 2 Lower Low 
buy entry. 

Bar 7 was a Higher Low entry, a High 2, and a failed Micro Trendline 
breakout, and was a good buy because even the bears are looking for at 
least a second leg up. The large bear trend bar three bars earlier was a 
great bear trap, making lots of traders believe that the bears had regained 
control. However, it was followed by two dojis, meaning that there was no 
conviction to the selling, and it simply trapped longs out of a great trade. 
This flush out to a Higher Low could be the start of a new bull or at least 
a two-legged Countertrend move up. Note that the second and fourth bars 
after entry were Pullback Bars (a Low 1 and a Low 2). That would be un
usual for a bull with conviction, and it told everyone that much more bullish 
price action will be needed before a protracted bull leg unfolds. However, a 
failed Low 2 in a bear usually results in two more legs up, which happened 
over the next several bars. This keeps bears on edge and will force them to 
take profits quickly. The first area where they will take partial or full profits 
is above a prior swing high. 

After a second leg up to a new swing high, the market failed at a Low 
4. The bulls took profits and were unwilling to buy again until there was 
significant bullish price action. The new shorts off the second failed swing 
high feel confident that the bulls won't overwhelm them soon on this bear 
trend day, and they will continue to sell as the market drops. This resulted 
in seven consecutive bars that the bulls could not own. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 1 . 12 is the breakout below the 5-minute Signal and 
Entry Bars. Bar 2 broke above a two-bar Micro Trendline, forming a High 2. 
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This trapped eager bulls who covered on the next bar, one tick below the 
entry bar, and this created a Low 2. The Low 2 was a great entry for bears 
because not only was it a With Trend Low 2, but there were also clearly 
newly trapped longs who wouldn't be eager to buy once they sold to cover. 
This resulted in a large bear trend entry bar with several bear trend bars 
following it. There were only bears in the market at this point, after both 
the 5-minute bulls and then the I-minute bulls were forced to liquidate. 
Bulls now would be waiting for much stronger price action evidence of a 
reversal before buying again and shorts would be adding on, believing that 
any blip up would be temporary and that there would be at least a new 
swing low that would allow them to get out around breakeven at worst. 

The first bar in Figure 1 1 . 13 was a bear trend bar and a possible start of 
a bear Trend from the Open. The market failed to reverse the Bar 2 swing 
low from yesterday so it will likely now test yesterday's low at Bar 1, an 
obvious magnet. Place an order to go short at one tick below the low of 
Bar 3, even though the big tail at the bottom indicates that the bears are 
not in complete control. Once the market falls below yesterday's low at 
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FIGURE 1 1 . 1 3  The Market Opened with a Moderate Gap Down, Which Can Be 
Near the H ig h  or Low of the Day 

Bar 1, it should try to reverse up again, so you need to place an order to go 
long on a stop at one tick above the first good signal bar. Bar 4 was a bear 
trend bar, but the next bar created a Down Up Twin buy setup, followed by 
a long entry. If the order wasn't filled and the next bar had a lower low, you 
would try to buy above its high, since you are looking for a failed breakout 
below yesterday's low to form an Opening Reversal up. However, if the 
market falls much further without a good entry setup, traders should only 
trade shorts until after a rally breaks a trendline. 

The market made a small two-legged rally to the EMA and above the 
high of the day. The two legs were the bull trend bar followed by the bear 
trend bar, and then the second leg up was the Bar 5 bull trend bar. Coun
tertrend moves are often made of two legs, and since this might be a bear 
trend day, this is a good short setup (two legs up to a new high, forming ba
sically a Double Top Bear Flag at the EMA on a gap down day). Since you 
were not filled on your short entry order on the bar after Bar 5, you would 
move the stop to one tick below the low of the next bar, a bear inside bar, 
and you would be filled. This is also a Low 2 Breakout Pullback short (the 
Low 1 was on the bar after Bar 3). 

Bar 6 is a setup for a High 2 long (the High 1 occurred after Bar 4) 
and a reversal from a new low of the day and a second test of yesterday's 
low. This long stalled at the EMA and formed a series of sideways bars and 
many dojis. 
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Bar 9 was a setup for a M2S short, and it was a decent setup, but it is 
often best to wait for a clear false breakout when there are sideways bars 
and dojis (Barb Wire). 

Bar 10 was a High 2 breakout to the upside that quickly reversed back 
down, forming a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 9 and trapping bulls who 
didn't have enough time to realize that they needed to reverse and not just 
exit. You should never buy a breakout from Barb Wire, especially below 
the EMA. All slow traders were trapped out of shorts by the quickness of 
the reversal and will be forced to chase the market down. The best trade 
would be to short once the market formed an outside bar or as it broke 
below Bar 8. The market tried to form a Higher Low at Bar 8, and instead 
it failed and formed Lower Highs at Bars 9 and 10. The bears are clearly in 
control, so you need to expect at least two legs down. 

Bar 12 was a Breakout Pullback that might be the end of the first leg 
down. In any case, you need to short below Bar 12, expecting a second leg 
down. The Bar 12 high exactly tested the Bar 6 low (a Breakout Test) and 
then the bear resumed. 

The Bar 5 new high converted this day from a Trend from the open 
type of bear, which is very strong, into a likely Trending Trading Range 
day, which is a less strong bear and often has a late rally that reverses at 
least the final trading range, making the day close above its low. 

'fH I KD BAR O F  T H E  DAY AND 'fU E  
t 5·l\II NUTE (;LOSE 

When trading the 5-minute chart it is easy to not be thinking about the many 
institutional traders who are also paying attention to 15-minute charts. The 
first 15-minute bar closes at the close of the third 5-minute bar, and there
fore activity around this third bar will influence the appearance of the first 
15-minute bar. For example, if the first two bars of the day move in one 
direction and then the third bar is a smaller pause bar, the breakout of the 
bar will determine if there is a 15-minute breakout or if there could be a 
failure, and therefore trading the breakout of the third bar of the day often 
leads to a big move. Do not place a trade on the third bar alone on most 
days, but be aware of its extra significance. If it is an important bar, there 
will usually be other price action to support the trade, and that additional 
information should be the basis for the trade. This is not an important point 
and can be ignored by most traders. 

Similar logic can also be used for the last 5-minute bar ofthe 30- and 60-
minute charts, but focusing on such longer time frames and their infrequent 
entries increases the chances of missing one or more profitable 5-minute 
trades and therefore is not worthwhile. 
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Bar 1 in Figure 1 L 14 is the third bar of the day, and it is a small bull 
reversal bar, and it reversed up from the EMA and a swing low from yester
day. This is a great Opening Reversal long entry, and it also prevented the 
first 15-minute bar from being a strong bear trend bar. 

Bar 3 also reversed a swing low from yesterday and led to a scalper's 
profit, but the bull entry bar reversed down in an Up Down Twin reversal 
for a short entry. Note that Bar 3 was a bear trend bar and not a good 
reversal bar, so this is not a good Countertrend long setup. 

The break below the Bar 3 low was also a break below the first 15-
minute bar of the day on a day with a large gap down, increasing the odds 
of a tradable downswing . .  

STRONG TREND BARS I N  THE 
FI RST H O U R  O FTEN P R E D I CT 
STRENGTH LATER I N  T H E  DAY 
I N  THE SAM E D I RECTION 

Sometimes the market trends for the first bar or two of  the day, and that 
first bar ends up as one of the extremes of the day. When the market Trends 
from the Open, it is important to enter early. This pattern is most common 
with gap openings, large or small, and although you should always scalp 
part of your trades in the first hour, when you enter a trade where you 
might be at the start of a huge trend, it is particularly important to swing 
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some contracts. If the pattern is very strong, you should swing most of your 
contracts and then quickly move your stop to breakeven. 

However, if the strong opening is reversed (a breakout to a new ex
treme of the day in the opposite direction), then the day might trend in the 
opposite direction, or it could turn into a trading range (Big Up Big Down 
day). A strong trend off the open, even if it is reversed, still means that there 
were traders willing to trade aggressively in that direction, and they will be 
quick to trade again in that direction later in the day if the reversal falters. 

If there is a series of strong trend bars off the open and then a partial 
pullback that gets tested 5 to 10 bars later (the pullback is followed by a 
minor retracement and then a retest of the extreme of the pullback), this 
forms a Double Bottom or Top Flag entry and has a good chance of leading 
to a new extreme on the day and often leads to a trend. 

The seven-bar run up to Bar 4 in Figure 1 1. 1 5  had several large bull 
bars and only two small bear bars, showing that the bulls were willing to 
be aggressive. This is something to remember later in the day if another buy 
setup appears, making traders more willing to swing part of their longs. 

Bar 8 was a successful second attempt to reverse the breakout to a new 
low of the day, so it should be expected to lead to a rally that had at least 
two legs. In fact, the two-legged rally only had a small pullback (Bar 10), 
making the rally to Bar 9 a possible first leg of a larger first leg (it ended at 
Bar 1 1). 

Bar 12 was an M2B buy for a second larger leg up, which also had two 
smaller legs. 
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FIGURE 1 1 . 1 5  A Strong Move Off the Open Is Someti mes Repeated Later  in the 
Day 
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In general, you should not often scalp stocks with average daily ranges 
under three dollars, but price action entries still work. You have to trade 
far more volume and even a $1 commission eats up too much of a 10 cent 
scalp. INTC had two large bear trend bars in the first 15 minutes and then 
formed a Double Top Bear Flag (Bars 3 and 5 in Figure 1 1 . 16). This is a 
reliable pattern that often leads to a bear trend day. Yesterday's bull was 
so strong that today's two-legged selling reversed back up at Bar 6 (likely 
at the EMA on the 15- or 60-minute charts), but it was good for at least a 10 
cent scalp. 

OPEN I N G  PATTERNS AND REVERSALS 

Besides the Gap Opening Reversals and Trends from the Open discussed 
earlier, common reversal patterns and moves on the open are the same 
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as patterns occurring at any other time of the day and include the 
following: 

• Trading range breakouts 
• Sharp pullbacks to the EMA 
• Failed Breakouts of anything, including swing points, trendlines, trend 

channel lines, trading ranges, and yesterday's extremes 
• Breakout Pullbacks (Failed Failed Breakouts: that is, a Failed Break

out that went on to fail) 

On most days, either the high or low of the day is formed within the 
first hour or so. Once one of the day's extremes is formed, the market re
verses toward what will become the other extreme of the day. (Obviously 
on a Trend from the Open day, there is no reversal, but the market still 
works toward the other extreme, which will usually be near the close of 
the day). This Opening Reversal is often recognizable and can be a great 
trading opportunity for a swing trade. The first move on the open is often 
fast and covers many points, and it is hard to believe that it could suddenly 
reverse directions, but this is a common occurrence. The tum is usually at 
some key point like a test of the high or low of yesterday, a swing high or 
low of yesterday or today, a breakout of a trading range of yesterday or 
today, a trendline or trend channel line, a moving average, or any of the 
above on a different time frame chart or on the Globex chart. Even if the 
best setup is on a 60-minute or daily chart, there will almost always be a 
price action reason to take the trade based entirely on the 5-minute day 
session chart, so a trader adept at chart reading only needs to watch the 
one chart that he is using for trading. 

The patterns in the first hour are the same as those later in the day but 
the reversals are often more violent, and the trends tend to last longer. An 
important key to maximizing trading profits is to swing part of any position 
that could be a high or low of the day. If the trade looks particularly strong, 
swing all of the position and take partial profits on a third to a half after the 
trade has run two to three times your initial risk. If you had a price action 
stop that was three points (such as the distance to the other side of the sig
nal bar) and a two point money stop in the Emini, your initial risk was two 
points so take a third to a half off at around four points. If there is a strong 
trendline break and then the market pauses and appears to be reversing 
into a trendline breakout test, look to take some more off, maybe a quarter, 
just in case the entire pattern fails. Hold the remaining contracts until there 
is a clear and strong opposite signal or until your breakeven stop is hit. 
Look to add to your position at every With Trend setup, like a two-legged 
pullback to the EMA in a strong trend. For these additional contracts, scalp 
most or all of the position, but continue to swing some contracts. 
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Some reversals start quietly and trend only slightly for many bars be
fore forcefully breaking into a trend, whereas others have strong momen
tum from the entry bar. Be open to all possibilities, and make sure to take 
every signal, especially if it is strong. One of the difficulties is that rever
sals often are sharp and a trader might not have enough time to convince 
herself that a reversal setup could actually lead to a reversal. However, if 
there is a strong trend bar for the signal bar, the chances of success are 
good, and you must take the trade. If you feel that you need more time to 
assess the setup, at least take a half or a quarter position because the trade 
might suddenly move very far very fast, and you need to be involved, even 
if only in a small way. Then look to add on at the First Pullback. 
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FIGURE . 1 . 1 7  GOOG 5 -mi nute Opening Reversals 
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Bar 1 in Figure 1 1 . 1 7  is an M2S with a steep EMA, and it closed the gap 
below yesterday's low by six cents, setting up a Breakout Pullback reversal 
that formed the high of the day. 

Bar 2 is an EMA pullback and then an ii bull breakout and a failed small 
trend channel line overshoot reversal. 

Bar 3 was a Failed Breakout and reversal up from breaking the trend
line from the rally into the prior day's close. 

Bar 5 was a High 2 Double Bottom Bull Flag (the first bottom was two 
bars earlier) that also was the first pullback (a Breakout Pullback) after 
the breakout above yesterday's high. This could tum into a Trend from the 
Open Trend day. 

Bar 1 in Figure 1 1.18 for AAPL was a second entry (Low 2) for an Open
ing Reversal off a trend channel line overshoot (a Failed Breakout of the 
trend channel line ). 
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FIGURE 1 1 . 1 8  AAPL, Open ing  Trades 

Bar 2 was a reversal down from a breakout (a Failed Breakout) above 
the trading range in the final hour of the day before and of the bear trend
line going into the close of the prior day. The market then reversed up 
from the EMA, forming the Bar 3 Higher Low, which was also a Breakout 
Pullback. 

Bar 4 was a reversal down from a Higher High on a day that was not 
yet a bull, and therefore a good short. It also had a Wedge shape and was 
two legs up after yesterday's strong bear. 

Bar 6 was a Lower High after the Bar 5 break of the trendline. 
Bar 7 was a High 2 Breakout Pullback in a day with a large gap up, but 

the market reversed back down at the Bar 8 Higher High and Failed Final 
Flag breakout. Since this was not a bull trend day at this point, this is a 
good short. 

Bar 9 was a new low, but it came with strong momentum, making a 
second leg down likely. 

Bar 10 was a Low 2 and a Lower High. 
Bar 1 1  was a second entry into the short based on an M2S. It was also 

a possible Spike and Trading Range Top and then a possible Spike and 
Channel bear. 

Bar 2 in Figure 1 1.19  was a strong bear reversal bar and an EMA test in 
a strong bear, forming a Failed Breakout above yesterday's bear trendline 
(not shown). However, it gapped above the trendline from yesterday's bear 
move and might have a second leg up (the first leg was the gap). 

Bar 3 was not a reversal bar, but it was a High 2 variant (the High 
1 was the bull trend bar that followed the Bar 2 down bar) that was a 
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Breakout Pullback (breakout of yesterday's bear trendline). This was a pos
sible Higher Low after a climactic close, and after a climax (the strong bear 
into the close had virtually no pullbacks and since it was likely not sus
tainable, it was therefore climactic), there is often a two-legged Counter
trend move. 

Bar 6 was a Wedge top and a two-legged move up from the Bar 3 
Higher Low. 

Bar 10 was a Double Bottom Bull Flag and a Failed Breakout below 
the two-legged rally up from Bar 7. The first bottom was Bar 8 or the inside 
signal bar following Bar 7 low. It was also a reversal up from a test of 
yesterday's low. 

Bar 12 was a Higher Low and led to a breakout an ii pattern. It was also 
a failed Low 2 in a bear, which trapped bears who saw the big gap down 
and shorted the second entry (Low 2 gap pullback). 

DOUBLE BOTTOM AND DOUBLE 
TOP FLAGS 

Unlike a Double Bottom Pullback that is a reversal pattern, a Double 
Bottom Bull Flag is a continuation pattern that develops after the bull has 
already begun. Functionally, it is the same as a Double Bottom Pullback, 
since both are buy setups. 
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The same is true for Double Top Bear Flags, which are continuation 
patterns in an ongoing bear and not a reversal pattern, like the Double Top 
Pullback. Both, however, are short setups. After a strong down move and a 
pullback, the bear will resume. If the market pulls back again to about the 
same level as the First Pullback and again finds sellers around the same 
price, this trading range is a Double Top Bear Flag, and it is a short entry 
setup. The market made two attempts to go above a price and failed both 
times and this usually results in the market doing the opposite, especially 
when the opposite is With Trend. More often than not, the second pullback 
will be slightly below the first, as would be expected in a bear trend (each 
swing high tends to be below the prior one). The entry is on a stop at one 
tick below the setup bar. 
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FIGURE 1 1 .20 Double Top Bear Flag 
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Bars 2 and 3 in Figure 1 1 .20 formed a Double Top Bear Flag on a big 
gap down day (the gap was the flag pole of the Bear Flag). 

Bar 3 gave a M2S short entry and a minor Failed Final Flag. 
Bars 3 and 4 in Figure 1 1.21 formed a large Double Bottom Bull Flag 

after the rally to Bar 2. Bars 6 and 7 formed a Double Top Bear Flag after 
the strong move down to Bar 5. 

GS pullback had a strong move up to Bar 1 in Figure 1 1.22 and then 
formed a broad Double Bottom Bull Flag. 

Bar 10 slightly undershot Bar 6 and formed a Double Top Bear Flag. It 
could have topped out at Bar 7 or at Bar 5 as well and still have been the 
same pattern. 

Bars 8 and 9 formed a sloppy Double Bottom Bull Flag, but it had too 
much of a Barb Wire look to be a great setup. 
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Sometimes the market forms a trading range in the first 3 to 10 bars or 
so with 2 or more reversals. If the range is small compared to the average 
daily range, a breakout is likely. A trader could enter on a breakout from 
the range, but the risk is smaller if you are able to fade small bars at the 
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FIGURE 1 1 .23 Trad ing Range Breakout off the Open 

top or bottom of the range, or wait until after the breakout and enter on a 
failed breakout or a Breakout Pullback, just as you would with any trading 
range. 

GOOG went sideways in Figure 11 .23 into a 7:00 A . M .  PST report and 
then broke out of the trading range to the downside. A trader could enter 
on a stop below the trading range low, but it is less risky to short the Low 
2 below Bar 5. This is a Low 2 because Bars 3 and 5 were two legs up (bull 
trend bars separated by one or more bear trend bars). It was also a failed 
High 2. It is basically Barb Wire below the EMA and therefore will likely 
have a downside breakout (bear flag). 

Some days open with a flat EMA, big overlapping bars, and just no safe 
setups (no small bars near the top or bottom where a fade trade could be 
placed). This is Barb Wire in Figure 1 1.24, and it should be traded like all 
Barb Wire and requires patience. Wait for one side to be trapped with a 
trend bar breakout, and then look to fade the breakout. 

Bar 7 was a reversal up after a breakout of the bottom of the Barb Wire, 
but it followed a series of bear trend bars, and there was no prior trendline 
break and no good signal bar. You need a second entry. Even though it was 
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a High 2, the High 1 was an outside down bar that trapped longs, and that 
bar should be considered the start of the down move. That is, expect two 
legs after the outside down bull trap bar, making Bar 7 actually a High 1 ,  

since the down move began at the top of Bar 6 and not the top of Bar 5.  
Bar 7 broke a Micro Trendline (across the three prior bars but not 

shown), and then Bar 9 formed a second attempt at reversing the break 
to a new low below the low of the day and yesterday. Second entries are al
ways good, especially on nontrend days, and this alone was all the reason 
that a trader needed to go long, even with the weak reversal bar (a bear 
close, but at least the close was above the middle of the bar). The market 
then trended up through the other side of the opening range and gave a 
M2B Breakout Pullback long at Bar 10. 

FI RST PULLBA�K 

Entering on the First Pullback after a strong first leg is simply capitalizing 
on the propensity for strong moves to test the extreme. Most strong moves 
have at least two legs so entering on the First Pullback through a trendline 
has a very good chance of leading to a profitable trade. This entry is espe
cially important on Trend from the Open days if you missed the original 
entry. In strong trends, what constitutes the First Pullback is not always 
clear because trends frequently have two or three sideways bars that don't 
break a meaningful trendline and therefore really aren't significant enough 
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to constitute a pullback. They are all great With Trend entries, and you can 
continue to enter With Trend with confidence even after the First Pullback 
that breaks a meaningful trendline. Only after a trendline is broken has 
there been a significant pullback, and the first leg has likely ended. Even 
then, the first break of the trendline has very high odds of setting up a With 
Trend entry that will lead to second trend leg and a new extreme in the 
trend. Consider the First Pullback trade to be the first one after a trendline 
break, and all the With Trend entries before then are simply part of the first 
leg of the trend. Look for High/Low 1 and 2 setups and enter on a stop at 
one tick beyond the .setup bar (for a buy, buy on a stop at one tick above 
the setup bar). 

The market in Figure 1 1 .25 formed a bull Trend from the Open, and 
the Bar 2 break below the Micro Trendline was the First Pullback. Traders 
should buy on a stop at one tick above its high, even though it was a weak 
signal bar (bear close, but at least the close was above the midpoint) . 
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The OIH in Figure 1 1 .26 had a bull Trend from the First Bar and there 
really never was a First Pullback with enough Countertrend strength to 
break a meaningful trendline. The ii breakout at Bar 1 is a good entry, 
and the Bar 3 breakout of the two-legged sideways correction was another. 
Finally, there was the Tight Trading Range breakout at Bar 4. All of these 
entries should be considered to be part of the first up leg and not a first 
pullback, which comes after the first leg and sets up the second leg. Rarely, 
days just don't seem to pull back and traders are forced to enter on break
outs from even brief sideways pauses. The reality is that on strong days like 
this you can just buy your swing size position at the market at any point, 
trusting that even if there is a reversal, the odds are overwhelming that the 
market will make another high before the pullback retraces very far. 

When that is the case, the odds are very high that your trade will be 
profitable because an unclear pullback means the Countertrend traders are 
very weak. Bars 2 and 3 in Figure 11 .27 were tiny pullbacks that did not 
break a meaningful trendline. The First PUllback to break a trendline was 
Bar 4. The first trendline break has a very good chance of being followed 
by a second With Trend leg and is a great entry (like shorting Bar 4). 
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Detailed Day 
Trading 

Examples 

B ars 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 12. 1 were shorts on testing the EMA in a 
bear. 
Bar 6 was a second entry bear trend channel line overshoot and re

versal up, but the signal bar was weak (a small doji). It was also a Wedge 
reversal. However, the rally from Bar 6 broke the trendline, setting up a 
long on a test of the low. 
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Bar 9 was a Lower Low test of Bar 6 and a bear trend channel over
shoot and reversal, and it was a bull reversal bar. Also, it was a failed failed 
Wedge (the Wedge bottom at Bar 6 failed, and its upside breakout broke a 
trendline and then had a two-legged move to a Lower Low), which is a very 
strong buy signal, as can be seen by the powerful rally that followed. 

Bar 10 was an inside bar that ended the first tiny pullback (bear trend 
bar), so traders could go long above it. After the Spike and Channel bear 
(Bar 2 ended the spike) and the Three Pushes Down (Bars 2, 6, and 9 ended 
them), it was likely that a protracted two-legged up move would develop, 
so the Bar 10 pause was likely to just be part of the first leg up and not the 
end of the first leg (that would make the leg too small for what should be 
expected based on the size of the pattern that created the reversal). Spike 
and Channels usually retrace to the start of the channel, which was the Bar 
3 high. 

Bar 1 1  was an M2B buy setup (the High 1 was two bars earlier) and the 
actual First Pullback since it broke a trendline. 

The 5-minute EURUSD (Forex) in Figure 12.2 reversed down at Bar 
2 after a new high. This bull leg had strong momentum, as evidenced by 
eight bars in a row without a bear trend bar, so the odds were high that 
there would be a Higher Low rally that tested the Bar 2 high before there 
was a breakout below the start of the leg (Bar 1). Bar 3 was an EMA Gap 
Bar that also was a Breakout Test of the Bar 1 beginning of the rally. 

The market formed a triangle, which ended up as a Tight Trading 
Range. 
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Bar 8 was a failed upside breakout attempt (one tick below the Bar 4 
high) that reversed through the bottom of the range in a bear outside bar. 
It formed a Double Top Bear flag with Bar 6. 

Bar 9 was a Breakout Pullback small bar above the middle of the out
side bar, offering a low-risk short. 

Bar 10 was another Breakout Pullback short. You would not be buying 
above that small doji because a doji is a one-bar trading range, and you 
don't buy above a trading range in a falling market. 

Bar 1 1  was a M2S short and a second attempt to break out below the 
Bar 3 spike low. 

Bar 12 was another M2S. Always keep placing your orders. A bear 
might become complacent because of the bull doji Higher Low, but you 
still need to be thinking that the market is in a bear swing and if it falls 
below this bar, it will form an M2S. 

Bar 13 was a ii long setup with a strong bull bar for the second bar after 
the trend channel line overshoot. 

Bar 15 was Three Pushes up and the first EMA Gap Bar. 
Bar 16 was an ii setup (with bull ii bars) for a Higher Low long, since 

traders were expecting at least two legs up from the trend channel over
shoot and reversal off the Bar 13 low entry. It formed a Double Bottom 
Bull Flag with Bar 14. The large bear trend bar trapped bears into shorts 
and trapped weak bulls out of longs. 

Bar 2 in Figure 12.3 was a trading range after the Bar 1 spike up. Bar 3 
was a second small leg up after the bar 1 spike down, and it broke out of 
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the top but failed (a Failed Final Flag), setting up a nice short below Bar 3 
or below the trading range. 

Bar 4 overshot a bear Micro trend channel line and reversed up. The 
entry was above the Bar 6 ii bar, which had a bull close. 

Bar 9 was a Wedge and a four-legged move up from the Bar 4 low, 
making it a Low 4 variation. It was a test of the Bar 3 high but could not get 
up there to form a perfect Double Top Bear Flag. 

Bar 10 was a Breakout Pullback from the trendline breakout. 
Bar 1 1  was a huge bull reversal bar following a new low on the day, but 

Bar 12 could not trade above it, making a short below Bar 12 inside bear 
trend bar a great entry because of the trapped longs who entered early in 
Bar 1 1 . It was also a Breakout Pullback, as was the Bar 13 short. 

Bar 1 in Figure 12.4 was a High 1 Breakout Pullback from the breakout 
of the earlier trading range. 

Bar 3 was a good High 2 long, despite the Barb Wire, because Bar 2 was 
not a climax and the momentum remained strong (as seen by the large bull 
trend bars leading up to Bar 2). 

Bar 5 was a Three Push High short, so two down legs should follow 
(a climax usually is followed by at least two Countertrend legs). The move 
down to Bar 6 broke the trendline, and it broke below the Bar 3 Higher Low 
of the bull, indicating strong bears. 

Bar 7 was a two-legged Breakout Test of the Bar 5 signal bar, and it 
was a Lower High and an Up Down Twin short setup and a sharp rejection 
of the poke above the EMA. 
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The chart below is a close up of this area. It is virtually impossible for 
most traders to read a chart correctly fast enough to catch most of these 
trades in Figure 12.5 but the chart illustrates that price action analysis even 
works on the I-minute level. 

Bar 1 in Figure 12.6 was a failed Low 2, so effectively a High 2 long . 
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FIGURE 1 2.5 A l -m i n ute Chart Showing Many Price Action Scalps i n  the F i rst 90 
Minutes 
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Bar 2 was a Wedge short and a failed breakout of a bull flag. 
Bar 3 was a Breakout Pullback short. 
Bar 4 was a Breakout Test short even though it was a Higher High 

(above the Bar 3 swing high), which is a sign of strength. 
Bar 5 was a Lower High and an M2S below the EMA. 
Bar 6 was a Wedge long and an Expanding Triangle bottom. 
Bar 7 was a failed trendline breakout short. 
Bar 8 was a two-legged Lower Low after the Bar 7 break of a trendline, 

and a Lower Low on a trading range day. 
Bar 10 was a Wedge and a Lower Low on a trading range day. 
Bar 1 1  was the First Pullback after a trendline break, and it was an 

M2B long. 
Bar 12 was another bull M2B. 
Bar 13 was a Wedge short and a possible Double Top bear Flag (with 

Bar 4). 
Bar 14 was a failed trendline and trading range breakout failure, a Dou-

ble Bottom Bull Flag, and a possible start of a second leg up. 
Bar 15 was a High 2 that followed a Breakout Test two bars earlier. 
Bar 16 was a High 2 in a bull. 
Bar 17 was a Wedge and a failed test of the high of the day, and there

fore a possible Lower High. 
Bar 19 was a bear Low 2 (M2S) and a Five-Tick Failure for traders who 

bought Bar 18. 
Bar 20 was two pushes to a new low of the day (Bar 18 was the first) 

in a trading range day (even though there was a strong bear leg from the 
Bar 17 high . . .  it is not a bear day at this point). It was also a reversal up 
after a one-tick new low of the day (a one-tick failed breakout). It was also 
a Wedge. 

Bar 21 was a small second leg up and a possible Double Top Bear Flag 
(with Bar 19). 

Bar 22 was a two-legged pullback to a Higher Low after a trendline 
break (Bars 17 to 19), and a Double Bottom (Bars 10 and 20) Pullback long. 

Bar 23 was a failed trendline break and a Double Bottom (Bar 23 was 
one tick higher than Bar 22) Bull Flag. 
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Daily, Weekly, 
and Monthly 

Charts 

A lthough daily, weekly, and monthly charts can generate intraday sig
nals, they occur so infrequently that they become a distraction for 
a day trader and should be ignored. The most common signals are 

those based on yesterday's high and low, and you can see them on a 5-
minute chart. However, there are frequently price action entries on these 
longer time frames, but because the signal bars are so large, far fewer con
tracts can be traded if the risk is to be the same as for a day trade. Also, 
overnight risk may mean that you should reduce your contracts even fur
ther or consider trading option strategies that have a defined risk, like out
right purchases or spreads. A day trader should only trade these charts if 
they do not occupy his thoughts during the trading day because it is easy to 
miss a few day trades using large volume while nursing a trade of far fewer 
contracts or shares based on the daily chart, and these misses can more 
than offset any gain from the daily signal. 

The price action of the stock of the largest companies in the world 
usually behaves in a more predictable way than that for the stock of small 
companies. The risk of a huge, overnight adverse move, especially on the 
upside in a protracted bull, is much less. This means that a Countertrend 
trade in WMT has a smaller chance of failing than in CHK. However, the 
profit potential is also less. 

When trading counter to a strong trend, the goal should be a scalp 
of 1 or 2 percent, since most Countertrend trades just result in pullbacks 
that become With Trend entries. Gaps complicate the entries, and in gen
eral, the risk is less if the market opens within yesterday's range and then 
trades through the entry stop at one tick beyond the range. If you cannot 

33 1 
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watch the stock intraday and there is a gap open, it is probably best to 
pass on the trade. If you can watch the stock and there is a gap opening, 
watch for a gap pullback, and then enter on the failed pullback into the 
gap, as the market resumes its move away from yesterday's range. In other 
words, if you were looking to buy, but today gapped up, look for a selloff 
on the open today, and then buy a Breakout Pullback reversal back up, 
placing your stop below the low of today. If the entry fails and your stop 
is hit, look elsewhere or give it only one more try if there is a second buy 
setup. Don't spend too much time on a stock that is not doing what you 
wanted it to do because you will lose money. There is a natural tendency 
to want to make back your money on the same stock after a loss, but this 
is a sign of your emotional weakness. If you feel a need to prove that you 
were right and are in fact a great chart reader, you might be right about 
that, but you are not a great trader. Great traders accept their losses and 
move on. 

Pullbacks on daily charts rarely have classic reversal bars, leaving 
traders with more uncertainty than when trading 5-minute charts. Uncer
tainty means risk, and when there is more risk, position sizes need to be 
smaller, and a trader will have to consider taking a partial position and 
adding to the position as the price action unfolds. In a bull pullback, ad
ditions can be made at a lower price if the market sells off a little more 
but the bears have not yet demonstrated that they are in control. Additions 
can also be made at a higher price, after the trend has resumed and a small 
pullback forms a Higher Low, above your original entry. 

When you scan your daily charts at the end of the day, you will fre
quently see setups to consider for the next day. Once the setup triggers, 
there will often be an intraday trend that will provide you with many good 
5-minute With Trend entries. If the stock is not one that you normally trade 
intraday but its volume is about 5 million shares or more, it is worth consid
ering adding it to your basket of day trading stocks for a day or two. Some
times, however, even with very liquid stocks such as the OIH, your broker 
might not have an inventory available for selling short, and you might be 
only able to trade buy setups. 

Price action is the cumulative result of a large number of traders act
ing independently for countless reasons to make as much money as they 
can. Because of that, its fingerprint has remained unchanged and will al
ways provide a reliable tool for making money for those who can read it. 
Figure 13.1 is a daily chart of the Dow Industrials in 1933 and 1934, and it 
looks like any stock trading today on any time frame. 

Bar 2 is a Low 2 that broke a trendline. 
Bar 3 is a small Failed Final Flag reversal and a Lower Low test of the 

Bar 1 low after a trendline break (a trendline break followed by a test of 
the trend's extreme can be a major trend reversal). 
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Bar 4 is a Breakout Pullback and a small Higher Low. 
Bar 5 is the First Pullback in a strong bull and a High 2. 
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Bar 6 is a Wedge that led to two large legs down, ending at Bar 8. A 
Wedge at the end of a strong surge usually results in a very deep pullback 
and then a new high. 

Bar 7 was a trendline break and a two-legged pullback. 
Bar 8 was a Lower Low after a trendline break and a Breakout Test 

of Bar 2. 
Bar 10 is a Higher Low. 
Bar 1 1  is a High 2 Breakout Pullback after the breakout above the failed 

Bars 7 and 9 Double Top Bear Flag. 
Bars 12 and 13 are reversals up after a minor trendline breaks. 
Bar 14 is a Wedge. 
Bar 15 is a trendline break and a strong momentum Countertrend move 

that will likely be tested after a rally tests the Bar 14 high. 
Bar 16 is a Wedge, and Bar 17 is a failed breakout of the Wedge. 
Bar 18 is the Lower High test of the Bar 14 bull trend extreme, and 

it is a Low 2 entry for a short on the Wedge failed failure. There was a 
failed breakout below the Wedge, and now the Wedge is failing on its up
side breakout. A failed failed Wedge often leads to a strong reversal. Bar 18 
is also a Breakout Test of the Bar 14 signal bar low. 

Bar 19 is the test of the Bar 15 low and is a Double Bottom Bull Flag. 
Bar 20 is a Higher Low pullback in the reversal up and a Double Bottom 

Pullback. 
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AAPL was in a strong bull on the daily chart (thumbnail) and had a 
first EMA pullback at Bar 1 in Figure 13.2, which was a bear trend channel 
overshoot (the numbering is the same on both charts). Bar 2 on the daily 
had a strong intraday reversal up and closed near its high. It was reasonable 
to want to buy at one tick above the high of Day 2. However, the next day 
gapped above the Day 2 high. Rather than risk a possible reversal down 
day, it would be prudent to watch for a reversal up after a pullback test of 
the gap. 

Bar 6 on the 5-minute chart closed the gap and was an EMA Gap Bar 
. and a bear trend channel overshoot and reversal up. This was a great long 
entry with a protective stop below Bar 6. This 62 cent risk led to a several 
dollar gain. 

After an extended bull run, the market broke out of a bull flag after the 
High 2 pullback at Bar 2 in Figure 13.3. 

Bar 7 was a test of the trend channel line drawn across the highs of 
Bars 3 and 5, and it was also the signal bar of an Expanding Triangle, which 
setup a great short for at least a two leg pullback. Whenever a trade could 
be a major reversal, it is imperative to swing part with a breakeven stop 
after scalping out of some of the position. 

Bar 1 1  broke above the bear trend line, but after this strong a down 
move the bulls would be reluctant to buy, expecting a second leg down 
from any rally. The market poked above the trend channel drawn from the 
highs of Bars 10 and 12 and formed two dojis at Bar 13, meaning the bulls 
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FIGURE 1 3.3 DuPont, the 1 987 Crash 

were no longer in control of the rally from Bar 1 1. This is a possible setup 
bar for an EMA Gap 2 Bar down (second attempt to close the gap to the 
EMA), so you must place an order to go short at one cent below the low of 
Bar 13. Since there are so many gap opens in stocks, resulting in terrible 
fills, it is better to place the order only after the open and only if there is no 
gap. If there is a gap down, as there was here, you would use the 5-minute 
chart to look for a price action justification for a short after the rally closed 
the gap. 

Bar 14 broke above a Micro Trendline. You would place an order to 
short at one cent below the low of Bar 14. This is a variant of a Breakout 
Pullback, even though the breakout below the low of Bar 1 1  has not yet 
occurred. The four bars down to test the low of Bar 1 1  were very vertical, 
and you would expect it to behave the same as if in fact there was a small 
breakout. Therefore, the short below Bar 14 is a type of Breakout Pullback 
entry, and these trades often lead to protracted moves. The entry bar had 
a shaved top, which means that the bears were in control from the first 
minute. 

Bar 11  ended the first leg down, and Bar 16 completed the second leg of 
the two legs down. Since the move down to Bar 16 was so steep, it is better 
to wait for a test of the low before going long, or some other indication 
that the sellers were going to wait for more price action before they short 
again. However, the steepness of the second leg and the size of the bear 
trend bars imply that there is a high probability of this being a sell climax, 
which usually is followed by at least a two-legged Countertrend rally that 
lasts for far more bars than most would expect. 
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The two-bar rally off the low broke a trendline, albeit a steep one, so 
it is sensible to buy the Bar 17  High 2 (Higher Low). You could then short 
the Low 2 near the EMA at Bar 18, or wait for more price action, since the 
pullback did not reach the EMA, and it is a bull trend bar, so more rally is 
possible. 

Bar 19 was a signal bar for a Low 2 in a bear and a failed High 2, near 
the EMA, so it is a strong short. It was also a three-bar long Double Top 
Bear Flag. 

Bar 20 poked below the Bar 17 low but immediately found buyers and 
the shorts covered. The market tried to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag. 
The longs from the Bar 20 signal bar only made it to the EMA, where they 
would take partial profits and move their stops to breakeven. They would 
have been stopped out, but they would buy again at the High 2 off the Bar 22 
signal bar that tested the Bar 16 bear low, and it followed the Bar 21 break 
of the bear trendline. There was not a strong reversal bar, and although this 
could be the start of an extended bull and it must be bought, you would 
have to expect more two-sided trading to unfold before a strong trend in 
either direction begins. 

GE rallied sharply in early 1987, but there was a small short based on 
the Bar 6 signal bar that was a reversal from a second overshoot of a bull 
trend channel line drawn from Bars 2 and 3 in Figure 13.4. The fill was 
one tick (one cent) below on a stop. Since there was not yet an earlier 
downward surge, this is likely going to fail on a two-legged down move to 
around the EMA, and be followed by a new high. 
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FIGURE 1 3.4 Weekly Chart of GE,  1 987 Crash 
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The M2B (High 2 near the EMA) at Bar 9 was a good long entry for a 
test of the highs. 

Bar 1 1  broke through the trend channel line attached to the high of 
Bar 5, which is a parallel of the trendline drawn from Bars 1 and 8. You 
would get a similar signal by drawing the trend channel line across the 
highs of Bars 2 and 5. 

Bar 1 1  was a potential signal bar, but the next bar failed to take out 
its low. Instead, the next bar was an inside bar reinforced by a strong bear 
close. If you placed an order to short at one tick below its low, the order 
would be filled on the next bar (turning that bear inside bar into a signal bar 
for this short). After such a climactic move up through the trend channel 
line and following the earlier trendline break down to Bar 8, the shorts 
should expect at least two legs down to test the Bar 8 start of the channel 
up after the Bars 1 to 6 spike. 

Bar 13 was the second small leg up in the pullback from the potential 
new bear. It is two legs up because there was a bull trend bar off the EMA, 
and then a bear trend bar (a down leg on a smaller time frame), and finally 
a second leg up, made of consecutive bull trend bars. Since the shorts are 
expecting a second leg down before any possible new high, place a stop 
order to go short at one cent below Bar 13 (which becomes the signal bar 
once the order is filled). The initial stop goes above the high of the signal 
bar. Once the entry bar closes, lower the stop to one cent above its high. 

The market crashed in a large second leg down to Bar 14. Because 
this is two legs down and it did not take out the low of the prior bull, it 
could form a Higher Low in a longer time frame bull. Also, since the bear 
trend bars were so large, it is likely that there will be at least two legs up 
(and likely four legs), and the sideways to up action should last for a long 
time (at least 20 or 30 bars, as an approximation based on eyeballing the 
chart). The bears will likely relinquish control for an extended period and 
wait for more price action before being willing to short aggressively. They 
will, however, short every rally and take profits at every pause in the down 
move. Likewise, the bulls know that the market will probably go sideways 
to up for a long time, and they will start buying the dips but exiting quickly 
on stalled rallies, until there is price action that indicates that a trend up or 
down has begun. 

Bar 16 is a potential signal bar for a Low 2, so the bears will place an 
order to short at one cent below its low. 

Bar 17 tested the bear low and is a potential High 2 signal, so the bulls 
will place buy orders at one tick above its high (and the shorts will exit the 
remainder of their positions). It is a Failed Final Flag. 

Bar 18 is a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 15. 
Bar 20 is a short entry bar based on a Low 2, especially after the mar

ket failed to hold above the Micro Trendline (not shown) over the six bars 
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down from Bar 18. However, this is Barb Wire, and it is usually better 
and always less stressful to wait for a breakout to fail and then enter on 
the failure. 

Bar 21 was another test of the bear low, forming a Double Bottom with 
Bar 14 (or, with Bars 14 and 17 both being considered as the first bottom). 
The rally to Bar 18 also broke a steep bear trendline from Bar 13 to any 
of the bars around Bars 15 and 16. A broken trendline and then a possible 
Double Bottom could be the start of a new bull trend. Bar 21 also reversed 
a break below a seven-bar bear trend channel line, drawn using a best fit of 
the bottom of the bodies of those immediately prior seven candles. 

The rally to Bar 22 broke another bear trendline. Breaks of multiple 
bear trendlines is a strong indication that the bulls are asserting themselves 
and that a protracted swing up is becoming more likely. However, this was 
also the first test above the EMA so the Low 2 after Bar 22 is a good short, 
expecting two small legs down. 

Bar 23 setup a High 2 long entry that was also a Higher Low (above 
Bar 21) and a Double Bottom Pullback and it followed a rally up to Bar 22 
that contained seven consecutive, albeit small, bull candles. The nine-bar 
rally up to Bar 24 contained only one bear candle, and was followed by five 
consecutive bull bars that closed above the EMA, both indicating that the 
bulls are owing the market. 

Bar 26 reversed after poking above a bull trend channel line (a parallel 
from the Bar 23 and 25 lows ) and the Bar 15 initial up move off the climactic 
low. This is a potential Double Top Bear Flag. Since there was so much 
strength on the rally to Bar 26, it is likely that its high will be tested before 
the Bar 23 low is taken out, which would negate the expected two legs 
(minimum) down. 

Bar 28 setup an M2B (a High 2 at the EMA). Also, it was second of two 
bear trend bars that tried to push back below the EMA (the first occurred 
three bars earlier) after 24 consecutive closes above the EMA. When two 
attempts at something fail, expect a big move in the opposite direction. It 
is also a Breakout Pullback from the Bar 26 rally above the trading range 
that has been in effect since Bar 15, and a large Double Bottom Pullback 
from the Bars 14 (or 17) and 23 (or 21) Double Bottom, and is sometimes 
called a cup and handle long setup. 

Bar 29 tested the Bar 27 high, creating a Breakout Test, and then vio
lently surged up in a large outside bar up trapping weak longs out of their 
positions and forcing them to chase the market up. 

Bar 31 tested the gap that followed Bar 30, and it also setup a High 2 
bull pullback long. 

There was a two-legged move down from the 2000 high with the first 
leg ending at Bar B in Figure 13.5. The rally to Bar C broke the trendline, 
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FIGURE 1 3.5 This  Is the Monthly SPY Showing the Double Bottom Pu l l back Bot
tom in 2003 

so traders were looking to buy a Higher Low or Lower Low test of the low 
of Bar B. 

Bar 1 dropped too far below Bar B for traders to aggressively buy there 
in the absence of more price action. 

Bar 5 was in Barb Wire (three or more overlapping bars with one or 
more being a doji), so you should only look to short a small bar near the 
high or buy a small bar near the low. Although Bars 1 and 5 did not have 
identical lows, they were close enough to be a possible Double Bottom, 
and in trading close is usually close enough. The rally from Bar 5 broke a 
bear trendline, so traders will look to buy a test of the Bar 5 low. 

Bar 1 1  reversed up from a deep test of the Double Bottom low. This 
Double Bottom Pullback completed the two legs down from Bar A and an 
extended bull ensued. As is typical, the bull took out the highs of the bull 
signal bars that formed in the bear down from Bar A to Bar 5. 

Bars I ,  5, and 1 1  correspond to those in the daily chart below. 
The rally up to Bar 1,5 was very strong. It is interesting to note that 

any pullback would be expected to test the bear signal bars in the rally up 
from the Bar 1 1  low (see next chart). The selloff in fact fell through all of 
the earlier bear signals and became a major bear. However, nothing is ever 
surprising, and traders should just trade whatever patterns appear on the 
chart that they use for trading and not necessarily trade monthly patterns. 

The Bar 15 top was a Three Push up Higher High test of Bar A (there 
obviously was a trendline break in the bear down from Bar A). Also, the 
third push up to Bar 15 followed a small trendline break. 
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Bar 16 was a M2S after the break of the major bull trendline. 
Bar 17 was a Low 1 Breakout Pullback 
Although Bar 18 is a huge bar that might turn out to be a climactic test 

of the Bar 5 low, there is absolutely no price action evidence of a bottom 
at this point, despite what the pundits are saying on television. The climax 
might lead to a reversal or a trading range, but there has yet to be a break 
of the bear trendline and there has been no significant upward momentum. 
The trend is still down and although it is hard to imagine that the market 
could get much lower, it can. The market is not trading based on valuation 
at this point and when it is emotional like this, it will keep dropping until 
the last seller has sold. When he does, there will be a rally that will break 
a significant bear trendline and then a test of the low, but until then, the 
trend is still down. 

Incidentally, although pundits have been attributing this 2008 crash to 
the housing bubble and the related banking crisis, the housing market be
gan its crash almost three years earlier arid the credit crisis has been sim
mering for at least a couple of years. What did happen was the world real
ized that Obama was going to become president and that he would increase 
business regulations and increase the cost of labor, both of which would 
reduce corporate profitability. When companies earn less, their stock is 
worth less. The worldwide market was just rapidly adjusting the value of 
stocks to reflect the reduced earnings that smart money anticipates under 
Obama. It is likely that the market has discounted this too much and that 
the market will rally back over the next many months as it waits to see what 
Obama does. This is similar to the huge stock market rally that began when 
the Republicans took over Congress in 1994 and it was never attributed to 
them (by the way, I am a very liberal Independent and not a Republican). 
The world adjusted its earnings expectations dramatically upward, signifi
cantly increasing the value of stocks. None of this is useful to a day trader, 
but it is an example of being willing to think differently from the experts 
and being comfortable holding a minority opinion. Never be afraid to see 
things differently from everyone else, especially the experts on television. 

The strong rally up to Bar 3 in Figure 13.6 broke well above the EMA 
and broke the trendline. The end of the rally had a Wedge look to it and 
whenever there is a Wedge at the end of a strong surge, there is often a test 
of the start of the move (the Bar 1 low). 

Bar 5 was a Lower Low test of Bar 1, forming a Double Bottom. Re
member, traders live in a world of imperfection and if something looks 
reasonably similar to a reliable pattern, it will tend to act the same way. 
There was a bear trend channel break and reversal at the low, which 
was at the end of the big move down from Bar 3, and a test of Bar 3 is 
possible. 
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FIGURE 1 3.6 This I s  the Daily Chart of the Double Bottom Pu l l back That I s  on 
the Previous Monthly Chart 

Bar 7 was a Lower High test of Bar 3, forming a Double Top Bear Flag, 
and it also ended in a small Wedge and therefore likely would have a deep 
retracement. 

Bar 1 1  was a deep test of the Bar 5 low, and it reversed up, forming a 
Double Bottom (Bars 1 and 5) Pullback and then an extended rally. Bar 
11  also was a failed break below a bear trend channel line, setting up 
for a test of the Bar 7 start of the leg down. However, the Double Bot
tom Pullback on the daily, weekly, and monthly charts made the test of 
Bar 7 tum into a breakout instead of a failed test followed by another 
selloff. 

Many technicians would refer to this as a Head and Shoulders Bottom, 
but that does not tell anything about the price action. Most Double Bot
tom Pullbacks are Head and Shoulders Bottoms, but since most Head and 
Shoulder patterns fail (they usually just become continuation patterns in
stead of reversal patterns) and most Double Bottom Pullbacks succeed, 
you should distinguish them and never bother with the term "Head and 
Shoulders. " 

Bar 1 in Figure 13.7 was a spike, and it led to a channel that ended 
at Bar 6. 

The Bars 2 to 3 rally was another spike, and it also led to a channel that 
also ended at Bar 6, The market has been so strong that it never attempted 
to retrace to the beginning of either channel (Bars 2 and 4). 
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FIGURE 1 3.7 The Double Bottom Pu l l back Low at Bar 2 on the Weekly Emin is  Led 
to a Major Rally That Contained Several Sp ike and Channel  Bu l l  Patterns 

The Bars 2 to 6 rally also was a spike that led to a channel ending at 
Bar 9. Again, there was so much strength that the Bar 10 pullback did not 
come close to the Bar 7 start of the channel. 

There was a thin area between Bars 1 and 4 on the breakout and then 
a trading range that ended around Bar 4. This was followed by close to a 
Measured Move up to the top of Bar 6 (from Bar 2 to the middle of the Bar 
4 trading range). 

There was another breakout thin area between Bars 5 and 7 followed 
by an approximate move from Bars 4 and 5 to around Bar 9. 

The middle of the Bar 7 trading range was the pause after the spike, 
and it gave a Measured Move from the low of the chart to the top of the 
chart. There was a Breakout Pullback long shortly after the breakout from 
this flag. Remember, however, that Measured Moves are just observations 
and you should not consider them while trading. 

The channel attempted to fail on the Bar 10 selloff but instead formed a 
Double Bottom of gap bars below the EMA. There were several other failed 
trendline breaks all of the way to the Bar 16 high that were also good long 
setups. The thin area between Bars 9 and 12 projected to around the Bar 
13 high (from the Bar 7 low). 

The Bar 15 plunge below the EMA and the major trendline was almost 
certainly going to be tested after a test of the high. 

The high test was an overshoot (Higher High) that was a Wedge pattern 
(a spike up and then three small pushes up to Bar 16), and the end of an 
Expanding Triangle (Bars 1 1 , 12, 13, 15, and 16). 
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Bar 18 was a Breakout Pullback (a variant, since the breakout below 
Bar 15 did not yet happen, but the momentum down to Bar 17 was enough 
to make the chart act like a breakout) and a Double Top Pullback. 

Bar 20 was another Breakout Pullback and a test of the Bars 7 and 10 
trendline from below. 

Af3 the market sells off to test the Bar 19 low, it will attempt to form a 
Double Bottom Pullback, but with the strength of the selling down to Bar 
19, the market more likely will form a second leg down that ends below 
Bar 19, and it might ultimately test the Bar 7 channel low or even continue 
much lower. Whenever the market has so much strength that it does not 
come back to test the expected prices for several patterns as it did here 
with the Spike and Channel bottoms that go all the way back to the Bar 1 
spike, when the correction finally comes, it will usually last longer and be 
much deeper than anyone anticipates. 

Corrections after channels usually lead to trading ranges, and since 
this is a weekly chart, we may go largely sideways for several more years. 
Ultimately the market will break out in one direction or another, and since 
we are in a growing economy and the Emini is an average of the value of 
that economy, the market ultimately should break out of the upside but 
that could take a long, long time. 

All of the pundits on CNBC have been saying that the bottom is in and 
that we are on the way to new highs, but the price action appears to be 
saying otherwise. However, any time the market is up a couple of percent, 
they round up bulls proclaiming evidence of the next great bull and every 
time it drops a couple of percent, they find the bears who claim that we are 
heading to a depression. You should look at them with amusement because 
you don't trade in their time frame, and the predictions have nothing to do 
with your income (and nothing to do with what the price action is telling 
you). These observations demonstrate that the same ideas that work for 
day trading also work for longer time frames. 

HUGE VOLUME REVE RSALS 

When a stock is in a steep bear on the daily chart and then has a day with 
volume that is 5 to 10 times nornlal, the bulls may have capitulated and a 
tradable bottom may be present. The huge volume day is very often a gap 
down day, and if it has a strong bull close, the odds of a profitable long 
increase. Traders are not necessarily looking for a bull reversal, but after a 
climactic selloff the odds are good that there will be at least a two-legged 
move to at least the EMA that will allow them to place a profitable trade 
that will last from days to weeks. 
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Incidentally, on a I-minute Emini chart that is in a strong bear, if there 
is a huge volume bar (about 25,000 contracts), it is unlikely to be the end 
of the bear, but often is a sign that a pullback will come soon, usually after 
one or two Lower Lows on less volume (volume divergence). You should 
rarely if ever look at volume on intraday charts because of its unreliable 
predictive value on the 5-minute chart, which is the chart that you should 
be using exclusively for trading. 

Lehman Brothers opened with a huge gap down on Bar 3 and then ran 
below a bear trend channel line (from Bars 1 and 2 in Figure 13.8) but 
rallied strongly into the close. Volume was three times that of the prior 
day and about 10 times that of the average of the past month. With such a 
strong bull trend bar (seen more clearly on the candle chart thumbnail), it 
was safe to buy at the close, but a more cautious trader would wait until 
the market took out the high of this possible signal bar. The market gapped 
up on the next day. A trader could either buy the open, wait for a test down 
and then buy a new intraday high, or look for a selloff on the 5-minute chart 
and buy the reversal up after the attempt to close the gap failed. This kind 
of strength is almost always followed by at least two legs up (the second 
leg up to Bar 6 occurred after the successful Bar 5 gap test Higher Low) 
and a penetration of the EMA. 

Bars 4 and 6 fonned a Double Top Bear Flag. 
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Bar 7 attempted to form a Double Bottom Bull Flag with Bar 5, but 
instead it resulted in a Breakout Pullback short entry three bars later. 

As of today, the market is currently testing the Bar 3 low, attempting 
to defend the stops below it and form a Double Bottom, but if it fails, there 
will likely be panic selling below the Bar 3 low that everyone was seeing as 
a strong, high-volume bottom. 

Bear Stearns in Figure 13.9 had a huge bear trend day on a Friday with 
volume that was about 15 times that of a typical day, and the stock lost 
about 70 percent of its value over the prior two weeks. However, the vol
ume was only about one and a half times that of the day before, and there 
was only a minimal bull tail. The price action was against the longs since 
there was no reversal from the break of the bear trend channel. In fact, the 
huge bear trend bar closed well below the line, confirming the strength of 
the trend channel line failure to contain the bear. The stock lost another 
80 percent when it opened on Monday (Bar 3), but traded slightly less vol
ume. Traders who bought the Friday close, thinking that a climactic bottom 
was in and that there was no way that the country's fifth-largest investment 
bank could fall any further, were devastated come Monday. Climactic vol
ume in the absence of bullish price action is no reason to fade a strong 
bear trend. A television pundit might recommend the purchase, but with
out supporting price action, it was simply too risky. 

This chart is during the same time as the above LEH chart. However, 
the LEH chart did not break the bear trend channel line (Bar 3) until 
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Monday, and it reversed up on that day on huge volume. Here, on the BSC 
chart, the huge volume day was a day earlier, and it also broke below the 
bear trend channel line, but the day closed near its low with no bullish 
price action. It gapped down on Bar 3, just like LEH (Bar 3 is the Monday 
for both stocks), but LEH rallied strongly whereas BSC could barely rally 
at all. Bar 3 for BSC was still a bull reversal bar following the break of a 
bear trend channel line, but any trader choosing between buying LEH and 
BSC on that day would obviously much rather buy LEH because of its very 
strong bull reversal bar. Even if a trader bought BSC at one tick above Bar 
3, he would have made more than 100 percent over the next three days, but 
LEH was clearly a much more certain bull bet. 

Since this chart was printed, BSC was bought out by JPM for a tiny 
fraction of its market capitalization of just a few months earlier. Within 
several months, LEH also went under. 
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Options 

A day trader will make more money if he does not trade off the daily 
charts because it is likely that his overall profit will be reduced by 
being unable to give his full attention to his day trades. Yes, it is fun 

to make money on options, but you will likely pay for that fun with in
come that you failed to make off day trades because you were distracted. 
There will be a couple of times a month when you might see a great oppor
tunity for an options purchase, but if you are a day trader who is trading 
options more often than that, you are probably foregoing too much money 
on missed day trades to make it worthwhile. 

Although there are many ways to trade options based on price action, 
if you are primarily a day trader, you want to limit your thoughts to the 5-
minute Emini chart during the day. However you can use options sparingly 
when fading big moves on the daily chart. It is easiest to mostly buy puts 
or calls and sometimes sell spreads and look to hold the trades for one 
to several days. You can allow one new extreme against your position, and 
you can be willing to add on because your risk is exactly known and limited 
with these strategies. At a possible top, you could also simply sell short 
a small stock position, but you might tend to watch it too much during 
the day, and this would cause you to miss day trades in the Eminis and 
ultimately negate any gains from the stock trade. 

There is one other rare occasion in which intraday options can be 
preferable to futures and stocks. That is when the market is in a huge 
freefall and it is close to limit down. If a reliable reversal pattern sets up, 
you might think that the risk of buying is small, even if a small position, 
but it can be substantial even with a reputable broker. How can that be? 

347 
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Because their system can get overloaded and your orders might not get 
processed for 30 minutes or more. If you just bought what you thought was 
a bottom and then the market fell through your protective stop, your order 
might not get reported as filled for 30 minutes and you don't know when it 
will get filled. You could easily lose 10 points in the Emini. An alternative 
is to buy calls, so that you will be certain of your risk. 

Chesapeake Energy in Figure 14. 1 rallied 85 percent in the past four 
months but developed many small pullbacks after the sharp selloff in 
March, increasing the odds of a reversal from a new high. The market broke 
above the trend channel line drawn across Bars 1 and 3, and the line drawn 
across Bars 3 and 5. The final six days of the bull formed a Wedge when 
looking at a trendline drawn from Bar 6 and using just the bottoms of the 
bodies. There was a strong move up from Bar 4 followed by two more runs 
to new highs. Bar 8 was a small bar with a bear close. All of these are signs 
that the bulls were losing control of the market and there was now a very 
high likelihood of a pullback to the 20-day EMA, as at Bars 2 and 4, and a 
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reasonable chance of a test of the trendline drawn using Bars 2 and 4, and 
possibly a major trend reversal. The ideal fade was to buy puts during the 
day of Bar 8 or wait until the next day when the market traded below the 
low of Bar 8, fonning a Low 2, which is a second-chance short entry at a 
new high, a very high probability trade. You would buy at-the-money puts 
in the front month because they would have the least slippage (most liquid) 
and not worry about time decay since a fast move was likely. An alterna
tive trade would be to sell an at-the-money call and buy the call one strike 
higher, but this is too complicated, and the down move should be sharp so 
long puts offered the best risk-reward ratio. There has yet to be an EMA 
Gap Bar pullback, and this selloff is likely to produce one. It would then 
setup a rally to test the Bar 8 high. 

Apple in Figure 14.2 rallied over 300 percent in less than two years and 
then sold off 55 percent over two months down to Bar 6 on this weekly 
chart. Buying puts at the Low 2 at Bar 5 was a good trade since there was 
first a strong move down to Bar 3 that broke below a bull trendline from 
Bar 1. Also, this Low 2 entry bar was a second break of the bull trendline 
drawn from Bar 3, and a two-legged Higher High (two legs often end a 
move). Both the selloffs to Bars 1 and 3 tested the 20-week EMA, and the 
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odds were high for at least that much of a correction off the high at Bar 
5 since the bears had already demonstrated good strength twice before in 
this bull. 

Bar 7 was an EMA Gap 2 Bar, a second attempt to rally to close the gap 
below the 20-week EMA. It is also a Double Bottom Bull Flag with Bar l .  
A minimum target is a rapid test of the moving average. Instead, the rally 
was so strong that more retracement up was likely, as was a second leg 
up. Since the move down from the high at Bar 5 was so strong, the odds 
are high that there will be at least an attempt to test the lows of Bar 6 
before AAPL exceeds the Bar 5 high. A large trading range is forming, but 
the top might be in. Once there is a signal bar, a put purchase would be a 
reasonable trade. 

When the moves are this violent, the market is less predictable, and 
risk is greater. A good way to have a defined risk is to buy options. 

ANR in Figure 14.3 was in a strong bull on the daily chart (insert) 
and broke out of the top of a Wedge four days ago. Yesterday, it gapped 
above another trend channel line and above 100, a psychologically impor
tant number and therefore a magnet. As soon as the 5-minute chart started 
to come down, a test of 100 was likely. The July 100 puts could have been 
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bought for 7.20, and a reasonable protective exit would be a trade above 
the top of the trading range at the open, risking maybe a dollar or so on 
the puts. At Bar 2, those puts were 8.80. This first pause was a great place 
to take partial profits because there could be an opening reversal back up 
after testing below the EMA and below 100. However, the move down off 
the open was so strong that there would likely be at least two legs down. If 
a trader moved his stop to around 7.30, it would never have been hit, and 
the puts were worth over 10.00 by the close. On the daily chart, the day 
turned into an outside down day. In strong bulls, there is usually not much 
follow-through on the next day (here, there was a small doji day), because 
the large outside down bar will likely be the start of a small trading range. 
However, a test of the rising daily EMA is likely in the near term. When a 
day trader makes windfall profits off options, it is best to close the position 
and then look for other opportunities tomorrow. There was likely little left 
to be gained from this position, and holding it into the next day would be a 
distraction from day trading. 

In Figure 14.4, when today gapped below yesterday's low and below a 
trend channel line and reversed up in an Opening Reversal, a trader could 
buy July 170 calls for 5.70, and the market's volume was so good that you 
could buy 50 at that price, and the bid ask spread was a dime (fairly tight). 
That is an advantage of trading stocks with large volumes. You could have 
sold half at the Bar 5 test of the Bar 3 high for 9.20 on a limit order. You 
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could have sold the balance on the Bar 6 Double Top and Lower High for 
the same price. That is a profit of $150 per call (less commissions). The 
initial purchase price of 5.70 was $570 per call. Since this is a great entry, 
you could risk about $200 per call (call price of 3.70) and double up on a 
$100 drawdown if there was a second long entry. This was not necessary 
since the first entry worked well. 

The Bar A low of the day also indicates today's bar on the daily chart 
on the left. 
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Best Trades 

A ll of the trades in this chapter have already been discussed, and addi
tional examples are included here for review. One or more of these 
setups occurs every day on the 5-minute Emini chart and on the 5-

minute chart of just about every market. If a trader had the patience to 
wait possibly hours for one to develop and he restricted himself to only 
the trades in this chapter, he would be a very successful trader. However, 
learning to restrict yourself to the very best trades is perhaps the most dif
ficult part of trading. If you are not making money yet, it is something that 
you seriously need to consider trying. One important component to making 
money is avoiding bad trades that invariably erase much more than what 
you Will have earned from your good trades. The single most important 
trade to avoid until you are a skilled, profitable trader is Barb Wire, espe
cially when it is in the middle of the day's range, near the EMA and on the 
wrong side of the EMA, and the day is not a clear and strong trend day. 

Let's start by going back to the very first chart in the book, where there 
were a number of excellent entries on the daily chart of AAPL, all of which 
belong in this chapter. This chapter shows trendlines to make some of the 
trades easier to see and understand. 

Bar 1 in Figure 15. 1 was a two-legged pullback (flag, triangle, Tight 
Trading Range) to the EMA with a High 2 buy signal. It was the First Pull
back after breaking a steep trendline. 

Bar 2 was a Wedge short and also a small Expanding Triangle. It fol
lowed the Bar 1 break of a trendline and so was an acceptable Coun
tertrend entry, and after a Wedge, it should have two legs down (and it 
did). 
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Bar 3 (the number is well above the bar) was an M2S and a Double Top 
Bear Flag after a sharp down move from a Wedge, so a second leg down 
was likely, and a Double Bottom Bull Flag with Bar 1 .  

Bar 4 was a Wedge and a Gap 2 long that reversed up after testing 
below the Bar 1 flag. 

Bar 5 was a High 2 long Breakout Test (of the breakout above Bar 2). 
Bar 6 was a Wedge short after the large trendline break at Bar 4. It 

normally would go through the EMA and likely have two legs. However, 
the down move was climactic, and it covered a reasonable distance down 
but did so in just one leg. 

Bar 7 was a Gap 2 long and a Double Bottom Bull Flag (with Bar 5) 
and a second test of the Bar 2 breakout. It also reversed up from dipping 
below the Bar 5 spike. Although two legs down are to be expected, this 
setup made a tradable long worthwhile, with the plan to look to short a 
test of the Bar 6 high. 

Bar 8 was a small two-legged drop following a Wedge (the line is not 
drawn, but the rally up from Bar 7 had Three Pushes Up) test of the Bar 
6 high, but a two-legged test up of the Bar 6 high was more likely after 
such a big rally up from Bar 7. Bar 8 was the First Pullback through a steep 
trendline and a EMA reversal long. This was tricky in here as is often the 
case just before a major reversal. The choppy movement is a reflection of 
the emotion on both sides, and one side will soon win out. The bearish 
case is clearly stronger when there is a choppy rally after a major trendline 
break (down to Bar 7). 
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Bar 9 was a two-legged test of the Bar 6 high, forming a Higher High. It 
also followed the strong break of the trendline down to Bar 7 and the break 
of a smaller trendline down to Bar 8. At least two legs down are likely. 
Finally, it was a failed breakout above a Wedge, and therefore a second 
entry. The Wedge broke to the downside and failed at Bar 8. It then broke 
to the upside and failed at Bat 9 in the opposite direction. 

Bar 10 is an M2S short after a sharp first leg down. It is also a Breakout 
Pullback after breaking below Bar 8 and below the EMA. 

Bar 1 1  is a Double Bottom Pullback (in this case, a good-looking Head 
and Shoulders Bottom), forming a High 2 entry in a Higher Low after a 
trendline break. It also reversed up before falling below Bar 4, so it is a 
Higher Low, giving confidence to the bull. Finally, it was a Double Bottom 
Bull Flag (with Bar 4) and a Breakout Pullback after Three Pushes Down, 
and it should therefore have at least a second leg up. 

Bar 12 is an M2B long on the First Pullback after a steep trendline 
break, and it is a Breakout Pullback after breaking above the January gap. 

Bar 13 was a small two-legged correction and a failed Low 2, and there
fore effectively a High 2 long (two failed attempts down is the same as a 
second attempt up). 

Bar 14 is a Wedge pullback test of the EMA and the First Pullback after 
breaking a steep trendline. The market is close to the Bar 9 high and maybe 
the top of the first big pullback (Lower High) in a new bear. However, it 
could also be just testing the top of a big trading range, or a pause en route 
to a new high. This latter scenario is the least likely after such a sharp 
selloff down to Bar 1 1  and the relatively weaker current rally. 

Remember that the channel up from Bar 4 was a target for a pullback, 
which occurred at Bar 11 ,  forming the Double Bottom Bull Flag. A channel 
usually leads to a trading range so the rally up will likely fail in the area 
of the Bar 9 high and be followed by another move down. Eventually the 
market will break out in one direction or the other. 

The first thing that any trader should do when trying a new approach 
is print out weeks of charts of the time frame and market he plans to trade 
and see if his setups appear to be valid. When he begins to trade, he should 
not trade more than two contracts, no matter how large his account is. 
Only after consistently making a profit for several weeks should he begin 
to increase his position size. However, most traders take many years to 
become consistently profitable. 

The most difficult part of trading is deciding whether a setup is good 
enough to warrant placing a trade. It is especially difficult to do real time 
when you always feel like you need one more bar to be sure, but once that 
bar forms, you've missed the best entry. It takes many years of practice to 
be able to look at a chart and instantly see what is happening, and even 
then nothing is ever perfectly clear. However, some things are easier to 
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recognize than others, and a begirmer is wise to focus on just a couple of 
setups that are easy to anticipate. Fortunately, there are many setups that 
are easy to spot and have excellent odds for success. 

If the chart starts near the lower left-hand comer and is near the upper 
right-hand comer and there have not been any bear legs that have dropped 
below the midpoint of the screen, or if there has been a number of swings 
with lots of bull trend bars and only small pullbacks, you should buy every 
High 2 where the setup bar touches or penetrates the EMA. Once long and 
once the entry bar closes, move your stop from one tick below the signal 
bar to one tick below the entry bar. Scalp out half (you can adjust this with 
experience), and then move your stop to breakeven or maybe a tick or two 
worse. Add on at every new opportunity. Most markets are in a strong trend 
maybe 20 percent of the time or less. 

When the market is not clearly trending, look to fade second entries at 
new swing highs and lows. These days will have several swings lasting 5 
to 10 or more bars, and then the trendline breaks, leading to an opposite 
swing. If the momentum on the move to the breakout is strong, wait for a 
second entry, which usually comes within five bars or so. 

Once you are consistently netting a couple points every day in the Em
ini or 50 cents or a dollar in AAPL or some other major stock, you should 
focus on increasing your volume rather than adding lots of new setups. 
These are the very best setups, and if you trade 25 Emini contracts and 
net just two points a day, you will make $500,000 a year. If you trade 100 
contracts and net four points, you will make $5 million a year. Many stocks 
like AAPL, GS, RIMM, and SKF can handle 3,000 or more shares without 
significant slippage most of the time. If you average 50 cents a day on 3,000 
shares of just one stock, that is about $300,000 a year. 

It is natural to get confident after some success, and most traders will 
start looking to add more setups to their arsenal. Also, they hate sitting 
for an hour or two while waiting for the best setups when they see lots of 
profitable scalps unfolding in front of them. The absolute worst thing to do 
is to start trading Barb Wire. These trading ranges typically occur in the 
middle of the day after you have been watching for an entry for a couple 
hours. They are usually in the middle of the range near the EMA, and they 
always look so simple. However, they will damage your account and your 
psyche. Unfortunately, most traders think that they can figure them out, 
and they trade them and wonder at the end of the month why they are 
down a couple of thousand dollars. 

Another common mistake is to look at I-minute charts. The trades are 
very easy to spot at the end of the day, but most are hard to trade real time. 
If your goal is to make money, and that should be your goal, only take the 
best trades, and avoid Barb Wire and I-minute charts. If on the other hand 
this is just an exciting hobby for you, remember that hobbies cost money, 
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and there may be another one out there for you that is just as much fun and 
much less expensive. 

One of the best reversal patterns is a trendline break with strong mo
mentum followed by a two-legged test that results in a new extreme. The 
two legs to the new extreme (a Higher High or Lower Low) are effec
tively two attempts to reestablish the old trend, despite the strong trendline 
break, and that failed second attempt has a high probability of leading to 
a strong reversal that should have at least two legs and often results in a 
new, opposite trend. 

Finally, trading stocks in the first hour or so is one of easiest ways to 
make money trading. Focus on Failed Breakouts and Breakout Pullbacks 
from patterns from yesterday. If there is a strong reversal bar, take the first 
entry. If there are three or more largely overlapping bars, wait for a second 
entry. After you have about 50 cents to 1 dollar profit, move the protective 
stop to breakeven. Take one-half to one-third off at one dollar profit and 
maybe take another quarter off at two dollars. However, always let at least 
a quarter of your position run with a breakeven stop or until there is a 
clear and strong opposite signal because trends last much further than you 
would ever think possible. 

MAJOR REVE RSALS 

Major reversals reverse a trend that has been in effect for at least a couple 
of hours and often for several days. The best trend reversal entries have a 
break of a significant trendline before the setup, because you do not want 
to enter countertrend unless the countertrend traders have already shown 
some ability to control the market. Enter on a pullback that tests the trend 
extreme. The pullback can undershoot (a Lower High in a new bear or a 
Higher Low in a new bull) or overshoot (a Higher High in a new bear or a 
Lower Low in a new bull) the old trend extreme, but if an overshoot goes 
much beyond the old extreme, the trend has resumed, and you should wait 
again for a new trendline break. 

Lower Low (Bar 9) after a Trendline Break. GOOG gapped down in 
Figure 15.2, tested the gap and the steep EMA, and broke to a new low. Bar 
1 was a good short (a Low 2 gap test near the EMA), but the trend was more 
certain after the breakout to a new low, as evidenced by the two large bear 
trend bars with small tails. The best trades were the Low 2 (M2S) entries 
at Bars 2 and 3. 

Bar 4 was a second attempt at reversing the Wedge (the bear trend 
channel line), so it was likely to result in two up legs and did. The signal 
bar was a doji, which is a one-bar trading range, and in general it is unwise 
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to buy at the top of a bear trading range, but this was the second entry in a 
Three Push pattern and also a Failed Final Flag reversal (of the two prior 
small-bodied bars, which almost formed an ii). 

Bar 5 barely broke a trendline from Bars 1 and 3, but Bar 7 clearly had 
strong momentum up, breaking the trendline and the EMA, making traders 
get ready for a long entry on a test of the Bar 4 low. Bar 7 was an acceptable 
EMA Gap short, a Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 3, and two legs up in a 
bear. Remember, breaking the trendline does not tum the trend into a bull. 
It is still a bear until after the market tests the low so you should still be 
looking for shorts. 

Bar 8 reversed the low of the day, but the move down to Bar 8 was 
strong, which would require a strong reversal like a strong reversal bar or 
a second entry. Bar 8 was a bull outside bar, which can be an entry when 
there are clearly trapped traders. When it is not clear, it is better to wait for 
more price action. 

Bar 9 was a second attempt to reverse the breakout to the new low 
and was a great entry for an expected two-legged move up, and was the 
best long setup of the day and easily anticipated after the strong trendline 
break up to Bar 7. 

Bar 10 reversed back up at eight cents (eight cents is tiny for a $500 
stock) above the signal bar for the Bar 9 long and was an excellent Break
out Test, Micro Trendline long, and Higher Low, allowing traders to add 
on above its high. It also trapped longs out, and they will now chase the 
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market higher. You always need to be looking to buy that first Higher Low 
after a possible major Lower Low. 

Lower Low (Bar 13 in Figure 15.3) after a trendline break and then a 

Higher Low (Bar 1 7) after a bigger trendline break (not shown but across 

the highs of Bars 1 and 1 1). The Homebuilders SPDR was in a protracted 
bear. The first sign of bullish strength were the rebound from bear trend 
channel line overshoots at the Bar 10 low. 

Bar 1 1  broke a major bear trendline (the trendline could also be started 
at Bars 2, 3, or 5, and all would be similar) and gapped above the EMA. At 
this point, traders would begin looking to go long on a test of the Bar 10 
low either in the form of a Higher Low or a Lower Low, but the trend is still 
down until then. 

Bar 13 formed a two-legged Lower Low, which is often how trends end. 
Bar 12 was the first entry (it only went seven cents above the prior bar 

and is barely noticeable on this chart), but the down momentum was still 
strong, making most traders wait for more price action before buying. 

Two bars later, Bar 13 set up the second long entry on the reversal 
from the new low below Bar 10, and it was two legs down from the Bar 1 1  
surge. This is a perfect setup for at least a two-legged rally. 

Bar 14 was the top of a very strong rally and therefore unlikely to be 
the end of the move up. The odds were very high that the market would 
test Bar 14 and likely surpass it before falling below the start of the rally 
(the Bar 13 low, if it ever gets there again). 
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Bar 15 was a two-legged pullback but not a strong buy setup because 
Bar 14 was a small bull trend channel overshoot (based on the highs of the 
prior five bars) and would be likely to have a bigger, more proportional 
selloff. 

Bar 17 was a second leg down and had a High 2 buy setup and was a test 
of the breakout that started the rally. It also went a little past a Fibonacci 
62 percent retracement, but don't look at Fibonacci numbers when you 
trade because they are rarely any better than just an eyeball estimate of 
an acceptable level of retracement. It is a two-legged pullback to a Higher 
Low after a Lower Low and therefore a possible start of a major bull run. 

Bar 18 fulfilled the goal of a high above Bar 14 and traders clearly took 
profits. 
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Two-legged pullback to a Lower High (Bar 4 in Figure 15.4) after a 

trendline break. The trend was still up at Bar 3 because the trendline break 
is not yet a reversal. However, there was strong momentum on the move 
down to Bar 3 so smart traders would only buy a strong signal and instead 
would watch to see if the market failed again in its attempt to push above 
the 177 area where Bar 2 failed earlier. 

Two-legged pullback to a Lower High (Bar 1 0  in Figure 15.5) after a 

trendline break. Bar 4 is not a misprint. It was a large gap up bull trend bar 
that closed on its high. 

Amazon was in a strong daily bull but broke the major trendline on 
the move down to Bar 5. The bull is still in effect and traders will still be 
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looking to buy for a test of the high if there is a good long setup (there was 
not). Because of the strength through the trendline and EMA, traders will 
look to short a test of the high, especially a second entry, whether it forms 
a Higher High or a Lower High_ 

_ The rally to Bar 6 was strong, but there was no clear second entry on 
this test of the high_ 

Bar 7 broke a smaller bull trendline, indicating more bearish strength, 
and then again tested the Bars 3 and 4 highs on the rally to Bar lO_ 

Bar 10 was Three Pushes Up from a sharp rally off Bar 7, and this 
always has to be considered a form of a Wedge reversal pattern_ Bar 10 also 
formed an approximate Double Top Bear Flag with Bar 6 and a second test 
of the Bars 3 and 4 highs_ This is as good a second entry short that a trader 
could hope to find: a Double Top Bear Flag made of a small Wedge in a 
two-legged rally to test the trend high (Bar 4) after a major trendline break 
(to Bar 5), all occurring at a time when traders were looking for a setup to 
allow them to go short with limited risk Always make sure to swing part 
of your position after a major reversal, even if you get stopped out once 
or twice, because a single swing entry will usually make more money than 
many scalps_ 

Higher High (Bars 5 and 7 in Figure 15_ 6) after trendline breaks_ 

Also, a Lower Low after a trendline break (Bar 1 1  J- The rally to Bar 5 
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was composed almost entirely of bull trend bars so a trader should wait 
for more price action before shorting. 

Bar 6 broke the Micro Trendline and then made a two-legged push to 
a Higher High (higher than both Bar 2 and Bar 5) and was a strong short 
setup and had a bear close. 

There was also a Lower High (Bar 3) after a trendline break and Lower 
Low (Bar 1 1) after a trendline break, which was a Failed Final Flag as well. 

Bar 9 is a perfect example of why the break of the bear trendline does 
not tum the market into a bull. It was a nice bear reversal, a Double Top 
Bear Flag, two legs up, and a failed upside breakout of Barb Wire in a bear, 
all setting up a good short trade. Even though Bar 9 was a doji, it is still a 
good signal bar since it is setting up an entry in the direction of the trend 
and there were several favorable factors that gave the trade an excellent 
chance of success. 

Higher High (Bar 7 in Figure 15. 7) after a trendline break. It was 
also a short entry on a large Expanding Triangle top (Bars 1 ,  2, 3, 4, and 7) 

Bar 7 was a Failed Final Flag short after the trendline break down to 
Bar 6. Since the Expanding Triangle Top formed over 10 months, traders 
should expect that the bulls would not give up quickly. However, the Bar 7 
high should hold if a major move down was to ensue, and that is where the 
initial protective stop belongs. 

Bar 8 was a Lower High after the sharp selloff below Bar 6 and a great 
setup to trap the final bulls. It was a perfect Breakout Test of the short 
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below Bar 7. You always must look to short the first Lower High after a 
Higher High that could be a major reversal. 

Once the market dropped below the Bar 6 spike down, the protective 
stop could be trailed above the most recent swing high. 

Bar 1 1  was a long entry into an Expanding Triangle bull continuation 
pattern. Although that is a great trade, it is not as strong as the other rever
sals in this chapter. 

There was also an acceptable short at the Lower High that followed 
Bar 3, and the Lower High at Bar 8, and a good long on the Higher Low that 
followed Bar 4 (there was a break of a steep trendline on the small rally up 
from Bar 4), and the pair of Higher Lows (Double Bottom Bull Flag) after 
Bar 11 .  

Three smaU pushes to a Lower Low (Bar 4 in Figure 1 5.8) after a 

trendline break. 

Higher Low (Bar 6) after a trendline break (the bear trendline down 
from Bar 1). Bar 6 was the first Higher Low after a Lower Low that could 
be the end of a bear. 

Higher High (Bar 9) after a trendline break. 

The rally to Bar 3 broke the trendline but this alone does not create a 
new bull. The Wedge at Bar 3 was a strong short. 

Three Pushes Up (Bar 4 in Figure 1 5.9), especially since it was near 
the top of a bear trading range. Also, Bar 1 was a Lower Low after the break 
of a steep trendline (not drawn). 
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In Figure 15. 10, there was a trend channel line overshoot and reversal 
(Bar 12). 

Small Wedge top (Bar 2). 
Lower High (Bar 4) after a trend line break. 
Higher Low (Bars 6) after a trendline break. The rally from Bar 6 was 

a second leg up, but it ended in a Double Top Bear Flag. 
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Lower Low (Bar 7) after a trendline break, followed by a Higher Low 
at Bar 9. 

Bar 9 was the first Higher Low after a Lower Low that could be the 
bottom of the market (it followed a trendline break). 

A broken channel in a Spike and Channel trend often corrects to near 
the start of the channel (here, Bar 10) as the market attempts to create a 
new range from which the next move will break out (in either direction). 

Such a perfect day! If you look at the 5-minute chart on the right in 
Figure 15. 1 1, the shape is unremarkable for a Higher Low bear trend re
versal, but if you look at the price scale on the right, you can see that 
some of the bars were more than 30 points tall, in contrast to a normal day 
where the bars might have an average range of about 2 points. This is the 
market's attempt to put at least a temporary bottom in after the Dow lost 
20 percent this week in the Obama Crash of 2008. The market tanked be
cause of fear of Obama's policies, not the subprime mess, but that is ir
relevant to trading. It's been clear for over a year that the market should 
fall below 10,000 in 2008 because it appeared that it might have entered a 
mUltiyear trading range. There may be a major top in place and the selling 
could lead to much lower prices, but a trading range is a more common 
and therefore more likely outcome. The worldwide fear that Obama's poli
cies that will hurt businesses by increasing regulations and costs, and the 
fear that there would no longer be an economic leader of the free world, 
have just sped up the process. 
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Even though the Dow had a range of 1,000 points today, it was still just 
another day at the office for a price action trader. If you cut your position 
size down to just 20 percent of normal because you had to risk about 10 
points on each Emini trade, you could still end the day with more profit 
than on an average day by using a 4-point profit target. Also, on huge days 
like this, it is very important to swing part of your position and rely on a 
breakeven stop because there were many swings of 20 points or more. If 
there is an opposite signal before your breakeven stop is hit, exit, take a 
break, and marvel at the unbelievable profit you just made. Or, if you are 
an unusually good trader, reverse and repeat the process. 

Today is Friday and the Dow had been down 200 to 700 points every 
day this week, so an attempt at a reversal was likely. However, you have to 
be patient and look for standard price action setups. 

The chart on the left is a 60-minute chart and Bar D (it is also Bar 6 on 
the 5-minute chart on the right) fell through the trend channel line built off 
Bars A and C, and then reversed up. 

On the 5-minute chart, Bar 6 formed a huge doji bar after the market 
fell below the Bar 2 to 4 trend channel line. Dojis are not great signal bars 
but the market was reversing trend channel line breakouts on both the 5-
and 60-minute charts and the Dow was down 700 points, so a tradable rally 
was likely. 

Bar 7 broke above the bear trendline but formed a Failed Final Flag top 
and two legs up, so a pullback was likely. However, the move up from the 
Bar 6 low was violent so it was likely that there would be a second leg up 
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after a test of the bear trend low. Just patiently wait for a Higher Low (with 
that much upward momentum, a Lower Low was not expected). If your 
breakeven stop gets hit, enter again because there is an excellent chance 
of a very large move up under these circumstances and it is common for the 
market to hit breakeven stops a couple times before the trend accelerates 
upward. 

Bar 10 was a possible bottom since it was a failure of a failed Wedge 
pullback and a Breakout Pullback (a Lower Low version) following the 
Bar 9 Micro trendline false breakout. However, the move down from Bar 7 
lasted more than an hour or so and was very deep, so a second leg down 
was probable before the final bottom was in. 

The move up to Bar 1 1  broke another bear trendline, so the bulls are 
gaining strength. 

Bars 8 to 1 1  illustrate a common pattern in which a Failed Final Flag 
evolves into a Wedge. The flag breaks out and reverses up, as it did on 
Bar 10, and then there is a two-legged rally that is actually a third leg and 
therefore a Wedge. The first leg is the Bar 9 top of the Wedge. This type of 
larger pattern then often becomes a larger Failed Final Flag. 

Bar 12 was a Lower Low compared to Bar 10 and therefore a possi
ble Higher Low on the day, but the move down to Bar 12 had too much 
momentum and a test was likely. 

The bull leg to Bar 13 had several bull trend bars and broke another 
bull trendline. 

Bar 14 was a good-sized bull reversal bar and a Micro Trendline Break
out Pullback, and a Higher Low compared to Bar 12, so this could be the 
final low, which is was. This turned Bar 12 into the first strong Higher Low 
after Bar 6 and an excellent test of that bear low. This was the trade of the 
day and the one that you needed to be waiting for all day after the strong 
move up to Bar 7. There were many other trades today but this one was 
easy to anticipate and it unfolded perfectly. There were Trend Channel Line 
overshoots on the 5- and 60-minute charts, a huge move up to Bar 7, mak
ing a Higher Low likely, a two legged pullback to Bar 12 forming a possible 
60-minute Higher Low, followed by a 5-minute Higher Low at Bar 14 that 
confirmed the Bar 12 Higher Low. You did not need the 60-minute chart to 
make this trade. It is here to show that there were longer time frame forces 
at work here as well and it is clear from the volume that institutions were 
paying attention to them. 

Notice how the market has broken all four bear trendlines drawn on 
the chart (and longer ones that were not drawn). At some point, the devel
oping bull trendlines (not drawn) become more important as the market 
transitions into a bull trend. Those bull trendlines include the ones drawn 
across the Bar 6 to Bar 10 lows, the Bar 6 to Bar 12 lows, and the Bar 12 to 
14 lows. 
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Bar 15 was a doji but an excellent signal bar in this context. It was a 
trend channel line overshoot (not drawn but over the prior few bars) in a 
surge to a new high of the day. The runup was so sharp and the bar was 
so large that longs would be eager to take profits below Bar 15. Aggressive 
bears would know this and would be shorting, fully aware that no one on 
the other side would be eager to buy before seeing a pullback. 

This is a perfect example of the importance of swinging part or all of 
your position at a major low. Your breakeven stop would have been hit on 
the long entry from Bar 12 but your long from Bar 14 would have made 60 
points, and even if you increased your scalp size to 4 points, you still would 
have made as much as you did on 15 scalps! 

Bar 15 reversed down after a new high on the day. 

M I N O R  REVERSAL SCALPS D U R I N G  
TRA D I N G  RANGE DAYS 

If the swings are lasting for only a few bars to an hour or so, and the day 
is not a trend day, fading new swing highs and lows is an effective scalping 
technique, and it sometimes offers some reasonable swings as well. The 
very best of these minor reversals are second entries and Wedges at new 
extremes. One could question taking scalps when there are so many great 
swing trades, but the reason is simple. If there is a very high probability that 
you can make one point in the Emini by taking the trade, and the market 
can handle huge volume, you can make your entire day's profit off just one 
of these one-point scalps . 
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Bar 2 in Figure 15. 12 took out the high of the open so smart traders 
will be looking for a second entry short (if a Breakout Pullback long fails), 
which came after Bar 3. The up momentum at Bar 2 was strong enough that 
it is wiser to wait for a second entry to short. 

Bar 9 was a second attempt up after breaking below the Bar 4 swing 
low and it was the second attempt to reverse the breakout to a new low 
(the first was the Bar 8 ii which became a Failed Final Flag) . 
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FIGURE . 5. 1 3  On a Day That Is Not a Clear Trend Day, Traders Should Look to 
Fade New Extre mes, Especially Second Entries and Wedges 

Bar 1 in Figure 15. 13 is a Wedge reversal with a strong reversal bar. 
Bar 2 is a Wedge top. 
Bar 4 is a doji in a steep decline and since it might just turn into a one

or two-bar bear flag, you need to wait for a second entry to buy. 
Bar 5 is a reversal up from the second attempt to break out to a new 

low below Low 1. The inside bar that formed the signal bar had a bull close. 
It was also a Lower Low after the trendline break created by the move up 
from Bar 4, and a Failed Final Flag. 

Bar 6 is a Low 4 short that reversed after breaking out above the Bar 3 
swing high. It is also something of a Double Top Bear Flag (with Bar 3). 

PULLBACKS IN A STRONG TREND 

The sine qua non of  this approach is  that you believe that the chart is in a 
strong trend. Since most traders will not recognize that a day is trending on 
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a 5-minute chart until after the first hour or two, these trades will usually 
not be in the first hour. The best setup is a two-legged pullback to the EMA. 
The pullback to the EMA usually looks as though it could never lead to 
much of a With Trend move, but invariably the move will take out the old 
trend extreme and carry much further than you would ever imagine. It is 
important to swing part of every With Trend entry on a strong trend day, 
even though that means that sometimes your breakeven stop will be hit 
on the swing portion of your trade. However, the big runs will more than 
make up for this. At every new setup, you can either simply add back your 
scalp portion or instead place a full position on top of your current open 
swing position. Once you scalp out of part, your swing portion is then twice 
the size of your normal swing (or three or four times, if you keep adding 
on at every new signal). Most traders would find it easier just to add their 
scalp contracts back because otherwise they will have ended up with too 
many contracts to be comfortable, and discomfort makes it hard to follow 
your rules. 

Micro Trendline failed breakouts form High 1 long entries in a bull and 
Low 1 short entries in bear and are also excellent With Trend setups. If the 
entry fails within a bar or two, you then have a failure of a failed breakout, 
which is a Breakout Pullback and another reliable setup. 

After the breakout below Bar 2 in Figure 15. 14, traders would assume 
that today is a Trending Trading Range day or possibly even a stronger 
Trend from the Open Day. The Bar 4 Double Top Bear Flag began the bear 
Trend from the Open. 
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By Bar 6, traders should be shorting two-legged moves to the EMA and 
every Low 2 that they see. 

Bar 6 is an M2S (Bar 5 was a small bear bar, ending the first leg up). 
Bars 9 was a Low 2 short, and Bar 12 was a M2S (the small bull bar 

before it ended the second leg up). Neither look good, but you must trust 
that M2S entries have a very high probability of success during a strong 
bear trend day. 

Almost every day, there will be stocks that are trending, and they will 
usually have one- or two-legged pullbacks to the EMA, offering great With 
Trend setups and limited risk. 

By Bar 7 in Figure 15. 15, traders would be looking at this as a likely 
Trending Trading Range Day, and they would buy the Bar 7 M2B and the 
Bar 8 Breakout Pullback (basically iii bodies). 

Bar 14 was a Failed Breakout below the trading range at the close of 
yesterday and clearly a higher timeframe Higher Low, and the move up to 
Bar 15 might be leading to a Trend from the Open Day. 

Bar 16 is a First Pullback long based on the Down Up Twin test of the 
EMA. It was also a Higher Low and an EMA Gap Bar long. 

Bar 18 was not a good High 2 because the setup bar was a doji with a 
down close and it was setting up too close to the EMA magnet. Also, the 
move up to Bar 17 was parabolic and therefore climactic, and this usually 
makes a High 2 less reliable. 

Bar 19 was a Three Push Down correction to the EMA. 
Bar 21 was a High 2 with a Down Up Twin setup and a M2B. 
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Bars 1, 5, and 12 in Figure 15. 16 were clear buys. 
Bars 8 and 13 were two-legged pullbacks below the EMA (Gap Bars). 
Bar 8 was the second test of the Bar 5 trading range low, and Bar 13 

was the second test of the Bar 6 trading range high breakout, and both 
formed a Double Bottom Bull Flags. 

Bar 10 set up a second long entry on a Breakout Pullback (and a failed 
Expanding Triangle top from Bars 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9) and a Micro Trend
line long. 

Note that even though this is a clear bull, Bar 6 was a good short be
cause there was first a trendline break down to Bar 5. 

Bar 6 was a two-legged, Wedge- rally to a Higher High and the top of 
an Expanding Triangle (Bars 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). 

Bar 15 was a Breakout Test of Bar 1 1. Many With Trend setups will 
look terrible, but you have to trust your read and place your orders, or else 
you will be trapped out of great trades like so many other weak hands. 

In a strong bull, you do not need setups to buy. You can buy at 
the market anywhere and make money, but setups allow you to use 
tighter stops. 

This rally has a channel look so when the correction finally comes, the 
market will likely test the start of the channel in the area of the Bar 12 or 
even Bar 8 low (in fact, it fell all the way to 30 over the next 6 months). 
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FIGURE 1 5. 1 7  The 5 ·Minute SDS Had a Trend from the Open Day 

There was strong up momentum with the first major leg ending at Bar 
3 in Figure 15. 17. When there is a strong bull, look to buy a High 2. Bars 5 
and 6 were great High 2 long entries, and Bar 6 was also an M2B. 

Bar 7 was the second leg up and a Failed Flag breakout that drifted 
down and broke the major trendline of the day. 

When the market is no longer clearly trending, it no longer offers great 
trades. The remainder of this discussion is to remind traders of basic prin
ciples, and none of these trades belong in this chapter. -The market was 
now sideways with lots of dojis, and smart traders would avoid this type of 
price action because there is too much risk of losing trades and not much 
chance of a big move. 

Since there was no clear rally in the move down to Bar 8 and the bears 
have been in control for over an hour, it is reasonable to look for a second 
leg down (a possible Bear Spike and Trading Range top). Bar 10 was a small 
leg up, and Bar 12 was a second leg up, and it had a Low 2 on its rise from 
Bar 11 .  Also, Bar 12 was a small bar that gapped above the EMA. This is a 
good short for a second leg down. 

Bar 13 was a Breakout Pullback of the Bar 9 breakout and a failed bull 
reversal bar, trapping longs. 

So what were the high probability trades? Bars 5 and 6 in the strong 
trend were the best, and the Bar 12 short in the now sideways market was 
also a good trade. This short was a second leg up after breaking the bull 
trendline, a Low 4 and a Gap Bar in the second leg up from Bar 1 1  with a 
flat EMA, a Breakout Test of the short entry below the Bar 7 signal bar, and 
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the second attempt to reverse the breakout above the Bar 10 swing high. 
However, only very experienced traders should be considering trades in 
Tight Trading Ranges and even most of them would look elsewhere. Do 

not trade here! 

I N T RADAY STOCKS 

Trading stocks on a 5-minute chart is fairly easy if you limit yourself to 
three types of trades: EMA pullbacks in strong trends, clear and strong 
reversals after major trendline breaks, and first hour failed breakouts and 
breakout pullbacks of patterns from the prior day. The best trades are on 
strong trend days where most of the bars are on one side of the EMA and 
there are only a couple of EMA pullbacks during the day. Entering on those 
pullbacks, especially if. they are M2B or M2S setups, is probably the single 
best stock day trade that you can make. If you follow a basket of about five 
stocks with large volume (over about 5 million shares traded each day) 
and an average daily range of three dollars or more, then you should be 
able to make one or two trades every day where you can net one dollar 
on the scalp portion of your trade and usually more on the swing portion. 
After entering, place a protective stop beyond the signal bar (you rarely 
will have to risk more than 1 dollar and usually under 60 cents) until the 
entry bar closes, and then move the stop to just beyond the entry bar. Once 
the stock moves about 60 to 80 cents in your direction, move the stop to 
breakeven and maybe a few pennies worse. For example, if you bought 
at 120. 10 and the stock hit 120.80, move your stop to around 120.07. After 
you exit half or so of your trade on a limit order at 1 dollar of profit, rely 
on your breakeven stop. Trail your protective stop beyond swing points on 
the 5-minute chart and take a little more off at 2 dollars profit. Never exit 
the final portion until your stop is hit or unless a clear and strong opposite 
signal develops. There are several examples ofthis type of trade in the prior 
section. 

The second type of trade is a trend reversal, but these are trickier for 
beginners because most reversals fail, and beginners tend to be overly ea
ger and enter on weak setups. For a reversal, there has to be a strong break 
of a major trendline, with this first reversal leg showing a lot of momentum 
and having a strong reversal bar. You will then wait for a test of the trend's 
extreme and enter on a successful test (a Lower High or Higher High in a 
market top, or a Higher Low of a Lower Low in a market bottom). You want 
the signal bar to be a strong reversal bar. If the setup does not have every 
one of these components, do not take the trade. The stop management is 
the same as for the trend trades described above. 
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The final type of trade requires you to look for a pattern on yesterday's 
chart, like a flag, swing point, or trendline, and then today look to enter 
on a failed breakout or a breakout pullback. The high or low of the day 
commonly occurs on these opening reversals. 

The market has been drifting down for several hours and has yet to 
pull back to the EMA, so this is a very strong bear trend. The best trades 
are the shorts on Bars 2 and 10 in Figure 15. 18. 

The Bar 2 entry price is 169.88, and the initial stop is above the entry 
bar at 170.38. The entry bar is an outside down bar, and you should place 
the stop above its high as soon as you enter, before the bar closes. This is 
reasonable because it defines your risk, and you would not want to be short 
if the market immediately reversed above the high of the bar. If it was not 
an outside bar, you would place your stop above the signal bar. The initial 
risk here is 50 cents. 

Bar 5 was a High 1 that ran 7 cents above your short entry price, but 
you would not yet have moved your protective stop down because your 
largest open profit was only 38 cents, and you need to give your trade time 
to work. Typically, you should not move your stop to breakeven until there 
has been about 60 to 80 cents of open profit. 

On Bar 6, you would have been able to exit half of your shares with one 
dollar profit using a limit order (the bottom of Bar 6 was 1 .07 below your 
entry price). As you can see by the outside up nature of the bar, lots of 
traders likely covered part or all of their shorts as well. At this point, move 
your protective stop to breakeven or maybe a few pennies worse (170.91 
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is reasonable, since AAPL rarely runs stops by more than a penny), and 
do not exit unless there is a clear and strong reversal, which is unlikely on 
such a strong bear trend day. Expect pullbacks to scare weak shorts out. 
For example, the rally to Bar 9 hit breakeven stops to the penny (170.88) 
and then reversed back down. 

If you were stopped out, you could short again on Bar 10, off the Bar 
9 EMA test and Breakout Test. Bar 10 shows that the breakout test accom
plished its goal of scaring traders out, because clearly lots of shorts came 
back in. If you let yourself be stopped out, you would now be short again, 
but at 41 cents worse! 

However, in a Trend from the First Bar bear with only a couple of one 
bar rallies at the Bars 2 and 3 lows in

"
Figure 15. 19 (and those rallies never 

even got close to the EMA), there was no significant prior strong buying. 
Simply breaking a trend channel line is not a sufficient demonstration of 
bullish strength, and until that strength is present, any Countertrend trade 
is a scalp, which is a losing strategy against a strong trend. 

If you think that the market fell too far, too fast and was due for a rally, 
look at the chart below (the bar numbering is the same). Once the Wedge 
bottom failed, the market fell another six dollars! 

Never trade Countertrend unless the setup is perfect. It needs both a 
prior strong trendline break and a strong reversal bar. 

GS · 15  min NYU L_,19.tt -•. to '"'-H% MAX 20 1201 110.06 

, 
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Every day, you should be examining the chart throughout the day and 
especially in the first couple of hours to determine if the day is a trend day 
(the major types were described earlier). If it is, you should not be trading 
Countertrend. A Trend from the Open day like this in Figure 15.20 is the 
single easiest trend day to see. You would have suspected it by the third 
bar of the day (a large bear trend bar, dropping far from the open), and you 
would be very confident by the time the market broke below Bar l .  

The Bar 1 rally was a big bull trend bar, and it  broke a trendline. An 
eager trader might then buy above the Bar 2, Bar 3, and Bar 4 reversal 
bars, thinking that the bulls showed adequate strength during that trendline 
break. However, the market has been below the EMA since the third bar of 
the day, and traders should remember that on Trend from the Open days 
like this, the first rally to the EMA usually fails and then tests the low. Don't 
convince yourself that the market has gone too far and is due for a rally. 
By definition, you are thinking Countertrend and looking for Countertrend 
scalps on a strong trend day. You are afraid to sell near the low and instead 
are hoping for a trend reversal, which is a low-probability bet. Do the math. 
Most long scalps will fail, and the amount you lose on each one will be too 
great to make up by the eventual winner or two. 

On the other hand, GS did not have a tradable M2S all day, so most 
beginners eager to make a profit should look elsewhere for the best trades 
today. However, an experienced trader would be shorting even the tiniest 
pullbacks all day long, relying of the typical pullback sequence to bail him 
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out if a pullback went further up than he thought was likely. Every type of 
fIrst pullback is usually followed by a test of the trend's extreme (here, the 
low of the day). 

Always look for breakout pullbacks and failed breakouts. 
Bar 1 in Figure 15.21 is a Failed Breakout short. 
Bar 2 is a reversal up from a test of today's low, and it was a second 

attempt to sell off below yesterday's trading range (Failed Breakout). When 
two attempts at anything fail, it is likely that the market will do the opposite 
(here, rally). It is also a Wedge. 

Bar 3 is a Failed Breakout above yesterday's high. 
Bar 4 failed in its breakout above a bear trendline and above the EMA. 
Bar 5 was a strong reversal bar up from a gap below yesterday's low (a 

Failed Breakout below yesterday's low). 
Bar 6 was a Breakout Pullback from the opening rally that broke above 

yesterday's trading range. It was also a Higher Low at the EMA. 





Trading Guidelines 

Why guidelines and not rules? Because there are no rules. 

1 .  Everything that you see is in a gray fog. Nothing is perfectly clear. Close 
is close enough. If something looks like a reliable pattern, it will likely 
trade like a reliable pattern. 

2. Every bar is a signal bar for both directions and the market can begin 
a trend up or down on the next bar. Be open to all possibilities and 
when the surprise happens, don't question or deny it. Just read it and 
trade it. 

3. Everything makes sense. If you know how to read price action, noth
ing will surprise you because you will understand what the market is 
doing. Beginners can see it on a printout at the end of the day. The goal 
is to learn how to read fast enough so that you can understand what is 
happening real time. 

4. Simply understanding price action is not enough to make you prof
itable. You must learn how to take the best trades and follow your 
rules. 

5. Trading is a job, and if you expect to make serious money, you need 
a business plan, just as you would have with any other business, and 
you must follow your plan. The plan can be simple, such as only taking 
two or three types of setups off a single 5-minute chart, scalping half 
and swinging the other half with a breakeven stop. However, you must 
follow your plan. The profit margin is tiny in this business so even a 
couple lapses in discipline a day can keep you in the red. 

6. Don't tum the market into a casino, because that kind of math is re
lentless and unstoppable and will destroy you. Many strategies work 
often enough to make you believe that you will eventually be able to 
make a living off of them, but the math is against you. Trading off the 
I-minute chart is the classic example. You win often enough to believe 
that you will eventually hone your skills to the point that you will make 

38 1 
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a fortune. The reality is that many of the best trades happen too fast to 
catch and you will be left picking among the less profitable ones and 
make less than you would off the 5-minute, if you make anything at all. 

7. There are no reliable Countertrend patterns, so never trade Coun
tertrend unless there first has been a break of a significant trendline. 
And even then, first look for a With Trend trade that should lead to a 
test of the old trend's extreme. If the market once again reverses near 
the old extreme, then you should be entering in the direction of the 
new trend. 

8. All patterns fail, and the failures often fail, but a failed failure is a sec
ond entry in the original direction and has a high probability of success. 

9. When you see that one side is suddenly trapped, the reliability of a 
scalp in the opposite dire"Ction goes up. Trapped traders will be forced 
out as you are getting in, and they will likely wait for more price action 
before entering again in their original direction, so the only traders left 
will be in your direction. 

1 0 .  Seeing traders getting trapped out of a trade on a stop run is as reliable 
a signal as seeing them getting trapped in a trade. If the market sud
denly runs stops and then resumes its trend, this is a reliable setup for 
at least a scalper's profit. 

1 1 . Many beginners want excitement and tend to overtrade. Many great 
traders find trading to be lonely and boring, but very profitable. 

1 2 . Simple is better. You don't need indicators, and you should only look at 
one chart. If you can't make money off a single chart with no indicators, 
adding more things to analyze will only make it more difficult. Also, 
only trade the very best setups until you are consistently profitable. 

1 3. Decide if this is a hobby or a job. If it is a hobby, find another one 
because this one will be too expensive and it is dangerously addictive. 
All great traders are likely trading addicts, but most trading addicts are 
or will likely end up broke. 

1 4. If you can't juggle one ball, don't try to juggle two or three. If you 
are not yet making money, start with one chart, one market, one 
time frame (the 5-minute), and one concept (price action and not 
indicators). 

1 5. Begin trading using a 5-minute chart and entering on a stop. Take some 
or all off on a limit order at a profit target, and then move the protective 
stop to breakeven on any remaining contracts. 

1 6. Beginners should consider swing trading stocks instead of scalping 
or swinging Eminis because stock charts are usually easier to read 
and often trend well. The Eminis or bond futures become important 
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when your trading volume gets too large to allow for good fills in 
stocks. 

t 7. When starting out, you should consider trading the SPY instead of the 
Emini. One Emini is identical to 500 SPY, and trading 300 to 500 SPY 
would allow you to scale out as you swing part of your trade, yet not 
incur much risk. Once you reach 1 ,000 to 1 ,500 SPY, if you are thinking 
that you will continue to increase your position size, then switch to the 
Emini. At that size, you can scale out of the Emini and you can increase 
your position size tremendously without slippage being a significant 
issue. 

t 8. If you find that you did not take a couple Emini trades in a row and 
they worked, you are likely trading too large a position size. Switch to 
trading 100 to 300 shares of SPY and swing for at least 20 to 50 cents. 
Even though you won't get rich, at least you will make some money 
and build your confidence. 

t 9. Buy low, sell high, except in a clear and strong trend (see chapter on 
trends). In a bull trend, buy High 2 setups even if they are at the high of 
the day, and in a bear, sell Low 2s. However, the market is in a trading 
range for the vast majority of the time. For example, if the market has 
been going up for a few bars and there is now a buy signal near the top 
of this leg up, ask yourself if you believe that the market is in one of 
the established clear and strong bull trend patterns described in this 
book. If you cannot convince yourself that it is, don't buy high, even if 
the momentum looks great, since the odds are great that you will be 
trapped. 

20. Every segment of every chart commonly can be classified as more than 
one pattern, and almost always the patterns will point in the same di
rection. All you have to see is just one to place a trade. For example, 
a Failed Final Bear Flag long can also be a Double Bottom Bull Flag, 
and this might also be a Bull Spike and Trading Range Reversal that 
reversed up after overshooting a trend channel line and a larger bull 
trend line, and it can progress into a Spike and Channel Bull. If you 
recognize any of these, you can place a trade even if you do not see all 
of the others. 

2 t .  Good fill, bad trade. Always be suspicious if the market lets you in or 
out at a price that is better than you anticipated, but if the setup is 
good, take it. The corollary of bad fill, good trade is not as reliable. 

22. Trends are always forming pullbacks that look like terrible entries but 
are profitable and reversals that look good but are losers. Most trend 
pullbacks follow just enough of a climax to make traders wonder if 
the trend has ended and trap traders out of entering on the pullback. 
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Also, the trend reversals are just good enough to attract and trap Coun
tertrend traders. If you trade Countertrend, you are gambling, and al
though you will often win and have fun, the math is against you, and 
you will slowly but surely go broke. Countertrend setups in strong 
trends almost always fail and become great With Trend setups, espe
cially on the 1 minute chart. 

23.  The easiest time to make money is in the first 90 minutes, and some of 
the easiest trades to spot are failed breakouts and breakout pullbacks 
of patterns from the prior day. Beginners should avoid trading in the 
middle of the day and in the middle of the day's range. 

24.  When you are about to take any trade, always ask yourself if the setup 
is one of the best of the day. Is this the one that the institutions have 
been waiting for all day? If the answer is "no" and you are not a con
sistently profitable trader, then you should not take the trade either. If 
you have two consecutive losers within 15-minutes or so, ask yourself 
if those were trades that the institutions have been waiting hours to 
take. If the answer is no, you are overtrading, and you need to become 
more patient. 

2 5 .  Those who talk don't know and those who know don't talk. Don't 
watch TV or read any news. The traders who are making the most 
money trading are too busy to be on TV. Ask yourself, if you are net
ting even just two points in the Emini a day on large positions, do you 
really want to bother with going on TV? So why are you listening for 
trading ideas from someone who can't even make a couple points a 
day? Trading is a business, not a religion, so don't look for a trading 
savior. 

26. Every bar and every series of bars is either a trend or a trading range. 
Pick one. Throughout the day and especially around 8:30 A . M .  PST, you 
need to be deciding whether or not the day resembles any trend pat
tern described in this book. If it does and you are looking to take any 
trade, you must take every With Trend trade. Never consider taking 
a Countertrend trade if you haven't been taking all of the With Trend 
trades. 

2 7 .  The best signal bars are trend bars in the direction of your trade. Doji 
bars are one bar trading ranges and therefore terrible signal bars. You 
will lose if you buy above a trading range in a bear or sell below one in 
a bull. 

28. You will not make consistent money until you stop trading Coun
tertrend scalps. You will win often enough to keep you trying to 
improve your technique, but over time your account will slowly 
disappear. 
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29. You will not make money until you start trading With Trend pullbacks. 

30. You will not make money trading reversals until you wait for a break 
of a significant trendline and then for a strong reversal bar on a test of 
the trend's extreme. 

3 1 .  You will not make money unless you know what you are doing. Print 
out the 5-minute Emini chart every day (and stock charts, if you trade 
stocks) and write on the chart every setup that you see. When you see 
several price action features, write them all on the chart. Do this every 
day for years until you can look at any part of any chart and instantly 
understand what is happening. 

32. If you lost on two or three trades in a row or if you lost money on the 
day, you are overtrading and not being patient. You might be fooling 
yourself and looking for "low risk" early entries on the 1- or 3- minute 
charts, or you are trading Countertrend, or you are trading in Barb 
Wire. Bad habits always erase more than your winnings. You are on 
the path to a blown account, even though you might be moving slowly 
in that direction. But you will eventually get there. 

33. You will not make money long term until you know enough about your 
personality to find a trading style that is compatible. You need to be 
able to follow your rules comfortably, allowing you to enter and exit 
trades with minimal or no uncertainty or anxiety. Once you have mas
tered a method of trading, if you feel stress while trading, then either 
you haven't yet found your style or yourself. 

34. Always look for two legs. Also, when the market tries to do something 
twice and fails both times, that is a reliable signal that it will likely 
succeed in doing the opposite. 

35. Never cherry pick because you will invariably pick enough rotten cher
ries to end up a loser. Either swing trade and look to take only the best 
two or three of the best setups of the day, or scalp and take every valid 
setup. That, however, is the more difficult alternative and is only for 
people with very unusual personalities (even more unusual than the 
rest of us traders!). 

36. Beginners should only take the best trades and either scalp or swing. 
It is difficult to watch a screen for two or three hours at a time and not 
place a trade, but this is the best way for beginners to make money. If 
your overriding goal is to make money, this is what you must do. If you 
do not, then you have other goals that are interfering with what should 
really be your only goal. 

37. Discipline is the single most important characteristic of winning 
traders. Trading is easy to understand but difficult to do. It is very 
difficult to follow simple rules, and even occasional self-indulgences 
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can be the difference between success and failure. Everyone can be 
as mentally tough as Tiger Woods for one shot, but few can be that 
tough for an entire round, and then be that way for a round every day 
of their lives. Everyone knows what mental toughness and discipline 
are, and everyone is mentally tough and disciplined in some activities 
every day, but few truly appreciate just how extreme and unrelenting 
you have to be to be a great trader. Develop the discipline to take only 
the best trades. 

38. The second-most-important trait of great traders is the ability to do 
nothing for hours at a time. Don't succumb to boredom and let it con
vince you that it's been too long since the last trade. 

39. Work on increasing your position size rather than on the number of 
trades or the variety of setups that you use. You only need to make one 
point in the Eminis a day to do well (100 contracts at 1 point a day is 
seven figures a year). 



Glossary I 
All of these terms are defined in a practical way to be helpful to traders and not 

necessarily in the theoretical way often described by technicians. 

2HM The market has not touched the EMA for two or more hours. It is a sign of a 

strong trend, and it does not have to be the first two hours of the day. 

Bar Pullback In an upswing, it is a bar with a low below the low of the prior bar. 

In a downswing, it is a bar with a high above that of the prior bar. 

Barb Wire A trading range of three or more bars that largely overlap, and one or 

more is a doji. Only look to fade small bars near its extremes, especially if With 

Trend (for example, look to sell if the pattern is just below the EMA), and trend bar 

breakouts. 

Bear Reversal A change in trend from up to down (a bear trend). 

Breakout The high or low of the current bar extends beyond some prior price 

of significance such as a swing high or low, the high or low of any prior bar, a 

trendline, or a trend channel. 

Breakout Bar (or Bar Breakout) The current breaks out beyond the prior bar by 

having its high extend above the high of the prior bar or its low extend below the 

low of the prior bar. 

Breakout Pullback A small pullback of one to about five bars that occurs within 

a few bars after a breakout. It is a failed failure, since it is a breakout failure that 

failed. After two failures, the market usually produces a reliable trade. 

Breakout Test A Breakout Pullback that comes close to the original entry price. 

It may overshoot or undershoot by a few ticks. It can occur within a bar or two of 

entry or after an extended move (even several hours later on a 5-minute chart). 

Bull Reversal A change in trend from a down to up (a bull trend). 

candle The body is the area between the open and the close of the bar. If the close 

is above, it is a bull candle and shown as white in this book. If it is below, it is a bear 

candle and is black. The lines above and below are called tails, wicks, or shadows. 

chart types Line, bar, candle, volume, tick, and so on. 
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climax A move that has gone too far too fast and has now reversed directions to 

either a trading range or an opposite trend. Most climaxes end with trend channel 

overshoots and reversals. 

Countertrend A trade or setup that is in the opposite direction from the current 

trend. In general, the direction of the most recent 5-minute signal should be as

sumed to be the trend's direction. Also, if most of the past 10 or 20 bars are below 

the EMA, With Trend is likely on the sell side. 

day trade A trade where the intent is to exit on the day of entry. 

doli A candle with a small body or no body at all. On a 5-minute chart, the body 

would be only 1 or 2 ticks, but on a daily chart, the body might be 10 or more ticks 

and still appear almost nonexistent. Neither the bulls nor the bears control the bar. 

Double Bottom The low of the current bar is about the same as the low of a prior 

swing low. That prior low can be just 1 bar earlier or 20 or more bars earlier. It does 

not have to be at the low of the day, and it commonly forms in bull flags (a Double 

Bottom Bull Flag). 

Double Bottom Bull Flag A pause or flag in a bull trend that has two spikes down 

to around the same price and then reverses back into a bull trend. 

Double Bottom Pullback A buy setup composed of a Double Bottom followed by 

a deep pullback that forms a Higher Low. 

Double Bottom Twin Two consecutive bars in a strong bear that have identical 

lows and small or nonexistent tails. 

Double Top The high of the current bar is about the same as the high of a prior 

swing high. That prior high can be just one bar earlier or 20 or more bars earlier. 

It does not have to be at the high of the day, and it commonly forms in a bear flag 

(Double Top Bear Flag). 

Double Top Bear Flag A pause or flag in a bear trend that has two spikes up to 

around the same price and then reverses back into a bear trend. 

Double Top Pullback A sell setup composed of a Double Top followed by a deep 

pullback that forms a Lower High. 

Double Top Twin Two consecutive bars in a strong bull that have identical highs 

and small or nonexistent tails. 

Down Up Twin A bull reversal setup where there are two overlapping bars that 

have bodies of similar size, and the first one is a bear trend bar, and the second is a 

bull trend bar. 

early longs Traders who buy as a bull reversal or trend bar is forming rather than 

waiting for it to close and then entering on a buy stop at one tick above its high. 

early shorts Traders who sell as a bear reversal or trend bar is forming rather than 

waiting for it to close and then entering on a sell stop at one tick below its low. 
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EMA The charts in this book use a 20-bar exponential moving average. 

EMA Gap Bar In a flat or down market, it is a bar with a low above the EMA. In a 
flat or up market, it is a bar with a high below the EMA. 

entry bar The bar during which a trade is entered. 

fade Place a trade in the opposite direction of the trend (for example, selling a 
bull breakout that you expect to fail and reverse downward). 

F'all(�d Failure A failure that fails, resuming in the direction of the original break
out. Since it is a second signal, it is more reliable. 

Failure A move where the protective stop is hit before a scalper's profit is secured 
or before the trader's objective is reached, usually leading to a move in the opposite 
direction as trapped traders are forced to exit at a loss. Currently, a scalper's target 
in the Emini of 4 ticks requires a 6-tick move, and a target in the QQQQ of ten ticks 
requires a 12 cent move. 

Five-Tick Failure: A trade in the Emini that reaches five ticks beyond the signal 
bar and then reverses (for example, a breakout of a bull flag runs five ticks, and 
once the bar closes, the next bar has a low that is lower). It is usually a setup for a 
trade in the opposite direction. 

gal) A gap is a space between any two prices on the chart. An opening gap is a 
common occurrence and is present if the open of the first bar of today is beyond 
the high or low of the prior bar (the last bar of yesterday) or of the entire day. An 
EMA Gap is present when the low of a bar is above a flat or falling moving average, 
or the high of a bar is below a flat or rising moving average. 

gap revers.11 A gap reversal attempt is present when the current bar extends one 
tick beyond the prior bar into the gap. 

Gap 2 If the first gap reversal fails, and then a second attempt to close the gap 
develops, this second attempt is a Gap 2. 

High 1 ,  2, 3, or 4 A High 1 is a bar with a high above the prior bar in a correction 
in an up or sideways market. If there is then a bar with a Lower High (it can occur 
one or several bars later), the next bar in this correction whose high is above the 
prior bar's high is a High 2. Third and fourth occurrences are a High 3 and 4. There 
are other variations as well. 

H igh/Low 1 or 2 either a High 1 or 2, or a Low 1 or 2. 

Higher High A swing high that is higher than a previous swing high. 

Higher I,ow A swing low that is higher than a previous swing low. 

J-IIgher Time I'rame A chart with each bar representing more time or trades than 
the bars on the current chart (for instance, a 60-minute chart is a higher time frame 
for all charts that have bars of 59 minutes or shorter; a monthly chart is the highest 
time frame). 
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1\ Consecutive inside bars, with the second being inside the first. It is often a re

versal signal in an overextended market. A less reliable version is when the second 

body is inside the first body, which is inside the body before it (ignore tails). 

i i i  Three inside bars in a row and a somewhat more reliable pattern that an ii. 

Inside Bar A bar with a high that is at or below the high of the prior bar and a low 

that is at or above the low of the prior bar. 

101 Outside bar with the bars before it and after it having highs below its high and 

lows above its low. It is often a breakout setup where a trader looks to buy above 

the inside bar or sell below it. 

leg A small trend that breaks a trendIine of any size, and the term is used only 

where there are at least two on the chart. It is any smaller trend that is part of a 

larger trend, and it can be a pullback (a Countertrend move), a swing in a trend or 

in a sideways market, or a With Trend move in a trend that occurs between any two 

pullbacks within the trend. 

long A person who buys a position in a market or the actual position itself. 

lot The smallest position size that can be traded in a market. It is a share when 

referring to stocks and a contract when referring to Eminis. 

Low 1 ,  2, 3, or 4 A Low 1 is a bar with a low below the prior bar in a correction in 

a down or sideways market. If there is then a bar with a Higher Low (it can occur 

one or several bars later), the next bar in this correction whose low is below the 

prior bar's low is a Low 2. Third and fourth occurrences are a Low 3 and 4. There 

are other variations as well. 

Lower High A swing high that is lower than a previous swing high. 

Lower Low A swing low that is lower than a previous swing low. 

M2B and M2S A second pullback to the EMA. An M2B is a High 2 in a bull and a 

buy setup or entry, and an M2S is a Low 2 in a bear and a sell setup or entry. 

major trendllne Any trendline that contains most of the price action on the 

screen, and it will typically be drawn using bars that are at least 10 or 20 bars apart. 

micro trendllne A trendline on any time frame that is drawn across from 2 to 

about 10 bars where most of the bars touch or are close to the trendline, and then 

one of the bars has a false breakout through the trendline. This false breakout sets 

up a With Trend HighILow 1 entry. If it fails within a bar or two, then there is usually 

a Countertrend trade (a Breakout Pullback from the break beyond the trendIine). 

Money Slop A stop based on a fixed dollar amount or number of points, like two 

points in the Eminis. 

Opening Reversal A reversal in the first hour or so. 

Opposite Twins An Up Down Twin or a Down Up Twin. 

Outside Bar A bar with a high that is above (or, rarely, at) the high of the prior 

bar and a low that is below (or, rarely, at) the low of the prior bar. 
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overshoot The market surpasses a prior price of significance like a swing point or 

a trend channel line. 

Pause Bar A bar that does not extend the trend. In a bull, a pause bar has a high 

that is at or below the prior bar, or a small bar with a high that is only a tick or so 

higher than the previous bar when the previous bar is a strong bull trend bar. 

" rice Action Any change in price on any chart type or time frame. 

pullback A pullback is a temporary Countertrend move and is part of a trend, 

swing, or leg, and does not retrace beyond the start of the trend, swing, or leg. For 

example, a bull pullback is a sideways to downward move in a bull trend, swing, or 

leg that will be followed by at least a test of the prior high. 

Pullback Bar A bar that reverses the prior bar by at least one tick. In an uptrend, 

it is a bar with a low below that of the prior bar. 

Reversal: A reversal from a trend of any size to a trading range or an opposite 

trend. 

Reversal Bar A trend bar in the opposite direction of the trend. In a bear, a bull 

trend bar has a tail at the bottom and a close above the open and near the top. 

A bear reversal bar has a tail at the top and a close below the open and near the 

bottom. 

scalp A trade that is exited with a small profit, usually before there are any pull

backs. For the Eminis, the profit target might be four or eight ticks, or a test of the 

prior extreme. For the SPY or stocks, it might be 10 or 20 cents. For more expensive 

stocks, it can be $1 or $2. 

scalper A trader who primarily scalps for small profit, usually using a tight 

stop. 

scalper's profit A typical amount of profit that a scalper would be targeting. 

scratch A trade that is close to breakeven with either a small profit or loss. 

second entry The second time within a few bars of the first entry that there is an 

entry bar based on the same logic as the first entry (for example, a second signal 

within three or four bars). 

setup A pattern of one or more bars used by traders as the basis to place entry 

orders. If an entry order is filled, the last bar of the setup becomes the signal bar. 

Most setups are just a single bar. 

Shaved Body A candle with no tail at one or both ends. A Shaved Top has no tail 
at the top, and a Shaved Bottom has no tail at the bottom. 

short As a verb, to sell a stock or future to initiate a new position (not to exit a 

prior purchase). As a noun, it is a person who sells something short, or the actual 

position itself. 

Shrinking Stairs A series of three or more trending highs in a bull or lows in a bear 

where each breakout to a new extreme is by fewer ticks than the prior breakout, 
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indicating waning momentum. It can be a Three Push pattern, but it does not have 

to resemble a Wedge and can be any broad swings in a trend. 

Signal Bar The bar immediately before the entry bar (the bar in which an entry 

order is filled). It is the final bar of a setup. 

smaller t ime frame A time frame that has more bars per hour than the current 

chart. If the chart is based on time, each bar contains less time (for instance, a 3-

minute chart is a smaller time frame for all charts that have bars of four minutes 

or longer; a tick chart with each bar being only a single tick is the smallest time 

frame). 

Stairs A series of three or more trending swings that resembles a sloping trading 

range and is roughly contained in a channel. Two-way trade is taking place, but one 

side is in slightly more control, accounting for the slope. 

Swing A smaller trend that breaks a trendline of any size; the term is used only 

when there are at least two on the chart. They can occur within a larger trend or in 

a sideways market. 

Swing High A bar that looks like a spike that extends up beyond the neighboring 

bars on the chart. Its high is at or above that of the bar before and the bar after it. 

Swing I fIgh/Low Either a swing high or a swing low. 

Swing Low A bar that looks like a spike that extends down beyond the neighboring 

bars on the chart. Its low is at or below that of the bar before and the bar after it. 

Swing Point Either a swing high or low. 

Swing Trade For a day trader using a short-term intraday chart like the 5-minute, 

it is any trade that lasts longer than a scalp and the trader will hold through one or 

more pullbacks. For a trader using higher time frame charts, it is a trade that lasts 

for hours to several days. Typically, at least part of the trade is held without a profit 

target, since the trader is hoping for an extended move. 

test The market approaches a prior price of significance, and it may break 

through it or fail and reverse. The failure can be an overshoot or an undershoot. 

Three Pushes Three swing highs where each swing high is higher or three swing 

lows where each swing low is lower. It trades the same as a Wedge and should be 

considered a variant. 

tick The smallest unit of price movement. For most stocks, it is one penny, for Ten 

Year Note futures, it is l/64th of a point, and for Eminis, it is 0.25 points. On tick 

charts and on time and sales tables, a tick is every trade that takes place, no matter 

the size, and even if there is no price change. If you look at a time and sales table, 

every trade is counted as one tick when TradeStation charting software creates a 

tick chart. 

Tight Trading Range Any sideways movement of two or more bars with lots of 

overlap in the bars. The bulls and bears are in balance. 
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time frame The length of time contained in one bar on the chart (a five-minute 
time frame is made of bars that close every five minutes). It can also refer to 
bars not based on time, such as those based on volume or the number of ticks 
traded. 

tradable The trade moved far enough to make at least a profitable scalp. 

Trading Range Sideways movement, and neither the bulls nor the bears are in 
control. 

trap An entry that immediately reverses to the opposite direction before a 
scalper's profit target is reached, trapping traders in their new position, ultimately 
forcing them to cover at a loss. It can also scare traders out of a good trade. 

Trapped in a Trade A trader with an open loss on a trade that did not result in a 
scalper's profit, and if there is a pullback beyond the entry or signal bars, he will 
likely take his loss. 

Trapped Out of a Trade A pullback that scares a trader into exiting a trade, but 
then the pullback fails. The market quickly resumes the move in the direction of 
the trade, making it difficult emotionally for the trader to get back in at the worse 
price that is now available. He will have to chase the market. 

trend A series of price changes that are either mostly up (a bull trend or a bull) 
or down (a bear trend or a bear). There are three loosely defined smaller versions: 
swings, legs, and pullbacks. A chart will show only one or two major trends. If there 
are more, one of the other terms is more appropriate. 

Trend Bar A bar with a body, which means that the close was above or below the 
open and is indicative of at least a minor price movement. 

Trend Channel Line A line in the direction of the trend but drawn on the opposite 
side of the bars compared to a trendline. A bull trend channel line is above the highs 
and rising to the right and a bear trend channel line is a line that falls to the right 
and is below the lows. 

Treild Channel Line Overshoot A bar penetrates a trend channel line. 

Trend Channel Line Undershoot A bar approaches a trend channel line, but the 
market reverses away from the line without penetrating it. 

Trend from the Open or First Bar A trend that begins at the first or second bar 
of the day and extends for many bars without a pullback, and the start of the trend 
remains as one of the extremes of the day for much if not all of the day. 

Trending Closes Three or more bars where the closes are trending. In a bull, 
each close is above the prior close and in a bear, each close is lower. If the pat
tern extends for many bars, there can be one or two bars where the closes are not 
trending. 

Trending nighs or Lows The same as trending closes except based on the highs 
or lows of the bars. 
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Trending Swings Three or more swings where the swing highs and lows are both 

higher than the prior swing highs and lows (trending bull swings), or both lower 

(trending bear swings). 

trendline A line drawn in the direction of the trend. Most often, it is constructed 

from either swing highs or lows but can be based on linear regression or just a best 

fit (eyeballing). 

Trend Reversal A trend change from up to down or down to up, or from a trend 

to a trading range. 

twin Two consecutive bars that share some characteristic (like Up Down bars or 

Double Bottom bars). 

undershoot The market approaches but does not reach a prior price of signifi

cance like a swing point or a trendline. 

Up Down Twin A bear reversal setup where there are two overlapping bars that 

have similar size and the first one is a bull trend bar and the second is a bear trend 

bar. 

Wedge Traditionally it is a Three Push move with each push extending further, 

and the trendline and trend channel line are at least minimally convergent, cre

ating a rising or descending triangle or Wedge-shaped pattern. For a trader, the 

Wedge shape increases the chances of a successful trade, but any Three Push pat

tern trades like a Wedge and can be considered one. 

With Trend A trade or a setup that is in the direction of the prevailing trend. In 

general, the direction of the most recent 5-minute signal should be assumed to be 

the trend's direction. Also, if most of the past 10 or 20 bars are above the EMA, 

trend setups and trades are likely on the buy side. 
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failed signal and entry bars and 

one-tick failed breakouts, 222-226 

failed trendlines and trend channel 

lines, 234-239 

failed Wedges, 247-251 

Missed entries, 49-50 

Monthly chart, 331-346 

high volume reversals, 343-346 

Nontrend bars. See Doji bars 
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I-minute charts, 260-267 

avoiding, 356, 381-382 

problems with, xxi-xxii 

usefulness of, 260-261 

One-tick failed breakouts, 222-226 

Opening patterns/opening reversals, 

313-317 
Opposite Twins, 18-35 

Options, 347-352 

Order entry system, 257 

Oscillators, limitations of, xvii 

Outside bars, 18, 36-42 

Overnight market trades, 267-269 

Overshoots, 1 77 

of trend channel lines, 210-2 15 

trend reversals with test, 190-202 

Overtrading, signs of, 384, 385 

Parabolas, 187-188 

Patience, need for, 384, 385 

Political influences on market, 

340-343, 365-366 

Post-market trades, 267-269 

Pre-market trades, 267-269 
first hour and, 290, 291-292 

Previous day 

first hour and, 289, 292-302 

highs and lows as price magnet, 
173 

Price action: 

basics of, xiii-xxv 

basics of bars, 1 1-13 

defined, 1-2 

ETFs and inverse charts, 45-46 

how to read, 6-7 

importance of close of bars, 42-45 

institutional investors and, 3-6 

late and missed entries, 49-50 
second entries, 46-48 

signal bars, other, 17-36 

signal bars, outside, 18, 36-42 

signal bars, reversal bars, 12, 

13-17 

trend bars and doji bars, 7-1 1  

Profit and loss, ignoring day's when 

trading, 2 

Pullbacks, 99-135 

best trades in intraday stocks, 

374-379 

best trades in strong trend, 

369-374 

Breakout Pullbacks and Tests, 

158-163 
counting legs of trend, 1 14-1 17 

on daily charts, 332 

Double Top and Bottom, 

202-206 

Double Top Bear Flags and 

Double Bottom Bull Flags, 

104-108 

EMA and GAP EMA pullbacks, 

108- 1 10 

first pullback, 32 1-324 
first sequence, 101-104 

HighILow 1,  2, 3, 4, 1 18-128 

HighILow 2 setup variations, 

128-132 

Three Push pullbacks, 132-135 

trend days, 1 12-1 14 

trend reversals and, 176 
2HM, 1 10-1 12 

INDEX 

Pundits, evaluating information of, xix, 

340-346 

QQQQ, market selection and, 257 

Reversal bars, 12, 13-17 

failure, 18-35 

Reversals. See also Minor reversals; 

Trend reversals 

best trades in intraday stocks, 

374-379 

best trades on major, 357-368 

ending at signal bars from prior 

failed reversals, 171-172 

failed, 239-242 
in first hour, 289-291 ,  313-317 

gap openings, 303-305 

guidelines for using, 383 

huge volume, 343-346 

minor scalps during trading range 

days, 368-369 
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at opening, 313-317 

trading ranges setting up, 152-154 

Risk per trade, 255-256 

Russell, market selection and, 256 

Scalper's profit, 221, 222 

failure to reach target, 251-254 

Scalps, 4-7, 269-273 

failed, 251-254 

minor reversal scalps during trading 

range days, 368-369 

reliability, 382 

targets as price magnet, 173 

Second entries, 46-48 

Selling pressure, 1 1  

Setup, defined, 1 1  

Setup bar, 13 

"Shadows," 12 

Shaved bars, 18-35 

Shaved body, 21  

Shrinking Stairs, 2 1 1-213 

Signal bars, 1 1 ,  17-36, 383 

entering market on, 277 

failed, 222-226 

outside, 15, 18, 36-42 

reversal bars, 13-17 

reversals ending at, 171-172 

stops as price magnet, 173 

Small bars, 18-35 

Spikes, 207-210 

as price magnet, 173 

SPY, market selection, 256-257, 383 

Stops: 

entering market on, 277-281 

protective, 281-288 

Swing points, 52, 61-63 

as price magnet, 173 

trend channel lines, 63-68 

Swinging, 269-273 

Thin areas, measured moved based on, 

167-171 

Third bar of the day, 310-3 1 1  

Three Push pullbacks, 132-135, 202, 

210-215  

failed, 237-238 

40 t 

3-minute charts, 77, 86, 179, 180, 197, 

291 

chart types and, 258, 260 

Ticks: 

defined, 1 

price action and, 2-3 

Tight trading ranges, 138-141 

Trading, 269-273 

Trading ranges, 137-154 

Barb Wire, 142-148 

best trades in trading range days, 

368-369 

big uplbig down, 150-152 

first hour breakouts, 3 19-321 

middle of the day/middle of the 

range, 148-150 

as price magnet, 173 

tight, 138-141 

trading ranges setting up trading 

reversals, 152-154 

Trapping in or out, 281-288, 382 

Treasury Bonds, 257 

Trend bars, 7-1 1  

ideal, 8 

Trend channel lines, 63-68 

failed, 234-239 

failed breakouts, 187-188 

intersecting with trend lines, 68-69 

overshoots, 2 10-215  

as price magnet, 1 73 

Trend day, 1 1 :30 stop run pullback, 

1 12-1 14 

Trend from the first bar, 305-310 

Trend from the open, 305-310 

best trades, 377-379 

Trend lines, failed, 234-239 

Trend reversals, 175-219 

characteristics of strong, 189 

climax, spike and trading range 

reversals, 207-210 

climax, three pushes and wedges, 

2 10-215  

Double Top and Double Bottom 

pullbacks, 202-206 

Expanding Triangles, 215-219 

mathematical models and, 178 
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Trend reversals (Continued ) 
signal strength in first leg, 188-190 

with a test, 190-202 

trend channel line failed breakouts, 

187-188 

trend line break, 184-187 

two requirements for, 176 

Trend line break, 184-187 

Trendlines, 51-55 

horizontal lines, 61-63 

intersecting with trend channel 

lines, 68-69 

micro trendlines, 55--61  

as price magnet, 173 

Triple Bottom, as failed Low 2 setup, 

226-228 

2HM, 1 10-1 12 

in first hour, 291 

Two-legged pullbacks, 99-100 

INDEX 

Undershoots, trend reversals with test, 

190-202 

V tops and bottoms, 187-188 

Volume reversals, 343-346 

Wedge reversal, 122 

Wedges, 64 

failed, 237, 247-251 

trade reversals, 210-2 15 

Weekly charts, 331-346 

high volume reversals, 343-346 

"Wick," 12 

With trend, 1 

Yesterday 
first hour and, 289, 292-302 

highs and lows as price magnet, 

173 


